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No. of Act.

1. An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the 8um of £36,485 12s. 5d. to the
Service of the Year 1868, and the sum of £500,000 to the Service of the Year 1869

2. An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of £500,000 to the Service of the
Year 1869 .•.
3. An Act to amend the Coroners Statute 1865
4. An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of £600,000 to the Service of the
Year 1869
5. An Act to sanction the issue and expenditure of certain sums from the" Public Works
Loan Account," for salarie6, wages, and contingencies for the Service of the Years 1868
and 1869 ...
6. An Act to sanction the issue and application of certain sums of money jrom the" Railway
Loan Account," for salaries, wages, and contingencies for the Service of the Year 1869
7. An Act to amend the Lunacy Statute
8. An Act to amend the Law relating to Crimes and the Practice in Criminal Courts
9. An Act to provide for the Mode of Procedure in iaking and determining the Compensation
to be paidfor Lands required by the State for Public WOrllS
...
...
...
10. An Act to amend and consolidate the Laws relating to County Courts, and to confer on said
Courts a limited Jurisdiction in Equity, Probate, and Administration
11. An Act to amend the Laws relating to the Customs ...
12. An Actfor better carr'ying out the Waterworks Act 1865
13. An Act to authorize the construction of a Main Trunk Line of Railway from Essendon to
the Upper Murray at Belvoir
14. An Act to provide for the protection and management of the Aboriginal Natives of Victoria
\5. An Act to secure to Proprietors of Designs for Articles and Works of Manufacture and
Art, and to Proprietors of Works of Literature and Fine Art, the Copyright of such
Designs and Works for a limited period
...
...
...
...
...
16. An Act to apply a sum out of the Consolidated Revenue to the Service of the Year 1869,
and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this Session of Parliament and for other
purposes
17. An Act to sanction the issue and application of a certain sum of money f1'om the" Railway
Loan Account" jor salaries, wages, and contingencies for the Service of the Year 1869
18. An Act concerning claims to Dower affecting certain landsjor the time being subject to the
provisions of the Transfer of Lands Statute and jor other purposes
...
...
19. An Act to amend the " Mining Companies Limited Liability Act 1864" and for other
purposes
20. An Act to provide for the collection. by means of Stamps of Fees payable in the several
Courts of Law and Equity and departments of the Public Service
...
...
21. An Act to amend the Laws relating to Abattoirs and the Slaughtering of Cattle ...
22. An Act to p1'ovidefor the Incorporation and Government of the Public Library, Museums,
•..
...
...
...
...
...
and National Gallery oj Victoria
23. An Act to amend and consolidate the Law relating to Road Districts and Shires
24. An Act to amend and consolidate the Laws relating to Municipal Corporations ...
25. An Act to amend and consolida-te the Laws relating to the Sale and Occupation of Crown
L@~
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314, col. I, line 33, for Ie bridges outside," read cc bridges within."
353, col. I, line 4, for" princers strike," read" pincers tear."
1211, col. 2, line 18, insert "annually," after "have been."
1521, col. 2, line 43, for "£300,000,000," read cc £3,000,000."
2025, col. I, last line but nine, for "Mr. Bindon's report," read "the
reports of the officials of the Customs department."
Page 2068, col. 1, last line but three, for" three years," read" eight years."
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Thursday, Feb7'uary 11, 1869.
Opening of the Session-The Governor's Speech-Swearing of
Members-Privileges of Parliament Bill,

The Second Session of the Sixth Victorian Parliament was d\Jened t.his day.
The PRESIDENT (Sir J. F. Palmer) took
the chair at two o'clock p.m.
The CLERK (Mr. G. W. Rusden) read
the following
.
PROCLAMA TION.
" By His Excellency t.he Honorable SIR
JOHN HENRY THOMAS MANNERS
SUTTON, Knight Commander of. the
Most Hono/'able Order of the Bath,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief
in and over the colony of Victoria,
&c., &c., &c.
"WHEREAS by the Constitution Act it is
amongst other things enacted, that it shall
be lawful for the Governor to fix such
places within Victoria, and subject to the
limitation therein contained, such times
for holding t.he first and every other session of the Council and Assembly, and to
vary and alter the same respectively in
Bu('h manner as he may think fit ; and also
from time to time to prorogue the. said
Council and Assembly, and to dissolve the
said Assemhly, by Proclamation or otherwise, whenever he shall deem it expedient: And whereas the said Legislative
Council Hnd Legislative Assembly, called
'The Parliament of Victoria,' now stand
prorogued until Tuesuay, the twenty-sixth
day of' .January instant, and it is expedient
to fix the time for holding the next session
YOLo YIl.-B.

thereof : Now therefore I, the Governor
of Victoria, in exercise of the power confen'ed by the eaid Act, do by this my Proclamation further prorogue the said Parliament of Victoria from Tuesday, the
twenty-sixt.h day of January instant, ulltil
Thursday, the eleventh day of the ensuin~
month of February; alld I do hereby fix
Thursday, the eleventh day of February
aforeEaid, as the time for the commencement and holding of the next session of
the said Council and Assembly, called the
Parliament of ViCtOI'iH, for the despatch
of' business, at two o'clock in the afternoon, in the Parliament Houses, situate
in Parliament-place, Spring-street., in the
city of Melbourne; and the honorable tile
Members of the Legislative Council. and
the Members of the Legislative Assembly
al'e hereby requited to give their attendance
at tlte said time and place accordingly.
"Given under my hand and the seal of rhe
colony, at Melbourne, this twenty-firEt day
of January, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine,
and in the thirty-second year of Her
Majesty's reign.
"J. H. T. MANNERS SUTTON.
" By His Excellency'S command,
"J. McCULLOCH,
"Chief Secretary.
"GOD SA~E THE QUEEN!"
At two o'clock, the Usher announced
that His Excflllency the Governor was
approaching the building. Immediately
afterwards His Excellency entered the
Chamber, accompanied by LieutenantColonel Trevor, C.R., and attended by his
Aiue-de-Camp and Private Secretary, and
a. number of officers.

Governor's Speech.

[COUNCIL.]

The members of the Legislapive Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY read the following
speech : "MR.

PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE
GENTLEl\rEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL:
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
"I have called you together for the
transaction of business as early as the
preparation of the measures to be submitted to you would allow.
"During the recess considerable retrenchments have heen effected, thereby
rendering available a larger proportion
of the revenue for works of public utility.
"The works already undertaken for
water supply have been a subject of
anxious consideration and careful scrutiny. An investigation into their condition, method, and cost of construction has
The
been instituted by my advisers.
result of the inquiry, so far' as it has
proceeded, will be laid before you.
Further investigation. is necessary; but
meanwhile there exists no reason for
delaying the completion of these important
works.
"The successful issue in the colony of
the loan for the construction of public
works is highly satisfactory. There can
be no better proof of confidence in the
resources and credit of the country, as
well as in the scheme to which the money
is to be applied, and of the growing wealth'
and prosperity of the people. The debentures issued under the authority of the
enactment of last session for raising a
loan for railway purposes have been transmitted to London~ and there is reason to
hope that the negotiation will be suc ..
cessful.
"I am happy to be able to congratulate
you on the general prosperity of the
country. The harvest is abundant, the yield
of gold is increasing, the financial and
commercial condition of the colony is
sound, and there are undoubted indications
of industrial progresA.

Governor; s Speech.

"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
"The Estimates for the year wi11 be
submitted to you. They have been prepared, after a careful reconstruction of
departments, with a view of diminishing
the expenditure thereon without impairing
the efficiency of the public service.
" MR.

PRESIDENT
AND HONORABLE
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL:

"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
"Further legislation for the control and
disposal of the waste lands of the Crown
is necessary.
A measure will be laid
before you for the purpose of extending
the beneficial operation of the existing
laws, in so far as they relate to agricultural
settlement and for determining the conditions of pastoral occupation.
"You will be invited to consider the
question- of communication with Europe
by the establi:;hment of a postal and passenger service vi&. the Cape of Good
Hope, which willbe an important element
for your consideration in connexion with
the immigrat.ion regulations to be laid
before you when the necessary information
shall have been obtained from the AgentGeneral.
" Measures will be submitted for the inspection of mines, and the enforcement of
due care in mining operations; for amendment of the laws relating to mining companies and mining property, whereby the
regulations under which auriferous lands
may be acquired shall be simplified; for
effecting better arrangements for defraying
the cost of draining quartz reefs, and for
legalizing contracts between miners and
the holders of private property.
" Experience in the working of municipal
institutions, which have conduced so
greatly to our social progress, has shown
the direction in which they may be amended
and improved. Your attention will be directed to measures for an amendment of
the laws relating to local government.

.New Members.

LFEBRUARY

"A laudable disposition has been shown
,by some districts to prosecute for themselves remunerative public works. You
will, I' am sure, readily afford evel~y
facility for the development of local enterprise and the encouragement of a spirit
of self-reliance. A measure with this intention will be submitted to you for enabling
local bodies to undertake such works with
the assistance of tbe State.
"Bills will be submitted to you for the
amendment of the law of insolvency, for
conferring upon county courts a limited
equitable and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, for
the amendment of the criminal law, for
the collection of Crown fees by stamps;
for 'imposing a succession and probate
duty, and for the regulation of the police
force.
" A measure for the amendment of the
Wines, Beer, and Spirits Sale Statute 1864
will be submitted to you.
"You will also be invited to amend the
laws relating to diseases in animals, impounding, fencing, and abattoirs.
"I trust that your deliberations may,
un del' the blessing of Divine Providence,
conduce to the permanent prosperity and
happiness of the people."
Copies of the speech were handed by
the Governor's private secret!],ry to the
President and to the Speaker.
The members of the Assembly then
withdrew, and His Excellency and suite
also left the Chamber.
The J>resident then read the usual form
of prayer.
NEW MEMBERS.
The PRESIDENT intimated that writs
for the election of members of the Legislative Council bad been returned to His
Excellency the Governor, and had been
transmitted to the custody of the Clerk of
the Council, showing the election ofThe Hon. J. P. Bear, for the South
Province (re-elected after retirement by
rotation).
The Hon. C. J. Jenner, for the SouthWestern Province (re·elected after retirement by rot.ation).
The Hon. Robert Simson, for the Western
Province (in the room of the Hon. C.
,Sladen, retired by rotation).
B

2
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Elections Committee.

The Hon. Benjamin Williams, for the
Eastern Province (re.elected after retirement by rotation).
The Hon. Francis Robertson, for the
North-Western Province (in the room of
the Hon. D. E. Wilkie, retired by rotation).
The PRESIDENT also announced that
he had issued a writ for the election of a
member of the Legislative Council for the
South-Western Province, in the room of
the Hon. John McCrae, who had accepted
an office of profit under the Crown (that
of Minister of Public "Torks), and that the
writ had been returned with an endorsement showing the re-election of Mr.
McCrae.
The new members were then introduced
and sworn.'
DECLARATIONS OF QUALIFICATION.
The following members delivered to the
Clerk the declarations required by the
seventh clause of the Legislative Council
Amendment Act (32nd Viet. No. 334) :The' Honorables Sir J. F. Palmer, W. H.
F. Mitchell, Robert Turnbull, Alexander
Fraser, H. M. Murphy, R. S. Anderson,
Nicbolas Fitzgerald, W. H. Pettett, W. J.
T. Clarke, John O'Shanassy, James Graham, William Campbell, J. P. Fawkner,
William Degraves, R. C. Hope, J. P. Bear,
C. J. Jenner, Robert Simson, Benjamin
Williams, Francis Robertson, and John
McCrae.
PRIVILEGES OF PARLIAMENT
cBILL.
The Hon. J. McCRAE, with leave of
the Council, moved, without notice, for
leave to bring in a Bill to protect the
privileges of Parliament.
Leave was given, and the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT laid on the table his
warrant appointing the Honorables R. S.
Anderson, N. Fitzgerald, A. Fraser,
J. Graham, W. Highett, J. McCrae, and
R. Turnbull as the Committee of Elections
and Qualifications.

THE GOVERNOn'S SPE~Ctt
The PRESIDENT read His Excel03
leney'S speech delivered to Parliament.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that the
consideration of the speech be made an
order of the day for Tuesday next.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
three o'clock, until Tuesday, February 16,
'-
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Governor's Speech.

[ASSEMBLY.]

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, Febl'uary 11, 1869.

Opening of the Session-New }{embers-President LincolnThe Duke of Edinburgh-Fencing Act Amendment BillAddress in Reply to the Governor's Speech.

The SPEAKER (Sir F. Murphy) took
the chair at two minutes past two o'clock
p.m,
~
The CLEnK (Mr. J. Barker) read the
Governor's proclamation convoking Parliament.
Immediately afterwards, the Usher of
the Legislative Council brought a message
from His Excellency the Governor, requei'tillg the attendance of honorable
members in the chamber of the Legislative
Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
members present, and at.tellded by the
Clerk, the Clerk-Assistant, and the
Serjeant-at-Arms, proceeded to the chamber of the Legi!$lati ve Council.
Business was afterwards sllspended until
ten minutes past four o'clock, when the
Speaker again took the chair.
NEW :\fEMBERS.
The SPEAKER announced that, during
the recess, he had issued a writ for the
election of a member' to serve {or the
electoral district of Geelong West, in the
room of Mr. Nicholas Foott, deceased, and
that he had received a return showing
that Mr. Graham Berry had been elected.
He also intimated that he had issued a
similar writ for the Cas~ lemaine electoral
district, in the room of Mr. ~. H Bindon,
resigned, and tha.t the ret.urn thereto
showed that Ml'. R. M. L. Kitto had been
elected.
Mr .. Berry and Mr. Kitto were afterwards introduced and sworn.
PR,ESIDENT LINCOLN.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received a communication from Mr. Moran,
Char'ge d'Affaires of the United States at
London, acquainting him that a volume
containing copies of the addresses presented
on the occasion of the assas:,ination of
the late President Lincoln had been transmittpd for the Le~i81ati\'e Assembly of
Victoria
This volume, t.he Speake .. said,
had come to hand, and been placed in the
Parliament Library.

Address in Reply.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
MI'. McCULLOCH prpsented:-t message
from His Excellelley the Govemor, transmitting a copy of a despat.ch from the
Secretary of State for t,lle Colonies,
acknowledging the receipt of addresses to
the Queen from the Lf'gislative Council
and Legislative Assembly of Victoria, on
the preservat.ion of the life and restoration
to health of His Royal Highness the Duke
of Edinburgh.
. FENCING LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the law relating
to fences.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
'"

THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS

IN

REPLY.

The RPEAKER notified that, pursuant
to the Governor's summons, the members
of the HOJ,lse attended in the chamber of
the Legislative Council that aft(-'rnoon,
when His Excellency delivered his spee\!h
on opelling the session.
The speech having been read,
Mr. BATES rose and said-Mr.
Speaker, I beg to move"That this House d:> resolve that a respectful
address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, expressive of our loyalty to Our Most
Gracious Sovereign. Thanking His Excellency
for having called us togl-'ther for the transaction
of' business as early as the preparation of the
measures to be submitted to us would allow.
Informing His Excellen<"y that we are glad to
learn that during the reCt'SS considerable retrenchments have been effected, thereby rendering available a larger proportion of the revenue
for works of public utility. Acquainting His
Excellency that \\'e are conscious that the works
already undertaken for water supply have been
a subject of anxious consideration, and that we
are glad to know that thl'y have been subjected
to careful scrutiny and investigation by His Excellency's advisers 'Ve shall await the result
of the inquiry which His Excellency has been
pleased to order to be laid bl'fore us ; meanwhile
we are glad to be informed that there exists no
reason for delaying the completion of these
important works. That we reecive with much
satisfa.ction the announcement of the succes~ful
issue in the colony of the loan for the construction of public works, and that we COllcnr in the
opinion expressed by HisExcellell(~y that there can
be no better proof of confidence in 1 he resources
and credit of the country, as well rlS in the
sl'heme to which the money is to be applied and
of the growing wealth and prosperity of the
people. That we also coincide in the opinion
that there is reason to hope the negotiation of
the railway loan in London will be successful.

Governor's Speech.

[FEBRUARY

11.J

Address in Reply.
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That we receive with gratification His ExcelI believe, sir, thAtt it is the custom, on ocleney's congratulations on the general prosperity
casiolls
like this, to give the honour of
of the country-thnt the harvest is abundant,
proposing a reply to His Excellency'S
the yield of gold increasillg, the finaneial and
speech to the youngest membel' of this
commercial conditions of the colony sound, and
that there are undoubted indications of industrial
House. Although scarcely coming within
progress. Thanking His Execllency for informthat rule, I may perhaps ask the induling us that the Estimates for the year will be submitted to us, and informml! His Excellency ~hat gence of honorable members, for a short
time, while I call attention to, and speak
we learn with great satisfaction that they have
been prepared, after a careful reconstruction of upon, a few of the more prominent points
departments, with a view of dimini~hing the ex·
which rlemand attention, in connexion with
penditure thereon without impairing the effiHis
Excellency's speech, I think I am
cieltcy of the public service. Informing His
not far wrong in sayillg that many members
Excellency that we coltcur with him that further
legislatiun for the control and disposal of the
of this House are under the impl'ession
waste lands of the Crown is necessary. That that Pal'liament ought to have been called
we shall give our hest consideration to the
together for the despatch of buginess at
measure which will be laid before us for the
purpose of extending the beneficial operation an eadier period. At the same time, I
of the existing laws, in so far as they relate would remind those honorable members
to agricultural settlement, and for determining that, during the last session, almost every
the conditions of pastoral occupation. That we
member of this House who spoke on the
shall also carefully consider the question of
communication with Europe, by the establish- subject of the finaucial condition of the
ment ot a postal and passenger service via the
colony, almost exacted from the GovernCape of Good Hope, which will be an important
ment" a promise that retrenchment should
element for our consideration in connex.i.on with
. the immigration regulations to be laid before . take place in the public departments. . I
us when the necessary information shall have need scarcely inform you that, during the
been obtained from the Agent-General. Acrecess, great retrenchments ha.ve been efquainting His Excellency that the measures to
fected. In fact, sir, I may congratulate
be submitted for the inspection of mines, and
the present Ministry on their boldness in
the enforcement of due care in miningoperationsj
for amendment of the laws relating to mining achieving an object which, I was going to
properties and mining companies, whcreby the
say, no other Ministry ever dared venture
regulations under which auriferous lands may
to a.ttempt.· The fact shows that at the
be acquired shall be simplified j for effecting
better arrangements for defraying the costs of present day the country is ruled by the
Ministry, rather than by the heads of
draining mines on quartz reefs, and for legalizing contracts betw(~en miners and the holders
departments and the ci vil service. Whether
of private property, will aIr of them receive our
the red.uction which has been made in the
earnest attention. Informing His Excellency
vaTious departments will or will not imthat our attention will be cheerfully given to
pair the efficiency of thmie departments,
the measures for an amendment of the laws
relating to loeal government which experience
time alone can tell. I am willing to admit
in the working of municipal institutions has that the country has been put to some
suggested. 'l'hat we learn with satisfaction that
a laudable disposition has been shown by some slight inconvenience by Parliament not
being called together a month earlier; but
districts to prosecute for themselves remunerative public works. We shall readily afford
this slight inconvenience is more than
every facility fill' the development of local
counterbalanced by the advantage which the
enterprise, and the encouragement of a spirit
coulltry receives from the public works
of self~reliance. And that the measure to be
which the Government have undertaken.
submitted to us for enabling local hodies to
undertake such works with the assistance of
It will be in the recollection of hon.orable
the State will meet with our careful consideramembers that, during last session, great
tion. That we shall also be prepared to condoubt
and uncel'taintywere entel'tainedas to
sider the Bills to be suhmitted to us for the
the success or non-success of the water-supamendment of the law of insolvency, for conferring upon county courts a limited equitable, ply works constructed in the country disand ecclesiastical jurisdiction, for the !1mendtricts; and it must be a gl'eat satisfaction
lllent of the criminal law, for the collection of to honomble members to know that, ,during
Crow11 fees by stamps, for imposing a succesthe recess, these works have been thosion and probate duty, and for the regulation
of the police force, and likewise the measure roughly examined, both by professional
for the amendment of the Wines, Beer, and and Bon-professional men.
I have not
Spirits Sale t;tatute 186-l. That we shall further
the least doubt that the report of the
be prepared to consider the amendment of the
professional men will have its due inlaws rclating to diseases in animals, iUlpounding,
fencing, and abattoirs. And assuring His Exfluence with members of this House.
cellC'ncy that we join His Excellency in trustWhether the report of the non-professional
ing that our deliberations may, under the blessmen will have the same influence, I
ing of Divine Providence, conduce to the perleave this House to judge. And now I
manent prosperity and happiness of the people."
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would call attention to the fourth paragraph of the Governor's speech. I believe
every honorable member will be pleased
with the fact there mentioned, and already
well known, that, within the last two ~ays,
the Government have sold, in this city,
debentures for the extension of public
works to the amount of £300,000. I
want to know what higher proof could
be desired of the confidence reposed by
the moneyed interest of this colony in
the gentlemen who have the control of
our finances than the fact that the
Government, after appealing to the public
for a loan of £300,000, and putting a
high price on their debentures, receive
applications far in excess of the amount
required, at and above the minimum
price fixed? Judging by present. appearances, the year 1869 wi 11 be one of
prosperity for the colony. The commercial interest is, I believe, in a sound and
healthy condition-in a condition more'
sound and healthy than it has been for
many years past. In fact, if honorable
members will only review the insolvencies
which have taken place during the last two
years, they will arrive at the conclusion
that the merchants of Melbourne and of
the colony have lost, through the insolvency
of individuals, far less during the past two
years, than they have done during any
corresponding period in the history of the
colony. And now, sir, I would refer to
another question mentioned in the Governor's speech. It appears that honorable
members will be invited to express their
opinion as to the advisability of' establishing mail communication between this
countl·y and England, by way of the Cape
of Good Hope. Almost everyone who
has considered the question has arrived at
the conclusion, that if a contract for the
running- of a line of steamers of sufficient
power can be entered into, and if the contract were to extend over a period of
years, so as to allow capitalists to invest
their money in such an undertaking, .every
success would attend the arrangement.
This is not all. I am one of those who,
some time since, objected to and protested
against the class of immigration then encouraged by the State. I refer to the
time when, in the district which I have
the honour to represent, soup-kitchens
had to be established in order to keep
some people from starving. But I believe
the time has now come when a steady
stream of immigration can be directed to
this· country without disadvantage. I
Mr. Bates.
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submit that the great problem of immigration has not yet been solved in relation to this country. The distance we are
. from the great centres of population is
alone a proof that the immigration and
the postal services must be united in order
that each may be a success. Before I sit
down, I will crave the attention of the
House for one moment, in reference to the
alteration proposed to be made in the insolvency laws.
I am sure that every
man who has the good of the colony at
heart will rejoice at the prospect of that
alteration. I scarcely know a creditor
who has had to appear in the insolvent
courts of the colony without being dissatisfied at the way in which the business of
those courts has been conducted. Under
the law, as it stands at present, 'it too often
happens that the honest man is punished,
and that the dishonest man, who makes
any number of false declarations, goes free.
I trust that, in framing their Insolvency_
Bill, the Crown law officers will not sanction any provisions compelling creditors
in Melbourne to go up country to prove
debts in estates. The Melbourne merchants want no favour; they want only
what is fair: They are quite willing that
local courts should be established, provided
that an insolvent is compelled to file his
schedule and be examined in .the court of
the district wher..e most of his creditors
reside. With these remarks, I beg to
propose the motion which I have read.
Mr. LOBB.-I beg to second the motion.
My sympathies are with the Government
on this occasion. I believe the measures
which they are about to submit, are all of
urgent necessity; and I have no doubt
the House will give the Government
every assistance in carrying the measures
through.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Mr. Speaker, as a
member of this House, r beg to state that
I feel very much disappointed at the course
which the Government have pursued in
delaying, so long~ the calling of Parliament together. Why, sir, . the first paragraph of the· Governor's speech is altogether inconsistent with what we might
expect from the hands of a Government
who profess to make retrenchments in the
public service and to prosecute public
works. Ever since the present Government have been in power, we have been in
the position of voting annually largesumsof
public money for public works, but at such
an advanced period of the year that it has
been impossible to carry out the works
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during -the season in which the money has country. The puudling machines, quartzbeen voted. Two months of the present crushing machines, and miners, represented
year will have expired before any money can to be in the Castlemaine and Sandhurst
be voted by this House, and the consequence districts, were not in existence save in the
will be that a great deal of the money imagination of the Minister of Mines;
which may be voted will lapse at the end they are not in existence now; and they
of the year. I do not know whether will not be in existence for many years to
honorable members approve of this course. come, unless the population of this country
With these facts
It may be all very nice for honorable increases fi ve-fold.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches to before us, I say that we ought to pause
prorogue Parliament, and to content them- before· proceeding with any further expenselves with calling it together at this diture in this direction. I will not occupy
advanced period of the seasc:m; but I the time of the Hou'se any longer; but
must express 'my dissatisfaction at such I shall certainly take an opportunity hereproceedings. Weare asked to be thank- after of demanding the fullest information
ful for the retrenchments which t.he with respect to this and other mat.ters
Government have effected.
I believe which the Government have taken particuthat, if an inquiry were made, it would lar care to cloak from the eyes of this
be found that the present Government, Ass~mbly, and the people of this country.
during the period they have been in office,
Mr. REEVES.-Mr. Speaker, it is not
have taken more men into the public my intention to offer any active opposition
sel'vice than they have dismissed. ("No.") to the motion; but I must confess that, to
Honorable gentlemen may say "No," but me, the speech is most unsatisfactory, and
let us have a return on the subject, and of course the address will be merely an
that will speak for itself. It may be an echo to it. If the Attorney-General were
error on my part, but, from casual ob- present, I would call upon. him to state why
servation in the Government depm'tments, it is that one in the list of the many
I feel firmly convinced that what I state is measures promised by the Government
correct. Look at the Mining department, during the last session-I refer to a Bill to
the Lands department, and indeed every amend the Electoral Act-has not been
department under Government, and see the .shadowed forth in the speech from the
I con~ider that a remarkable
way in which the hands in each establish- Crown.
ment have been i.ncreased. I do not wish omission-an omission which I hope the
to detain honorable members; but I must House will not submit to. We are told
express the hope that the House will not that the Government have effected retrenchallow a sing Ie contract for waterworks to be ment. I have no doubt they have; and I
entered into, until the full facts relating to think every honorable member will go
the Coliban scheme arE\ before the House, readily with the Ministry if it can be
and until every honorable member has had shown that this retrenchment has been of
an opportunity of judging for himself as to such a character as to deserve the approval
the advisability of prosecuting these works of the House. But how much greater
further. There are two gentlemen in the would be the moral effect of this retrenchreceipt of very high salaries from the State, ment, if the Treasurer had shadowed forth
who ought to be prepared to give' this the intention of Ministers to propose the
House every information with respect to reduction of their own salaries? It may
such an expensive undertaking as the Coli- be said that those salaries form the subject
ban water scheme. AsfarasIhave been able of a special appropriation which the House
to learn, I believe that scheme to have canllot touch. But a reduction of the kind
been nothing more nor less than It gross has been effected in South Australia.
job. We have expended a large sum of There the Ministry of the day, when they
money on works that will not give us a submitted a scheme of retrenchment, proreturn of one per cent. on the original out- posed, in the first instance, a reduction of
lay during the next twenty years. I am thirty-three per cent. upon their own
satisfied of that from my own personal salaries. If our Ministers had adopted a
knowledge. Why, the very statistics whicb similar course, that would have been magthe Minister of Mines laid on the table nanimous. I ·have no doubt that such a
when these works were entered intowere, as thing might be done here. I throw this
I then described them, a mere delusion; they out merely as a suggestion, and, if the
were laid on the table merely for the purpose Ministry will profit by it, I am sure the
of deceiving honorable members and the House and the country will feel obliged to
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them. I don't intend, as I before said, to
offer any objection to the address; but I
must confess that a more verbose document than the ~peech, with so little in it, I
never read.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BATES then moved"That a committee be appointed to draw up
an address upon the said resolution, such committee to consist of Mr. McCulloch, Mr. Carr,
Mr King, ~Ir. Richardson,Vlr. Lobb, Mr. Butters,
Mr. Davit's, Mr. Wilson, and the mover, and
thaI. they do retire immediately."
Mr. LOBB seconded the motion.
Mr. WILSON said, as he could not
agree altogether with the Governor's
speech, he did not think it wise that he
should be concerned in framing the address in reply.
The name of Mr. Plummer was substituted for that of Mr. Wilson; and the
motion, as amended, was agreed to.
The committee withdrew, and, after a
short absence, retul'Ded with an address
founded upon the resolution, which address was ordered to be presented to His
Excellency the Governor, by the Speaker.
and members of the House.
SUPPLY.
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH, it
was resolved that the Governor's speech
to both Houses of Parliament should be
taken into consideration on. Tuesday,
February 16.
The House adjourned at three minutes
past five o'clock, untit Tuesday, February 16.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 16, 1869.
Retrenchment-President Lincoln's Assassination-Declarations of Qualification-The Duke of Edinburgh-The
Governor's Speech-Address in Reply-Sessional Arrangements.

THE PRESIDENT took the chair' at
thirteen minutes past four o'clock p.m.,
and read the prayer.
RETRENCHMENT.
The PRESIDENT laid on the table the
following communi~ation, which had been
addressed tohim by the Under-Secretary:-

Address in Reply.

"SIR - I am directed by the honorable the
Chief Secretary to express his hope that t~e
V"gislative Council will aid t.he Government III
the measures that are now bemg taken by them

with a view to reduce the public expenses.
"From the return laid before Parliament last
session the cost of the department of the Lt'gislative Council, under Sehedule D, Part 4, was,
in the year 186i, somewhat over £4,000.
"This nmount the Chief Secr~tary believes
might be reduced considerably, as for instance
by having the duties done by the reader and the
assistant reader performed by the. same offi.cers
in the Legislative ASl\embly, WhICh he t~\lnk8
might be effected without impairing the effiCIency
of the clerical staff in either House.
"Without, however, entering into details he has
directed me to bring the matter under your
serious consideration.
"I have, &c.,
" W. H.

" Chief Secretary's Office,
"Melbourne, 11th February,

ODGERS.

1~69."

PRESIDENT LINCOLN.
The PRESIDENT read to the Council
and laid on the table a communicat.ion from
the department of State, Washington, forwarding copy of a resolution of the Congress of the United States, and transmitting
a volume containing copies of addresses
presented on the occasion of the assassination of the late President Lincoln.
DECLARATIONS OF QUALIFICATION.
The following members delivered to the
Clerk the declarations required by the
seventh clause of the Act ;)2nd Vic./'No.
334 :-The Honorables T. T. A'Beckett,
W. A. C. A'Beckett, G. W. Cole, and
James Henty.
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The Hon. J. McCRAE presented a
message from His Excellency the Governor, transmitting a copy of a despatch
from the Secretary of State forthe Colonies,
acknowledging the receipt of addresses
to the Quetjn from the Legislath'e Council
and Legislative Assemhly of' Victoria, on
the preservation of the life and rest,oration
to health of His Royal Highnel:!s the Duke
of Edinburgh.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
. The House proceeded to take into consideration the speech of His Excellency
the Governor on opening the session.
'l'h,e Hon. W. A'BECKETT moved"That a committee be appointed to prepare
an address to His Excellency the Governor in
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reply to His Excellency's speech, and that such
committee consist of the following gentlemen:
-The Honorables A. J!'raser, C. J. Jenner, J.
Henty, F. Robertson, J. Graham, J . .P. Fawkner,
W. Highett, and the mover."

The Hon. F. ROBERTSO~ seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
The commit.tee retired, and were absent
a few minutes. On their return they
brought up the following report, which
was read by the Clel"k:'" To His Excellency the Honorable SIR J onN
THOMAS HENRY MANNERS SUTTON, Knight
Commander of the Most Honurable Order of
the Bath, Governor and Commmander-inChief in and over the Coluny 01 Victoria,
&c., &c., &c.
" May it please Your Excellency"We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and loyal
subjects, the Legislative Council of Victoria in
Parliament assembled, beg leave to approach
Your Excellency with renewed expressions of
our loyalty and attachment to Her Majesty's'
throne and nerson.
"We thank Your Excellenc.v for having called
us together for the transaction of business as
early as the preparation of the measures to be
SUbmitted to us would allow.
" "Ve arc glad to learn that during the recess
considerable retrenchments have been effected,
thereby rendering available a larger proportion
of the revenue for works of public utility.
" \Ve are conscious tbat the works already
undertaken for water supply have been a subject
of anxious consideration, and we are glad to
know that they have been subjected to careful
scrutiny and investigation by Your Excellency'S
advisers. We shall await the result of the inquiry which Your Excellency has been pleased
to order to be laid before us; meanwhile we are
glad to be informed that there exists no reason
for delaying the completion of these important
works.
"We receive with much satisfaction the announcement of the successful issue in the colony
of the loan for the construction of public works,
and we concur in the opinion expressed by Your
Excellency that there can be no better proof of
confidence in the resources and .credit of the
country, as well as in the scheme to which the
mone'y is to be applied, and of the g-rowing
wealth a11d prosperity of the people. We also
coincide in the opinion that there is reason to
hope the negotiation of the rail way loan in
London will he successful.
"We rel:eive with satisfaction Your Excellency's congratulations on the general prosperity of the country - that the harvest is
abundant, the yield of gold increasing, the financial and commercial conditions of the colony
sound, and that there are undoubted indications
of industrial progres!';.
"We concur with Your Excellency that further
legislation for the control and disposal of the
waste lands of the Crown is ner-essary. Vve
shall give our best consideration 10 the measure
which will be laid before us for the purpose of
extending the benefidal operation of the existing
laws, in so far as they relate to agricultural
settlement, and for determining the conditions of
pastoral occupation.
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"We shall also carefully consider the question
of communication with Europe, of the establishment of a postal and pAssenger service ria the
Cape of Good Hope, which will be an important
element for our cOIli:ideration in connexion with
the immigration regulations which Your Excellency ha:s informed us will be laid before us when
the neeessary information sha.ll have been obtained from the Agent-General.
"The measures to be submitted for the inspection of mines and the enforcement of due care in
mining operations; for amendment of the laws
relating to milling properties and mining companies, whereby the reKulations under which
auriferous lands may be acquired shall be simplified; for effecting hetter arrangements for
defraying the costs of draining mines on qllartz
reefs, anll for ll'gallzing contracts between miners
and the holders of private property, will all of
them receive our earnest attention.
.. Our attention will be cheerfully given to the
measures for an amendment of the laws relating
to local government which experience in the
working of municipal institutions has suggested.
"We learn with satisfaction that a laudable
disposition has been shown by some districts to
prosecute for themselves remunerative puhlic
works. We shall readily afford every facility
for the development of local enterprise and the
encouragement of a spirit of self-reliance. The
measure to be submitted to us for enabling local
bodies to undertake such works with the assistance of the State will meet with our careful
consideration.
"We shall also be prepared to consider the
Bills to be submitted to us for the amendment
of the law of insolvency, for conferring upon
county courts a limited equitable and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, for the amendment of the
criminal law, for the collection of Crown feel'! by
stamps, for imposing a succession and probate
duty, and for the regulation of the police force,
and likewise the measure for the amendment of
'The Wines, Beer, and Spirits Sale Statute 1864.'
""Ve shall further be prepared to consider the
amendment of the laws relAting to diseases in
. animals, impounding, fencing, and abattoirs.
'" We join Your Excellency in trusting that our
deliberations may, under the blessing of Divine
Providence, conduce to the p~rmanent prosperity
and happiness of the people."

The Hon. V\T. A'BECKETT.-Mr. President, I have no intention of making a
long speech in support of the motion
which 1 have the honour to make, that the
address just read be agreed to; but I may
sa.y that I regard it as a strong proof in
favour of the policy of the Government., as
declared in the speech of His Excellency,
that those organs of public opinion which
are supposed to be hostile t.o that policy,
and to those who wish to carry it out, have
been unanimous in speaking to the useful
character of the legislation proposed.
The Hon. F. ROBERT~ON.-It
affords me much pleasure to second t.he
motion. It must be gra.t.ifying to this
House to find t.hat the financial condition
of the country is sound, and that its industrial resources are in a prosperous
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state. It is also a source of gratification to know that the works for water
supply are in so satisfactory a condition
that they may be expected to be carried
to a successful issue. I look upon a
thorough and complete system of water
supply as being even of more importance to
this country than the extension of railway
communication. In close connexion with
this subject is the extension of the powers
proposed to be given to local bodies with
It view to enabling them 'to carry out remunerative public works, assisted by the
State; and I am sure that I only echo the
opinions and sentiments of honorable
members of this House, when I say that
they will assist the Government of the
country in carrying the proposed measures
to completion. The present session of
Parliament has commenced under peculiarly
favorable circumstances. The issues which
divided the Legislature and society into
two parties, and the difficulties and dangers
which surrounded that division, have terminated-all tho~e matters are at rest;
and now that there is harmony between the
two branches of the Legislature, there is
nothing, I trust, to prevent their uniting
in an endeavour to carry out measures for
the general good. I trust that both
branches of the Legislature will beguided by
n. spirit of moderation in all their deliberations, and I particularly 'urge on this
House the desirability of followiug the
example of that portion of the Imperial
Parliament which may be regarded as its
prototype, in making concessions at the
proper time. The independent position
of this Chamber can only be maintained by
the snpport which it receives from the
public out of doors.
The Hon. J. O'SHAN ASSY.-I believe, sir, that there is no member of this
House but echoes the hopes and sentiments
which have been expressed by the honorable seconder of this address, that both
Chambers of the Legislature" will be influenced by a desire to advance the prosperity and welfare of this country, and that
they will, especially the representatives of
this Chamber, be governed by a spirit of
moderation in legislating upon matters
which may be proposed with that object.
But I fear that on this occasion that spirit
of moderation is about to lead the Council
into an expression of opinion" to which I
feel bound, as an individual member, to
say I do not subscribe. I do not believe
there is any man of commercial experience
who would concur in the o,f?inion that the
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Joan negotiation has beeu carried to a
successful issue. "The succesEful issue
in the colony of the loim for the construction of public works is highly satisfactory"-this is the dogmatic portion of
the assertion.
Some person may say,
"You have already concurred in that
observation."
Now I object to that
position, and I dissent from that portion of
the speech which refers to the satisfactory
issue of the Joan for the construction of
public works, and which goes on to say,
"There can be no better proof of con·
fidence in the resources and credit of the
country, as well as in the scheme to which
the money is to be applied, and of the
growing wealth and pr~sperity· of tIre
people." Now I can conceive a state
of things in which money nlight become
very abundant, and people seeking investment might be glad to take up anything
that offered in the shape of security, and
if the Government can make such an offer,
investors will take their capital to the
nearest and readiest market; but if I had
said that such a state of things was a proof
of the financial soundness and prosperity of
the country I should have said that which
is contrary to what is in my own mind,
and have assented to a proposition that I
cannot affirm. I happened to be in
London in 1866, when there was a great
financial panic, and I found at that time
that money was enormously abundant; and
even more recently, until the last month or
so, money has been so abundant in the
English market that it could not be lent
out at any rate ot interest-one and a· half
to two per cent. at the outside. If I were
asked whether that condition of things indicated the undoubted commercial prosperity
of England, I do not think I could be expected to reply that it did. Not only is
the existence of an abundance of money
not a sign of' the financial prosperity of a
country, but, on the contrary, there was
apparent, at the time of which I speak, an
entire want of confidence, arising from
various causes which I need not go into
now, the principal of which, however, was
the limited liability companies.
At the
present time money is rising in the English
market, and I believe that we who have
articles and commodities to send home
will find that they will have increased
the demand for money, as returning confidence will have induced people to
entertain a better opinion of the stability
of the market. It is for these reasons
that I will uot commit the House to the
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expression of this opinion, in which I
believe honorable members do not concur.
There are gentlemen here engaged in comm'erce and banking fully conversantwith the
state of affairs, and who know that it is not
the case that, because money is supplied to
the Government in abundance at five per
cent., 'and a large portion of it supplied
too by savings banks, therefore the colony
is in a condition of financial prosperity. I
believe, on the other hand, that when there
is 8 demand for money, and money is
high, it shows that every person is engaged
in some pursuit in which money can be profitably employed, and that that is indeed a
sure sign of the prosperity of a countrycertainly a greater sign of prosperity than
falling back on the Government, when
no other channel of investment is to
be had. There is one rather singular
circumstance which I may mention. I
have been watching the operations of
the savings banks, and I notice that a
large proportion of their' capital is invested
in Government debentures. They pay·
something like four pel" cent. in the way
of dividends to the industrial classes,
which is probably as small as they could
pos8ibly offer, but the margin left is just
only one per cent. to be applied to pay~
ment of risks aud cost of management.
N ow if money becomes dear againsay ten per cent.-it is quite clear that
the debentures must fall as money rises.
So that it is in itself a sort of raising of money in a circle, and is certainly
no evidence of the soundness of the
proposition laid down in the address, that
the fact of money being abundantly
obtained on Government debentures is a
proof of the Commercial soundness and
prosperity of the country. I make these
observations in the same spirit as that in
. which those of the mover and seconder
of the address were made, regarding the
question as being one of public interest,
and as having no special relation to the
past or present state of the market. But,
sitting here, I feel that i_t is not my duty
to allow such an observation as that in
the address, to which I have been referring,
to pass without placing on record my
dissent from the principle which it affirms.
Again, sir, we are asked to assent to the
proposition t.hat the Estimates have been
prepared, "after a careful reconstruction
of departments, with a view of dimini~hing
the expenditure thereon, without impairing the efficiency of the public
service." Now I think the Houee ought
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not to be asked to assent to a pro ..
position of which it has not the slightest
knowledge. It would have been more
judicious not to have asked the House to
furm or express any opinion on a
subject which has not been before them in
such a shape as would alone enable them
to do so; for to affirm this principle
positively, and· in the form proposed in the
reply, is, to say the least of it, to a~k this
House to do a thing which it ought not to
be asked to do-. I think it would have been
reasonable to have asked the House to say
that all the matters sketched forth in the
speech would re~eive fair and impartial consideration at its hands. Had that course
been adopted, I shou ld not have offered one
single observation to this Chamber on the
subject. In the other Chamber it is usual
to take a different course, but in this House,
which is expected to occupy an impartial
position between contending parties, it is
too much to expect of its members that
they should approve of being asked to
express an ·opinion on a subject about
which they know absolutely nothing. The
present Government have been in office
five or six years, and if what is stated in
this address to have been done could
have been done before, I can only say
that it is at least curious that it was not
done. And it is reasonable to ask, why
was it not sooner done, if it pressed itself
so much on the attention of the Government?
Mr. McCRAE.-The dead-lock prevented its being done.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-I do not think
"the dead.lock" is a satisfactory answer.
. With regard to another question to which I
have given some attention, and of' which both
Chambers of the Legislature feel the importance, although nothing has been said on
the subject by either the mover or seconder
of the address, I have a few words to say,
because it is.of great consequence to the
country. I allude to the proposed postal
and passenger service by way of the Cape of
Good Hope. The paragraph of the report to which I am referring is this:"You will be invited to consider the question
of communication with Europe by the establish·
ment of a postal and passenger service via the
Cape of Good Hope, which will be an important
element for your consideration in connexion with
'the immigration regulations to be laid before
you when the necessary information shall have
been obtained from the Agent-General."

J have a very great personal respect for

the Agent-General, and I think he will
find that these mail ·proposals amount to
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very little, for the only WRY, I am persuaded, iu which the country can expect
to get people to its shores is by assisting
them, out of the land fund, to emigrate.
To talk of waiting for amended regulations
as an excuse for not doing so, is to my
mind simply amusing.
It will practically come to this: if the country desil'e
• that people should come here, the country
must pay for their coming; and if they
do not desire it, they must go on as they
are-concentrate the:'ir resources into the
smallest possiLle compass, and appear in as
respect.able a form as they can with very
diminished resources. Tltecountl'y cannot,
without increased industrial population, go
intotbese public works, and t.he alternative
to theil'having t.hem will merely prove that
wecan goon very well \vil h much smallel'establishrnents. The principle of retrenchment does not appear to me t.o have been attended with very great success. Some people
immediately interested in it, so far as it
has {!one, may have something to say about
it. I have lIeard of cases which, I confess,
appear to me to be cases of hardship; the
suddenness of the notice given to men who
have worked hard, and zealously, and long
for the country has been spoken of. However, I do not intend to comment upon the
general measures proposed here, because,
as they are not befure the Council, I do not
conceive that the proper time for such
comment has arrived. I have felt it my
duty, however, to say, as a member of this
House, that I have not concurrEjd with the
address in the respects which I have
pointed out. I believe, at the same time,
that honorable members of this House do
not propose to do anything more than
express their opinions on the question
before us. I have taken the occasion of
expressing mille, and do not propose to
move any amendment whatever on the
address.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER.-I do not
intend to oppose the motion in the slightest
degree; but I wish to point out the
following paragl'aph :-:-

•

"You will be invited to consider the question
of communication with Europe by the establishment of a postal and passenger service via the
Cape of Good Hope, which will be an important
element for your consideration in connexion
with the immigration regulations to be laid
before you when the necessary information shall
have been obtained from the Agent-General."
(

I sincerely hope that the Government will
go fully into this question, and that they
will not trifle with it any further. It will
be remembered that on a previous occasion
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I moved a resolution in this House, on t.he
28th of May, 1867, to the following
effect : " That, in the opinion of this House, and with
a view to promote the general bterest of the
colony, it is desirable to increase the popUlation
of Victoria by immigration; and this House
aecordingly recommends that immediate effect
should be given to the provisions of the Immigration Act, No, 195."

an that occasion, fourteen members of this
House supported the motion, Hnd I pointed
out the special advantages to be g:ainpd by
au increase of the popuiat.ion. The debate
occupied two evenings, and the resolution
was carried unanimously. It was supported on all sides, as I believe it was
supported by the country. I trust that
t.he Government of this country will go
fully into the quel'tion witllOut further
delay, for I do not think them wort.hy of
support unless they will entel' into it. I
have no ol~ection whatever to make against
the presellt Admilli~tration, hut we know
that a Bill was introduced into the House
and passed the three branches of the
Lpgislature-that it became law-amI
that as we called upon the Government
before, we should call upon the Government now, to act upon it without any
further delay.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I believe the colony requires new blood,and that,
unless we get more working men here, the
work of improvement must stand still, if it
does' not retrograde ..
. The Hon. J. McCRAE.-I had no intention of offering any remarks to the
House on the address;
Lut, owing
to some observations which have fallen
the honorable' member (MI'.
from
O'Shanassy), I am justified in saying a few words ill reply. Of coul'se
it is quite competent for any honorable
member of this House to cl'iticise His Excellency's speech; but I must say that I
think the obseryations to which I refer
were scarcely justified. The honorable
member made a statement to this House
to the effect tllatretrenchments in the public
service had not been ab!:iolutely necessary(Mr. O':::ihanassy, "No.")-that the present
Arlministration had been some five or six:
years in office, and that it was very strange
that they had selected this particular time
for the work of retrenchment. Now, sir,
that work of retrenchment is a very unusunl, as it is a very in v id iotis one- it is a
work which former Administrations have
not encountered, although they must have
been very well aware that necessities
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existed for it. Instead, therefore, of the
honorable member opposite reflecting on
the presentAdministl'ation forendeavouring
to economize the public service, I think it
should have been admitted that they are
deserving of t.he great.est credit, not only
from the public at large, but from membet's
of t.his House, for the nerve and coura.ge
with which they came to the difficulty,
and I think that the fu !lest j usti fieadoll
and approval will be awarded tu the Government for the way in which they have
carried the work of retrenchment through.
The honorable member has also endeavonred to show that this 'Colony is not b
a prosperous condition, because our debentures were sold at a premium the
other uay-a most extraordinary inference
certainly to draw. I consider that the
colony has never-so long as Ihave been in
it-been in so soundly prosperous a state as
it is in at the present moment. Will the
honorable member deny tha.1 employment
hasnevel' beensoplentiful. Will the honOt'able mem bel' deny tbat labour has never
been in more active demand? The very iact
that we require so large an immigration
from Europe goes to prove, in my opinion,
that the country is not only socially
but financially sound. So that I thillk
the honora.ble member's argument in that
respect, if it does 110t go fOt, nothing,
will go for very little indeed.
Why,
sir, when we look around us and see
t]le amount of money which is invested
from week to week, and fi'om month to
month, by the industrial classes of
the community in the various societies
formed for the purpose of. receiving
deposits, what greatel' proof can we
have of the prosperity of this country?
Look at the number of building and financial societies t,hat have been start.ed and
al'e now being calTied 011 here in t.he city
of Mt:'lboul'ne. If the country wel'e not
in a financially prosperous condition, these
societies never would have Leen kept in
existence, if they ever existed at all. I
venture to say that some years ago the
idea of the existence of so many so'!ieties
would have been looked upon as an absurd
dream. I regret exceedingly that any
attt'mpt should be made by any honorable
member of this House t.o depreciate the
present condition of this country, because
we can now i10ld out to tile laboring
classes at home prospects that we never
could have held out before. When we
look at the 42nd clause of the Land
Act, and the industrial field opened
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under it for the bona fide settler,
we shall be able to show to the
people at home that they have every
'inducement to come out here and make
humes for themselves, which they have
not the opportunity of doing in the mother
country. Now, sir, with l'egaru to some
observations made by the honorable member (MI'. J ellller) with respect to the
immigt'ation regulations, I do not speak
as a member of the Government, but as a
member of this House expressing my personal opinion, when I say that assisted
immigration of the character that has been
carried out has not tended to improve this
country. No, sir, we have the fact daily
staring us in the face that a number of
pet'sons have been brol1ght out to this
colony who on their alTival have, instead of
being an advantage, have turned out to be an
absolute burthen-numbel's of old men and
women have been introduced by their
relat,ives, and have found their way into
the Benevolent Asylum. I am prepared
to say that this has been the case in a
number of instances. My own ideA, sir,
is, that we should endeavour to brillg out
to this country a high and well-selected
class of a~riculturallabourel's and artisans,
and not take the pauper refuse of Great
Britain. We do not want them, although
under t he late system we have been
receiving them.
Mr. ANDERSON.-Why not alter the
regulntions ?
.
Mr. McCRAE.-I hope, sir, the regulations will be.altered. I hope that they will
be so altered that, instead of bringing
out a class of persons who will be a
burthen to the cOllntry, t,he arrivals will
be an advantage, I hope that ,.his audreRS
will be adopted by the House, and I hope
too that, when adopted, honorable members
will let the cOllntry see that they are
actuateu by no factiolJs spirit, but that
they have at heart the health, wealth, and
prosperity df this great and rising young
country.
The Hon. G. W. COLE. - I think,
sir, the address is mel'ely an echo of
the speech, and that, nnless an amendment is moyed, there should be no debate
on it as to what ought or ought not to
be done. I am not awal'e of the honorable member (:\11-. O'Shanassy) having
moved any amendment; but I do take exception to the honorable member sa.ying
that the recent sale of the Gov~rnment
debentures is no cl'iterion of the financial
prosperity of the colony. He has not told
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us that there are ten millions of the savings
of' the people of this country now in the
hands of the banks lying idle, n,nd not
paying interest. The honorable member
must know this. I venture to say that
'the country is in a most prosperous condition, and that it is all owing to the policy
of the Ministry.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I rise,
sir, to express my concurrence generally
in the remarks made by the honorable
member on my· right (Mr. O'Shanassy),
and more especially with regard to the
financial question upon. which he has
touched, because I do not think, generally,
that the facility with which Government
debentures are pla·ced on the market can
be taken as an indication of the financial
prosperity of a country. J therefore take
the same objection to the address that the
honorable member takes. But I think
there may be special circumstances which
regulate the value of money here. The
low rate of interest prevailing in England
exercises an influence on the rate of
interest ruling her;e, and I therefore feel
very much disposed to take the same exceptions that the honorable member has
taken. With regard to the question of
immigration, we must all earnestly congratulate the Government upon their endeavour to initiate a system of immigration,
because it must be in the recollection of
the House that, session after session, this
very question has been raised,and we have
been endeavouring fruitlessly to introduce
a proper system of immigration ever since;
but unfortunately, although there was at
one time a proposal made that a certain
portion of the land revenue should be devoted to that object, the proposal was never
carried into effect. I am under the impression that it has been diverted to other
purposes. I regret this because I think
that, had the money been so expended
long ago, we should have been a much,
larger community than we are, with larger
y.ields of gold, agricultural produce, and
everything else. I think the most profitable commodity for the State to foster and
encourage is able-bodied and young labour.
On the whole, I think too much money
cannot be spent on immigration-that is
to say, if there be lSufficient employment
for it; a.nd I most heartily congratulate the
Government on what they have done. I
hope they are in earnest; I am afraid,
for my own part, it is too good to be
true. For these reasons, sir, I quite agree
with the h~norable member, that it is not
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worth our while to take exception to the
speech.
The motion for the adoption of the address was agreed to, and it was resolved
that the address should be presen ted to
His Excellency, at three o'clock on the
following day, by the President and such
members of the House as might desire to
accompany him.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved., That Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, be the days on which the Conncil shall
meet, for the despatch of busi~ess during the
session, and that four o'clock be the hour of
meeting on each day; and that on Wednesday
in each week the transaction of Government
business take precedence of all other business."
The motion was agreed to.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
On the motion of the Hon. J. McCRAE,
the standing committees for the session
were constituted as under:STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE. - The
Honorables the President, W. Campbell,
T. T. A'Beckett, W. Righett, H. M.
Murphy, and J. McCrae.
LIBRARY COMl\fiTTEE (JOINT).-The
Honorables the President, J. O'Shanassy,
R. C. Hope, J. P. Fawkner, and W. H. F.
Mitchell.
PRINTING COl\Il\UTTEE.-The Honorables R. S. Anderson, A. Fraser,
J. Henty, J. Graham, and F. Robertson.
REFRESHMENT - ROOMS
COMMITTEE
(JOINT).-The Honorables J. P. Bear,
R. Turnbull, C. J; Jenner, R. S. Anderson,
and W. H. Pettett.
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS COMMITTEE
(JOINT).-The Honorables the President,
S. G. Henty, G. W. Cole, N. Fitzgerald,
and W. Degraves.
RATEPAYERS'ROLL.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved:,. That there be laid upon the table of the
House a copy of the ratepayers' roll for the
city of Melbourne, the town of Geelong, and
of all boroughs, shites, and toad districts."
The Hon. C: J. JENNER seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-six
minutes, to six O'clock, until Tuesday,
February 23~
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in one newspaper the telegram to which
the honorable member referred, but a
telegram published in another newspaper
was of a very different character. He
had not yet received any direct information on the subject; but he had no doubt
that the loan would be placed on the
London market at the end of January or
the beginning of February-the earliest
date at which it could possibly be done.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The SPEAKER took the chair' at halfpast four o'clock p. m.
ADDRESS TO THE GOVERNOR.
The SPEAKER reported that he, with
several members of the House, had that
afternoon waited upon the Governor at
the Government offices, and presented o>to
His Excellency the address adopted by
the House in reply to his speech delivered
to Parliament, and that His Excellency
had been pleased to make the following
reply:"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLE~IEN. OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSE~mLY :

"I thank you for your 'loyal address, and I
feel assured that the atttJntion which you will
give to the important business to be brought
under your consideration will be productive of
beneficial reSUlts."

THE RAILWAY LOAN.
:Mr. KERFERD asked the Treasurer
if he was in a position to give the House
any information in regard to the railway
loan? It appeared, said the honorable
member, from telegraphic information
published in the newspapers of that
morning, that the floating of the loan
in the London money market had been
further postponed. At the time that the
House authorized the loan to be raised
there was a general understanding that
steps were to be taken for the purpose
of floating the loan immediately, in order
that advantage might be taken of the
prevailing low rate of interest. Although
a considerable time had since elapsed,
the loan had not yet been placed on the
market. If the honorable gentleman could
giye any information as to when it would
be placed ~on the market, he was sure
that the House would be anxious to
hear it.
Mr. Mc:CULLOCH said that he was
not in a position to give the House any
information on the subject. He had seen

Captain MAC MAHON called the
attention of the Chief Secretary to the
probability of the Duke of Edinburgh
visiting the colony in a few days, and
asked if it was the intention of the Government to take any steps to receive His
. Royal Highness in a manner becoming his
position and rank? He did not suppose
it was the desire of the House that anything like what was done on the Duke's
former visit should be repeated; as on this
occasion he would come as a private visitor. At the same time, it was neces~ary
that the Government should show that
they were prepared to extend to His
Royal Highness a proper amount of hospitality.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr; Speaker, in
reply to the honorable and gallant member
for West Melbourne, I may state that it is
certainly not the intention of the Government to ask the House to vote any large
sum of money for the purpose of the
reception of His Royal Highness the
Duke of Edinburgh. Indeed, it is the
express wish of Her Majesty that there
shou1d be no further expenditure for the
purpose in those colonies which His Royal
Highness has already visited. It may be
requisite to expend a small sum in making arrangements to give His Royal Highness a courteous and hearty welcome, such
as he ought to receive; and I am sure
that the House will extend to the Government authority to spend any amount which
may be necessary for that purpose. Per ..
haps a few hundred pounds may be sufficient to meet the requirements of the case;
but I am sure that honorable members will
not wish His Royal Highness to be received in any other than a becoming and
proper manner.
SMALL-POX.

Mr. RICHARDSON called the Chief'
Secretary's attention to the supposed prevalence of small-pox in the colony. He
mentioned that some of the passengers by
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the ships Tornado and Avonvale, which
arrived at the port of Melbourne from
England a few weeks ago, had died on the
voyage; that, after a short detention at
the Heads, the ships were allowed to come
up the bay. and the passengers were
landed. The whole colony had since been
thrown into a state of excitement and
panic by the breaking out of a disease
which some doctors said was small-pox
and some said was chicken-pox. There
was no doubt, however, that when the
mate of the Avonvale landed in the colony
he was suffering from an eruptive disease,
and a few days afterwards several cases of'
a similar character, some of which proved
fatal, occured in the colony. He wished
to know whether the Chief SecretaJ'Y
thought that tile health officers llad taken
sufficient care and precaution to prevent
the introduction of this disease into the
colony?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-In reply to the
honorable member's quesl,ion, I must say
that 1 have great difficulty in expressing
an opinion as to whether the Chief Medical
Officer (Dr. MoCrea) did all that his duty
required !Jim to do in this matter, as it is
a suhject upon which doctol's differ so much
in opinion. There is a variet.y of opinions
as to whether the disease was small-pox or
chicken-pox. The question, however, is
one of very great impol'tanee, and I will
be prep~lred to lay all the tlocumen t~, together with Dr. McCrea's defence of the
course he has takel}, on the' table of the
House in a day or two. Honorable members
will then be able to judge of the whole
circumstances of the case.
STAWELL AND PLEASANT
CREEK.
Mr. BLAIR asked the PostmasterGeneral if it was his intention to eXlend
the elect, ic telegraph wires from Stawell
to Pleasant Creek, and when?
Mr. G. V. SMITH replied that it was
his intention to extend the telegraph wires
from Stawell to Pleasant Creek, but he
was unable to say when the extension
would be made.
Mr. B LAIR also asked if it waR the intention of the Government to 1'en10Ve tbe
powder magazine at Pleasant ,Creek to a
less dangerous site; and likewise to pl'Ovidp, at the same place. a secure building
in which to preserve public records?
Mr. SULLIVAN answered both questions in the affirmative.

Electoral Law.

GOVERNMENT

APPOINTME~TS.

Mr. LANGTON asked the Chief Secretary when a return to an order of the
House w.ade on the 25th August, 1868, for
certain information in regard to appointments in the Civil Service, would be laid
upon the table?
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that the
return would be presented in the course of
a few days.

THE ELEGTORAL LAW.
Mr. REEVES asked the AttorneyGeneral when he would be prepared to
introduce a Bill to amend the present electorallaw? He stated that last session he
drew the Attorney-General's attention to
the necessity for an amendment of the
electoral law, in order to prevent the manufacture of fagot-votef'l, and the honorable
gentlemall promised that a Bill should be
int,roouced this'session to meet the requirements of the case. In the Governor's speech
however, no mention was made of any
intention on the pal't of the Government to
submit a measure to amend the electoral
law.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH explained t.hat
the evil complained of by the honorable
member for Collingwood (MI'. Reeves)
would be dealt with under some of the
provisions of a B ill to amend the M unicipal Act, the introduction of which was
promised in the Governor's 'speech.
EMERALD HILL POSTAL SERVICE.
Mr. WHITEMAN called the attention
of the Postmaster-General to t.he present
arran:remf'nts for the delivery of letters at
Emerald Hill. which, he complained, were
inadequate and inconvenient, and asked
whether some alteration could not be made
to obviate the inconvell ienee at pl'esent
felt by the inhabitants of t.hat, borough?
He stated that Emerald Hill bad recently
been depri ved of one letter-carriel' and of
one deli very of letters per da.y. The consequence of the new arrangements was
that the inhabitants suffere(l serious inconvenience, many of them being unable to
obtain their morning lfltters before they
left home for their places of business in
Melbourne. The two men by whom the
letters were now delivered had each a very
large urea to traver:3e, their du lies occu pying them frolll eight o'clock in the morni:Jg
udil half-pa:;t nine or ten o'clock at lIight.
It was mo:;t improper 'that the postal
requirements of Emerald Hill-a district
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in the immediate vicinity of Melbourne,
with a population of 14,000 persons,
which was steadily increasing-should be
so inadequately provided for.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that this was
the first time he had heard any complaint
that the inhabitants of Emerald Hill
suffered any serious inconvenience from the
change in the postal arrangements affecting
that di~trict. Collingwood., Richmond, and
other suburbs, as well as Emerald Hill,
,had now only two deliveries of letters per
day, and, except as regarded one suburb,
be had not heard any complaint of any
serious inconvenience attending the change.
He would inquire into the matter, and if
be found that the inhabitants of Emerald
Hill did suffer any serious inconvenieIice
from the present arrangements he would
endeavour to have it remedied. Hedesired
to point out that the speedy delivery of
letters depended very much on the public
themsel ves. If they had apertures made
in the doors of their houses, through
which the postmen could slip letters,
nearly one-third of the time of the. lettercarriers would be saved.
RETRENCHMENT IN THE PUBLIC
SERVICE.
Mr. EVERARD asked the Treasurer
if, in the Government retrenchment
scheme, any action had been taken under
the seventh clause of the Civil Service
Act to reduce the maximum salary of t.he
various classes?
In SUbmitting the
question, the honorable member said that
he had no desire to embarrass the Government in the least. He would give the
Government his utmost support in carrying into effect the reductions which they
had made; but he thought that, while the
number of the civil servants was reduced,
the enormous salaries which some of the
officers received ought also to be cut down.
According to the newspapers, a reduction
had been made in the wages of some of
the poorest of the public servants-namely,
the printers-and he did not see why
reductions should not be effected in the
salaries of other public servants.
He
should regret if the Government answered
the question in the negative. If any
private member 'wished to endeavour to
effect a reduction in the maximum salaries
paid in the different classes of the service,
he must take steps to do so before the
Governor sent down a message with the
Estimates, and he had therefore brought
forward the question at this early period
VOL. VII.-C
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of the session in order to learn the intentions of the Government on the subject.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-There is no
intention on the part of the. Government
to make known any portion of their financial scheme until I have had the opportunity of bringing it before the House
as a whole. I hope to do so next Tuesday.
Honorable members will then have an
opportunity of expressing their views,
and of stating their opinions as to the
scheme of the Government as a whole.
WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a copy of the following :-The report
made by the Engineer-in-Chief of Railways
upon the Victorian Water Supply department
in the year 1866; complaints or charges (if
any) made to the Government against the
department of Victorian Water Supply,previous
to the Engineer-in-Chief of Railways being
lately directed to inquire into the working of
such department; the report of the Engineerin-Chief of Railways on the result of his
inquiry, in answer to the same; the report of
the Chief Engineer of Water Supply, and the
reply (if any) thereto of. the Engineer-in-Chief
of Railways; all other reports, correspondence,
and documents relating to such inquiry."

Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
Mr. SULLIVAN laid the papers referred
to in the motion on the table of the House.
SUPPL Y BILL.
In reply to Mr. MACGREGOR,
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that a Supply
Bill, to enable the salaries of the civil
servants for the beginning of the current'
year to be paid,. would be submitted as
soon as possible ~fter the financial statement was made.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. BYRNE moved"That during the present session no fresh
business (excepting the postponement of business
on the paper) be called on after eleven o'clock."

Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
the following resolutions were adopted : "That Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, in each week during the present session,
be the days on which the Assembly shall meet
for the despatch of business, and that four
o'clock be the hour of meeting on each day."
"Thaton Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
in each week during the present session, the
transaction of Government business, shall take
precedence of all other business, except that
on Wednesday private Bills shall have precedence from ,~alf-past four o'clock to half-past
six o'clock." .
,
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Mr. DUFFY asked if the Government
would, in the event of there being no private
Bills to occupy the attention of the House
during the two hours preceding half-past
six o'clock on Wednesdays, allow precedence to be given during that time to
notices of motion and orders of the day in
charge of private members? He thought
such an arrangement would be convenient
both for the Government and the Heuse.
It would give greater facilities for private
members to bring forward business than
they possessed last session, in consequence
of there usually being" no House'1 on Friday
night; and another effect of it would probably be to taka away altogether the temptation to make a House on that night of
the week.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that he could
not comply with the request of the honorable member. The Government were
anxious that there should be a House on
Fridays, but they could not consent to an
arrangement which would practically limit
the time for the transaction of Government
business to two nights and a half per week.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
the standing committees were constituted
as follows:REFRESHMENT - ROOMS COMl\fiTTEE.With power to confer with the Committee
of the Legislative Council :-Mr. J. T.
Smith, Mr. Crews, Mr. Aspinall, Mr. King,
and Mr. Byrne.
STANDING ORDERS COMl\fiTTEE.-Three
to form a quorum :-The Speaker, Mr.
Macgregor, Mr. Fellows, Mr. Gavan Duffy,
Captain Mac Mahon, Mr.. McCulloch,
Mr. G. Paton Smith, Mr. F. L. Smyth,
and Mr. Lalor.
PRINTING COl\Il\IITTEE.-Three to form
a quorum : -The Speaker, Mr. Richardson,
Mr. Mackay, Mr. Davies, Mr. Cohen, Mr.
Everard, Mr. Oarr, Mr. Reeves, and
Mr. Wilson.
.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.-With power to
confer with the Committee of the Legislative Council :-The Speaker, Mr. Blair,
Mr. McDonnell, Mr. Williams, and Mr.
McKean.
.
'
PARLIAMENT-BUILDINGS COMMITTEE.With power to confer with the Committee
of the Legislative Council : -The Speaker,
Mr. Harbison, Mr. E. Cope, Mr. McLellan,
and Mr. Frazer.
Before the committees were appointed,
Mr. DUFFY observed that, in selecting
the members to form the various com-
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mittees, the Chief Secretary appeared
simply to have taken the committees of
last year. There were good grounds for
making some alterations-for example, the
majority of the Refreshment-rooms Committee were gentlemen who never went
to the refreshment-rooms. It was impossible, with a committee so constituted,
that the Refreshment-rooms could be efficiently managed. The Refreshment-rooms
Committee ought to consist of members
who had some such experience as that
which was oonsidered necessary to qualify
a member of a club to be placed on its
committee of management. Again, he did
not think that the Library Committee was
calculated to do its duty as efficiently as it
ought to do. At a time when the librarian
was about to be removed, it was especially
necessary that the Library Committee
should be composed of gentlemen who had
a larg'e knowledge of books, and were well
qualified to take charge of the Library.
As to -the Parliament-buildings Committee,
he noticed that, though there were five
ex-Ministers of Public Works in the
House, not one of them was proposed as a
member of the Committee. He admitted
that, as far as political opinions were
concerned, the members of the various
committees were tolerably fairly distributed, but he did not think that the
mem bers had been so well selected as they
might have been, in order to secure
efficiency. He suggested that the appointments should be postponed till the next
d~y,.to give the Chief Secretary an opportunity of seeing if he could not submit
a list of names which would be likely
to secure greater efficiency in the discharge of the duties of the various committees.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he did not
think that any good could arise if the appointment of the committees was postponed. He had heard no complaints -of
the way in which the committees had discharged their duties last year.
Mr. BLAIR considered that the appointment of the standing committees was
purely nominal, that the duties which they
had to perform were never very onerous,
and not in any sense responsible. The
House might therefore very well accept,
unquestioned, the selection made by the
head of the Government. To raise questions on mere motions of form of this
character was calculated to excite angry
personal debates, which he very much
deprecated.
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Captain MAC MAHON admitted that
it would be inconvenient to canvass the
qualifications of different gentlemen, but
thought that there could be no objection to
postpone the appoint.ment of the committees to enable the Chief Secretary to consult with some other honorable members,
with a view to effecting such alterations
in the' com position of some of the com. mittees as, might be considered necessary
to make them more efficient.
After some remarks by Mr. BYRNE and
'Mr. CREWS, who complained that the
Refreshment-rooms were not efficiently
conducted, and by Mr. WHITEMAN, in commendation of the way in which they were
conducted, the discussion terminated, and
the committees were appointed as submitted by the Chief Secretary.
RETURNING OFFICERS.
Mr. HANNA moved"That there be ·laid on the table of this
House a return of the expenses incurred by the
several returning officers at each election to
the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly from July, 1864, to the present time, giving
the number of polling places, the sums advanced to each from the Treasury, and the
several amounts, if any, which have not been
accounted for, or for which vouchers have not
been furnished to the Audit Commissioners, and
the names of the returning officers."

The honorable member expressed the beLief
that, when the return was furnished, a
I:!elect committee would have to be appointed to investigate certain irregularities
which, to his knowledge, had taken place.
Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
.
REPRESENTATION OF THE
PEOPLE BILL.
Mr. FELLOWS.-Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move for leave to bring in a Bill for the
better representation of the people, and
for amending the laws relative to Parliament and the responsible Ministers of the
Crown. In doing so, I may mention that
the measure is almost the Bame as that
. introduced last session, on which the
House had no opportunity of expressing
its opinion. There are no material variations beyond those rendered necessary by
the passage of the Bill altering the qualification of electors and members of the
Legislative Council, which became law last
year. The main object of the Bill is to
divide the country, as far as possible, into
constituencies returning three members
each, and to adopt the principle of representation of minorities, by limiting the
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elector's right of voting in every such
constituency to two candidates. This principle, honorable members are aware, has
been introduced into England, and, as far
as we have yet heard, has been attended by
success. (" No.") An honorable member
says "No," but, of course, the question
deserves more consideration than a mere
passing remark. The votes gi ven at the
last general election have been variously
estimated on the two sides. I t has been
said that the difference between them is as
28,000 to 33,000. Without venturing to
accept that statement, I may express the
belief that it is not possible to ascertain
correctly the powers of the two competing
forces. Noone, however, has gone so far as
to say that the discrepancy is more than as
five to seven; that, in other words, the
minority is 25,000 while the majority is
35,000. Upon 1Ihat basis, taking the
figures to be correct, the representation in
this House should be as five to seven.
But the Bill which I ask leave to introduce
will not give that rate of representation to
the minority; it will give considerably
less. The representation which the Bill
would give to the 25,000 is 21 or 22 members. I have taken the liberty of having
an analysis of the Bill printed in a form
showing the various constituencies with
which the measure proposes to deal, the
number of voters in each, and the number
of members to be returned; also the
total number of voters in the colony, and
the total number of members, which, I
may state, I do not propose to alter. I
repeat that the main object of the Bill is
to give a fair representation to minorities
throughout the colony ; and I apprehend
that with respect to such an object the
House will not finally make up its mind
without due delibel·ation. It is not
necessary that I should go further in det.ail
on this occasion; and, therefore, with these
observations, I beg to move for leave to
introduce the Bill.
, Mr. HUMl!'FRAY seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, as
it is usual as a matter of courtesy, to
allow the introduction of a Bill without
opposition, I do not wish to offer any
objection to the present motion. At the
same time I may state to the honorable
and learned member for St. Kil~a (Mr.
Fello'ws) and to the House, that I am
thoroughly opposed to the principle of
the three-cornered constituencies which,
it appeai's, is the leading feature of

the Bill.
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The motion was agreed to, and the
was brought in and read a first time.

Bill

MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY

BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
the Bill which I ask leave to introduce is
a Bill which, subject to some slight alterations in form, was introduced into the
Imperial Parliament; last session, by
Mr. Lefevre, Mr. Russell Gurney, and
Mr. Stuart Mill. It is a Bill to enable
married women to hold real property, and
to secure their earnings to such of them
as may be engaged in business on their
own account, or may be separated from
their husbands. This Bill was referred
to a select - committee of the House of
Commons; and a report was brought up
which recommended the adoption of the
Bill so strongly, and showed the advantageous character of the working of similar
measures in other countries so fully and
distinctly, that I beHeve I shall best explain the general character of the Bill by
reading, if the House will allow me, one
or two extracts from the report-a very
interesting document which will well
repay perusal. The committee open their
report by showing the distinction between
the treatment of the property of married
women in courts of equity and in courts of
law. They show that, while in courts of
law a woman has no separate individuality
apart from her husband,-that while she
has to hand over to the control of her
husband all her personal property, and
almost entirely her real property, courts
of equity, on the other hand, give
effect to arrangements intended to protect
the wife's property from the interference
of her husband. The report, after showing this difference, proceeds to say"Evidence bas been given as to the effect of
the law which gives the wife's earnings to her
husband. Very numerous cases of hardship
occur. It is not uncommon for husbands to
take their wife's earnings to spend them in drinking or dissipation. The law at present gives
protection for the wife's earnings only in the
case where the husband has deserted her."

The same law exists in this country.
"It has been stated (continues the report)
that the extension of such protection orders to
the case of women whose husbands are intemperate, reckless, idle or cruel, would be a very
insufficient remedy, inasmuch as few women,
while continuing to live with their husbands,
would come forward to claim in public a protion which would involve giving publicity
to their domestic grievances and an application
adverse to their husbands. In many cases, also,
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the protection order would be too late, as it
often is in the case of desertion. The small
fund which the wife has saved before or after
marriage is swept off before the application can
be made. On behalf of the wives of laboring
men, it is urgently claimed that the only proper
course will be to give them an absolute property
in and control over their own earnings and
savings. The evidence of Mr. Ormerod, the
president of a working-man's co-operative
society at Rochdale, is of great interest on
this point, as it shows what have been the steps
taken by his society to secure the shares of married women who are shareholders in the society
from the claims or control of their husbands. The
means adopted are of doubtful legality, and it is
stated that it would be a great disaster if it
should turn out that the society is unable to
prevent improvident husbands disposing of these
shares or taking the interest of them. Your
committee have further taken evidence as to the
changes made in the United States and Canada,
within late years, in this branch of the law. It
appears that till these changes took place the
common law of England and the rules of our
Equity Court prevailed in those states. Objection, however, was made to the state of the law
on the part of persons with small fortunes, and
of women earning money by their own exertions;
and now, throughout the greater number of the
American states and in Canada, the common law
has been altered, and women after marriage
retain their separate property with power to
contract, and to sue and be sued in respect of it,
as if they were single. In some of the more
recently constituted Western states the opinion
in favour of this change was so strong that it
was made a part of the state constitution, and
was not left to the discretion of the state legislature. Vermont was the first state to make
the change, in 1840. Its example was soon
followed by other states. The state of New
York, in 1848, gave to married women absolute
control over their own property, but did not
ex.tend the protection to their earnings till 1860.
Massachusetts made the change in 1857; Upper
Canada, in 1859. Mr. Dudley Field,ofNewYork,
in a letter given in the appendix, states, among
the reasons for the change in this state-' A
desire to give poor women the same protection
which rich ones had by means of marriage
settlements and trustees-a process altogether
unavailable to the wives of mechanics and small
tradesmen; the desire to furnish mothers with
power to supply the wants of their children when
the husband neglects to do so; the desire to
preserve a wife's separate estate from liability
for her husband's debts; and the belief that the
mutual affection of husbands and wives would
be more promoted by their standing upon an
equality than by either being made inferior to
the other, except where it was ~bsolutely necessary.' The change was here, as in the other
states, opposed by the older lawyers, but was
forced upon them by the Legislature. The
changes are stated to have been everywhere
beneficial. Mr. Dudley Field says-' Scarcely
one of the great reforms which have been
effected in this state have giyen more entire
satisfaction than this.'
Mr. Washburn, formerly Governor of Massachusetts, and now
professor of law at Harvard University, and
who allows that he viewed the change with
apprehension that it would cause angry and
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unkind feelings in families, and open the door
for fraud, now admits that he is 'so far convinced
to the contrary that he would not be one to restore the common law if he could; any attempt
to go back to it would meet with little favour
at this day.'
The oral evidence we have
received from members of the Vermont
and Massachusetts bars, from Mr. Cyrus
Field, of New York, and from the Hon. J.
Rose, Finance Minister of Canada, is to the
same effect. They state that the change has
given entire satisfaction; that it has not caused
dissension in families; that it has not weakened
the proper authority of husbands; that it has not
given rise to frauds, beyond what were within
reach of persons who were so minded with
little more difficulty under the old law. They
further represent that it has not put an endto marriage settlements, though it has diminished their
number in the case of small fortunes. Where
there is a considerable amount of property belonging to a woman about to marry it is generally
conveyed to trustees for her benefit, and, in
devises by will, careful fathers usually make a
corresponding provision, and leave their daughter's portion in such a way as to prevent its
being ever subject to a husband's control, or
liable to his debts. It is stated that the benefit
from the change has chiefly accrued to womcn
of small means to whom provision by marriage
settlements, through trustees, was not open on
account of the expense and difficulty. The
number of such persons in America is very large;
on the other hand, the cases of married women
earning wages are comparatively rare, particularly among native Americans, except when
the husbands are incapacitated or are unwilling
to work. They are more common in the manufacturing towns of Massachusetts. Mr. Wells,
judge of the Supreme Court of that State, says,
'The chief benefit which the law confers is not
upon those who are possessed of property by
inheritance or otherwise. That, for which it
seems to me most commendable, is the power
which it gives to women of the poorer and
labouring classes to control the fruits of their
own labour. Many women of that class are left
to struggle against the hardships of life-sometimes with a family of children-abandoned by
their husbands; or, still worse, with a drunken,
thriftless, idle, vagabond of a man, claiming all
the rights of a husband, and fulfilling none of
the duties -of that relation. When such men
could take the hard earnings of their wives from
the service in the mills, or from the attempt to
keep boarders, and waste it upon their indulgences, no woman could have the courage to
struggle long in such a hopeless effort. In our
manufacturing towns there are a great many
women thus situated, who are saved from the most
hopeless poverty and slavery by this most just
provision, which gives them the right to receive
and hold the wages of their own labour, and the
property purchased therewith. The employment
in the mills, and the opportunities to engage in
the business of a boardinghouse, afford to such
women the best possible means to support themselves and their families-they are therefore
attracted· to such localities. The misfortune has
been, that the more ignorant and degraded men
were, the more rigorously they insisted upon and
exercised what were considered their marital
rights. The law, by this change in the relative
rights of the husband and wife l has brought to the
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women of the poorer classes a reliefwhich touches
the springs of hope and energy and which,Ibelieve,
will affect their lives to a degree far beyond any
influence that can be felt through property
merely by those who are the fortunate possessors
of pecuniary wealth.' . . . Your committee
attribute much weight to the evidence from
these states, because where so great a change of
law is proposed, the arguments as to the results
must necessarily be of a theoretical character,
unless they can be drawn from experience; and'
if in countries with populations ,lIfiO similar in
every res'pect to that of this country, with the
same law up to a recent period, and where the
same complaints were made against the operation
of it, the common law had been changed without
difficulty, and without causing those evils which
were anticipated there and which are feared
here, there is every reason to believe that those
fears are groundless, and that the same good results will follow in this country. Among the
working classes the number of women earning
wages is so much greater in this country than in
the United States that there is good reason to
believe the results of the change will be even
more satisfactory, in so far as they will extend
to so many more persons. Looking, therefore,
to the result of this experience, and to the
general tendency of the provisions of equity,
yonr committee is of opinion that a change in
the law of this country with reference both to
the property and earnings of married. women is
necessary."

Sir, this is a most interesting report, and
differs from most reports on the subject in
the great distinctness of the opinion that
it expresses. I believe that, if it is thought
necessary or advisable to adopt in England
the provisions of the law existing in the
American States, we may finu it advantageous to adopt the same alteration of the
law here. Although, perhaps, the same
kind of necessity may not exist here, I
don't think it can be doubted that, in
many cases, married women are exposed
to great hardships by being abandoned by
their husbands, 'who go, it may be, to a
neighbouring colony or to a distant part of
this colony, and who, after a long absence,
and after contracting idle habits, return
simply to plunge their wives into distress
by depriving them of the~r earnings.
Under these circumstances, I think we
may safely act on the experience which
commended itself to the acceptance of a'
committee of the House of Commons;
and, in that belief, I ask leave to introduce
to the House a Bill, which I repeat is
merely a transcript, with slight verbal
alterations, of the Bill submitted to the
Imperial Parliament during the last session.
Mr. CASEY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in and read
a first time.
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SUPPLY.
The passage in the Governor's speech
relating to fin:tnce having been read,
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a Supply be granted to Her Majesty;
and that this House will, to-morrow, resolve
itself into committee to consider the motion."
The proposition was agreed to.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
to six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, February 17, 1869.

Evasions of tke Land Act.

might be commenced at the earliest possible
momen t. In conclusion, he begged to ask
what the Government intended to do in
the matter?
Mr. JONES said he was at a loss to
know what information the honorable
member for Polwarth really desired. A
flying survey of the Western line had
already been made; and a more complete
survey was already under order, and would
be made with the least possible delay. As
soon as this survey was completed he
should be happy to place the information
obtained at the disposal of honorable members.

EV ASIONS OF THE LAND ACT.
Mr. BLAIR asked the Minister of Lands
if he had read in ~he Argus newspaper, of
February 13, the particulars of three cases
of alleged attempts to evade the Land Act,
with which cases it was asserted certain
members of the House were mixed up;
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- and whether he would consent to lay upon
the table, without a special motion to that
past four o'clock p.m.
effect, the full details of each of the cases
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.
in question?
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a report
Mr. GRANT.-I may state that I
from the Royal Commission (consisting have read the letter of the special correof the gentlemen who formed the select spondent of the Argus, in which there
committee of last session) appointed to are three cases mentioned of attempts to
inquire into the practice of paying or com- evade the Land Act;' but no names are
pensating members of the Legislature in given, either of the parties themselves, or
of the supposed members of t.his House
all countries where the practice prevails.
who, it is' alleged, are concerned in the
WESTERN RAILWAY.
matter. I think it only due to the parMr. CONNOR called the attention of ties themselves and to the members of this
the Minister of Railways to the desira- House that specific cases should be menbility of completing the survey of the tioned and that a return should be called
proposed line of railway through the for. I am quite sure that I only echo the
Western district, via Colac. and Camper- sentiments of honorable members when I
down. The line, he said, would pass say that any allegation against the honour
through the best agricultural and" pasto- or personal character of a member of this
ralland-in fact the garden of the colony; House should be fully investigated and exit would accommodate a population of plained. I am not permitted by the
50,000; and it would enhance the value of, forms and practice of the House to lay
and open for settlement, a million acres of on the table papers of this character
Crown lands not available at present. without a sp'ecific motion ; but I am satisProbably the House, Wit accepted the latest fied that, if a formal motion be made, the
information as to rail way construction and explanation in the cases referred to will
management, would not consent to a larger be to the satisfaction of every member of
expenditure on the North-eastern line this House. Any honorable member who
than £3,700 per mile. If so, the balance of may look over the papers will find a perthe money authorized to be raised by loan fect' answer to any allegation of the kind
might· be available for the' Western line; mentioned.
and thus two trunk lines of railway might
THE CIVIL SERVICE ACT.
be constructed simultaneously. He conMr. EVERARD inquired if the Chief
sidered that the Government ought to
complete the survey of the Western line Secretary intended to introduce, during
without delay, so that its construction the present session, a Bill for the repeal
Western Railway-Evasions of the Land Act-The Civil Service Act-Dr. Mackay-Railway Construction-The Exhibition Building-Elections Committee-Local Government-Scab in Sheep-Supply-North Zoological Gardens-Appointment of Magistrates-Hobson's BayWa.ter Supply.
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or modification of the Civil Service Act, Belvoir, on a similar plan, and at like
in accordance with a promise given last cost; if so, how much out of the proposed
year?
loan of £2,107,000 was likely to be availMr. McCULLOCH admitted that some able for the construction of other lines
amendment of the Civil Service Act was than the above mentioned line from
required, but expressed his regret that it Melbourne to Belvoir?
had not been possible for the Government
Mr. JONES. - The honorable and
to consider the question during the recess, 'learned member for North Gippsland has
and that he was, consequently, unable to founded his question on the estimated
undertake that it would be dealt with this cost of a line to be constructed in South
session.
Australia.
If the honorable member
were able to say that the line has been
DR. MACKAY.
constructed at that price his statement
Mr. HARCOURT asked the Chief would be worth something. The fact
Sec~etary whether the D. Mackay, Esq:, is that the Government of South Ausappointed returning officer for the N orth- tralia have engaged to take off the hands
Western Province, and for the electoral diR- of certaiu promoters a line about to
trict of Castle-maine, on the 3rd of October, be constructed, on condition that the cost
1868, was the same D. Mackay who was to fall upon the Government shall not exreturning officer for the aforesaid province ceed £3,750 per mile. But that will be a
in 1866, and who was reported by the line without rolling stock, and without
Audit Commissioners, in their report of stations; a line over which it is intended
August 24th, 1868, as not having ac- that horses shall be the means of traction.
counted for the sum of £112 lIs. 3d. Any such line as that would not do for this '
advanced to him from the Treasury for country. As a matter of course the greatest
electoral purposes, in Decem bel', 1866?
care will be taken by the Government to
Mr. McCULLOCH said he regretted procure the construction of' the Norththat the question had been framed in a eastern line in a proper and sound manner
way calculated to ~eflect upon the gentle- at the lowest possible cost. The Governman concerned. The Audit Commis- ment will not consent to the erection of
sioners did report in 1868 that there was extravagant stations. They will use all
a deficit of £112 lIs. 3d. on account of the means in their power to check expenthe Castlemaine election of 1866; but, on diture in any direction which does not
being communicated with on the subject, promise to be remunerative. I know that
Dr. Mackay stated that not only was the in 'some parts of America lines have been
money paid at the proper time-namely, constructed at a -very low cost, and the
immediately after the election of 1~66- result of their being constructed at a very
but that he forwarded the vouchers to the low cost is that they have always been under
Chief Secretary's office. Owing' to some repair, and have in consequence proved
unfortunate accident the vouchers were the most expensive lines which could be
not received. However, Dr. Mackay pro- ventured upon. I find that the average
cured duplicate vouchers,·and satisfied the cost of railways has been, in the United
Government that the money was paid at States, about £8,000; Great Britain,
the proper time.
No blame whatever £35,800; British provinces, £10,000;
was attachable to Dr. Mackay, who still France, £34,000; and Russia, £20,000 per
held the position of returning officer. ' Mr. mile. The world's average is £15,500 per
McCulloch concluded by reading, in con- mile. The Pennsylvania coal-mines line
firmation of his statement, a statutory and the lines of' New York and Massadeclaration made by Mr. C. W. Nicholson, chusetts each cost £11,000 per mile.
who acted as substitute for Dr. Mackay, -As against this may be mentioned the
Mont Cenis line, which, notwithstanding
at the election of 1866.
it has the steepest gradients known, cost
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
only £9,000 per mile; but it should be
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called the attention borne in mind that, in the construction of
of the Minister of Railways to the cir- that line, advantage was taken of the
cumstance that a railway was about to be already formed SilDplon road, which was
constructed in South Australia at the the means oX materia.lly reducing the cost.
cost of £3,750 per mile; and asked if the I believe that we shall be able to construct
Government intended to construct future our lines at a little over £6,000 per mile,
lines, including the line from Melbourne to including such accommodation as may be
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allowing the use of the Exhibition-building for the purpose desired by His Worship,
and that the Government might offer Borne
objection to the proceeding. He had since
addressed a letter to the trustees, stating
that the Government would waive all
objections to the use of the Exhibitionbuilding for any purpose in connexion
with the visit of His Royal Highness the
Duke of Edinburgh. He regretted the
way in which the building was handed
over to the trustees of the Public Library.
Shortly after that proceedibg took place,
a number of Melbourne gentlemen desired
to give a dinner to Mr. Sladen and his
THE EXHIBITION BUILDING.
colleagues in the late Ministry. The
Mr. FRANCIS called attention to the trustees were asked to grant the use i)f
position in which the public stood with the building for the entertainment, and,
regard to the llew Exhibition-building. although the building might have been
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edin- lent for that purpose with great propriety,
burgh had been invi~ed by the committees the application was refused. Considering
of management of two charitable institu- that there was no room in Melbourne suittions, who desired to compliment the royal able for large gatherings, he thought that
duke and at the same time supplement the Exhibition-building should be availthe fund,s of the charities, to attend a able for such celebrations-at all events
public ball during his visit to Melbourne. until the new Town Hall was erected.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that before
The Mayor of Melbourne also proposed to
give a ball in honour of Iii& Royal High- the Exhibition-building was erected a trust
ness. But it was within the knowledge was created. The building was erected
of honorable members that there was no on land which formed the subject of the
place in the city suitable for such enter- trust. This being Eit>, the Mio.istry of the
tainments, except the Exhibition-building. day were utterly powerless to prevent the
He believed that th~ building was at pre- trustees doing what they pleased with the
sent, or at all events ,until very recently, building.
altogether unoccupied; and without deMr. McCULLOCH said the building
siring to impute to the trustees of t.he was no doubt erected on land held by
Public Library, who had the control of the trustees of the Public Library; but it
the building, a disposition to act the part was distinctly understood by the House
of the dog in the manger, and deny to that the building should be kept possesothers what ihey did not use themselves, sion of' by the Government.
he ventured to· assert that, notwithst.anding
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE.
the late Government had thought right to
hand the building over to the trustees of
The SPEAKER laid upon the table
the Public Library-which step was gene- his warrant appointing Mr. Carr, Mr.
rally regarded as at least premature-the Kerferd, Mr. MacBain, Captain Mac
place should be available for public cele- Mahon, Mr. J. T. Smith, Mr. F. L. Smyth,
brations until the new Town Hall was and Mr. Sullivan as the Committee of
erected. He brought the matter before Elections and Qualifications.
the House in the hope that the Chief
LOCAL -GOVERNMENT.
Secretary might be able to gi~e some
Mr. DYTE asked the Minister of
assurance that the Exhibition-building
would be available for the festivities to Justice whether the Municipal Bill, copies
which he had referred.
of which had been forwarded to the
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, the various local bodies for suggestions, was
previous evening, he received a communi- the Bill which was before the House in
cation from the Mayor of Melbourne to 1867, or the new Bill which he intended
the effect that the trustees of -the Public to introduce?
Library had intimated that they did not
Mr. CASEY said the Bill so forwarded
think they would be justifie~, according to .was the Bill which had been amended by
the terms of their deed of grant, in the House, and which differ~d to some

considered desirable for stations. But,
whatever the cost may be, the Government
. will exercise the strictest supervision with
a view to obtain the fullest possible value
for whatever money that may be expended.
The honorable and learned member for
North Gippsland must be aware that the
Government cannot, without the consent
of this House, di vert moneys borrowed for
a North-eastern line of railway to any
other line of railway, and that consequently,
should any money be left over from that
line, there must be new legislation before
it can be available for another line.
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extent from the Bill which the Government intended shortly to submit.
SCAB IN SHEEP.
Mr. MACPHERSON asked the Attorney-General if the fact had come to
his knowledge that scabby sheep had been
found in the Western district, and if prompt
steps had been taken to prevent the spread
of the disease ?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said it was
true that about six thousand diseased
sheep had found their way into the
Western district. The news was communicated to him the previous day. Directions had been given for the detention of
the sheep, which, unfortunately, was all
that could' be done under the Scab Act.
~he 19th section of the Act simply provided that sheep found to be scabby
might be detained, without saying what
should be done with them. There was
great difficulty in the present case, as the
sheep were not only diseased but starving.
Mr. Curl' had been directed to proceed to
the locality, and to endeavour to make
some arrangement with the neighbouring
proprietors to prevent the spread of the
disease. If this did not prove sufficient,
the House would be asked to grant powers
to take such steps as might be necessary
under the circumstances.
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no action with regard to the land until
the House had an opportunity of considering the question.
The motion was agreed to.
APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES.
Mr. BOWMAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of all the magistrates added to
the roll since the present Minister of Justice
took office j also showing the number appointed
to each constituency, and at whose request they
were appointed."

The honorable member observed that, on
looking over the revised commission of the
peace, recently issued, he found that no
less than eleven gentlemen residing in the
district of Mandurang-the district which
had the Minister of Justice for one of its
members-had been appointed magistrates,
while no attention had been paid to the
representations of the people of Caris brook
for the appointment of a local magistrate,
although those representations were made
as far back as October last, and were supported by several deputations. The only
resident magistrate at Carisbrook, at the
present time, was the mayor, who was
simply a magistrate ex officio, and whose
term of office would expire in a short time.
And yet magistrates for the other districts
of the colony were appointed either at the
request of the gentlemen who represented
those districts in Parliament, or on the
SUPPLY.
memorial of the inhabitants. He did not
The House having gone into committee apply to the Minister of Justice for the
to consider the motion on, this subject, appointment of a magistrate at Carisbrook
agreed to the previous day,
as a personal favour; he merely acted as
Mr. McCULLOCH movedthe mouthpiece of the -inhabitants whose
" That a Supply be granted to Her Majesty."
memorial he presented. When the Sladen
The motion was agreed to, and reported. Ministry were in power, no one expressed
himself more loudly than the present
NORTH BOTANICAL GARDENS.
Minister of Justice as to the appointment
by that" Ministry of about thirty magisMr. CREWS movedHowever, he thought that the
"That there be laid upon the table of this trates.
House, all papers and documents relating to a appointments then made would compare
piece of land known as the North Botanical favorably with the appointments made by
Gardens."
the present Minister of Justice. Those
The honorable member intimated that appointments he knew to be a credit
it was his intention to take some action neither to the Minister nor to the House.
with regard to the parti<;mlar piece of He held in his hand a memorial from land:
land referred to in the motion, in order owners and other residents of Bacchus
that it might be set apart for the use of Marsh alleging that Mr. Jeremiah Ryan,
the friendly societies of the colony ; and he one of the recently appointed magistrates,
asked the Minister of Lands not to come was not qualified to hold the commission
to any decision in connexion with the of the peace, because he was a grossly
matter until the House had had an oppor- ignorant and illiterate person, and because
tunity of expressing an opinion upon it.
he did not possess the respect and confiMr. REEVES seconded the motion.
dence of the community. This memorial
Mr. GRANT said there was no ob- was signed by nineteen-twentieths of
jection to the motion, and promised to take the respectable people of the locality.
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He found in the list of magistrates
for the Sandhurst district the name
of Mr. Robert Strickland, a gentleman who had occupied, for some time
past, the position of a clerk in the
Mining department in Melbourne. But
he understood that one purpose for which
the revision of the magisterial roll was
made was to expunge the names of those
gentlemen who had left the districts for
which they were originally appointed.
The only conclusion to be drawn was that,
until the issue of the revised roll, there
was a great dearth of magistrates at Sandhurst and Mandurang. Altogether, the
appointments had been made in a strange
way. He knew several persons who had
been gazetted without any intimation of
the fact being conveyed to them.
~lr. McKEAN seconded the motion,
and in so doing expressed regret that the
occasion should have arisen for such a
proposition. The object of the motion was
to elicit the names of the magistrates
created in a surreptitious manner by the
Minister of Justice-("Oh !")-of the
magistrates who had been surreptitiously
launched upon the public through, the
medium of a general list, or what purported to be a revised list of magistrates.
He submitted that the llew magistrates
should have been appointed and gazetted
in the usual way, so that the public might
have had the opportunity of canvassing
the necessity or advisability of the appointmen ts. He uuderstood that, in the Sandhurst district, thirty-eight new 'magistrates
had been created; bu t the public were
unaware of this fact, for the simple reason
that when they saw a general list of
magistrates gazetted they assumed that the
list contained no other names than those
of old magistrates. He believed that a
number of the colleagues of the Minister
of Justice knew nothing of these appointments until they were made. The
Minister of Justice, while creating eleven
magistrates in Mandurang and twentyseven in Sandhurst, hesitated to comply
with the prayer of a memorial from Carisbrook, asking that a gentleman who had
been six times elected mayor of the
borough might be made s magistrate;
and yet Carisbrook stood in need of a
resident magistrate, the nearest resident
magistrate being at Maryborough, which
was four miles distant. He believed that
if the return asked for were supplied it
would rather astonish the country. It
would show that not only in Mandursng
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but in other districts of the colony a large
number of new magistrates had been
created under colour of revising the magisterial roll.
Mr. CASEY observed that, in issuing
the new, commission of the peace, one
desire which actuated him was that those
gentlemen who had already been appointed
magistrates, no matter by what Ministry,
should be continued; whilst his chiefdesire
was that the districts in which, these
gentlemen exercised their judicial func,tions should be circumscribed. Complaint
had frequently been made to the Crown
law officers of magistrates going from one
district to another; and, in issuing the
new commission of the peace, he sought
to remove that objection. There was only
one exception to the rule. He followed
the Imperial practice, and gave to members of the Executive Council jurisdiction
over the whole territory, in the same
way that jurisdiction was given to' Privy'
Councillors at home. This exception
having been made, the other magistrates
of the colony wel'e reappointed, but their
jurisdiction was limited to the general
sessions district in which they resided.
One of the names mentioned by the proposer of the motion was that of Mr.
Strickland. But Mr. Strickland was appointed some years ago-he believed when
Mr. Aspinall was Attorney-GeneraL Mr.
Strickland had been twice elected a member of the Assembly, and perhaps, if he
continued to reside in Melbourne, would
again be a member of the House-probably he would be a member when the
honorable gentleman who now took advantage of the privileges of the House to
attack him would be relegated to his
constituents.
Mr. BOWMAN remarked that he did
not say anything· derogatory to Mr.
Strickland.
Mr. CASEY considered that the names
both of Mr. Strickland and Mr. Ryan
,had been unnecessarily dragged forward.
Other members, who knew more of
Mr. Ryan than he did himself, would
have an opportunity of replying to the
remarks affecting that gentleman. He
might mention that Mr. Strickland had
been chairman of the mu'nicipality, and,
he believed, mayor of Sandhurst; and
that during the whole time he had
exercised the judicial functions of, a
magistrate he had, given satisfaction to
the people of the district, as well as to
others who had the opportunity of judging
Y
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of his qualifications. He could not concei ve the propriety of urging, as a reason
why Mr. Strickland's name should be
struck off the roll of justices of the peace,
the mere fact that he happened at present
to be living in Melbourne. The questions
to be considered by the Government before
appointing magistrates in any district
were-first, whether magistrates were
necessary in the district; and, secondly,
whether the gentlemen proposed to fill
the position of magistrates were worthy
of occupying it. (Mr. McKean.-" Who is
the judge of that ?") He was the judge
of it himself. If he e~ercised an improper judgment in the matter, he was
responsible to that House. He acknowledged. his responsibility to the House, but
he did not acknowledge a responsibility
to either of the honorable members for
Maryborough. He would not be instructed
by either of those honorable members as
to the manner in which he should appoint magistrates. Was it to be assumed
that a Member of Parliament could walk
into the law-offices, present a petition
asking for the appointment of certain
gentlemen as magistrates, and walk out
again, expecting that the persons named
in the petition should be appointed as a
inatter of course? He would not accept
such a position as long as he had the honour
to be Minister of' Justice. If magistrates
were required in any district, and fit and
proper persons were suggested to the Government, they would be appointed. If the
honorable members for Maryborough,
either or both of them, had not been
successful in getting magistrates appointed
for Carisbrook, they themselves, and they
alone, were to blame. The preparation of
the return asked for would be both useless
and expensive, and he hoped that honorable
members would join with him inJ'efusing it.
The only magistrates who had been appointed. since he took office appeared in the
lists published in the Government Gazette
of January 15 and 29; and if the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr. Bowman) wished to ohtain the information
shadowed forth in his motion, he could
obtain it by reference to those numbers of
the Gazette. He had taken the trouble
to ascertain the number of magistrates for
each general sessions distri"ct in the colony,
and he found that it was as follows:For the Beecbworth general sessions district, 50; Ballarat, 6.3; Bendigo, only 46;
Geelong, 73; Melbourne, 325. (Mr.
McKean-" How many new magistrates
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have bee~ appointed?") These numbers
included all the new ones. He saw no
good reason why the return asked for
should be furnished. If it was necessary
that magistrates should be appointed at
Carisbrook, he would take an early opportunity of ascertaining who were suitable
persons residing in that locality, and of
asking them if they would discharge the
functions of the office.
Mr. BAYLES suggested that the motion
should be amendt'd to provide that the
return should also include the magistrates
struck off the roll.
Mr. BOWMAN expressed his willingness to accept this amendment.
In reply to Mr. HU1IFFRAY,
Mr. CASEY intirpated that, although' a
magistrate was prohibited from officiating
at a court of petty sessions outside the
district in which he resided, summonses
signed by any magistrates were valid all
over the colony.
Mr. MACKAY remarked that he was
not one of the persons whose recommendation had influenced the appointment of
anyone magistrate; on the contrary, he
was one of those who were told that the
opinions of the members of the district
were not wanted. The Minister of Justice
told him that· he would appoint such
magistrates as he thought fit, and that he
would not ne~essarily be guided by the
recommendations of members. Therefore,
if any insinuation was cast ou t, that
the appointment of magistrates for
the Sandhurst and Mandurang districts
was made by virtue of the recommendations of the members for the borough
of Sandhurst, he must deny all participation in blame in the matter. He was not
responsible f~r anyone appointment; on
the contrary, his strong protest against .
one appointment was set aside and considered of no avail. While saying this,
however, he felt bound to assert that the
complaint of the honorable member for
Maryborough, that the appointment of the
Mandurang magistrates did not do credit
to the colony, was entirely without foundation. He knew the gentlemen, and,
without stating that the appointments
were the best which could be made,
he must certainly deny that they were
discreditable either to the House or to the
country. They were certainly not the
class of magistrates appointed by previous
Governments-birds of passage, squatters,
pastoral agents, and others who were
created" J.Ps." for the nonce-but men
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who had lived a long time in the district,
who owed all they had to it, and who
were identified with its interests. If, in
other districts; the example adopted in
respect to Mandurang had been followed,
then the appointments, so far as the selection of known tilen was concerned, had
not been bad· ones. But, in conne~ion
with the appointment of magistl'ates, a
system was adopted which, he contended,
was wholly wrong. It was quite wrong
that either the present or any other Government should look only to its own
political partisans as the source from whence
to select magistrates for the colony. If any
blame could be attached to the Minister of
Justice for the list of magistrates which he
had appointed, it was that he had looked
at only one side of the political world in
making his . selection. He thought this
principle ought to be recognised - that
capacity to discharge magisterial functions
and a trustworthy character should go a
long way in determining who should be
appointed magistrates. As to the number.
of magistrates, he believed that, at the
present time, the borough of Sandhurst
was not adequately represented on the
magisterial roll. Time after time complain ts had been made that there was not
a sufficient attendance of magistrates at
the court, and urgent representations had
been made as to the necessity for the appointment of additional magistrates. As
far as he was aware, he believed that the
revised roll only contained seven new appointments in the Mandurang district.
The persol1s appointed were, he believed,
very eligible; but he objected? and
he thought the House ought to object, to magistrates being selected from
one side of the political world only.
The qualities required in a magistrate
. were altogether above those of mere
political partisanship. He quite admitted
that, other circumstances being equal, a
Minister might very fairly confer the
honour of being a magistrate upon the
leading men of his own side in politics;
but when a Minister, in appointing magistrates, overlooked merit~ public position,
and the public confidence which certain
gentlemen possessed,. and appointed men
who, though otherwise unobjectionable,
did npt stand so high in these respects,
then his appointments would challenge
public criticism. Without stating that he
would vote for the motion, he ~ertainly
hoped that the Ministry, in their future
appointments, would be guided more by a
Mr. Mackay.
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sense of fitness, and less by what was
required of them as a party, than they had
shown themselves hitherto .
. Mr. EVERARD saw no reason why
the Government should refuse the return
asked for. The preparation of it would
cost very little.
Mr. WILSON trusted that the Minister
of Justice would reconsider his determination to oppose' the motion. One reason
why the Government ought to consent to
furnish the return was because they had
departed from the ordinary way of gazetting new magistrates. Many members,
including himself, were under t.he im pression
that the old roll had simply been revised,
and that no new appointments had been
made. They never thought of looking
through the list to ascertain whether new
magistrates had been created or not .
. Mr. WRIXON certainly thought that,
if it was the feeling of the House that the
returns should be furnished, the Minister of
Justice could not well refuse to lay it before
them, or at least that portion of it which
would convey to the public an intimation
of what new appointments had been made.
Something had been said in the course of
the debate about appointments to the position of justice of the peace being made
solely and entirely on account of the recommendation of members of the House.
If that practice had obtained, he thought
that honorable members would agree with
him in condemning it as a bad practice,
and one which ought not to obtain. In
appointing magistrates, the Minister of
Justice had a most serious and responsible
duty to perform, which he was bound to
discharge entirely from a sense of conscientious conviction as to the merits and
capacity of the persons he appointed. To
say that he was to exercise that high
function-one of the most important he had
to discharge-on the mere recommendation
of anpther person, whether a me~ber of
the House or not, would be a monstrous
proposition. He entirely concurred with
what the Minister of Justice had said as
to the propriety of confining justices of the
peace to the districts for which they were
appointed. He thought that this. would
be,a beneficial" change, and that no inconvenience of any consequence could arise
from it.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he' felt it
incumbent upon him to refer to one of th~
gentlemen whose name had been very improperly dragged forward by the honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. Bowman),
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namely, Mr. Jeremiah Ryan.
He wa.s
there to defend the appointment of Mr.
. Ryan. That gentleman was not a constituent of his, and he knew nothing of
him personally; but what he did know,
otherwise than perso.nally, was quite sufficient to enable him to state that the charge
of his being an illiterate man was wholly
incorrect. He would back Mr. Ryan's knowledge of English grammar and of literature
against thatof the honorable member himself. He had read communications from him
in reference to this matter-he had care-.
fully read the correspondence in connexion
with it-and he ventured to say that, so far
as his scholastic attainments were concerned, Mr. Ryan was quite as eligible to
be a magistrate as many gentlemen who
were on the roll. How small must be the
respectability of Bacchus Marsh if nineteen-twentieths of it were represented on
the one sheet of paper which formed the
memorial to which the honorable member
for Maryborough had referred! He knew
something of Bacchus Marsh and of the
persons who had signed the memorial,
and he ventured to say'that some of them
had no reason to boast of their respectability. He womiered how they daredbranded as they were-to append their
names to a memorial to the Government
against the appointment of any individual
as a justice of the peace. He would tell
them the secret of the opposition to Mr.
Jeremiah Ryan. There were two ends to
the constituency of Bacchus Marsh-the
constitutional end, which, of course, comprised nineteen-twentieths of the respectability of the constituency, and the unconstitutional end, which consisted, he'
supposed, of the remaining twentieth.
Because men espoused particular political
opinions were they not to be considered
respectable? He did not hesitate to say
that he recommended the appointment of
Mr. Ryan as a fit and proper appointment
to make for political r'easons. (An Honorable Member.-" Shame.") He would
answer the honorable member who cried
"Shame." Mr. Ryan, he admitted, was a
man of humble origin; but who in that
House dare cavil at a man's origin? He
was a man who had raised himself to a
position of independence and respectability, but he had the misfortune to belong
to a particular country, and to a particular
nationality, and to espouse a particular
set of political opinions. That was the
reason of the memorial; that was the reason why that indignant protest was raised
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from one end of Bacchus Marsh. When
a man was calumniated-when honorable
members were instructed to calumniate a
man behind his back-that was a very
good reason why the Government, in doing
justice to individuals, should select a
person who, being proper in other respects,
was calumniated. (" No.") He ventured
to contend that that was a proper ground
to be taken into consideration. The honorable member for Maryborough had not
said that Mr. Ryan had not paid his creditors; he haq not ventured to impugn Mr.
Ryan's personal respectability; but he
had simply confined himself to the allegation of his being illi terate. The documents would answer that objection. From
the documents in his office he undertook
to say that Mr. Ryan was just as well
educated as the honorable member who
brought forward the charge. The honorable
member for Sandhurst (Mr. Mackay) had
complained that supporters of the Government were appointed magistrates; but
strike high, or strike low, it seemed impossible to satisfy the honorable member.
At all events, had it been made a gronnd
of complaint against a gentlemen who had
been appointed an acting judge that he was
not a supporter of the Government. As
regarded the motion before the House,
honorable members would see that, in its
present form, it was a motion which the
Government could not comply with, because
the honorable member for Maryborough
was not content with asking for a return
of the magistrates added to the roll-to
which there could be no objection - but
he had also asked for a return of "the
number appointed to each constituency."
There had been no number appointed to
each constituency. It was no~ to be understood that magistrates were appointed
at the request of anyone, or of any con'stituency. The motion also RRked that the
return should show "at whose request
they were appointed." The honorable
member had already been told by the
Minister of Justice that they were appointed at no one's request. In making
such appointments, the Government would
at all times be glad to have the benefit of
the local knowledge of members of the
House, on whichever side they Bat; but it
was not to be supposed that a man was
appointed a magistrate at the request of a
member of the House. It was impossible
to comply with the latter part of the
inotion; but, if the motion was limi ted
simply to a return of the new ~agil5trates
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appointed since the present Ministry came Justice to say that all magistrates who
into office, there would be no objection to did not reply to the circular were removed
furnish the information.
from the new commission ?
Mr. BAYLES hoped the return would
Mr. CASEY said that nearly all the
comprise the names struck off the roll.
magistrates who did not reply to the cirMr. CASEY said that there had been cular were omitted from the new list. In
none struck off.
some instances he was able to ascertain
Mr. KERFERD stated that he knew that gentlemen to whom the circular was
of one instance of a magistrate being sent had temporarily left the colony, and
struck off the roll, and he had heard of there were some instances of squatters
others. It was possible that the omissions who were magistrates having gone to
were purely accidental.
another station than that to which their
Mr. CASEY informed the· honorable Circular was addressed. The exceptional
member that he had not left any person off cases, in which the" names were not omitted
the roll intentionally. He had no desire from the new roll although no reply to the
that any magistrate should be left off, and circular was received, were very few. He
if his attention was called to the name of had no desire to leave off any magistrates,
anyone who had been omitted, he would and he endeavoured, as far as he possibly
take care that he should be placed on the could, to re-appoint the old magistrates. It
roll again. A circular was sent to all the was only where no reply to the circular
magistrates in the colony, and those who was received that he was unable to make
had replied to it had been put on the are-appointment.
Mr. WATKINS remarked that he
revised roll, if" they had expressed a
desire that their names should be re- could not see what object there was in
tained. From some he had received no revising the magisterial roll unless it was to
reply to the circular, and he naturally strike off objectionable names and place on
assumed that they had left the colony. It the names of eligible gentlemen. If that
was possible that there were some gentle- was not the intention of the Government,
men who had not received the circu1ar, what was their object in revising the roll ?
either from its not being properly ad- It had been asserted that it was necesdressed; or from some other cause. The sary to establish the principle that
honorable member for Villiers and Hey- magistrates should only be appointed to
tesbury (Mr. Bayles) would see that he officiate in the·' districts in which they
could not comply with his request, because resided. Of his own knowledge, however,
he had not left any names off the roll.
he was aware of one gentleman being
Mr: HUMFFRA Y suggested that the retained on the roll of magistrates for
names of the Executive Councillors should a district in which he had ceased to reside.
be published, in addition to the list of Why should the honorable members for
magistrates "whose names had been pub- Mary borough be twitted because they had
lished in the Gazette. He was told the alluded to a gentleman who was retained
other day at Ballarat that he had no busi- on the roll although he had for some
ness to sit on the magisterial bench there, years left the district for which he was a
because his name did not appear in the magistrate, and was now employed in
one of the" departments of the Governpublished list of magistrates.
Mr. CASEY stated that all members of ment? Those honorable members had
the Executive Council who had not pre- been very unfairly attacked, and the
viously been magistrates received a cir- .Attorney-General had not improved the
cular stating that they had been appointed case by the remarks which he had made.
magistrates by His Excellency, and that Re believed that the public generally
they might take the oaths when they were very anxious to see the return asked
thought proper. The executive councillors for, because there were vague rumours
who had previously been ma!!isil'ates were abroad that other influences had been at
retained on the roll, and therefore it was work, in connexion with the revision of
not necessary to send a circular to them.
the magisterial roll, than those by which
Mr. HUMFFRAY explained that what the Minister of Justice professed to have
he desired was that the names of the been guided. He agreed with the honor..
Executive Councillors should be published able gentleman that magistrates should not
along with the general list of magistrates. be appointed solely at the instigation of
Mr. LANGTON asked if he was cor- Members of Parliament; but Members of
rect in· understanding the Minister of Parliament could give information ,as to
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the position and character of applicants,
and assist the Minister of Justice in
determining whether they were proper
persons upon whom to confer magisterial
honours. Vague rumours were floating
about that influences had been brought to
bear on the Minister of Justice outside the
House, and that, so far from gentlemen being appointed magistrates because
they were supporters of the present Government or of the party who placed them in
power, gentlemen had been appointed
who were inimical to that party, and who
sought the appointment to obtain political
power to be used against the Governme·nt.
The house and the country ought to demand that the return which had been
moved for should be furnished~
The motion, amended so as to read as
follows, was adopted : "That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of all the magistrates added
to and struck off the roll since the present
Minister of Justice took office."

HOBSON'S BAY.
Mr. WHITEMAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House the pIogress report of the commission
appointed to inquire into the probable silting-up
of Hobson's Bay."

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH laid the report on
the table.
WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved" That the reports of the Engineer-in-Chief of
Railways and the Chief Engineer of Water
Supply, and other documents relating thereto,
laid upon the table. of this House, be referred to
a select committee for consideration and report,
8uch committee to consist of Mr. Frazer, Mr.
Kerferd, Mr. Kitto, Mr. Macpherson, Captain Mac
Mahon, Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Williams, Mr. Carr,
Mr. Butters, Mr. E. Cope, Mr. Richardson, and the
mover, three to form a quorum, with power to
call for persons and papers, with power to meet
upon days when the House does not sit, and
to move from place to place." .

The reports In question (said the honorable member) referred principally to the
Coliban scheme of water supply-an undertaking which was entered into with the
express sanction of the House. Such being
the case, and grave charges having been
made as to the way in which the works had
been carried out~ he submitted that the
House might very properly take the matter
into its own hands so far as to institute an
inquiry into it. Honorable members were
aware that a very lengthy report was made
to the Government by the Engineer-in-
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Chief of Railways (Mr. Higinbotham) as
to the· way in which the works had been
carried out, to which report a very lengthy
reply was made by the Chief Engineer for
Water Supply (Mr. Christopherson).
Honorable members would see that in
that reply all the objections of the
Engineer-in-Chief of Raiiways were
disputed, and, not only so, but the Chief
Engineer for Water Supply, in support
of his view, had brought forward the
reports of several other engineers. He did
not wish to go into the merits of the case
at present, but honorable members had
probably so far mastered the facts as to be
convinced that the matter had assumed
such a shape that the House ought to
refer it to some tribunal, to examine all
the parties concerned, and to report the
result of their inquiry. At the end. of
last session he expressed an opinion,
which subsequent experience had confirmed, that the House ought, in the first instance to have referred this matter to a committee or board of inquiry. Differences of
opinion no doubt existed amongst engineers
as amongst other professional men, and it was
scarcely possible to expect them to agree
as to the details of any particular undertaking. It would therefore have been far
better if, before the matter had gone
to its present length, a committee had been
appointed to inquire into the mode in
which the works were being constructed.
It was impossible for the House to determine, from the two contradictory reports
which had been sent in, on which side the
truth lay. He had no personal or party
feeling in the matter, his simple object
being to ascertain the truth. It was desirable that, if possible, confidence in the
mode in which the undertaking was being
carried out should be restored, and that
the works should be proceeded with as soon
as possible. In selecting the names of the
members to form the committee1 his wish
was that all sides of the House should be
duly represented, and that the constitution
of the committee should be strictly. impartial. He was not aware that anything
had been done in connexion with the works
which attached any blame to himself during
the time that he was the Minister of the
Water Supply department or to his successors. His object in asking that leave
should be granted to the committee to
move from place tQ place was to enable
the committee to view the works for them.
selves, a point which he considered absolutely necessary.
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Mr. BYRNE seconded the motion.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the Government had no objection to the motion.
Mr. McLELLAN objected to the composition of the committee. He stated that
three of the gentlemen named were gentlemen who ought to be responsible to the
House for anything that had gone wrong
in connexion with the waterworks or
the administration of the department
under which the works were constructed.
There were also seven gentlemen on the
committee, in addit~on to the threetowhom
he had referred, who had never given
a vote against the present Government.
One of the representatives of Castlemaine,
who was named on the committee, ought
also to be relieved from taking part in an
inquiry of such a character, because it
might be almost impossible for him to act
impartially, seeing that his constituents
were directly interested in the carrying on
of the works. An inquiry, undertaken by
a committee constituted as this was proposed to be, would be nothing but a
mockery. It would only tend to deceive
the country, and to enable those who had
defrauded the country-if the country had
been defrauded-to carryon their nefarious acts still further. It was absolutely necessary that the inquiry should
be conducted by a strictly impartial tribunal.
Mr. BLAIR said there was a general
impressioll amongst the members sitting
near him that the committee should be
chosen by ballot. He was surprised that
the honorable member for Rodney had not
asked the House to select the committee
itself.
Mr. MACGREGOR said he had not the
slightest objection to the appointment of
the committee by ballot; in fact, he would
prefer that it should be chosen by ballot.
Mr. SULLIVAN observed that all that
the Government desired was tha.t the facts
of the case should be fully investigated
and elicited~ If a motion had not been
brought forward on the subject he intended to have appointed a board of
inquiry; but, as the HouEe had taken the
matter into its own hands-as it had a
perfect right to do-he had no objection to
the comn:tittee being appointed oy ballot.
Personally he would prefer not being on
the committee, and had only consented to
hisname being included in the list on the
representation of the' honorable member
for Rodney that it was necessary that the
Minister presiding over the Water Supply
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department should be a member of the
committee.
Mr. KITTO stated that he had no desire to be a member of the committee, but
he protested against any imputation that,
because he was one of the representatives
of Castle maine, he could not act impartially
as a member of the committee.
The motion for the appointment of a
committee was adopted, and, six members
having demanded a ballot, the House proceeded to choose the committee by ballot.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to seven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, February 18, 1869.
Water Supply-The Queen v. Lackerstein-North-Eastem
Railway-Lands Titles Office-Gold Fields Di&coveriesNeWBtead Telegraph Office-Supply-Discharged Servants
in Railwa.y Department-The Duke of Edinburgh-Mr.
M. J. P. Hanify.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.

..

WATER SUPPLY.
The SPEAKER announced that the
ballot for the appointment of members
to serve on the select committee to consider and report upon the reports of the
Engineer-in-Chief of Railways and the
Chief Engineer for Water Supply had
resulted in the election of Messrs. Macgregor, Ki tto, Macpherson, E. Cope,
Sullivan, McLellan, Mac Mahon, Kerferd,
Carr, Butters, MacBain, and Byrne.
THE QUEEN v. LACKERSTEIN.
Mr. WILSON asked under what circumstances the defendant in the customs
case, The Queen v. Lackerstein, was summoned to Castlemaine instead of to Melbourne, to answer the charge of alleged
fraud under the Customs Act? He was
loath to believe that the action taken by
the Crown had arisen from any other
cause than a mistake committed in the
Crown law offices.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order.
Mr. WILSON was merely asking the
permission of the House to make a few
remarks upon a question which he confessed was rather a bold one to ask. He
wished to say that he could only imagine
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that the fact of the defendant having been
summoned to Castlemaine instead of to
Melbourne could have arisen in no other
way than the one he had mentioned. He
could hardly think that the present head
of the Government-himself a merchant,
and belonging to that class of the community from which special juries are
selected-would have so far forgotten
himself, if the question had been made a
Cabinet question - The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is really introducing matters of implication and debate which are entirely
out of order. This is a very inconvenient
practice. It is a settled rule of Parliament that no debatable matter shall be so
introduced in asking questions.
Mr. WILSON said, if he had desired to
open up a question for debate, he wonld
have introduced a motion accordingly.
He could hardly suppose that the Ministry
would have so far forgotten themselves as
to level such an insult at the mercantile
community.
The SPEAKER -The honorable member is still out of order.
Mr. WILSON would then simply
confine himself to asking the AttorneyGeneral the question standing in his
name.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that the
honorable member was desirous of knowing under what circumstances the defendant in the case of the Queen v. Lackerstein
was summoned to Castlemaine instead of
to Melbourne, to answer the charge of
alleged fraud under the Customs Act.
He had simply to answer that the defendant was never summoned to Castlemaine.
It was the undoubted prerogative of the
Crown to lay the venue in any place they
pleased. The venue was in- this instance
laid at Castlemaine. The honorable member, in asking the question, had said that
the Chief Secretary would not so far
have forgotten himself as to insult the
mercantile community by the course which
had been adopted, if the matter had been
made a Cabinet question. But the honorable member seemed to forget that it was
not a Cabinet question, and could not be
made one. It~ for reasons sufficiently
satisfactory to the Crown law officers, it
wa.s deemed advisable to lay the venne
at one place rather than another, he
apprehended there could be no objection
to the change. Did it not snggest itself
to the honorable member that there might
VOL. VII.-])
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be a v~ry sufficient reason, in the estimation of the law officers, for changing the
venue, and that the minds of the jury
who would try the case should not be
influenced by questions so obviously improper as tba t which had been asked?
Because, whilst the matter was sub judice,
a question had been asked, and that question had been fortified by a statement
which conveyed a direct insinuation
against the Government of the country
of having deemed a Melbourne jury unfit
to try the case. He (Mr. G. P. Smith)
was not going, by any indiscreet or imprudent answeJ', to explain to the honorable
member why the venue had been laid at
Castlemaine. The matter was in the discretion of the Crown, and the Crown, so
soon as the defendant intimated his wish
to have the venue laid in Melbourne, had.
conceded to t,lie wish. (Mr. McKean"No.") He hoped the honorable member
would not import his personal knowledge
into the question, because he would say,
as a mattel' of fact, that so soon as the
objection was taken and reported the
venue was changed to Melbourne. He
ventured to say that those who had the
custody of the public interests, and the
control of the public revenue, were justified in availing themselves of all the
machinery the law placed at their disposal
for the purpose of protecting those interests. He made no imputation whatever
against Melbourne jut'ors, and would be
very sorry to do so, but wonld certainly
not assign any reason for the venue in
this case having originally been laid at
Castlemaine.
Mr. McKEAN moved that the House
do now adjourn, and he did so with the
object of saying that what had been stated
by the Attorney-General was not founded
on fact. The Crown Solicitor had attended at his cham bel'S, he believedalthough he (Mr. McKean) was not present to hear the whole of the discussion,
but was informed by a gentleman who
was present-and had refused to change
the venue, except on payment of six
guineas costs. Tbat had been made a
sine qua non, and, on payment of that
amount, the order for a change of venue
bad been made. The money, however,
went to t.he Crown, and came out of the
pockets of the defendants. The defendants had appealed from the star chamber
at the top of the Custom House, where
the honorable Commissioner sat as sole
judge, with a shorthand writer, who
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wrote according to his dictation, and who
did not write what he told him not to
write. The Commissioner of Customs
was the first judge to try the case; he
was judge and jury. He found the parties
guilty of fraud, and fined them £100.
That decision was appealed against, and
it was only on the appeal to the Supreme
Court that the question was before the
public. He did not wish to prejudge
the case, inasmuch as it woulU be tried
before a jury of twelve and a jury of
four.
There would be altogether six
cases arising out of the question, which
would be submitted to quite a sufficient
number of jurymen to test its merits.
With regard to laying the venue at Castlemaine, he could only say that the Crown
law officers had given reports of the
proceedings to one of the newspapers,
and untruthful reports too, and that it
seemed as if they had had some object in
view in laying the venue at Castlemaine.
He would not comment further on the
subject than to say that the conduct of the
law officers and the Commis~ioner of Customs in this case, in giving untruthful
particulars to the press, was a disgrace to
the offices they occupied.
Mr. VALE rose to a point of order, and
claimed the ruling of the Speaker that
the honorable member for Maryborough
was bound to withdraw the statement that
his honorable colleagues and he had given
untruthful reports to the press.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is making very serious charges against
Ministers of the Crown. Ministers are of
course always liable to have charges
broug'ht against them, but they should not
be made on a motion of this nature, nor in
such language, and unless ready to be.
proved. The honorable member is certainly out of order.
Mr. McKEAN would, so soon as the
cases were over, be in a position to prove
that information of an improper character
had been given to the press in reference
to .these proceedings, tl1at it had been
given by the Ministers referred to, and
that it was of a most unwarrantable character. The honorable member proceeded
to mention an instance in which intimation
of dismissal had reached a subordinate
officer through the press· before the departmental notice of such dismissal had been
conveyed to him through the usual official
channel, and expressed a hope that the
Attorney-General would be more careful
in future in not abusing the position he
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occupied as the re.pository of the secrets
of the public.
.
NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY.
Mr. KERFERD asked when the Government intend t.o introduce the Construction Bill for a line of railway to the Northeastern district? He hoped for a favorable
answer to the question, as the speedy introd uction of the Bill was necessary to
redeem the promise already made of the
line being commenced during the present
year.
Mr. JONES was happy to inform the
honorable member that the Construction
Bill was ready, and that, as soon as the
House was ready to receive it, it would be
brought down.
LANDS TITLES OFFICE.
Mr. BYRNE asked what steps the
Government had taken to carry out the
recommendations of the select committee
appointed last session to inquire into the
working of the Lands Titles department?
He wished that the report of the board
last appointed had been. before the House.
However, as it had not come down, he
thought the House should not delay taking
some action in the matter. It was now
nearly three years since the department in
question had been proved to be in a state
of utter disorganization, and it had taken
up the time of two committees of that
House, at a cost of something like £1000,
to endeavour to settle the differences subsisting between the two professional heads
of the departmeut, who if they had set
the example would probably have brought
the working of the office into proper
form.
He was anxious to ascertain
what steps the Government had taken
to carry out the recommendations of the
commmittee. The committee had on two
occasions, and in different years, reported
that the department was in a state of the
most complete disorganization. The Attorney-General had more recently taken
his seat on the committee, and had taken
upon himself to see how far he could bring
the department into workable order, and
yet he believed that the board that had
more recently sat would say that a similar
state of things to that at first reported
continued to exist. It was a matter of
astonishment to him that the Government,
during the recess, had, in some cases of
dismissal, dealt in rather too hasty a
rnanner--
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The SPEAKER.-This is altogether
out of order.
Mr. BYRNE would make this remark
by way of contrast to the action taken
by the Government. If a merchant were
discharging one of his clerks he would
give him probably two or three months'
notice, but in some instances officials in
high position-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order.
Mr. BYRNE.-As a matter of fact the
official referred to, who, instead of being
the Chief Examiner was the chief disorganizer, had, after two committees'
recommendations, remained as at first.
There had been no sign of' altera~ion in
the department as regardeJ the officers in
conflict. The evidence was very voluminous.
The SPEAKER.-I again call the
attention of the honorable member to the
fact that he is really out of order.
Mr. BYRNE would then- recur to the
subject on another occasion, and would
content himself for the present with
simply asking the question standing in
his name.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said the honorable member, in asking his question, had,
in his opinion, gone somewhat further
than was prudent, seeing that he admitted
that there was no board of inquiry into
the subject sWing at the present moment.
The result of the board's inquiries would
be in possession of the Government in
a few days. He might remark at the
outset that t.he report of the board would
not necessarily be laid on the table of the
House unless honorable members called
for it; of course there would be no
objection on the part of the Government
to its being so brought before the House.
It would be admi tted that when officials
occupying high positions in any department
of' the service were dealt with for misconduct, insubordination, or inattention
to their official duties, it woulJ be' necessary for the Government to proceed with
very great caution. The honorable member might be satisfied, as he was himself,
that one 01' other of the gentlemen referred
to had not conducted himself in a proper
manner; but he must not only feel that
-he must be in a position to prove it.
As reg'arded the non-professional branch,
he begged to state that there had been
a very manifest improvement in it., and he
was happy tu say that the Government
had been able to dispense with the services
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of a great many clerks, and to effect Buch
a saving that that branch of the department was being worked at a profit instead
of a loss-so that, so far as the non-professional branch was concerned, the House
would have no reason to complain. He
had taken very great pains to effect this
improvement in the working of the department, and he flattered himself that
it would now work very satisfactorily.
There could be no doubt, however, that
it would work much better if it we' e not
for the two gentlemen in the law b"ranch
who occupied the positions which liad
been described. The law branch of the
department he could not hesitate to say
was not only an obstacle to the working
of the system, but was a positive scandal
to the pllblic service. The honorable
member for Crowlands was aware of the
improprieties that existed at the time he
sat with him on the board; bu t he had to
inform that honorable member that, great
as they were then, they had been worse
since, and that it was impossible the existing state of things could continue. No
MinistJ'Y would, nor would the House,
allow it to continue-it was a condition
uf affairs which only stopped short of
personal violence. He did not wish to
anticipate the report, and, when that
report was placed in his hands, he would
be happy to Jay it before the House. He
trust.ed the House would assist him in
dealing with the matter ~rmly and once
for all. He quite concurred in the conciliatory policy that had been adopted,
and he believed in the necessity of having
a recognised non-professional branch of
the department, because it had given the
gentlemen in question a chance of reconciling their differences, of which they_ had
not availed themselves.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
Mr. BYRNE asked when the reward
recommended by the board appointed to
investigate claims of new gold fields discoverers would be paid, more particularly
that to Mr. Walter Hayward and party,
for their valuable discovery near Landsborough?
:- .,
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that £100
had been ,awarded to Mr. Hayward and
party, and that the money would be paid
as soon as possible. , PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. BowMAN, from certain inhabitants of New-
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The Duke of Edinbu'rgll.

stead, against the closing of the telegl'aph
office at that place.

It was the expressed wish of Her Majesty
the Queen, that this extravagance should

SlJ---PPLY.
The resolution agreed to the day previous, in Committee of Supply, was coneidered and adopted.

expected visit, the Prince could be properly
entertained by His ExcellencyJhe Governor, and he felt satisfied that the adoption
of the course he proposed would enhance
the respect which he trusted His Royal
Highness already felt for the colony.
Mr. REEVES seconded the motion.
Mr. SULLl VAN said that in a great
measure be agreed with the honorable
member in the opinion that the country
should not on the occasion of the Prince's
second visit be extravagant, although
he thought it unwise that the Government should be trammelled by the proposed resolution. There was no intention
of wasting any money on the reception of
His Royal Highness; but, if it were
thought neces~ary to spend a few hundred
pounds, it might, he thought, be safely
left to the Government to do so. It would
not, he felt, be well that it should appear
on the records of that House for evermore that they had bound themselves by
a resolution not to spend any money on
such an occMion. He sincerely hoped
that the honorable member would withdraw his motion.
Captain MACMAHON thought the best
way of disposing of the difficulty was to
move the previous question, in order that
no mention of the discussion might appear
on the records of the House. The public
expenditure incurred on the occasion of
the last visit of His Royal Highness was
not so much spent on the Pl'ince't) reception as upon all the people throughout
the colony taking holiday, and m~king gala
time of it. Since the Prince's last 'visit
to the colony honorable membel's were
aware of the outrage that harl l~een committen, and they were also aware of the
sympathy which was loudly expressed on
the occasion in every part of th(' countt·y.
So that it appeared to him that it would
be most beggarly ,that the Government
should not have it in their power to show
proper courtesy and attention to His Royal
Highness on the occasion of his second
visit. The Government would protect
the public purse, no doubt, and, after the
opinions that had been expressed, he
thought the matter might be safely left to
their discretion. He begged to move the
previous question.
Mr. LANGTON seconded the amendment. He thought the fact that their
loyalty led them on a former occasion

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Captail]. MAC MAHON moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
Rouse a return of the names of the men recently
discharged from the Railway department, showing the work on which they had been employed,
their length of service, and general conduct."

Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
Mr. EVERARD moved the following
resolution"Understanding that Her Majesty Queen
Victoria has expressed a wish, through the
Colonial Secretary, that there shall not be a repetition of the demonstrations made to express
the loyalty of the people of the colony on the
visit of H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh last
year, this House considers it unnecessary to
vote any money towards any arrangement for
the reception of the Prince when he again visits
Victoria, as the means at the disposal of His
Excellency and the Ministry are sufficient for
all purposes of courtesy and welcome to the
captain ot the Galatea."

The honorable member said he moved the
resolution because the Chief Secretary
stated, the other evening, in reply to a
question put by the honorable and gallant
member for West Melbourne, that he intended to ask the House to expend a certain sum of money ,for the reception of
His Royal Highness.
Mr. SULLIVAN suggested that, in the
absence of the Chief Secretary, it would
be well to postpone the motion until Tuesday.
Mr. EVERARD mentioned that by that
time it was expected that His Royal
Highness would be in Melbourne. It must
(he continued) be in the recollection
of the House that, on the occasion of the
last visit of the Prince, it was suggested
that the sum of £5,000 should be expended. Full power was, however, given
to the Government to spend what they
thought proper, and the sum originally
named was increased to something like
£40,000. Secretaries were employed at
£;20 a week, and under-secretaries at
£10; and it was his desire, on the
present occasion, not only to prevent
such extravagance, but to prevent any sum
of money whatever being so expended.

not be repeated.

On the occasion of the
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into extravagance, was no argument why
proper respect should not be paid to the
Queen's son on his approaching visi t.
He considered the Government ought to
have it in their power to spend what
might be deemed necessary, in order to
show a proper appreciation of the honour
paid the colony in having a second visit
from the Duke of Edinburgh after so
short an interval.
Mr. WRIXON supported the amend~
ment. At the same time, he thoug-ht the
House somewhat indebt.ed to the honorable
member for Collingwood (Mr.
E,erard) for bringing forward the
matter.
The reason he supported the
previous question was that he had
every confidence that the Government
would not expend upon the matter
any considerable sum, or indeed any sum
worth speaking of or debat.ing about. If
this confidence were not entert.ained by the
House, it should pass a resolution declaring
that tQe public purse should not be
rendered liable for any further expenditure. He could not understand why the
Duke of Edinburgh could not visit the
city. of Melbourne as he would visit Edinburgh, Manchester, or indeed any city of
the United Kingdom. As to the small
matters of courtesy to which the honorable member for Collingwood had alluded,
he imagined that Her Majesty's agent in
the colony-His Excellency the Governor
-would always be ready to show the
attention due to the rank and position of
the royal visitor. He did not approve of
the large expenditure incnrred on the
occasion of the former visit of the
Duke of Edinburgh. In fact it was
matter for complaint that it was not
yet known. how much the country. was
rendered liable for by the rOJTal commission, nor how the money had. been spent.
It was his intention, on a future day, to
ask the Treasurer to lay upon the table
a detailed account showing how the money
had been spent. He did not see why the
country should.be called upon to prove its
loyalty by a great expenditure of public
money. Loyal as he believed the people
of Victoria to be he thought that, as an
industrial community, they would be wanting in self-respect if they instituted a
kind of saturnalia simply because a
member of the royal family luippened to
come among them. Sobel' and well-regulated loyalty might certainly be .preserved
without indulging in any such extravagance.
VOL. VII.-E
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Mr. WILSON cordially endorsed the
remarks of the honoraule and learned
member for Belfa~t. At the same time he
agreed in the importance of letting the
Governme .. t understand that no great extravag~nce would be approved of by the
House.
He trusted that the previous
question would be carried.
'
Mr. MACPHERSON supported the
previous question, not on the ground put
forward by the honorable and learned
member for Belfast, not because he had
thorough confidence that the Government
would not spend too much, but because he
believed that in these matters the Government should be left to themselves, and
that when they acted improperly they
should be turned out of office. To carry
such a motion as that of the honorable
member for Collingwood would be, for the
House to assume the function of govern-'
ment, and to place the Government in the
position of being merely the tools of the
HOllse.
For his own part he did not
think any expenditure necessary o'n this
occasion.. He considered the last expenditure so gi'oss that the country should not
be called upon to vote another shilling in.
the same direction.
Mr. JONES observed that whatever
extravagance the royal commission might
have been guilty of the House was fully
responsible for it. When it was proposed
that a certain amount should be voted, the
House determined not merely that the sum
should be increased, but that whatever
further sum should be found to be necessary
the country would be answerable for. And,
therefore, the Royal Commission had a
kind of roving commission to spend just
as much as it pleased. On this occasion,
it appeared that the Government had assumed that the Legislative Assembly
would trust them with the expenditure of
a few hundred pounds, if the expenditure
of a few hundred pounds should be necessary. The Government did n'ot propose
to expend one shilling unless they fuund
it necessary to do so; and. they did not
expect that any honorable member would
be guilty of what amounted to a deliberate
insult in placing on the paper such a
motion' as that Lefore the HOllse. There
was no necessit.y to wind up the motion
with a reference to the "welcome to the
captain of the Galatea." It was as the
son of Her Majesty the Queen that the
coming of Prince Alfred made a sensution in the colony. It was a pieee of
absurd nonsense to seek to exact from the
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Government a pledge that they would not
expend a sixpence in connexion with the
visit of the Duke of Edinburgh. If the
Government were found expending moneys
in a manner in whir.h they ought not to
expend them, then would be the time for
the honorable member for Collingwood to
bring his cheap indignation to bear, and
expel them from office. He believed the
Rouse had some generous instincts, and
did not intend to insult the son of the
Queen before he arrived in the colony.
Mr. KERFERD concurred in a great
deal that had fallen from the honorable
member for Collingwood, and contended
that this avowal did not warrant any reflection on his loyalty. It was out of the
question to talk of Prince Alfred visiting
the colony in any other than his private
capacity. Therefore he considered any
public expenditure unnecessary. At the
same time he was not for tying up the hands
of the Government. Some emergency, involving an expenditure of public money,
might arise, and surely the Executive
should be intrusted with some discretion.
Mr. WHITEMAN considered the
motion of the honorable member fur
Collingwood framed in a bad spirit, and
advocated in a bad spirit. If it were
necessary to welcome and entertain the
captain of the Galatea, how much the
more necessary was it to recognise the
same gentleman as the son of the Queen?
They could not separate Prince Alfred
from his relationship to Her Majesty.
Tpe distance of the colony from the
mother country made the visit of His
Royal Highness to Melbourne a very
different thing from a visit to Manchester or
Glasgow. Victoria was part and parcel
of the British dominions, and, this being
so, Prince Alfred must be recognised in
the colony as part and parcel of royalty.
Although the comitry went to a great
expense last year in entertaining His Royal
Highness, it would not do for the House to
place upon its records a resolution declaring that it would not spend one farthing
on the occasion of the Prince's second visit.
He should support the amendment.
Mr. HANNA expressed his astoni!hmen t that the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Ever~rd) should venture
to table such a motion. The honorable
member came into the House under the
patronage of the present Government, and
if he had lost confidence in the Government
he should endeavour to turn them out of
office~ or he should surrender his seat to
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his constituents. It was natural for the
honorable gentleman, assuming as he did
the position of an extreme democratic
member, to allege that the entertainment
given to Prince Alfred last year was
extravagant; but how many of t~e honorable member's constituents were kept from
beggary during the stay of His Royal
Highness? Why, the dead-lock was then
in full force, and yet there was an impetus
to trade and a circulation of money which
would' never have been experienced but
for the royal visit.
Mr. McLELLAN thought that honorable
members had not done justice to the
honorable member for Collingwood. He
did not desire to curb the power of the
Government to expend what money they
thought fit on the reception of the Duke
of Edinburgh; but he must protest against
a repetition of the lavish expenditure which
took place on a former occasion. He could
mention fifty instances in which money
was expended, not for the entertainment
of His Royal Highness, nor for anyadvantage to the country, nor for the benefit of
any individual, with the exception of
political partisans.
•
Mr. EVERARD said he should not
have brought forward the motion had not
the Chief Secretary expressed, the other
evening, the opinion, that a sum of money
would have to be expended. He gathered
from the discussion that the feeling of the
House was that only a few hundred pounds
should, under any circumstances, be expended; and, this being so, he would not
press the motion further. With regard to
the remarks of the Minister of Railways, he
might retort on that honorable gentleman
in reference to his cheap cry of loyalty.
He looked upon it as an insult to be asked
whether he was a loyal subject or not.
He should like to know, when the Minister
of Railways talked of cheap motions and
cheap loyalty, how many cheap motions had
been placed by that honorable gentleman
on the journals of the House. He submi tted
that it was the duty of every representative
of the people to see that the money of the
country was properly expended; and, so
long as he remained a member of the House,
he would give up his functions to no man.
He should endeavour to do his duty quite
irrespective of the views expressed by
the honorable member for the Murray
Boroughs and by the Minister of Railways.
The original motion and the motion for
the previous question were both withdrawn.

Mr. M. J. P. Hanify.
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Mr. WILSON moved-
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The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned'at twenty-three
minutes past six o'clock, until Tuesday,
February 23.

" That there be laid upon the table of this
House all the documents and papers connected
with the dismissal of M. J. Page Hanify, clerk
of courts, Ararat."

The honorable member stated that he
brought forward the motion at the instance
of a large number of his constituents, who
considered that Mr. Hanify had been
harshly dealt with, and that, before dismissal, he was at least entitled' to a board
of inquiry. However, if the papers were
furnished, honorable members would be
able to judge of the correctness of the
decision of the Government.
Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the motion.
Mr. CASEY observed that the motion
asked for "all the documents and papers"
connected with Mr. Hanify's dismissal;
but, if they were supplied, he was afraid
the honorable member for Ararat (Mr.
Wilson) would scarcely have time to read
them. It would, perhaps, satisfy the honorable member if he furnished only the
papers immediately connected with Mr.
Hanify's dismissal.-:..the papers connected
with the last complaint against Mr.
Hanify-but, if the honorable member
desired to see the other papers, the officers
of the department should be instructed to
prepare them,
Mr. WILSON explained that his motion
referred merely to what had taken place
.. since Mr. Hanify occupied the position of
clerk of the courts at Ararat.
Mr. CASEY remarked that a variety of
complaints had been made from time to
time against Mr. Hanify. His conduct
had formed the subject of inquiry in the
department for some years.
Mr. DUFFY thought that if Mr. Hanify
was dismissed upon circumstances which
had recently arisen the return ought to be
confined, and the Minister's statement
ought to be confined, to the correspondence relating to those circumstances; but
if, in the communication made to Mr.
Hanify, it was specified that the dismissal
was the result of a number of complaints,
then let all the documents connected with
those complaints be produced.
After a discussion, in which Mr. KERFERD, Mr. FRANCIS, Mr. DUFFY, Mr.
McLELJ_AN, Mr. WHITEMAN, Mr. G.
P A.TON SMITH, and Mr. LANGTON took
part,
Mr. VALE intimated that all the papers
connected with the case in the possession of
the Government would be laid on the table.
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LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

Tuesday, February 23, 1869.
The .Governor's Speech-His Excellency's Reply to the
A.ddress-Declaration of QuaWication-Dellpatch of
BusineBB.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at nine
minutes past four o'clock p.m.,. and read
the prayer.
ADDRESS TO THE GOVERNOR.
The PRESIDENT announced that he
'had presented to His Excellency the Governor the address adopted by the House
in reply to His Excellency'S speech, and
that His Excellency had made the following answer:"MR.

PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN
OF THE LEGISLATIVE - COUNOIL-

.

" It afford's me much gratification to receive
this loyal address, and I look forward with confidence to the results of your deliberations on
the important business which will be submitted
for your consideration."

DECLARATION OF QUALIFICATION.
The Hon. J. F. Strachan delivered
to the .Clerk the declaration required by
the 7th clause of the Act 32nd Vic. No.
334.
DESPATCH OF BUSINESS.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-As there is
no further business before the House this
evening, I will, sir, move that the House
at" its rising do adjourn until this day
week.
The HOO. W. H. F: MITCHELLBefore that motion is put to the House, I
wish to ask honorable members, in the most
friendly manner possible, whether it may
not be considered advisable that some of
the measures which have been shadowed
forth in the address to Parliament, as
being about to be introduced, may not conveniently be proceeded with? There are
many of them which do not partake of
the character of Money Bills, and which
might, I believe, with advantage to the
public, be introduced at once. I think
that, by the adoption of the course I
suggest, some amount of time might be
saved.
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Mr. McCRAE.-In reply to the remark
of the honorable member, I would desire
to inform the House that I am not aware
that there are any Bills drafted at the
present moment which could be proceeded with by this House. However, I
will take the earliest opportunity of consulting my colleagues on the subject, and,
if there be no objection on the part of the
Government, I shall have great pleasure,
as soon as the B ills shall be ready, ion
having them introduced and laid upon the
table of this House for legislation upon
them.
The House adjourned at fourteen minutes past four o'clock, until Tuesday,
March 2.
0

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 23, 1869.
Railway Communication to the Western District-Melbourne
Old Cemetery-Supply--The Budget-Cha.ritable Institutions-The Railwa.y Loan.

The SPEA.Kl<~R took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
WESTERN RAILWAY.
Mr. RUSSELL asked the Minister of
Railways if it was intended to confine the
surveys fIJI' the Western Railway to the
proposed routes from Ballarat to Hamilton
and from °Geelong via Camperdown to
Hamilton, or whether a survey would also
be made of the country between Meredith
and B el:j.u fort, so that, before the rou te of
the 'Vestern Railway was decided upon,
the practicability and expediency of serving
the populous mining and agricultural districts of Rokewood, Scarsdale, Smythesdale, Lintons, Carnghal!l. and Beaufort by
the proposed railway might be ascertained?
Mr. JONES said it was his i.ntention to
have a complete survey of -the Western
district before the line or lines of railway
to that distl~ict were determined upon;
and the result of the survey would be submitted to the House.
MELBOUR~E

OLD CEMETERY.
Captain MAC MAHON asked if it was
the intention of the Government to make
provision on the Estimates for the sum of
£2,500, already voted by the House, for
the erection of a new fence round the old
cemetery, West Melbourne?
Mr. JONES replied that it was the intention of the Government to make pro-
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vision for the erection of a fence round the
old cemetery.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. McCULLOCH brought down a
message from His Excellency the Governor transmitting- Estimates of revenue and
expenditure for the year 1869, and Supplementary Estimates of expenditure for
the year 1868, and recommending an appropriation of the consolidated revenue
accordingly.
The message, together with the Estimates, was referred to the Committee of
Supply.
THE BUDGET.
The House then went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. McCULLOCH, baving submitted
a formal vote, said-Mr. Smyth, in calling
the attention of the committee to the
financial statement for the year, I shall
be as concise as I possibly can, consistent with endeavouring to bring out,
as clearly as may be, the various figures
which it will be necessary to place before
the committee in order to elucidate the
real state of the affairs of the colony. It
is desirable, I think, that I should be concise, because to bring before honorable
members a mass of figures, the statement
of which must occupy a considerable length
of time, is 110 very pleasant occupation to
be engaged in, nor can it be very agreeable
for honorable members to have to listen to
such a detailed statement. But, at the
same time, thefinallcial statement of the
year is one of the greatest importance to
this or to any other coun try. It shows either
the prosperity of the country or the reverse.
It is an indication of what the real state of
matters is; and I am very glad to say that,
at the present time, the balance-sheet which
I have the honour to submit to the House
and to this country is indicative of great
prosperity-it is indicative, indeed, of
very elastic resources, and that all classes
of the community are in a prosperous condition. Sir, I think that, to a considerable
extent, the present flourishing condition
of the finances of the country is attributable to the fiscal policy which waf3 lately
adopted by this House, and also to a large
extent to the admirable and satisfactory
working of the land law now in force, by
which so large a port,ion of our population
has been settled upon the lands of the
colony. We are now producing food sufficient for the consumption of the 'whole of
the community; and, I believe that, in the
0

0
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course of this year, we shall be exporters We actually commence the year 18ti8
of grain to other portions of the world. with a sum of £57,169 to our credit.
Sir, the statement which I desire to lay I estimated that the total revenue for
before this House to-night is prepared 1867 would be £3,207,504, whereas the
just as a merchant who desired to ascer- amount received was £3,216,284. The
tain what was his real position would repayments to be made on account of the
draw up a balance-sheet for his guidance. Police and Penal departments I estimated
I have estimated and ascertained what at £6,743; we have actually received
amounts will probably be received, and £4,857. . The sums to be reimbursed out
what expenditure will probably be required, of the railway loan I estimated at
in connexion with the affairs of the £52,240, whereas the amount has proved
country, exactly as if it were a matter to be £42,481; and on account of waterupon which the commercial existence ··of .works (Preston main), £20,000, the sum
ao· individual depended. First, then, with actually received being £19,784. On the
regard to the balance-sheet for 1867. The other side of the account, I estimated thA
transactions for the year 1H67 are now expenditure under the votes of the House
finally closed, and there can be no possible at £2,316,423, and the actual expen'diture
doubt as to the balance which is due by has been £2,257,401. The expenditure
or due to that particular year. With re- under the head of special appropriations
gard to 1868, although there are a con- was estimated at £1,052,113, and the
siderable number of transactions which actual expenditure has been £1,051~537.
may yet have to take place in connexion These figures bring out to the credit of
with that year, on account of contracts the year 1867 an ~xact balance of
entered into and for moneys due on £57,169, instead of £652, which was my
account of 1868 which could only be re- estimate of what the balance would be.
cei ved in the year 1869, for all practical I now come, sir, to the finance account for
purposes the balance shown in the finance the year 1868. If honorable members
account which I have had printed and look at the balance-sheet which has been
circulated amongst honorable members is printed for their information, they will
correct. I feel satisfied that I have under- see that the balance brought forward from
estimated the amounts to be r::ceived, and 1867 is £57,169, and that the money
that I have over-estimated the amounts to actually received up to. the 31st of
be paid, on accoulit of 1868. I will now, January, 1869, on account of 1868, is
sir, in the first place, ask the attention of £3,129,473. There are probable further
honorable members to the finance statement receipts put down-sums which I feel
for 1867. It will be remembered that last perfectly satisfied will be received-inyear, when I had the honour of addressing cluding Customs, Territorial revenue,
the committee on this subject, I stated that and sundries-amounting to £46,000,
there would be a credit balance of £652 which will make the' actual revenue
to be carried from the year '1867 to 1868. receipts on account of 1868, £3,175,473.
Last year the honorable member for West Then there is a sum of £87,712 to be
Melbourne (Mr. Langton) also submitted added to the credit of the revenue, conto the House 4is views on the question, sisting of the following items : and he produced a statement showing that
£
there would be a deficiency from the year Repayment to the credit of expenditure
account, Railways
...
...
... 15,872
1867, to be carried to the accountofthe year
To be recouped Gut of loan for expendi1868, of £264,285. Two such different
ture on account of Graving-dock' ... 69,840
statements being submitted to the House, Carver's deficiency, to be recovered from
the guarantee society
... 2,000
honorable members might naturally have
some doubt as to the correctness of either, These figures make the total amount on
especially as both were to some extent a the revenue side of the account £3,320,354.
matter of estimate. But there can be no The other side of the account consists of
doubt whatever on the subject now, inas- the following items:much as the whole of the transactions for
£
the year 1867 have been finally closed. I Estimated expenditure under votes ... 2,229,457
have not anything like a deficiency of Ditto, as per special appropriations ... 1,008,587.
3,401
£264,285 to show on account of the year Additional ditto, ditto ...
Estimates - £36,485,
1867, or even such a small credit balance Supplementary
less sums included, the expenditure
as £652; but there is a credit balance
of which is comprehended in the ori. ginlWl estimate (£5,237)
31,2~8
brought forward from 1867 of £57,169.
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The total 8um on the expenditure side
of the account deducted from the total
on the revenue side leaves a credit balance
of .£47,661 to be carried forward to the
year 1869. Now it will be remembered
that last year the honorable member
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) predicted that there would be a deficiency of
£703,493 at the commencement of the
year 1869. That was a most alarming
statement to make to the country, especially
as on no previou~ occasion had there ever
been such a deficit, and as there was no
reason why there should be such a deficit.
I feel satisfied that the honorable gentleman made a gross mistake. It was a very
serious error, one not affecting himself
so much as affecting the. genera! interest
and credit of the country. I made an
estimate at that time that there would be a
deficiency, at the end of the year 1868, of
£61,131; but, as I stated to the committee then, I felt perfectly satisfied that
that deficit would be more than wiped off.
When I contemplated the state of the
revenue-the large sums of m~mey coming
in in the shape of rent for agricultural
lands, and the general state of the Customs revenue - I had not the slightest
hesitation in making up my mind-although
I did not actually put it down in figures
in the statement which I laid before the
House-that we should start the present
year free, at all events, of any debit
balance. The finance account for the year
1868 resolves itself very much thus:Last year I estimated that there would be
a. surplus of £652 from 1867; but now,
after the accounts for the year 186'7 have
been finally closed, I find that the actual
surplus is £57,169 or £56,517 more than
my estim'ate. I estimated the revenue
for last year at £3,145,593, exclusive of
sundry receipts (including the recouping
of the general revenue certain sums
on account of the railway loan, &c.)
amounting to £111,647.
These two
sums make the total estimate of revenue
for last year £3,257,240. As I have
already stated, we have actually received,
on ~ccount of 1868, £3,129,473. There
is s~ill to be received £46,000, and to be
recouped to the general revenue £87,712.
Thel$e sums make the total revenue for
the year 1868 £3,263,185, or £5,945 in
excess of my estimate.
The actual
increase of the revenue for 1868 over my
estimate is, I repeat, £5,945; but there
is to be added to that sum the difference between'my estimate of the balance from 1867
Mr. McOuUocn. '" ---- .-. --
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and the actual balance, making a
total excess of revenue over my estimate
of £62,462. The other side of the account shows the estimated expenditure
under votes to be £2,310,437, and under
special appropriations £1,008,587, making a total of £3,319,024. There are
additional special appropriations; amounting to £3,401, rendered necessary principally under the Electoral Act, in consequence of elections taking place last year.
This makes the total estimated expenditure
£3,322,425. The unexpended votesthat is to say, savings consisting of votes
not expended in the course of the year
186~-amount to £80,980.
I shall be
able to show honorable members that there
is no saving to any extent on public works
or on acccount of roads, but that the
amount consists mainly of general savings
ill connexion with the various departments.
I am sure that honorable members will not
object to savings in that particular direction. Deducting £80,980 from £3,322,425,
the actual expep.diture is shown to be
£3,241,445, to which is to be added the
Supplementary Estimates of expenditure
which I have this day brought down to
the House, amounting to £36,485, less
£5,237 which has already been alluded
to as having been expended in 1868,
although it requires to be voted by the
House. The actual supplementary expenditure required is therefore £31,248,
and this sum, added to the £3,241,445,
makes the total expenditure for 1868
£3,272,693. The estimated expenditure
for the year was £3,319,024; so that
there has been less expenditure than was
anticipated - including the expenditure
under special appropriations-to the extent of £46,331. This sum, added to the
increase on the estimated revenue, namely,
£62,461, makes £108,792. Deduct from
this amount the balance which I estimated
last year as against the colony-for I estimated last year that there would be a
deficiency against the colony at the end of
1868 of £61, 131-and you have the credit
balance to which I have already alluded,
namely, £47,661, with which to commence
the year 1869. Now I say that this is, at
all events, a very satisfactory condition as
a starting-point. It is very much more
satisfactory than what I myself estimated
would be the result-a deficit of £61,131
-and still more satisfactory than a deficiency of £703,493, which the honorable
member for West Melbourne said would
exist. It is right that I should give the
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have been paid accordingly. The lapsed
or unexpended votes in the Public Works
department during the last few years
have been as follows :-In 1863, £22,500;
1864, £53,000; 1865, £168,000; 1866,
DEPARTKENT.
AMOUNT SAVED.
£102,000; 1867, £5,000; 1868, £10,000;
Chief Secretary
... £21,934
so that last year there were fewer unexAttorney-General
1,147
pended votes in connexion with buildings
Minister of Justice
2,553
635
Lands and Survey
and other public works than there have
Trade and Customs
7,337
been in any of the previous years to which
Public Works ...
) 0,639
I have referred. I am aware that honorPostmaster-General
5,971
able members desire that the votes of the
Roads and Bridges
16,819
3,939
Minister of Mines
House for roads and bridges and other
Treasurer
10,015
public works should be expep.ded; and no
Honorable members, I presume, will not doubt it is desirable that they should be.
wish me to state the details of the various It is impossible, however, to expend every
savings in all the department's. If I refer vote, owing to circumstances to which I
to the savings in the Public Works and need not refer at any length. Particular
Roads and Bridges departments, probably matters affecting certain districts may
that will be all that will be required by prevent the expenditure of money voted
honorable members to show that there are for those 'districts-votes may lapse from
no unexpended-votes which it would have plans not being available, or from other
been useful to the interests of the country circumstances-but whenever the money
to have expended. In the Public Works voted for roads and bridges or other public
department the amount unexpended was works cO!lld be expended, it has always
£10,639. The first item put down as un- been the desire of the Government to
expended consists of a vote of £1,771 for carry out the wishes of the House in that
dredging the bar through the channel at respect. I desire now, sir, to call the atGeelong. That vote could not very well tention of the House to the estimated
be expended ill 1868 because it was ex- revenue for the year 1868, and to the
pended in 1867, and 'was a re-vote last actual receipts on account of that year. I
yeal" Then there is a saving of £400 in have already informed honorable members
additions and repairs to gaols not required, that the total amount received and to be
a similar saving of £300 in connexion received is £3,175,473, and that the estiwith penal establishments, and a saving mate was £3,145,593. In referring in
of £2,000 on the Beechworth Lunatic detail to the estimated Customs revenue,
Asylum. In connexion with lighthouses it was stated last year that the estimated
and lightships there is a saving of amount to be received from spirits was
£1,750; on the erection of a mint a £400,000. The actual receipts are only
saving of £2,000, which could not £353,971.
be expended; on military buildings, £550;
Mr. BAYLES.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think that the
on fittings and furniture for public offices,
£1,000; and on completing the swamp late Minister of Customs himself estifrom the drain at Emerald Hill to the mated that the revenue from spirits
Yarra, £248. I think I shall be able to would yield the same amount-£400,000.
show honorable members that in no I admit that the falling off is a very great
previous year has there been so small one; it is, in fact, the largest falling off
an amount of unexpended votes in con- in any of the items. To a considerable
nexion with public works. The sums extent it can he accounted for from the
unexpended in the Roads and Bridges fact that, in the previous year-l 867 department were as follows :-To rfl- owing to the unusually large quantity of
imburse the Treasurer for toll funds, spirits taken out of bond, the duty paid
£2,667 lOs. 4d; for the construction of amounted to £597,000, or £197,000 more
bridges within shires, £4,441; to sub. than the estimate for the year 1868, which
sidize road boards towards the construction. was an over-estimate to the extent of
of main roads under orders in council, £46,029. But it must also be borne in
£9,352. This money could not be ex- mind that there is a large extent of distillapended because there was no application tion going on in the colony. The amount
from road boards to take it up. If there of revenue received from spirits distilled in
had 'Leen applications, the money would Victoria, in 1868, was £48,205, 01' about

House some information in regard to the
£80,991 of savings on account of the year
1868. The amount is composeJ of the
following savings in various departments : -
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£10,000 above the estimate. Thisaccounts
to a considerable extent for the falling off in
the duty upon imported spirits. But if the
falling off ill the spil'it duty really arose
from the fact that spirits were not consumed to so large an extent in Victoria
as they formerly were, I am not sure that
it would not be a very good thing for this
country. I would very willingly, sir,
see the revenue from spirits faU off altogether, if the effect of it would be that the
people of this country would become even
more temperate than they are at the present time. Upon other items of Customs
revenue my estimate for the year, and the
receipts up to the alst of January, are as
follows ; ESTIMA.TE.

RECEIPTS.

~CESS.

Wine
£41;290 £40,364 £
••
Ale and Porter
26,800 28,469 1,669
Tobacco and l
Snuff
f 145,040 143,933
Cigars
11,680
11 ,691
11
Tea
71,650
69,435
Sugar and
75,7.50
70,288
Molasses f
Coffee, &c....
13,700
13,546
Opium
24,410
21,936
Rice
16,270
16,176
Hops
8,250
7,326
Malt
4,350
4,931
581

t

:::'[;y.

£926
1,107
2,215
5,462
154
2,474
94
924

Wharfage dues I estimated would produce
£86,700, but the actual receipts have been
£93,609, or an increase of £6,909 upon
my estimate. This, at allevents, shows very
clearly that the trade of the port has not
suffered in any way by the alterations
which have lately taken place in t~le fiscal
policy of the countl'Y; and as I shall have
an opportunity of showing in the course
of some further remarks, in place of any
falling off, there has been an actual increase
in the tonnage inwards and outwards, and
in the imports and exports of the country.
The Murray duties were estimated to realize last year £30,000. The actual amount
received is £7,394, but there is a sum of
£13,000 still to our credit with the New
South Wales Government. The deficiency
therefore amounts to £9,606.
I have
endeavoured, as far as I could, to ascertain the cause of the falling off compared
with the amount received in the previous year from that source of service.
The only information I could get was
from the permanent head of the Customs department, who says he feels assured
that the falling off' arises from the fact
that a larger quantity of goods is now
being sent from Melbourne across the
Murray, paying duty at the Custom-house
in Melbourne instead of at th~ CustomNt'. McOulloch. '
.
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house in Adelaide. If so, a decided advantage is gained to this country, because we
get tHe trade of the port, as well as the
duties on the goods. The revenue to be
derived "from all other duties"-being
ma.inly the duties on goods which were
affected by the tariff alterations, soft g-oods
and others-was estimated at £352,210 ;
the actual receipts have been £3i7,857,
or an increase of £25,647 on my estimate.
I will now turn to the Territorial revenue
for the past year. I estimated the amount
to be received fl'om the sales of land by
auction at £200,000, but the receipts have
been £243,829.
I shall be able to
show honorable members by-and-by that
this amount is not altogether on account
of sales made in order to bring revenue into the Treasury, but that about
£30,000 is on account of land selections
made under the Land Act of 1862. Still,
however, the revenue is £43,000 in excess
of the estimate. The amount to be received from rents and selections I estimated at £191,760. Now I wish honorable
members to note how close the actual
receipts are to the estimate. The amount
We
actually received is £172,162.
know that there is yet to come in at
least £~,OOO, making the total receipts
£180,162, or only" £11,000 short of the
estimate, and a considerable portion of
that amount will, I believe, be wiped off.
From rents of leases and licence fees under
the Amending Act of 1865 I estimated
the amount to be received at £230,000. The
sum actually received is £225,000, and
there is £9,000 to be received, making a
total of £234,000, or a surplus of about
£4,000. From pastoral occupation the
estimated revenue was £ 176,000, and the
amount actually received is £175,800.
From.miners' rights-estimate, £11,500 ;
receipts, £14,729 ; surplus, £3,229. Business licences-estimate, £3,500 ; receipts,
£3,958.
Auriferous leases - estimate,
£15,000; receipts, £13,322. From all
other items-estimate, £ I ,000; receipts,
£926. I now come to the excise duties.
The total amount estimated to be received
from Excise was £57,900, and the amount
actually received is £68,217, showing a
surplus of £10,317. From Public Works
the total estimate of revenue was £685,570,
and the amount received was £69),799,
showing a surplus of £6,229. I think it
right to state the Public Works revenue in
detail. The railway income was estimated
at £585,000, and the amount received is
£578,674, and there may be a sum yet to
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come in. From water supply the estimated
revenue was £65,000, and the amount
received is £65,027. From electric telegraphs £32,000 was the estimate; received, £30,690.. Toll receipts were estimated to produce £3,570, and they have
realized £13,838. Tonnage was estimaterl
to produce £17,100, and the receipts are
£ 17,298. The Postage revenue was estimated to yield £115,000, and the amount is
£115,029. Under the head of Fees, the Supreme Court, General Sessions, and all other
fees were put down at £63,540, and they
have produced £65,552. Fines were estimated at £7,250, and have realized
£4,925. The revenue under the head of
Miscellaneous was estimated at £62,:i73,
and (including £16,000 yet to come
in) it will amount to £71,198.
I
will now corne to the finance acconnt
for the year 1869, and I trust that
I shall be able to satisfy the House
as to the reasons which have led me to
base my est.imates of the revenue to
he derived from various sources.
As
I have already shown, we commence
the year 1869 with a credit balance of
£47,661. I estimate the revenue for 1869
at £3,241,500. These two sums added
together make £3,289,161, to which has
to be added £5,000 for repayments to be
made to the credit of expenditure acconnts
(Pclice and Penal departments), which
gives a total revenue for the year of
£3,294,161.
The other side of the
account shows the estimated expenditure
under votes to be £2,214,38:5, and under
special appropriations £1,078,657. Honorable members will observe that there is'
a large increase in the special appropriations this year oyer the past year-an
increase of about £80,000. This is accounLed for by provision being made for
paying the interest on the money proposed
to be borrowed for railway purposes and
for other public works.
The financeaccount for 1869, it will be observed, leaves
a balance, available for Hs70, of £1,119 .
That amount is small; but I am sure that
the House would not desire that I should
leave any sum to the credit of the year,
because it would be much better to expend
it on some useful work. At the same
time, I believe that this sum of'£1,100
will be very materially increased by the
end of the year, because, though I have
estimated the Customs revenue in accordance with what, a few weeks ago, I really
believed would be the amount realized, I
find that the returns for the six weeks of
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the present year which have already
elapsed are far in excess of what was the
case last year. The amount received from
spirits on account of 1868 was £353,971 ;
for 1867, £596,286; for 1866, £452,439.
I have estimated that this year we shall
receive £410,000. - I believe there is no
doubt whatever that that amount will be
paid into the Treasury from the duty on
spirits on account of this year, because,
although we only received £353,971 last
year, it must he borne in mind that in
1867 we received £596,000, or about
£186,000 in excess of the amount I estimate for this year. The great bulk of
that ext.ra amount-probably £lOCl,OOO
of it-was paid in' anticipation of
the coming into operation of the alteration
of the Tariff which was made in 1867.
With regard to the other items of Customs
revenue, the returns for the ·years named,
and the estimate for 1869, are as follows:ESTIMATE
1866.

£

Wine ...

40,493

Cigars
Tea •••

9,846
41,318

1867.

£

40,886

1868.

£

40,364

FOR

1869.

£
40,000
28,000

A Ie and Porter 30,621 31,474 28,469
Tobacco
and
Snuff
.•. 122,279 135,922 14:J,933 147,000
59,~95

10,322

11,691
69,435

12,000
72,000

71,828

70,288

72,000

12,977
20,694
10,132
5,678
6,501

13,546
21,936
16,176
7,326
4,931

14,000
22,000
13,000
7,500
4,500

Sugar and Mo75,763
lasses
Coffee, Chicory,
Cocoa, &c.... 13,691
Opium
18,798
Rice ...
13,451
Hops ...
6,233
Malt ...
7,115

It will be observed that the duty on tobacco and snuff increases largely every
year. The revenue from this source in
1867 was £13,000 in advance of that in
1866; in 1868 there was a further increase of £8,000; and, therefore, I think
I am justified in estimating that the item
will yield, this year, £4,000 in excess of
last year. On the other hand, the return
.on account of the malt duty is gradually
decreasing, owing to the fact that malt is
. being produced in this colony. I believe
that this local industry of converting barley into malt will go on increasing, until,
bY-llUd-hy, the malt duty will yield nothing
to the Customs revenue. I next come to
the item of wharfage rates. This yielded,
in 1866, £94,339; 1~67, £79,244; and in
1868, £93,609; and, under these circumstances, I think I may snfely estimate
£93,000 as the sum likely to be received
this year. The next item is that of
the Murray duties. These amounted in
1867 to £26 1944. The amount already
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received from the same source, on account and during the corresponding period of
of 1868, is £7,394; and the sum yet to last year, £166,791, showing an increase of
be received on account of the same year £30,737 ; and if this rate of increase goes
is £13,000; making together £20,394. I on during the remainder of the year-and
estimate that this item will produce, for I see no reason why it should not-the
1869, £20,000. The next and last item of increase in Customs revenue will amount
Customs revenue is that of "All other to £250,000. From this statement honorduties." These include the duties at five able members will perceive that I 'have
and ten per cent., and the duties on dried not over-estimated the revenue for the
fruits and other articles. The revenue current year from this direction. There
from this source was, in 1866, £222,505 ; is one circumstance to which, before
in 1867, .£342,449; and in 1868, leaving the Customs department, I
£377,857; and I estimate that, in 1869, destre to can atten tion. I wish to
it will amount to £380,000, which, look- lay before honorable members a reing at the way in which this item has in- turn of the imports and exports during
creased during the past two years, I feel the period extending from 1863 to 1868,
will be considerably under . the mark. and also a return of the shipping entered
According to my estimate, the total re- inwards and cleared outwards during the
venue from Customs will be £1,335,000. same period. I submit it is important
In connexion with this matter, I desire that this matter should be considered,
to call the attention of honorable members after all that has been said about
to the result of the reduction of the tea the destruction of the shipping trade.
duty. The amount received from the tea of the colony. My own belief is that, at
duty was, in 1864, £100,357; and in the present time, there is more doing, and
1865, £84,049. In] 868, after the duty that the port of Melbourne is in a more
had been reduced one-half, the return was flourishing condition than at any pre£69,435. This shows, I think, the policy vious period. The value of the imports
of reducing the duty upon an article which was, in 1863, £14,118,727; in 1864,
enters so largely into the consumption of £14,974,815; in 1865, £13,257,537; in
the people of this colony. I believe that, 1866, £14,771,711; in 1867, £1l,674,080;
owing to the increased consumption of tea, and in 1868, £13,320,662. Honora~le
not many years will ,pass before we shall mem bers will bear in mind that,' since the
receive from this source the full amount ad valorem duties have been in force,
that we formerly received under the higher much more care has been taken than
duty. The same remark applies to the formerly in valuing the imports. Certainly
duty on sugar. The duty on sugar the imports have not been put down at
realized in 1864, £94,227 ; and in 1865, a sum in excess of their actual value.
£73,794; while in 1868, at one-half the Formerly importers desired to make as
rate, the duty brought £70,288. Honorable large a show as possible in connexion
members will observe that, in framing my with their business; and to estimate their
estimate for 1869, I have made very little, imports at outside value cost them nothing,
if any, increase on the Customs revenue of while it gave them a name as large im1868, save and except in the item of porters. Now the reverse is the case.
spirits; but in order that the committee Duties having to be paid according to the
may have every possible information.as to value, importers will not overstate the
the data upon which the estimate is value of the goods. Therefore I have no
founded, I will read some figures from a ,hesitation in saying that an addition of at
return which I had made up this morning, least 10 per cent. might be made to the
with reference to the amount of duties amount of the imports for 1868; and
collected during the first six weeks of this would give to that year a
1869, as compared with the corresponding much larger importation than has
period of 1868. The result is as follows:- taken place in any year since 1863.
PORT.
1868.
1869.
The exI now come to the exports.
Melbourne
£155,605
;€186,334
ports amounted, in 1863, to £13,566,296;
Geelong
7,943
8,084
in 1~64, to £13,898,384; in 1865, to
Portland
1,267
1,359
£13,150,748; in 1866, to £12,889,546 ;
Port Fairy
600
598
Port Albert
338
177
in 1867, to £12,724,437; and in 1868, to
Warrnambool
1,035
974
£ 15,593,990. . This is the state of matters
The total amount received during the after what is .called "protection to native
firot six weeks of this year was £197,509, industry" has been in force for two OJ,'
Mr. McOulloch.
... -
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three years. I believe that, since the
alterations were made in the Tariff, the
people generally have been better employed
and there hRs been more activity about
the port.
With regard to the shipping
inwards, the return is as follows : 1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

SHIPS.

TONNAGE.

1,739
1,816
1,743
2,078
1,847
2,067

624,061
620,200
580,973
649,979
593,23~

653,362

This return shows that in 1868 there was
a larger. amount of tonnage than in any
year since 1863. With regard to the
shipping cleared outwards, the return
gives this information : 1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

SHIPs.

TONNAGE.

1,782
I,R96
1,823
2,203
1,955
2,172

618,052
641,614
599,351
675,741
617,026
684,207

Now, sir, I am quite sure that these facts
will convince even the honorable member
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) that
he was mistaken in the course of action
which he took when he so strenuously
opposed the course that the majority of
the members of this House desired to
follow. I believe that the action taken
by this House, two or three years ago, in
connexion with the Tariff, has-in connexion with the settlement under the
Land Act-done more good to the colony
than any other course of action which
could have been devised. I have no
doubt that the improvement which I have
already noticed· with respect to the
trade of the port of Melbourne will go on
increasing. As the people of the colony
become settled and prosperous, so will the
trade of the port increase. But I think
this was lost sight of by the honorable
member and his friends. Those gentlemen
looked rather to actual facts-to what was
doing about the port at the time-forgetting that merchants must depend for their
success upon the general prosperity of the
country. I desire now to call the attention
of the committee to the amount which we
may expect to receive in the shape of
Territorial revenue. I have already stated
that, in 1868, the revenue from the sale of
lands by auction (estimated at £200,000)
realized £243,000, and that about £32,000
of the amount was on account of land
taken up under the Land Act of 1862.
But I may mention that, in addition to this
£.~43,000, la~d to ~~~ !al~e o~ £32,000
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was sold by auction to meet volunteers'
certificates.
Unfortunately ,the money
representing that land does not go into the
Treasury; and I hope the House will see
the folly of again dealing with land as it
has been dealt with under the volunteers'
certificate clause of the Land Act. Honorable members, when they propose to give
away portions of the public estate, appear
not to look upon the proposed gift in the
same light as if they are gjving away
money. Had it beeu suggested, when it
was proposed that land should' be given to
the volunteers, that the gift should be
£100,000 in cash, the proposal would have
been laughed out of the House. But as
the proposal was to give land, nothing was
thought about it. However, 100,000 acres
of laud have been alienated in this manner.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Who has got it?
Mr. COHEN.-The volunteers.
Mr. McCULLOCH.- The volunteers
had the certificates, but I regret to say the
land has got into other hands. The
amount estimated to be received, for 1868,
on account of rents and selections, was
£191,700. The amount already realized
is £173,000, and there is yet £8,000 to
be received, making a total of £181,000
from that source, or £10,700 short of
the estimate. The amount accruing,
for 1868, from rents an'd licences was
estimated at £230,000. We have actually
realized £225,800, and we have yet to
receive, at the lowest calculation, £9,000,
making in all £234,800 or £4,800 beyond
the estimate. From the pastoral lands we
estimated to obtain £1,76,000, which is
just about what we have received. Now,
sir, our estimate of Territorial revenue for
1869 is as follows :-Sales of land by auction, £200,000; rents and selections,
£ 190,000; rents and licences, £247,500 ;
pastoral occupation, £176,000; total,
£813,500. This is about £23,000 less
than we received in 1868, the falling
off being in the item of sales of land by
auction. However, I believe the revenue
will be considerably in excess of the estimate, because every day more and more
confirms the view entertained by the
Minister of Lands "that the large extent
of land now being taken up under the existing Act, and especially under the 42nd
section, is being taken up for bonb. fide
purposes, and that the rental from this
land will come in as surely as the revenue
from other sources. Therefore I conceive
that the amount of the estimate is under
rather than over the mark; but I object
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to let the estimate go beyond what I can
rely upon without doubt. I propose now
to refer to the transactions which have
taken place in connexion with the lands of
the colony during the past few years.
The first branch of the subject relates to
the sale of lands by auction. I will read to
the committee a return showing the quantities of land sold by auction during the
past four years, the total amount realized,
and the average per acre for each year.
The return, so far as town lands are concerned, is as follows : ACRES SOLD.

1865
1866
1867
1868

...
•••

A V~~~~.PER

SUM REALIZED.

1,483
1,376 •••
1,041...
948 •••

£90,608
63,769
30,848...
43,416...

£61 2 0
46 6 11
29 13 6
45 16

°

Of suburban lands there were sold by
auction, in 1865, 11,677 acres, realizing
on an average £2 19s. 3d. per acre; in
1866, 9,823 acres, at £2 16s. 5d. per acre;
in 1867, 6,684 acres, at £2 19s. 4d. per
acre; and in 1868,4,768 acres, at £2 17s 7d.
per acre. Of country lands there were sold
by auction, in 1865, 77,175 acres, at an
average of £1 9s. 8d. per acre; in] 866,
147,894 acres, at £1 lOs. Id. per acre;
in 1867,69,768 acres, at£l 9s. lId. per
acre; and in 1868: ] 59,228 acres, at
£1 3s. 7d. per acre. Honorable members
will remark the falling off which has taken
place in the price realized at auction for
country lands during the last four years.
In 1865.it was £1 9s. 8d. per. acre; in
1868 it was only £1 3s. 7d. per acre.
This, I believe, is attributable to the fact
that none of the best country lands-no
lands indeed in any way suitable for select
tion for agricultural purposes-are now
being offered at auction.
Mr. LO~GMORE.-It is not so.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-That is the statement I have from my honorable friend
the Minister of Lands.
I believe he
makes the statement in full faith that it
is correct; and I have no doubt it is
correct. There is no reason why the
value of good land should fall below the
price of previous years. The fact of the
price being so low is a clear indication
that the land now offer~d at auction cannot
be the best land. The quantity of land
leased under section 12 of· the Land Act
wasIn 1865
1866
1867
1868
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ACRES.

RENTAL.

1,537,901
487,205
243,558
303,116

£112,697
157,698
149,358
133,064

...

0

The total rental for the four years being
Mr. McOullock.

£552,817. The quantity of land taken
up under the 42nd section wasIn 1865
]866

AORES.

RENTAL.

27,717
]75,114

£2,837
33,019

1867

181,060

64,208

1868

159,409

78,1~4

The total revenue under the two sections,
durina' the four years, was £7:31,005, or
•
abouto£180,000 per year. 1he
totaI quantity of land forfeited and of land the
subject of applications disa.llowed unoer
the sections named, during the same
period, was 1,270,862 acres, which leaves
1,844,218 acres as the extent of land
upon which rent is now receivable. I
think I shall be able to show, by a return
to which I shall soon refer, that this land
is really being worked for bortCt fide purposes-that the people who have settled
upon this land are making homes upon it,
and that they have spent large sums of
money in cultivating and generally improving it ; in short, that they have complied with all the conditions of the Act.
Although a great deal has had to be done
in order to prevent land falling into the
hands of persons' for whom the Act did
not intend it, the effect of the operation of
the Act has been to place on the lands of
the country a large and really good agricultural class. I have here a return
showing the extent of land forfeited, and
the extent of land for which applications
were disallowed, under the leasing clauses
of the Land Act, from 1865 to the present
time. It is as follows : FORFEITED.

1865
1866
1867
1868

219,258 acres...
230,978"
356,806"
195,198"

DISALLOWED.

49,665 acres
54,312"
25,300"
39,345"

The total quantity of land forfeited is
1,002,240 acres, and the total amount
paid to the State in respect of the lands
so forfeited is about £100,000. People
have taken up land, but have not kept it,
and so it has revel'ted to the Crown.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - That is
robbery.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think it was an
attempt at robbery in the first instanceto get hold of land which they had DO
right to; but it is no robbery on the part
of the State to exact from these people
what it is entitled to exact from them. I
only wish we could get something more
from those persons who are occu pying,
under the Land Act of lR62, large quantities of land which they' have no right to
occupy. They are robbing the State in
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occupying that land. They evaded the the licensees under the 42nd section amounts
law. It is the intention of the Govern- to something like £1,000,000. Now I don't
ment to carry out the provisions of the think there is a country in the world where
Land Act and of any other Act entrusted better evidence could be afforded than has
to their administraion, although by so heen afforded in this coluny, during the
doing they may run the risk of being past four years, of the determination of
charged by one honorable member with a people to become good colonists and to
committing robbery. I think it desir- turn the land to better account than it was
able that the committee should now ever turned before. Passing to the selecbe furnished with some information as tions made under section 12, I find that
to the amount of money which has been . the estimate of the improvements made on
paid in the shape of rent under the those selections is £1,071,583. So that
selection clauses of the Land Act of we have a total expenditure in the way of
1862.
It is provided by that measure culti vation and other im provemen ts by selecthat the payments of rent shall form in- tors under the Act of £2,000,000. Of
stalments of the purchase money.
Of course, the selection of this large quantity
course we receive, from this source, a of land has trenched considerably upon
large sum annually, but the payments will the squatters' runs. The squatters have
cease in 1872. 'These payments amounted, had to yield, as they must always do, to
in 1862, to £78,061 ; in 1863, to £89,966 ; the demands for bona fide settlement
in 1864, to £92,320; in 1865, to £ 126, 180; emanating from the people at large. But
in 1866, to£153,826; in 1867, to£150,615; notwithstanding so much land has been
and in 1868, to £154,410; and fl'om this taken up for settlement, we are receiving
time until they are discontinued the pay- from the pastoral tenants within £20,000
ment~ will be-in 1869, £154,410; 1870,
of the sum which we received from them
£81,975; 1871, £70,061 ; 1872, £70,061; in 1864, and yet for the lanclso taken from
1873, £34,934. The payments will then the pastoral tenants, we have received,
entirely drop. Fortunately in 1872 the during the last four years, £200,000 per
payments on account of the purchase of annum, which'shows a clear gain to the
the land taken up under the Land Act State of £180,000 per annum. This, I
of 1865 will then fall in, and they will say, is matter for great congratulation. Not
compensate, to a considerable extent, for merely have we settled the people npon the
the decrease and ultimate cessation of land, nO,t merely has the State received a
payments under the Duffy Act. Again, good return for the land so settled upon,
there is ample evidence in the possession not merely has the large sum of money
of the Lands department that the lands which I have mentioned been expendeu in
which have been taken up under the 42nd the way of improvements, but we receive
section have not been taken up by mere from the pastoral tenants nearly as lurge
speculators. It is not possible to ascertain an income as ever. The squatters paid to
c01'1'ect1y the total amount expended on the State, in 1863, £200,583; in 1864,
those lands in the way of improvements; £J99,158; in 1865, £198,922 ; in 1866,
but, at the lowest estimate, it must aver- £189,650; in 1867, £183,760; and in
age 30s. per acre, which, seeing that 1868, £176,000.
448,000 acres have been taken up under
An HONORABLE :MEl\1BER.-Tbat is too
the 42nd section, will give a total ot little.
£670,000; and I think the improvements
:Mr. McCULLOCH.-It may be so.
might even be estimated at £800,000 or Of course honorable members will have the
£900,000 with the greatest possihle safety. opportunity, shortly, of deciding whether
This I take to be strong evidence of it is too little or not" because, in the course
growing prosperity among a large and of the present session, we shall have to
important claRs of the community, and of discuss the whole. question of the land'
people leaving the pursuits which they laws. Bllt the fact remains that, although
followed in t.he early days of the colony four million acres have been taken from
and turning their attention to agriculture. the squatters' runs, the squatters pay to
I have endeavoured to obtain an estimate the State only £20,000 less than they paid
of the cost incurred in cropping these four years ago. In connexion with the
lands, and in the purchase' of implements, land question, I mny refer to the subject
materials, &c., and I don't think this can of volunteers' certificates. The number of
be reckoned at less than at from £280,000 these certificates issued in 1~67 was 719,
to' £300,000. So that the expenditure of representing £35,950 ; in· 1868, 267 were
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issued, representing £13,350. The number
of certificates which has since been granted,
notice of which has been given to theLands
department, is 208, which are valued at
£10,400. There are 221 warrants pa~sed,
for which certificates will have to issue.
These will represent £11,050; and there
are fifty application's (representing £2,500)
still awaiting decision. In all, £73,250
will be given away by these volunteers'
certificates; and it is doubtful how far the
thing may go; it may and probably will
be extended until the value of the land
thus appropriated will be £100,000. I
trust the committee will bear this fact in
mi.nd, in connexion not only with the
volunteer movement, but with other agitations for State endowment. Notice has
been given by the honorable member for
Ballarat East (Mr. Humffray) of 8 motion
in favour of endowing charitable institutions with land. But I trust the House
will not entertain the proposition. Honor'able members should recollect that, in
giving away land in this manner they are
practically giving away so much money.
They have been in the habit of looking at
this proceeding in the light that it tpok
nothing out of the Treasury. But land is
money to the State. Look at the facts in
connexion with the volunteers' certificates.
The volunteers have not taken up the
land represented by thos'e certificates and
settled upon it, but they have sold the
certificates.
Mr. LONGMORE.-How could they?
The certificates are not transferable under
the Act.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Nevertheless the
certifica.tes have been sold. Legal opinion
has been given that they are not transferable, and yet the Government have been
unable to prevent sales. I say that it is
undesirable for the State to issue warrants
in connexion with land, wh ich may be
made available tor any purpose. If we
cannot have volunteers without a land
endowment, let us have a paid force at
once. No doubt the volunteers are a
credit to the country. But I think that,
under all the circumstances of the case,
we have paid too much for them; and I
believe the whole question connected with
the Military department will require a
thorough and entire investigation. Before
quitting this part of the subject, I may
state that, under the 42nd section
of our present Act, there are 28,206
holders of land, and that, under the 12th
section, there are 26,000 lessees; so that
Mr. McOulloclt.
0
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we may fairly assume that the number of
persons who have settled on the lands
under the sections ·mentioned is over
50,000. I now come to the items under
the head of Territorial revenue, relating
to miners' rights, business licences, and
leases of auriferous and mineral lands. It
will be seen that we estimate the revenue,
this year, from leases of auriferous land
at £30,000, which may appear extraordinary to some honorable members, seeing
that the revenue from this source last year
was no more than £15,000. My honorable
friend, the Minister of Mines, has gone
carefully into this matter, and he is perfectly sure that the amount is within the
mark. There are at this moment, in the
Mining department, applications for 50,000
acres of auriferous land, which, at £1 per
acre rental, would produce £50,000. The
probability is that the whole of those
applications will not be granted, and
accordingly I make an allowance of
£20,000. I think tHere is little doubt
that 30,000 acres will be taken up under
lease during the present year. This item
of leases of auriferous and mineral lands,
if it goes on increasing as it promises to
do, will be anything but an inconsiderable
one in our revenue. The honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr. Humffray) has
intimated his intention to advocate the
reduction of certain of the State charges
on the gold-fields. But I think we have
gone quite far enough in that direction.
I have strong sympathies with the population on the gold-fields. But while I say
this, I must also say that those gold-fields
are now being thoroughly developed; they
are being worked to a large extent by
companies; and it would be unwise for the
House to sacrifice any portion of that
revenue which it now receives, and is
fairly entitled to receive, in return for the
value of the land it is gi ving up. The
case is one altogether different from that
of dealing with land for agricultural
The State, in leasing this
purposes.
auriferous land, is serving not so much
the people of the country as large
companies. I therefore trust that I may
rely with some degree of confidence that
the amount which I have named may be
received into the Treasury during 1869.
Now, sir, I may observe in connexion with
this question of the gold-fields, that it is
a matter of great satisfaction to fiud that
they are, at the present time, in so prosperous a state. The revenue received
from the gold-fields amounted, in 1867,
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to £28,197; and in 1868, to £32,000; development of the gold-fields of this
showing an increase of· £3,803.
The country. I now proceed, sir, to the next
yield of gold, it is also satisfactory to find, item on· the Estimates of revenue, and that
The quantity produced is the railway income, under the head of
is increasing.
Last year there was
was, in 1863, 1,626,872 ozs.; in 1864, Public Works.
1,544,694 ozs.; in 1865, 1,543,801 ozs. ; received from the railway income a
in 1866, 1,479,194 ozs.;
in 1867, sum of £579,000, whilst in 1867 only
I have ex1,433,687 ozs.; while in 1868 the pro- £552,865 was received.
duce was 1,657,984 ozs., or 223,811 ozs. perienced some difficulty in arriving at
in excess of that of 1867, the value of the the proper amount to put down for
increase being £895,244.
I will now revenue under this head for] 869; bearing
call the attention of honorable members in view the fact that we hope, in the
to the outlay incurred by the large com- course of a very few months, to have the
panies engaged in working the mines of advantages of largely increased railway
the colony. The value of mining plant accommodation, with much larger rolling
and machinery was estimated, in 1863, at stock, and with trucks and other conve£1,503,459; in 1864, at £1,496,699; in niences, which will place us in a position
1865, at £1,773,271; in 1866, at to give greater facilities for goods traffic
£2,068,527 ; in 1867, at £2,079,195 ; and than we have been able to afford hitherto.
in 1868, at £2,150,432. The figures which I do not, however, propose to put any
I have quoted show not only that there is increase which may be problematical, at
a large increse in the produce of gold, the same time that I cannot discard these
but also that there has been a very considerations from the calculation.
I
large increase in connexion with the therefore put the figures at £600,000.
outlay on mining plant; and these facts That, I think, is reasonable and fair.
go to prove that mining is now really Last year we received from goods traffio
set about as a. business, that it is prose- £301,000, while for the previous yearcuted in a similar manner to most other 1867-the receipts were only £276,000.
businesses - and that there is reason to The increase from this source in 1868
believe, although our advance has been over that in 1867 was over £25,000. I
so rapid in conl~exion with agriculture, do not propose to estimate the increase
manufactures, and commerce, that equally for the present year at the same ratio,
sure and rapid progress nas been made and I do not think it fair to set that increase
in the development of our gold-fields. down at £25,000; but taking into account
At present there is no indication what- the growing traffic which has developed
ever of any termination to the yield of itself in the increasing trade of the port of
gold in the co]ony; and we have the Melbourne, we may, I think, safely desatisfaction of knowing that people are pend upon an increase of £9,000. Last
being settled upon the land or are en- year we received £20,000 for the conveygaging in other industrial pursuits. In ance of sheep, the year before that £ 15,000,
fact there appears to be no limit whatever the year before that£13,000, and the year
to the advancing prosperity of this country. before that £ 12,000; in each year therefore
I think I have shown from the statistics there has been an appreciable increase on
to which I have referred relating to the the receipts of the year preceding it. Large
mining interest that that branch of in- quantities of cattle were brought down by
dustry is in a highly prospe.rous condition. the line of railway; and with regard to
The accounts that we have received wool, it will be recollected that last year
weekly from the wardens, mining sur- a large quantity of wool was brought down
veyors, and the various other officers with earlier than usual and that it was rewhom the Government are in communi- ceived on account of the clip of the precation, speak in the highest terms of'the vious year.
It came down in 1868,
state of affairs on the gold-fields; the but we had part of the clip of 1868
quartz reefs more especially progressing and part of the clip of 1867. In dealmost favorably. In different districts, as, ing with the Estimates I have looked
for example, in the Buckland and the at the accounts as they appear in the
Beechworth, Clunes and Pleasant Creek early part of 1869. If the whole of
districts, quartz mining is extending very the clip of this year had come down in
rapidly. I am quite sure, at any rate, 1868 there would have been, in all probathat, so far as the mining interest is con- bility, a considerable falling off observable
cerned,' we have not yet see~ ~he full in the ~~rly part of 1869. But that ha,s
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not been the case, and therefore I assume
-looking at the returns for the early part
of 1869, and notwithstanding that the
bulk of the wool came down in 1868-that
we should expect to have about an equal
amount of wool in 1869 to what we had in
1868. I think we are justified in assnming
that, and I think too that there is reasonable ground for the assumption in the fact
that there has been an increase in the quantity brought down each year. Each year
there has been an increase of from £4,000
to £5,000 on the amount of'the previous
year. I make this estimate thfn on
the assumption that we shall have this
year the same quantity that we had last
year, and on the fact that now, when there
should have been a falling off, there has
been no falling off-in the early part of
1869-aswe might reasonably have calculated there would be. We are keeping np the general traffic to what it was
in 1868. We began 1869 q n i te as well as
we did 1868, and we must regard the circumstance that each year wool is being
brought from distant parts of the interior
down to Victoria, instead of, as used to be
the case, being sent to Sydney and Adelaide.
The great river traffic of the Murray is
bringing the wool by railway every year
to our market, instead of its going down
the ri vel' to other markets, so that a large
portion of it is brought from the interior
districts of New South Wales that has
usually found its way to Sydney. In fact
it clearly shows that we may calculate
lJPOn a considerable increase of wool this
year, as there will be, I believe, _a hope of
opening up the northern parts of the
colony; for there can be no doubt that
there are large quantities of wool stored
upon the banks of the Darling now, which
will be,brought down here as soon as the
river rises .... Therefore I may say safely
that the income from the carriage of wool
in 1869 will not fall short of the income
derived from the same source in 1868.
Then, sir, looking at the increased traffic
which I believe will be the result of our
additional rolling stock, I calculate that
the railway income for, 1869 will
be increased to £599,000 or £6PO,000,
and I have no reason to apprehend
but that that expectation will be carried
As I have already stated, we
out.
shall have means at our disposal for obtaining increased facilities for 'the carriage
of goods and cattle. But there is one
circumstance to which I must not omit to
alluue, as bearing upon this question; and
Mr. McOulloch.
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if the meat preservation system should be
carried into operation, and should go to
anyimportant length, there can be no doubt
that our railways will be taken advantage
of more than thev have hitherto been, for
the purpose of ~onveying the stock and
produce along-the lines, and that a sensible
increase of traffic will be the result. Now,
sir, the only other matter that I desire
in connexion with ,the revenue to make
any reference at all to is with regard to
the item" All other receipts," £30,000.
I have put this down at a smaller amount
than last year, because I had not the
means of arriving at the exact sum which
would be received, but I have DO doubt
that it will not fall short of the estimate,
Last year we received under the head of
this item a sum of over £5,000, which
was collected under the Lunacy Statute. This Statute gives power to the
Government to collect money belonging to the parties unfortunately placed
in lunatic asylums, and to make use
of it in payment of their maintenance.
Originally the money went to the friends
of the patients, but the power given to the
Government under this Act to some extent
relieves the burthen which has heretofore
fallen exclusively upon the State. Last
year we received from this source £5,000,
and I have no reason to doubt that this
year an equal amount will come into the
Treasury from it. The items under the
head of " All other recei pts " are as follow:
Customs, £4,030; survey fees, £7,000;
Attorney-General £J ,300; Mining department, £100; Lands, £1,500; interest
on public account £ 12,000; and suudries,
£4,070; making a tot.al of £30,000. That, I
think, is a moderate estimate of the amounts
which we may calculate upon receiving
from these sources. I have now gone
through all the items of the general
revenue, and shown what I think is likely
to be received during 1869, viz.,
£3.241,500, and I feel very satisfied that
this amount will be received, and something more. There is no intention on the
part of the Government to introduce any
fresh taxation during the present year for
the purpose of increasing the revenue.
There is one meaRure, however, which it
is the intention of the Government to
introduce, and which, in my opinion,
ought to have been iutroduced long since,
and that is a Bill to legalize the imposition
of a probate and succession duty. That
is, in my opinion, a very desirable
measure. But although, no doubt, a large
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sum of money will be collected under tbis
measure, it is hard to say what that
amount may be-at all events a considerable sum will be received from that source,
although I have not taken it into account
in framing my estimate of the revenue for
the year. Then there is another alter~
tion which the Government propose
making in the Supreme Court fees-.-an
alteration which will produce an increase
to the revenue of the colony" of, as I
estimate, something like £10,000. I think
I am quite justified in anticipating that
the probate and succession dnty, and the
increased Supreme Court fees will produce,
at the least, something like from £J 2,000
to £15,000 a year. These are legitimate
items of taxation, and are derived from
sources which ought to come to the support of the State. I now turn to the
expenditure side of the account. Before
I ask the committee to consider any of the
details, I will allude to a subject that was
forced upon the attention of the Government by honorable members, during
the last session, and which, although the
Government have had it nnder their very
serious consideration for some time, they
have not had proper opportunity of devoting so much attention to as they
desired to do. The subject I refer to is
that of retrenchment in the general expenditnre of the several departments
of the public service. I think it is admitted on all sides that this subject has for
a long time past deserved the attention of
the Government. We have applied ourselves to it with all earnestness, and with
every desire to do justice to all, and to
act as fairly as we possibly could to the
parties who must necessarily give up their
positions in the civil service in order to
meet the general exigencies of the State;
but, in carrying out this retrenchment, we
found it impossible to do so without some
hardship 'being inflicted on individuals.
We have tried to mitigate that hardship
as far as it was possibl~; but still it has
been one of the most painful duties I
have ever had to perform in my position
as a public officer, because we .. have felt
compelled, when we have seen those whose.
offices could be abolished without injury to
the service-and this has been the case
with persons who have occupied positions,
arid positions of high importance, in the
public departments-to say to them, "You
must leave the service of the State."
There was no other way of dealing with
the difficulty, unless we had allowed the
VOL. VII.-}'
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same extravagant system that has been
complained of in the various public departments, to continue. In reducing these
civil servants we have endeavoured to act
towards them in as liberal a spirit as we
possibly could do; and, I think, the committee will feel that we have done as
much towards them, in the way of libe'l"ality, as we were justified in doing;
because, although they had belonged to
the civil servIce of this or any other colony
for a number of years, we felt that it was
not to be supposed that they were to remain permanently in that service. Unfortunately a contrary idea seems to have
got into the minds of men generally, and
they appear to think that, when once a
person joins the public service, he is there
for life. That is a mistaken idea; anel
the fact is, as we consider, that such
persons have no more claim than any other
persons employed elsewhere than in the
Government service. Although we very
much regret being the means of removing
them, we have felt that we have no other
alternative in doing justice to the service
and our duty to the State; because why
should the State be expected to continue
in its employment persons whose services
are not required? It has been pressed
upon me over and over again that it is
exceedingly hard to remove officers who
have served the State for a long time and
have become unfit for other employment;
but it is to my mind a greater hardship
on the public purse to retain in their position those gentlemen whose services are
not needed by the State. I believe we
have necessarily committed some hard8hip~,
but we have t.ried to mitigate them as
much as we could possibly do. There
has been serious difficulty in dealing with
this question of retrenchment, for it must
be borne in mind that persons who have
been for a number of years in the service
consider that they have a claim to be retained in it rather than that their juniors
should rise to their places. There is no
doubt something in that; but, when we
came to consider the question, we said,
"How is it possible, when you come to
reduce the departments, that the juniors
should be reduced and the seniors left
on?" It was impossible to do it. I will
refer, for example, to what was done with
regard to the receivers and paymasters
of the colony. Some of them had been
for a considerable time in the service of
the Government, but we could not have
brought these gentlemen down from their
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large salaries of £485 a year and put them
into the positions of you ths at £ 180 a year.
Therefore we have to deal with particular
classes, and I take the receivers and paymasters as an instance, and say to them,
"You must make way for the juniors, as
we are joining your office with others."
We have in fact adopted this course in all
the country districts with the exception
of Castlemaine, Ballarat, and one other instance._ In connexion with this matter it
may be remarked that it frequently happens that the juniors are the best class of
the civil servants, and I think we have
Buffered considerably from the fact that
the Civil Service Act, as 'now in existence,
by means of the increments that have been
in force, has raised a very large class of
the civil servants up to the maximum of
the particular class of which they are
members-receiving now £360 a year,
when five or six years ago they were
receiving but £200 a year, for performing the same duties-and they are not
doing more duty than they did 'when they
received the smaller salary. With regard to
the heads of departments, I am aware that
a feeling has been expressed elsewhere,'
and frequently expressed in this House,
that the heads of departments are overpaid.
An HONORABLE ~IEMBER.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McqULLOCH.-That may be
. the opinion of the honorable member,
but I assure this committee-and I
do not believe that those wh~ really
consider the question carefully and
dispassionately will think differentlythat. the higher class of civil servants
are not overpaid ; 1:iecause I believe that,
when a person is 'placed in a position
of trust and confidence, he ought to
be well paid. Take the Under-Secretary or the Under-Treasurer, for instance.
The Under-Treasurer, I conceive, occupies
a position equal, if' not superior, to that of
a second-class bank manager. I suppose
a second-class bank manager would get
£1,000 a year, and a first-class bankmanager would receive his £2,000 or
£3,000 per annum. I do not say that ·the
U nder- Secretary or the Under-Treasurer
should receive so large a salary as that;
but I think that an officer performing
such duties, and having such responsibilities as the U nder-Treasurer, should
receive a salary sufficiently large to justify
us in expecting to have a man who would
be competent to discharge such large trusts
as he necessarily has pla~~~ ~ hi~ hands.
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The Undel'-Treasurer-I speak of him as
being more immediately under -my own
eye-is an officer to whom most important
trusts are committed. He has very much
in his own power immense sums of money,
and, guarded as those trusts may be
by the Audit Act or otherwise, it is
essential that he should be a person in
whom the completest confidence may be
reposed. To lot large extent I have to
entrust him with the forwarding of debentures to England, and with the performance of other duties connected with
the debentures. He must therefore be a
man in whom thorough confidence l:\-ud
dependence can be placed, or otherwise
the State might lose more in one year
than would be compensated for by the
reduction of his salary for fifty years. I
am opposed to anything like extravagant
salaries being paid to officers in the service,
whatever their positions or duties may be,
although I do not think it wise policy to
make the salaries such as would not secure
to us the very best class of men that can
be induced to come into the service. The
classes in which, in my opinion, reduction
may most judiciously and safely be made
aJ'e the second, third, and fourth classes.
These classes, I believe, require fuller consideration than any other class, because,
with regard to the fifth class, it is composed
mainly of lads who have lately passed
thtl Civil Service examination. In no
case do they receive more than £80 to
commence with, and they advance to
£ 180; but they do not reach that figure
until they are twenty-three or twentyfour years of age.
No reduction is
for these reasons, contemplated in this
In considering the
class of officers.
question of the proper reduction of the
maximum and minimum of the intermediate classes, the Government have-after
weighing the matter with the greatest
care-come to this conclusion, that whatever may be done in connexion with the
civil service and those gentlemen who
may be retained in office, it would be
unwise to touch their salaries during the
present year, for the reason that, although
I believe everyone admits the necessity of
a change in the Civil Service Act-and I
quite agree with the opinions expressed on
the subject by the honorable member for
Collingwood-there is no ooubt that last
year the civil servants of the CrOWD were
put, many of them, to great inconvenience
and loss in consequence of the payment of
their salaries having been delayed by the
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unfortunate state of parliamentary affairs
which existed at that time. It was suggested last year that a certain amount of
compensation should be given them on
that account. Well, sir, I thought over the
matter then, and I have thought over it
since, and I cannot see my way to any
means being devised of satisfying the
claims that members of the ci~il service
might be disposed to make for compensation for loss and inconvenience to which
they might have been subjected by the
circumstances which arose last year.
Many of them were not put to much
inconvenience, and were put to v~ry little
loss, whilst others, no doubt, experienced
great loss, because they got in~to the hands
·of a class of persons who traded upon
their necessities. The civil servants, as a
matter of fact, have not occupied the
position, financially, which they ought to
have occupied. They have been in secured
positions and in receipt of very good
salaries, and, if they had been prudent
men, they would have made very much
better servants-they would have accumulated very easily some little money, and
not have been forced to throw themselves
into the hands of those who extorted extreme sums of money in the shape of
interest for the loans which they made.
The Government thin~that this will be
the only reasonable way of meeting the
case of the class of civil servants I refer
to, because there is scarcely any possibility
of arriving at the proper amount to be
apportioned as compensation to them. The
salaries of this year, at all events, should, we
think, be allowed to remain untouched. I
hope the committee will consider this a reasonable suggestion, as I do; and I think it
the proper course for the Legislature to
follow, as there should, and I think this is
the opinion of the House, be a considerable
alteration made in the working of the Ci viI
Service Act. I do not desire to seereduced
the standard of the officers who enter the
service; but I think it will not be
denied that the Act might be altered so
as to work with more justice to the State
than it does at present, at the same time
that it would afford a more sufficient
inducement to attract a good class. of
public officers into the service.
And
this I regard as by no means an unimportant feature. I believe I have been
able to show the committee what we have
succeeded in doing already; but I do not
say that the reductions which we have
made, and the savings which have followed
F
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from'them, are all that may be made yet;
because I trust that the committee will
agree with me in the wish that this House
shall continue to look arid watch carefully
after the expenditure from year to year.
I have had to go through a most painful
duty in connexion with these reductions
and a.lterations, and, unless this House
carefully watches the expenditure, the
same state of things which has existed
a year ago, and had to be remedied now,
will exist again; and, therefore, whatever
Ministry may be in power, I say it is the
duty of this House to watch these things
as carefully as possible; and I am sure
that no Government will or ought to complain of honorable members doing so.
Now with regard to those of the civil
servants who have been alluded to as
having been reduced, I have been told that
it has been going the round of some of'the
newspapers that parties have been taken
into the Government r:ervice to the exclusion of those who have been lately deposed.
I believe, sir, that there is no foundation
in fact for any such statement whatever.
At the very time that these reductions
were proposed I issued instructions that
there should be no new appointments made
from the ranks of parties outside the
reduced officers; and I believe the amount
of money to be paid this year by way of
compensation, will-if this instruction
be acted upon-be very materially reduced; because I do not think we should
pay those persons compensation and at the
same time allow them to re-enter the public
service. Once having received compensation, they will virtually have abandoned all
claim to re-appointment. Well, sir, I find
a return of the increments of this year,
which shows how they have affected the
State expenditure. The increments for
1869 will be £4,733. There are twentytwo clerks in the second class, the increments on whose salaries amount to
£366 13s. 4d.; there are fifty-five in the
third class, the increments on the salaries
of whom amount to £1,008 68. 8d.;
there are seventy-one in the fourth class,
and the amount of increment is £1,775;
there are ninety-five in the fifth class, and
the amount of increment is £1,583 6s. 8d.
The total increment of this year is
£4,733 6s. 8d. Now, sir, I will refer to
the expenditure of 1868 and 1869, excluding, of course, the public works, roads
and bridges, and all expenditure of that
kind, and confine myself entirely to the
votes for salaries and contingencies for the
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two years. A saving has been effected £3,710; the contingencies were £5,580
by the reductions that have been lately in 1868, and in 1869 they will be £ 4,410.
carried out to the extent shown on this In iohe department of the Minister of
statement, which has been made out so as Mines, the salaries of 1868 were £10,859,
to show the various departments under and in 1869 they are £6,323; the conthe same divisions that they were under tingencies last year amounted in this
last year. There have been amalgama- department to £18,181, and this year they
tions of some of the offices, such, for will be £11,490. Well, sir, this statement,
example, as that of the Registrar-General therefore, leaves the following totals:with the Lands Titles office'-:'and the . The salaries paid in 1868 in the ~
Post-office and Telegraph-office. But I various departments enumerated, amounted
will give the comparison as the offices to £712,590, and in 1869 they will
existed last year. In the Chief Secretary's be £630,149, which shows a reducdepartment, in 186~, the salaries were tion in. the item of salaries of
£302,641-this year they are £283,457. £82,441. Then, sir, the contingencies
The contingencies in that department in in 1868 amounted to £692,176, and in the
1868 were £171,140, and this year they present year they will be £620,692, or a
are £165,757. In the Attorney-General's reduction of £71,484. The total of savings
department, the salaries in 1868 were on salaries and contingencies in favour of
£43,666-this year they are £37,831. this year over 1868 is £ 153,925. I may
The contingencies in 1868 were £20,281 state that, in the contingencies vote last
-this year they are £17,236. In the year, provision was made for a considerMinister of Justice's department, the sala- able number of clerks, supernumerary and
ries in 1868 were £70,325, and in this others. Now, sir, I have given a sumyear they are £57,530. The contingen- mary of the whole of the expenditure. In
cies were, in 1868, £30,123, and this dealing with these reductions we have, of
year they are £29,700. In the' Trea- course, as I have stated, had to take
surer's department, the salaries in 1868 into consideration the compensation to be
were £52,872, and this year they ar.e granted to those parties who have been
£39,378; the contingencies for 1868 deprived of employment; and in this reswere £77,603, and for this year they are pect we have tried to deal liberally, and I
£50,790.
In the department of the have put down the full amount that could
Commissioner of Cl'own Lands, the salaries be claimed by any of them. It is thought,
for 1868 were £28,905, and they are however, that a very large portion of that
£26,589 this year; the contingencies last amount will not be claimed at all when
year were £51,359, and this year they are the condition of its being received, and
£43,864. III the Commissioner of Public which I have already explained to the
Works department, last year the salaries committee, becomes fully understood, as it
were £20,509, and this year they are will be, that no officer can claim to re-enter
£18,066; for contingencies last year the service who shall have received the
£5,950 was taken, and this year they are compensation. Still I have made out the
estimated at £5,100. In the department claim under the Ci viI Service Act, which
of the Commissioner of Trade and Cus- prescribes the compensation they are en·
toms, the salaries last year were £68,971, titled to under its provisions. We have
and this year they will be £57,440; also thouglit it right to deal with supercontingencies. for 1868 were" £18,485, and numeraries-that is a class of persons who
for 1869 they will be £14,465. The are in the employment of the Government,
Postmaster-General's' department had, in although they are not classified under
1868, for salaries £79,031, and this year the Civil Service Act. We have dealt
the salaries are £73,900; the contin- with them just in the same way as
gencies last year were £54,842, and for we have dealt with the others, because
this year they are £49,008. The depart- the Government thought it. only just that
ment of the Commissioner of Railways they should be placed on the pension list,
paid last year salaries to the extent of and occupy the same position as regards
£29,933, and this year they are £25,925; compensation as they would have occupied
the contingencies for 1868 were £238,632, had they be~n classified under the Act.
and this year they will be £228,872. In, The Government believed that they would
the Commissioner of Roads and Bridges effect a considerable saving by calling
department, the salaries for last year were upon all officers of the service who are
£4,878, and they will be for this year entitled to retire from it on attaining the
Mr. McOulloch.
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age of sixty years to do so, and by adopt- good bargain that has been made for the
ing this course the pension list has swelled State, especially when it is remembered
up to £16,000 by the additions which that the Parliament are asked at the same
have been made to it. The compensation time to deal liberally with the officers
allowed under the Civil Service Act is a whose services have been dispensed with.
month's salary for each year of service. In after years there will be a saving of
The supernumeraries are, in my opinion, £155,000, without in the slightest degree
quite as much entitled to compensation as affecting injuriously the efficiency of any
are other officers of the service who have one of the departments of the service, as
been n long time in it-J do not mean my I have no hesitation in stating to this
remark to apply to those who have been committee it will not. On the contrary,
only a few months in the service-and it is the Government are of opinion that the
for this reason that we have provided a reduction may be carried still further; but
sum of £14,500 on the Estimates as com, it can only be done by the most careful
pensation for supernumeraries. Now, sir, examins.tion. Now I will refer more
from the time when the last session of especially to the Penal departments and
Parliament terminated until now the Go- the Gaols, because we have effected convernment have had to give grave consider- siderable reductions there, and I believe
ation to this question, and it has not been that we shall still be enabled to save someso easy a job as might at first sight appear. thing further as far as these departments
It is easy enough to say "reduce," but are concerned. But I also believe now
when the question is gone into and sifted, that we are in a fair way of getting very
and there are taken into consideration all much more labour out of these prisoners
the exi'gencies of t~e department, I say than we have yet done. There is, howthat it required the greatest possible care ever, one difficulty connected with this
and deliberation in dedding upon the question of the employment of prison
course to be pursued. It was almost im- labour. It is, in my opini~n, very undepossible for the Government to come to any sirable that they should be put out to
conclusion upon the question until nearly work in open roads and in the public places
the close of the year. Hence the notice gi ven of the colony; but, at the same time, there
was short-shorter probably than would are places where good work can be effected,
have been given under other circumstances, and where we could be at liberty to
and shorter than the Government wished expend large sums of money, and the
to give. But we believed that what we labour be turned to good account, without
did would meet the wishes of this House, having to encounter this objection. I have
and we believed that we should be sup- already ordered some thirty of the
ported by this House, when we catlle down prisoners at Pentridge to be transferred
and asked honorable members to mitigate to the banks of the Yarra, and I intend to
the hardship arising from the shortness of send a considerably larger draft there.
notice by granting an extra six weeks' pay The silt which has been taken from the
to all the civil servants. I am quite sure Yarra should be put on the banks of the
that no honorable member of this committee, "rh·er. A great waste has been going on
in his private capacity, would act other- for a long time past in this respect. We
" wise than in the most liberal manner to have been injuring the bay and depriving
y¥ S8I'VQQt, opd the Government were, ourselves of the improvement of the land
they believe, only carrying out the wishes that might be made most valuable if we
of this House when they proposed giving put the stuff on it. I have' seen on the
the civil servants of the Crown not only the banks of another river some of the very
ordinary compensation to which they were ,best land, that has been made entirely
entitled by law, but, under the peculiar from the dredging of the river, and I
circumstances of the case, an additional six believe that the same thing can be done
weeks' pay, which would amount to £6,000. in the case of the Yarra. But I believe
Well, sir, the total amount of additional there are other places in the colony to
expenditure proposed in the way of com- which we could send our prisoners with
pensation amounts to the sum of £58,000. advantage. We intend also to turn the
That is a very large sum of money no tradesman class .in the penal departdoubt; but when it is looked upon in this ment to account, although that class
light, that we get quit of an annual tax in is not a very large one, but what
the shape of salaries to the extent of there is of it could be made very much
£82,441, it should be regarded as a very more useful than it has been. I think
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that much more money bas been e~pended
in these departments-in improving and
maintaining gaols and other penal establishments-than the amount of good resulting from them has been commensurate
with, and it is the intention of the Government to turn them to account, if possible.
I regret to say that I have not heard from
Mr. John Dennistoun Wood, a gentleman,
who some two years ago I entrusted with
a commission to gather information for the
Government-and most valuable information it would be-with regard to the
management of prisons and prisoners in
other parts of the world. I wish that
gentleman had taken the trouble to obtain
and forward this valuable and necessary information, not only with respect
to prison discipline and management
in England. but with respect .to it in
America and elsewhere. I regret, therefore, that I have not received' this
information, for it would have been useful
to the Government; but, independently of
that, there would be a great deal of good
done, not only in the way of retrenchment in the expenditure on management,
but in turning the working of the departments to more profitable account than has
hitherto been the case by a judicious lise of
the prison labour. Now, sir, a large sum of
money becomes available, not only for
public works, but for the payment of interest on money to be borrowed in England
and which has been borrowed in this
country. The carrying out of the public
works of this colony has this year been
more amply provided for than it has been
for some considerable time past. That is
a matter not only of personal satisfaction
to me, but it is one, I am sure, of immense
benefit to the country at large. The
amount appropriated to public works in
1865 was £400,468; in 1866 it was
£3~0,833; in 1867 it was £248,585, less
£20,000 for ~he wat~r reservoir and graving dock; and in 1868 it was £163,431.
Well now, sir, the Government have asked
the House to vote a Rum of £272,481 this
year. We have provided a sum of £30;000
on the Estimates, as a subsidy to the
various local bodies throughout the country,
for carrying out such public works as
schemes for water supply. I believe it
to be a more satisfactory plan than any
other, in some districts of the country to
leave to local bodies the undertaking of
carrying out these schemes, for, I think,
they will, as a ~eneral rule, perform the
work better than if it were undertaken and
M'l'. McOuUoclt.
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carried out by the Government I have
seen some works of this kind, which have
been recently carried out at Ballarat, for
supplyin~ that important township with
watel:, which are of the most creditable
description; and this circumstance ought,
in my opinion, to stir up the Government
to assist local bodies by grants-in-aid in
helping themselves. We propose to adopt
that course, and I now, therefore, Rsk the
committee to pass this item of £30,000
for that purpose. I trust that the initiation
of the scheme will be successful, and that
it will not end here. Next to the opening
up of the country by means of good roads
and railway communication, I believe that,
for a colony like this, there is nothing
better than a good supply of water to the
various districts of the country. The
present Local Government Act, as honorable members are aware, provides that the
subsidy to road boards shall not exceed
£80,000 per annum. The amount was
previously £160,000, but the Act provided
that, after the expiration of last year, the
subsidy should only ,be £80,000.
The
Government think it is right that we
should continue to provide for the larger. _
amount-£160,000-at all events, until
the House has had an opportunity of expretlsing its views upon the Local Government Bill which will shortly be· brought
under its consideration. In the meantime,
for the present year, not only is there the
special appropriation of £80,000, but there
is also a separate vote of £80,000 on the
Estimates, to make the total subsidy
£160,000. We further provide for the
continuance of the subsidy of £500 per
mile towards the makillg of main roads. We
conceive that this should be placed in the
same position as last year,' although the
Act only provides for half the amount. I
willllext refer to one item on the Estimates
which is always a pretty .large sum,
namely, the vote for charitable institutions. . I have provided for a vote of
£112,000 for charitable institutions this
year. Last year the amount was £100,000,
but certain claims have forced themselves
upon my attention which render it necessary that the amount should, if possible, be
increased this year by the sum of £12,000.
Sir, I am quite sure that the House will
not grudge to give a fail' amount of money
for the charities of the country. I have
never seen a vote more willingly assented
to than that for charitable institutions; in
fact, it has always been the duty of the
Government to resist the increase of the
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amount beyond what could fairly be set
apart for the purpose. Weare all agreed
that it is desirable that the charities ought
to be supported; but I do not think that
our public charities are in the position in
which they should be placed. I believe
that only a certain class of the people
support the charitable institutions in the
way in which they ought to be supported.
A certain class of the community support
all the institutions. Another class-and
perhaps the wealthiest and best able to
give-do not give anything at all towards
their maintenance. There is another thing
in connexion with this matter, namely, that
we have, I think, too many of these charitable institutions in the country. Each
district desires to have its own hospital,
or benevolent asylum, 01' both, in its own
locality. I think that is an unwise system.
I believe it would be better to have a few
really good, large, well-managed hospitals
and benevolent asylums in popnlous districts; and, if you like, a sort of receivinghouse in other districts, to which people
might be taken, not to be kept there
or treated there, but to be sent from
thence to institutions in the large centres
of population. I have lately had brought
under my attention the fact that the Benevolent Asylum in Melbourne is growing
to be an enormous institution. I think it
is growing too large, from the circumstance that people are drafted from the
country to Melbourne, and become inmates
of that institution. I say it is unfair that
persons should be brought from any part
of the country where another asylum exists,
and placed in the Melbourne Benevolent
Asylum. It is putting a direct tax on the
citizens of Melbourne. It has become
forced on my attention that there must
be some change in the management of
these institutions - there must be some
system whereby the different districts may
be compelled to maintain their own poor;
and there should be some means of compelling those people who will not voluntarily
contribute to the support
the charitable
institutions of the country, to assist in
their maintenance. I believe also thatif I am rightly informed-our charitable
institut.ions have been, to some extent,
improperly taken advantage of. . That
arises partly from the fact that people wellstricken in years have been brought out
from the mother-country, under assisted
im:~lligration, and, within a very short time
of their arrival in the colony, they have
been sent to one of the well-managed
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benevolent asylums. That is a system, I
say, which calls for consideration, and will
require to be dealt with by the House
when honorable members come to consider the new immigration regulations.
With every desire to make an amendment
in the law f01' the purpose of the better
.regulation of oharitable institutions, I
have not been able to give the necessary
time, or to get the information which
I desired to get, in ordel' to introduce a
Bill on the subject during the present
session. And I believe that the only way
in which this question can really be grappled with will be by the appointment of
some able and disinterested man as a commissioner, who will make full inquiries,
and bdng up such a report on the subject
as will enable the Legislature to deal in a
proper manner with the whole question of
the management of charitable institutions.
It is, perhaps, a question of the most intricate and difficult kind that can well be
conceived. I don't myself believe in anything like a poor law system. I think it
would be most injurious to the country.
I believe that everything should be done
to protect the aged-to protect deserted
women and neglected children-and, therefore, I think that the proper course to be
adopted is to appoint a commission to
fully investigate the whole matter, so as
to allow it to be dealt with by Parliament in the course of another session.
Before passing altogether from this topic,
I may call t.he attention of honorable
members to a subject in connexion with
the Melbourne Hospital. I do not wish to
complain of that hospital; but I believe
that it is proposed to erect another hospital
in or near Melbourne.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is not
wanted.
Mr. McCULLOCH.- Well, it may not
be wanted; but I am quite sure of this,
that honorable members ought to give
their at.tention to the proposed vote for
the new hospital, and that some conditions
should be attached t.o the vote, in order
to ensure' t.hat the institution shall be more
of a convalescent hospital. .1 know that
convalescent hospitals are working most
sati~Jactorily in the mother country, and
no doubt similar advantages would
arise if such institutions existed in this
country. Patients are di~charged from
the Melbourne Hospital at a time when
they are so far cured as to be able to
leave the institution, but still while
they are unfit, and are not likely to be
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a ble for a length of time, to do anything
for their own support. If a hospital
were established for the treatment of
con valescents-for taking care of those
whose cases did not require to be treated
any longer in the regular hospital-I
think that a very great good would be
done; and I only regret that the gentlemen who have taken an active part in the
establishment of the new institution have
not really looked at the matter in this
light. I believe that they would have
conferred an immense benefit on the
people of' this country if they had done
so. There is another class of patients
which ought to be provided for by some
such institution-the class of incurables.
Persons are discharged from the Melbourne Hospital as incurable, no provision
whatever is made for them; and they are
put into the Benevolent Asylum. ~ow
that is scarcely the place for these
incurables. I have conceived it to be
my duty to point out to the House
any matters to which, in the preparation
of the Estimates, I considered it desirable
to draw attention. I will now refer to
one or two departments which have come
more immediately under my notice. In
the first place, I will speak ,of the police
force. I regret that I have not been able
to save much money in the Police department, but I should have hesitated very
much, indeed, before doing anything
which would have destroyed the efficiency
of the police force, because I consider
that it is a credit to the country. I do
not believe that there is a finer body of
constabulary in the world than the police
force of Victoria. It is a most efficient
well-managed body of men. Last year B
sum of £216,000 was voted for the police
force; this year I propose to ask the
House to vote £209,699. This decrease
is effected not by any reduction in the pay
of the police, but by doing without those
constables who are not really required.
It is my intention this year to introduce a
Bill for the better regulation of the police
-some amendments, no doubt, are' required-and the Government will be glad
to meet with the co-operation 'of members
in endeavouring to make the measure as
perfect as possible. The Government
would not be justified in interfering, to
any great extent, with the management of
such a force as the police. I look upon
the police force as a force which must
be managed in a very large degree by the
head of the department, of course subject
Mr. McCulloch.

to the control of the Ministerial head. I
think it is the duty of the Ministerial
head to look more to the permanent head
for the proper management of the forceto make him responsible. At the same
time, if I find out anything wrong in connexion with the force, it is my duty to call
the attention of the head of the department to it, and, if it is a matter which
ought
be remedied, to give instructions
to have it altered accordingly. I am very
chary, indeed, in using any interference
that would in any way break down the
efficiency of the police force or the control that the head of the department ought
to have over sUflh a force. I now come to
the gaols. The cost of the gaols during
the last few years ,has been as follows :-.

to

YEAR.

1858
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

TOTAL COST.

'.'
...
...
..•
•.•
...

NUMBER NUMBER
COSTOF
OF
OF
PRISONERS
OFFICERS. PRISONERS. PER HEAD.

£~8,746

31,003
32,555
34,081
32,166
32,083

91
]28
127
128
128
127

632
831
841
833
767
817

£45
37
38
40
42
39

The amount which I ask honorable members to vote for the year 1869 is £28,219,
for 100 officers and an average of 925
prisoners, which will make the cost of the
prisoners £30 per head, or a reduction of
£9 per head upon last year, and of £12 per
head upon the yeaT pl~evious: This, I
think, is a very satisfactory reduction,
and, I believe, it does not in the slightest
degree affect the efficiency of the Gaol
department. I have not made tho reductions inconsiderately, or without knowing
that the head of the department could
manage it with the number of men I was
prepared to allow. I find that in 1858 the
number of officers was about one to every
six prisoners; now it is barely one to nine.
In the Penal department the expenditure
during the last few years has been as
follows : HAlt.

TOTAL COST.

1858 .•. £69,103
..• 43,664
1865 .•. 41,178
1866 ••• 45,879
1867 ••• 41,448
1868 ... 41,291

i 864

NUMBER
NUMBER COST OF
OF
OF
PRISONEltS
OFFICERS. PRISONERS. PER HEAD.

191
159
165
159
159
156

1,212
] ,341
],070
1,120
1,039
986

£57
32
38
40
40
40

The estimated cost for the present year
is £34,894, for 132 officers and 920
prisoners, making the cost of the prisoners
per head £38 -a reduction of £2 upon
last year. I have endeavoured to find
out a reason why there should be
an extra cost of £8 per head in the
main tenance of the prisoners in the Penal
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department as compared with the maintenance of the prisoners in the gaols. Well,
sir, they are altogether a different class of
prisoners. I think that is the only reason
which has been given. I hope, however,
before the end of the year, to reduce the
cost of the maintenance of the prisoners
in the Penal department still further; but
I have not thought it desirable to endeavour to effect a further reduction yet,
especially as a change has been made in
the permanent head of the department.
Honorable members are aware that the
gentleman who formerly filled the position
of Superintendent of the Penal department has left the Government service,
and the department is now managed by
the Sheriff, without any extra cost to the
country, the Sheriff performing both the
duties of that office and those of Inspector
of the Penal department. I believe that
he is perfectly competent to perform
both duties well, but I hesitate t.o
make any further reduction in the
Penal department until he has had an
opportunity of becoming more thoroughly
acquainted with that department. There
is' one point which is very satisfactory,
namely, the gradual reduction in the
number of prisoners in the Penal department. From 1,300, which was the number
in 1864, there has been a gradual reduction
until the number now is 950. I say that,
with a largely increasing population, to
find that the number of prisoners is being
reduced year by year, is most creditable
to the colony at large. I will now refer to
the Lunatic Asylums. Very unfortunately
the number of lunatics in this country is
increasing very largely; but I am glad to
say that, up to the present time, we have
not reached the same percentage of lunatics as exists in Eng·land. The cost of
the Lunatic department has been as followa:YEAR.

COST.

NUMBER
OF
PATIENTS.

NUlI!BER
OF
OFFICERS.

COST OF
PATIENTS
PER HEAD.

1858 ... £17,953
412
52
£43 lOs.
1864
36,566
908
138
40
1865
42,174
1,027
146
41
l866 ... 55,526
1,120
162
49 lOs.
1867 ... 62,085
1,259
229
49
1868 ... 64,784
1,418
246
46
For this year, with 1,600 lunatics, or 200
more than last year, the estimated cost is
only £63,833, or £39 per heaJ, which
is £7 per head less than last year. The
question of lunacy is one which requires
the serious consideration of the House,
for not only has ·the erection of lunatic
asylums cost the country a large sum of
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money, but a large annual expenditure is
incurred for the maintenance of lunatics.
The last report of the Inspector of Lunatic
Asylums says:"The number of insane of all classes in
England and Wales on the 1st of January,
1867, was 49,082. The population of England
and Wales, corrected up to that date, was
21,135,515. The ratio, therefore, of insane ~o
the total population !was 1 to 430, or 2'32 10
1 000. The complete returns of the insane in
England and Wales (including those in workhouses) on the 1st of January, 1868, a~e not
yet available. The total number of msane
in the public asylums in Victoria on the 1st of
January, 1868, was 1,280; the estimated population, 659,887; giving the ratio of 1 to 515,
or 1'94 in 1,000. It will be seen from these
data that, up to the °Jatest date at which the
comparative calculations can be made! the
proportion of insane to the total populatIOn of
this colony is considerably lower than in ~nglan~.
During the year 1868 the number of msane m
the asylums in this colony has increased from
1,280 to 1,556."
I think that the working of the present
Lunacy Act-a measure which passed
last year-has so far befln satisfactory.
It has enabled the Government-as they
ought long ago to have done-:-to receive
money for the support of lunatlCs who are
in a position to contribute towards the
cost of their maintenance. Previously, if
a lunatic possessed any money whatsoever,
his friends obtained possession of it, and
the State maintained the lunatic. By the
present Act we are able to seize upon
funds belonging to any lunatic, and maintain him out of his own money so long as
it lasts. By this means we have received
a sum of between £5,000 and £6,000.
The next department to which I desire
to refer is that of Industrial Schools. The
cost of that department also, I am sorry
to say, has been increasing very largely,
but it is now reduced, and, on the whole,
the accounts are satisfactory. In 1866
the number of children in the schools was
1,256, and it has gone on increasing up
to the present time, when the number is
1,850. The cost per head, in 1866, was
£30; in 1867, £24 7s. 6d.; and in 1868,
£~3 7s. 6d. The estimated cost for the
present year is £21, showing a very great
reduction. I have always endeavoured,
as far as possible, to recover from that
disgraceful class of the community who
desert their children, and throw them off
in a way in which the lower animals
would not throw off their offspring, some
contribution towards the cost of the maintenance of their children in the industrial
schools, but'1 have the greatest possible
difficulty in collecting the money they
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should be fairly' called upon to pay.
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ferently, 21; and badly, 6. No reports
have been received of the remainder; but
sons who desert their wives and chil- they are believed to be doing well. I
dren, I should be very glad to put it now desire to call the attention of honorin force, because if there is one thing able members to a matter of considerable
in connexion with this colony more dis- interest with regard to the general expendicreditable to it than anothet· it is wife de- ture of the country, namely, the expenditure
sertion. If there were any means of bring- . in connexion with the defences. In dealing
i og wife deserters from the neigh bOUl'iog with the volunteers this year I endeavoured
colonies and punishing them in the way to reduce the expenditure very materially,
in which they ought to be punished, I and I think I have succeeded in doing so.
should be very glad to put it in operation. Last year the House voted a sum of £34,536
Some years ago, when a conference of for the maintenance of the Volunteer force.
representatives of the colonies was held After considerable labour and inquiry, I
here, I obtained the adoption of l\ memorial insisted upon the amount being reduced to
from the conference to· the Imperial Par- £18,436, thus effecting a saving in the
liament, asking them to put us in the expense of the Volunteer force of£16,100.
position of having a law passed authori- There is no doubt that the whole question
zing the governments to bring such per- of the colonial defences is a matter that
sons back from the other colonies. No requires careful consideration. The people
. notice was taken of that memorial, beyond of England have been led away for some
a mere acknowledgment of' its receipt. It years past in their desire to expend money on
it:! a matter of great importance that we defences. I believe the people of England
should have an opportunity of dealing in are now beginning to see that, in their
a proper manner with persons who desert expenditure in this direction, they have
their wives and children. We have, how': really gone beyond what was actually
ever, succeeded in recovering from parents, necessary under the circumstances of the
during the past year, for the maintenance case. We have all-the people of Engof neglected and deserted children, land and Europe, as well as the colonies
£1,042 17s. The sale of produce is put -been keeping ourselves in a war position.
down at £550, and miscellaneous receipts We have heen keeping UpOUI' defences as if
£13, making a total of £1,607. lam glad war were really going on, and there has been
to say that the health of the children in a recklessness of expenditure in connexion
the industrial schools is very different from with the defences. I do not justity
what it was some years ago.. Honorable myself in the matter, nor do I throw
members know that the treatment of the blame upon anyone, but I say that the
children cost the Government great anxiety prevailing feeling for a long time has been
and care, and yet it was found almost im- to expend more money in connexion with
possible to eradicate disease from these the defences than was requisite. I think
schools. Many of the children seem, in that a change of view is very distinctly
fact, to have been diseased from their very coming over the mind of the world at
infancy, and it was found most difficult to large, and that we are returning to a more
treat them so as to cure them of their sober and sensible state of matters in regard
disease. I am glad to say that, after to armaments and defences. I was very
considerable suffering and loss to the glad lately to read a speech of an eminent
unfortunate children, the institution is English statesman - Lord Stanley - in
now in a very healthy state indeed; and which, in regard to thit~ subject, he says:it is satisfactory to find that there are
" And it will be a happy day for England~
numbers of the children going out to and not merely a happy day for England but a
day for Europe and for the whole world,
Up to the happy
service week by week.
when· those ideas and those feelings which in
present time 194 of them have gone this country are not merely dominant but uniout. to service. To save these 194 chil- versal, which pervade every class of society
dren-to give them first an education and from the highest to the lowest-the desire for
and the abstinence from aggressive de··
then to get them good employment, with peace,
signs, and the respect for international rightsevery prospect of their conducting them- when, I say, these ideas and feelings shall be
selves creditably through life, is of itself, universally diffused among the population of
I say, sufficient to justify the large expen- those great neighbouring nations on the contiditure which we have incurred in con- nent of Europe with whom we have so many
ties. Then shall we see, and not until then, an
nexion with the industrial schools. Of end put to that which is at once ~he greatest
these children 115 are doing well ; indif- dra.wback to material progress and the great
JJ.i1'. McC~~lloch.
If I had the power of punishing per-
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blot and scandal upon the civilization of Continental Europe-I mean the necessity, be it real
or imaginary, for those enormous military preparations which, in our day, have attained proportions never, I believe, approached before i
which are increasing our taxation, depressing
our industry, and drawing heavily upon the
resources of the future; which introduce in the
time of peace a social condition oI!ly one degree
removed from war; and which, if the system is
to last for two or three generations, can only end
in one of two results, either, in my opinion,
equally unsatisfactory-financial ruin on tbose
who are intendjng conditionally to pay, or, if
they adopt the other alternative, of dishonest
repudiation."

Mr. Gladstone, I find, took the same view
of the matter, and spoke in these terms:"I cannot but think that from some causes,
at leas"t, of these miserable wars we are
gradually escaping. One of them has been
designated ambition. Thank God! the scope
wh~ch is open to dynastic ambition has been
greatly narrowed, permanently narrowed, by
the introduction of new or the modification
of old principles of gOlernment."

When we see such views as these held by
eminent statesmen in England, I think we
may well hesitate before we continue to
expend large sums of money on the defences
of this colony. The only way in which
honorable members can have clearly brought
before them the, enormous cost of the
defences of the country is by stating the
actual sums which have been expended in
connexion therewith. I find that, since
1863, the volunteers have, in round numbers, cost £200,000. Since 1856 there
has been expended on defences £15,000;
on military, £390,000; other expenditure,
£80,000. The cost of the ship Cerberus is
£160,000, of which £100,000 will be
paid by the Imperial' Government,
leaving our share of the cost £60,000.
Altogether the total expenditure on defences has been £745,000 since 1856, and
there is £80,000 or £100,000 to be added
for the vaule of volunteers'land certificates,
making the gross total about £900,000.
No doubt it is perfectly right that the
colony should be defended, but I think it
might be defended at a very much smaller
cost. At all events, the present expenditure cannot be allowed to continue; and
it will be for the House to consider what
steps should be taken in the matter.
Surely, if the Cerberus comes here she
will not require to be maintained on a war
footing. It will be enough if that ship is
kept in a state of efficiency without being
kept up ready at any moment to be used
for defence purposes.
Well, sir, we have
the Nelson. When the Cerberus arrives,
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I trust that the Nelson will not be used
for any other purpose than that of a
training or industrial school. I believe
that we should not keep up these ships at
any further cost than is absolutely necessary.
I will next. refer for a moment or two to the question of immigration, which, although not largely provided for on the Estimates, is nevertheless a question referred to in His Excellency's speech; and it is a question on
which opinions are vf1ty much divided.
I myself desire to see the population of
this country increasing; but I think that,
if we are to increase it by means of
immigration, we ought, at all events, to
take care that we get the proper class
of immigrants.
Certain classes desire
immigration apparently merely for the
sake of immigration-merely to have people
brought out and placed on our shores.
The people who would be brought out, if
the views of these persons were given
effect to, would not be the class of immigrants that this country should have.
Unless we can get really a good and
proper class of immigrants we shall be
infinitely better without immigrants. There
may be such a thing 'as forcing the population of the country too rapidly. If we
bring say 40,00U or 50,000 people here
in the course of one year, where is employment to be fouO(l for them all of a.
suuden? If a population of the proper
classes of immigrants comes in gradually,
then I believe they will pay the State well
by the revenue that we shall receive from
them in the course of three or four years.
But we see what has taken place in some
of the neighbouring colonies in the way of
immigration, the very off-scourings of the
great cities at home being sent out. Many
of the workhouses were emptied, and the
inmates sent out as immigrants. This is
n9t the kind of immigration which this
country or any country ought to receive.
Let us have a proper class of people, and
then I believe we may expect some good
from a system of immigration. But I
trust that, when the regulations are
brought down for the consideration of the
House, honorable members will not hastily
adopt' a cry, which I confess is raised·
outside" of "Let us have immigration,
and all will be right." We ought to
hesitate before we do that-before we
bring a useless class of people out here at
the expense of the colonists of Victoria.
I find that the arrivals in ,the colony last
year were-wholly unassisted, 30,000;
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partially assisted, 2,300; wholly assisted,
367; total, 32,804. The excess of arrivals
over departures during the year was 7.,290.
It is possible that wemight with advantage
increase the present number of the population. What I which to guard the House
against is falling in with a mere desire
to get immigration without reference to
the kind of immigration or its cost. We
have in this country, there is no doubt,
a more industrious, energetic, and independent class of. tradesmen and people
generally than there is in England, taking
the population as a whole; .and I say that
we ought not to do anything to destroy or
disturb that good character, as we should
do if we went in for indiscriminate immigration. To show how readily the people
of England would be to take ad vantage of
our desire fot' immigrants if we pay for
any persons who wish to be sent out, I
will read a statement which appears in a
late paper from England with regard
to the condition of the population of a
certain portion of London. It show's what
we might gain by an indiscriminate immigration-that whole classes of the poor
would be likely to be drafted off to us if
we placed it in the power of the people of
England to send them out here. The
statement is as follows : "In all human probability there will by January
be fifty or sixty thousand heads of families in
East London alone without work, or the
probability of work, with no means to
pay rent, with little strength, and no protection from starvation save the contributions of
the charitable. These will be forthcoming
no doubt, though this year the distress is very
general, and the wealthy are comparatively
poor, getting 3 per cent. for their capital instead
of 7; but the money will be distributed in
parcels, without system, without foresight, and
with endless waste. rhe State almsgiving and
the private almsgiving will clash, the most
needy will get least, every gift will tend to
diminish self-respect, and the class which of all
others most deserves aid, the poor just on the
verge of becoming paupers, but fighting with
the pluck of ott~rs against their destiny, will
get no help at all."
I say that we can get people very readily.
People will very easily be sent to us if we
pay for them; but to send to this colony
the class of persons here referred to would
be ruinous rather than ad van tageous to us.
I desire in the ne~t place to refer to the
loan of £300,000, which the Government
lately placed on the Melbourne market. I
consider that the floating of the loan was
attended with a most satisfactory result
under all the circumstances; in fact, the
result was one which would have been satis.J.lf'l'. McOulloch.
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factory under any circumstances. I stated
last year in the course of a debate in this
House, that I believed our loan would bring
in London parol' close to par. Circumstances
have transpired which show that I was not
far wrong in my estimate. The loan raised
here was tendered for to a very large
amount, and I believe that a much larger
loan would he tendered for if offered. If
the loan that we propose to raise in the
London market is not taken up at what
the Government believe to be the value
of our securities, I do not despair of our
being able to make arrangements for
placing the whole' of the loan on our own
market. I have no desire to throw our
debentures upon the London market and
allow them to be taken up at whatever
price English capitalists may think fit. I
put a value on our securities, and a very
high value too. We have no account yet
of the sale of the railway debentures in
the London market, and they will not be
sold unless we get what I cop-sider a fair
value for them, and what, I believe, the
House will approve of. If they are not
sold, I believe-indeed I have not the
slightest doubt-that arrangements can be
made to aispose of the whole of them to
the people of this country. The loan
recently asked for in the Melbourne
market was only £300,000, because I
desired that a portion of the Government
trust funas-such as t.he Police Reward
Fund, Post-office Savings Bank deposits,
&c., should be invested in debentures.
The tenders were as follows :-£ 15,000
ata discount; £131,800 at par; £174,960
at a premium.
Of course there was
sufficient to take up the whole at and
above par. The amount actually taken
up was £1.25,100 at par and £174,900 at
a premium. The total amount of premiums was £326 5s. 10d, or 2s 3 -f()~d. percent. This result of the sale of the
Melbourne debentures shows very clearly
the confidence that the people have in the
good faith of this country, and it shows
also the plentifulness of money, which, I
will shortly point out, is accumulating
almost day by day to a very large extent.
This, I think, is highly satisfactory, as
showing not only the confidence which the
people have in the good faith of the
State, but as indicating the general prosperityof all classes of the community. I
desire to refer for a moment or two to the
railway loan proposed to be raised in the
London market. In the first place, I will
read the following letter : .
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"Treasury, Melbourne, Nov. 9,1868.
C( Sir,-Referring to the correspondence which
has taken place respecting the negotiation of the
loan authorized by the :Railway Loan Act of
1868, I have now to request that you will be
good enough to instruct the London representatives of the contracting banks by the outgoing mail to take forthwith the necessary steps
for placing the loan.
"It has been determined that in the present
case the minimum price at which the debentures may be sold shall be fixed beforehand in
Melbourne, and I accordingly enclose a sealed
packet to be opened by the London committee
when the tenders for the loan are opened, and
which contains a statement of the price so fixed.
"As the whole of the proceeds of the debentures will not be at once required, it may be
considered advantageous to permit payment to
be made by the purchasers by instalments.
"In making this suggestion, however, I wish
it to be understood distinctly that I have no
desire to fetter the action of the committee on
the subject, and that should the committee be of
opinion that the proposed measure would be injudicious, or in any way prej udicial to the successful introduction of the loan, they are at
perfect liberty to reject it. My object is that
the interests of the colony should alone be considered, and I have every confidence that the
committee will deal with the suggestion in the
same spirit.
"The whole of the debentures to be issued
under the Act will be forwarded by the mail
which leaves Melbourne in January, and I shall
be glad to be informed whether they are to be
forwarded to the same address as those for previous loans, viz., to the London and Westminster
and the London Joint Stock Banks.
" I have, &c.,
"JAMES MCCULLOCH.
" D. C. McArthur, Esq.,
" Chairman of Contracting Banks."

I may state that when I sent home these
debentures, in November last, I was
informed by one of the bankers herethe gentleman 'who took charge" of the
management of. the loan-that there was
no necessity for the debentures to be in
London when the tenders were called forthat tenders might be called for and debentures sold without the debentures
being in London. I will read the following record of the minutes of' a meeting
of the committee of the Associated
Banks : "Wednesday, 7th October, 1868.
" At a meeting of the London committee of
the six Australian banks held this day, presentDonald Larnach, Esq. (in the chair), D. Q.
Henriques, Esq., H. W. D. Saunders, Esq., T. D.
Edwards, Esq., H. L. Taylor, Esq., J. A. Douglas,
Esq.
" The minutes of the last meeting were read
and confirmed.
"Read a letter from Mr. McArthur, of date
t.he 15th August, with the enclosures referred to
therein.
"Resolved unanimously :-1. That, in the
opinion of this committee, any fresh loan for
Victoria should bear interest at the rate of 5
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per cent. only, and that the said loan should be
negotiated in debentures and not in inscribed
stock. 2. That, although Victoria Government
debentures are unquestionably in greater favour
with the public of this country than are those of
any other British colony, this committee think it
would be unsafe to advise the Government that
a 5 per cent. loan would command par.
"(Signed)
D. LARNAcH, Chairman."

The last letter which I have received
from London is one addl'essed to D. C.
McArthur, Esq., as chairman of representatives of the banks contracting for
Victorian loans, Melbourne. It is to the
following effect : "London, 31st December, 1868.
"Dear Sir,-I have the pleasure to acknowledge the r('ceipt of your letter No. 142, of date
the lOth November last, in which you transmit me a copy of the honorable the Treasurer's
letter, No. 5,629, of date the 9th idem, conveying
the instructions of the Government of Victoria
to take forthwith the necessary steps for placing
the loan on the London market.
" At a conference of the six banks, held this
day, your letter and enclosures were read; and
the committee were unanimously of opinion
that, until they are in receipt of the debentures,
it would not be advisable to move in any way
in the matter. I may add that Mr. Verdon was
present at our conference, and that he quite
coincided in this opinion of the committee.
" The committee have received ,vith regret the
sealed letter containing the minimum price at
which this loan may be launched. From our
letters and minutes to you during the past three
months, you will learn that any such price as
par is entirely out of the question.
"New South Wales Government five per cen~.
debentures, floated in October last at £98 3s. 4d.,
are now very dull of sale at £97, while the five
per cent. consolidated loan of New Zealanil,
with three months' interest accrued, may be
bought for £94!.
" The committee are ignorant, of course, of
the minimum price fixed by your Government,
but they think it their duty to point out to you
that, if any such price as par is expected, the
loan when brought out will be a complete failure,
and will not only expose this committee to
ridicule, but it will, at the same time, damage
the loan.
" Our money market cannot very well be more
favorable for launching a loan than the next
three or four months will present. We would,
therefore, wi~h you to urge upon your Government the necessity of leaving full discretion to
this committee to act in the matter-bot.h as to
time of bringing the loan out and fixing the
minimum price-as they may deem fit.
"The committee think that your Government attach too much importance to the fixing
of the minimum price. It is, of course, well
for your Government to attach a high value to
their securities; but the loan when brought out
will bring its full value in the market, without
any reference to the minimum price.
"I am, &c.,
"D. LANARCH,
" Chairman of Committee."

This is the last letter I have received from
London on this subject. I think honorable
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members will very clearly and distinctly
see that the objection taken in this letter
is to the sealed minimum. It is stateu
that the debentures would bring full
price, whatever that may be. But, sir,
we have.no desire to sell our debentures
at any price that may be offered in the
London market. I will not be a party to
entrust to anyone of the six banks, or to
any person whatever, the power to deal
with our credit. What is ~sked for by
the committee of the associated banks is
the power to fix or assess our credit at
what thRy may think is right. They might
consider that £96 or £94 was the full
value of our debentures. That may' be
their estimatjon of our credit, but it is not
ours. Therefore, what they ask for I
never shall be a party to grant, namely, to
allow them the power to fix the price of
our debentures. We shall fix the price;
and if the people of London will not meet
our wishes, and grant us what we conceive
to be the value of'our debentures, we shall
recall' our loan, and raise it amongst ourselves. The sting of the whole objection
is the fixing of the minimum. Another
point is this-the banks assume that the.
price is par. What right have they to
assume anything of the kind? They had
a certain duty to perform. 1t was their
du ty to call for tenders. It was not their
duty to say whether we fixed the price
too high or not, but to accept tenders, if
they were offered, at the value which we .
put upon the debentures. I have no doubt
that, when the debentures are offered, we
shall get the value we put upon them. I
believe that our debentures stand higher
than those of any other colony. A gentleman in London, thoroughly well, qualified to estimate the value of such securi~
ties, lately stated that the securities of the
Government of Victoria stand equal to
English consols. That was a high testimony to the credit of this country. I do
not think that we should give those who
have not the same interest in maintaining
the credit of the colony as we have the
slightest opportunity of offering our debentures at a price which we do not consider to be their full value. I believe all has
been done, in connexion with the floating
of the railway loan, that the Government
possibly could do. It is desirable, no
doubt, that we should have fresh capital
introduced into the colony. I should like
to !See it, because every £100,000 of fresh
capital brought here is of great advantage
to us; but we may pay too much for it.
Mr. McOulloch.
.
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Unless we get it at what we conceive to be
its value, then, I say, we shall take other
means of raising it. So long as we continue to manage our finances as they have
been managed in the past - I am not
speaking of what the present Government
have done, but of the management of the
finances of the country generally-we
shall always maintain sufficient credit.
If we con~inue to borrow money for legitimate purposes only-such as reproductive
works-I believe we shall get credit from
capitalists in England, as well as here.
As long as we do not ask people to lend
us money to carryon the ordinary expenditure of the country, we shall always
maintain a good position. This colony
. has always refrained from borrowing money
to carryon its ordinary expenditure; a
neighbouring colony has not always done so,
and therefore its credit does not stand as high
as ours. If at any time there be a deticiencyin the revenue, Itrust that the House
will set its face against borrowing money
for the purpose of meeting that deficiency.
If any such time should come, let us bring
our expenditure within the means at our
disposal, but do not let us borrow mOlley
for the purpose of meeting the expenditure
of the year. It is a perfectly legitimate
course, however, for the country to borrow
money for the purpoie of carrying out
great reproductive works which will be
advantageous, not so much to the present
generation as to fut.ure generations. If
we leave a debt to those who come after
us, on account of these-large, reproductive,
and highly beneficial works, posterity will
at all events possess the works; and I aID,
therefore, not one of those who at all despond of borrowing money for such purposes.
Now, sir, in referring to our financial position
and to our ability to raise money, provided
we cannot. get it elsewhere on our own
terms, I should like to refer, for a minute
or two, to some of the indications of what
I conceive .to be the sound financial
position of this country. I have before
me returns as to the amount of deposits in
the various banking establishments in
Victoria, the general savings banks, and
the Post-office savings banks. The depositors and the amount of deposits in the
general savings banks during the last four
years were as follow : DEPOSITORS.

1865
1866
1867
1868

DEPOsrrs.

17,220
16,751
17,558

£648,557
601,069
593,184

~8,632

69.,44~
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This shows an increase, in 1868, on the
previous year, of 1,074 depositors, and 'of
£101,265 in the amount of deposits.
Then, sir, the Post-office savings banks
have also been a great success.
The
working of these institutions shows the
following result : DEPOSITORS.

1865
1866
1867
1868

2,126
6,774
11,000
14,276

DEPOSITS.

£15,467
58,690
103,075
c 165,533

This last item gives an average deposit of
The
total increase (taking the two classes of
savings banks), in 1868 over 1867, is
4,350 in depositors, and £163,723 in the
amount of deposits. These, I say, are
valuable institutions, inasmuch as they
hold out inducements and afford facilities
to such a large class of the community
to invest their savings with confidence.
But these moneys have not been withdrawn
from the general banks, for I find that the
deposits in the general banks, not bearing
interest, amounted, in 1867, to £2,860,279,
and, in 1868, to £3,703,860, showing an
increase in favour of last year of £843,581 ;
and that the deposits bearing interest
amounted, in 1867, to £6,599,684 ; and, in
1868, to £6,512,379. The total increase
in the amount of deposits is £789,872,
which, added to £163,723, the amount of
increase in the savings banks deposits,
will give a total increase of £953,595, or
close upon a million of money. Bearing
in mind this fact, and also that improvements to the value of two millions of'
money have been made on lands taken up
for settlement, as well as the large expenditure involved in the general extension
of manufactures throughout the colony, I
think we have every reason for believing
that a hopeful future is before us. I am
aware, as was stated a few days ago in
another place" that the low price of money
is no indication of the general prosperity
of a country. During the past two
years there has bee'n a plethora of
money in England. Money has there been
almost a drug. And yet the state of
matters in England has been very far from
sound; because, owing to the wild speculation which previously prevailed, people
have not been disposed to invest their
money, and in consequence. things have
almost come to a standstill. Here
the reverse is the case. Not only is
there an accumulation of money, but great
~~~ivity prevails ill ~1~ ~r~nches of trade;
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manufactures are progressing, and a large
expenditure has taken place in connexion
with the lands of the country. I believe
that the general industries of the colony
are in a most thriving condition, and that
people were never better employed than at
this moment. The manufacturing interest
is now becoming an institution in the
country, and cannot be ignored. I believe
it will go on increasing from year to year;
the ball has been set rolling, and I have
no dou bt that great things will yet be
done in connexion with manufactures in
this country. With regard to our cereal
produce, I believe that we shall be able
not only to supply ourselves, but also help
to 'supply the people of England. The
only class of the community which really
is suffering-and I know no class that is
suffering to any large extent-is the pastoral interest. The pastoral interest has
suffered to a considerable extent by the
drought. It has no doubt also suffered to
some extent by the fall in the value of
wool; but I have no hesitation in saying
that that fall is attributable, not to the
over-supply of wool, but from the want
of confidence, in England, in commercial
and financial speculations to which I have
already referred. I am thankful to say
that already there are indications of
an end to the suffering experienced by
the pastoral interest from the drought;
and we commence the year 1869 with
the affairs of the country in the most
prosperous state that can be conceived.
Our revenue from the Customs is quite
equal to our expectations, if it does not
go beyond them, The position of our
mercantile, class-notwithstanding all the
predictions formerly indulged in as to
our shipping trade and our importations
going to nothing, and our merchants goillg
to ruin-is as sound as could be desired.
The business of the country is now of a
legitimate character, as testified by the
fact that, during the last two years, we
have had fewer insolvencies than in preceding years. Therefore I look forward
to a long career of prosperity for the
mercantile, industrial, and mining interests
of the colony. It is true that checks may
be sustained by one or all of these interests; but I believe these checks will only
be temporary, because I have a firm
conviction that nothing on earth can possibly retard the progress of this young
and rapidly advancing country.
The first vote on the Supplementary
Estimates for 1868 (£1,500 for provi-
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Revenue Frauds.

had been induced to place this question on
the paper, with a view of ascertaining
whether the Customs department of this
colony had been in the habit of permitting
merchants in Albury to take certain'
dutiable goods, such as geneva, brandy,
and other spirits, across the border into
New South Wales, and whether, on
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
.several occasions, it had come to the
knowledge of the authorities that such
Mr. MACPHERSON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this goods had been found in Victoria, with
House a return showing the amounts paid to the customs marks planed off, and other
the various charitable institutions in the colony marks erased from the cases. He had
for the year 1868, and the amounts of the local
been informed that, since the establishcontributions in each case."
ment of the Border Treaty between VicMr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
toria and New South Wales such had been
which was agreed to.
the case. The object of such a practice was
that, though the cases of geneva and brandy
RAILWAY EXTENSION.
did not contain the full quantity they were
Mr. MACPHERSON movedrepresented to contain, in Victoria they
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House all correspondence with the Agent- should pay full duty under the Tariff,
General of Victoria relating to the railway whereas in New South Wales they would
loan; also all correspondence, papers, and pay duty only according to the strength of
documents relating to the subject of railway the spirit. By paying the duty on the
extension not yet laid before Parliament."
New Sou t,h Wales scale of tariff, dealers
The motion was agreed to.
would be able to undersell the Victorian
The House adjourned at twenty-five merchants, so that this colony would not
minutes past ten o'clock.
only lose the trade, but the duty also. He
had been told that the existence of the
practice had been more than once detected.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
On the first occasion the empty cases were
discovered, and the parties were allowed
Wednesday, February 24, 1869.
to pay duty; on the second occasion a fine
of £ 7 was inflicted; and on the third
Revenue Fraud&-Water Supply-Board of Agricultureoccasion, when some twenty cases were
Voting of Supplies-Ways and Means-Consolidated
discovered, a mere nominal fine was enRevenne (£536,485) Bill- Volunteer Force- Charitable
Institutions-Railway Ac¢idents - Discoverers of Gold
forced. He thought it only due to the
FieJds-Legislative Council-Legislative Assembly-ParCustoms department that such cases, when
liament Library-The Refreshment Rooms-The Police.
brought to light, should have the attention
of the Minister called to them, and that
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- the full penalty of.the bond entered into
past four o'clock p.m.
should be inflicted.
Mr. VALE said that there could be no
REVENUE FRAUDS.
doubt it would be very satisfactory to
Mr. KERFERD called attention to the inflict the penalty of the full amount of
way the revenue was being defrauded on the bond, and he would be very ready to
the border, and asked the Minister of do so if, in the exercise of his judgment,
Customs whether any and what special he thought that all the circumstances of
arrangements existed between the Customs the case justified such a cou,rse; but in
department of Victoria and certain Albury the case under notice it must, he thought,
merchants for the passing of certain spirits be within the knowledge of the honorable
in bond through Victoria overland into member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd)
New South Wales; whether it had come that, in dealing with matters of this kind,
to the knowledge of the department that he could not regard them in the same way
such arrangements had been violated, and, as he should do were they matters conif so, by whom, and how often; and what nected with infringement of customs laws
penalty were the offenders liable to, and and regulations on the seaboard of Vicwhat was the actual penalty inflicted in toria, and not connected with the trade
each case? He stated that, from informa- with which the Border Treaty' was assotion which had been supplied to him, he ciated. In dealing with, the firms who

sions for the Industrial and Reformatory
schools) was then agreed to.
.
After a discussion as to the arrangement which should be made in the event
of any honorable members feeling disposed
to raise a debate on the Budget,
Progress was reported'J)
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had been detected in these infringements,
he had been guided by the principle of
endeavouring so to act as to punish them
in such a way as would prevent a·repetition
of the offence, whilst the action taken
, by him should not have the effect of
throwing the whole .of the trade of
Southern Riverina into the hands of
the Adelaide market - and .if he were
to adopt the suggestion of the honorable
member he would be diverting the trade 'in
that way. It was not quite correct to say
that the Government of this colony had lost
the duty, because the duty had been collected
to their credit on the other side of the
Murray ; the only loss that accrued to the
Government was a mere fraction of the
duty on a few cases-something like
one shilling a case. He was far from
being disposed to approve of the conduct
of the firms who had dOlle what-had been
complained of. In each case a penalty hud
been inflicted, although of a very moderate
character, for the reasons he had already
stated. .He would be guided in future by
the same principle as that upon which he
had acted heretofore.
WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. MACGREGOR asked the Minister
of Mines whether, in regard to the subject of water supply to country distrir.ts,
it was the intention of ·the Government to
depart from the policy or provisions of the
Waterworks Act; and, if so, to what extent? He said that honorable members
were of course aware that certain districts
of the colony were, under the Waterworks
Act, to be supplied with water when the
Govert'lor in Council was satisfied that
an income of six per ,ent. would be returned on the works to be so constructed.
No less than twelve orders in coullcil had
been passed during the time that the honorable Minister himself had held office,
nnd surely the pu blic faith and credit were
pledged to the establishment of these works
in the localities to which the orders in
council pointed.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that he was not
prepared to admit that the Government
would not carry out the policy they had
indicated. He might say- that it was the
intention of t.he Government to provide,
out of the sum of £30,000 placed ou the
Estimates fot' the purpose, subsidies to
those localities which undertook to initiate
and carry out schemes of water supply for
themselves. Such was the case, for example, at Clunes, where the borough council
YOLo YII.-G
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proposed to spend some £40,000 or £50,000;
and, if they did so, it was intended, out of
this vot.e, to subsidize the undertaking to
the extent of £10,000. He thought the
plan proposed to be followed by the Government would be very satisfactory to all
parties.
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved"That there be laid on the table of this House a
return 'showing-The annual and total expenditure upon the Board of Agriculture from its
establishment to the present time j the annual
and total amount of the aid given to the various
farmers' societies during the same period j the
annual and total expenditure of the model farro."
Mr. BYRNE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
VOTING OF SUPPLIES.
~TANDING ORDERS.

The resolution agreed to the day previous, in Committee of Supply, was considered and adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That the standing rules and orders and
practice of this House relating to the grant.ing
of Supplies to Her Majesty be suspended, to
enable a Supply Bill to pass through all its
stages to-night."
Mr. CASEY seconded the mc;>tion,
which was agreed to.
The House then went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a sum not I3xceeding £34,985 12s. Sd. be
granted to Her Majesty for or towards the
services for the year 1868, specified nnd set
forth in the Supplementary Estimates submitted
to the Legislative Assembly on the 23rd
February, 1869.
"That a sum not exceeding £500,000 be granted
to Her Majesty for or towards the services for
the year 1869, set forth in the Estimates submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the 23rd
February, 1869."
The resolutions were agreed to, and reported to the House and adopted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Wa.ys and Means,
Mr. McCULLQCH movcd" That Ollt of the consoliJated revenue there
be issued and applied from time to time, for the
service of the year 1868, any sum or sums of
money not exceeding £36,485 12s. 5d., for or
towards the services specified and set forth in
the Supplementary Estimates submitted to the
Legislative Assembly on the 23rd February,
1869.
" That out of the consolidated revenue there
be issued and applied from time to time, for the
service of the year 1869, any sum or sums of
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money not exceeding £500,OOO! for or tow!1rds
the services set forth in the EstImates submItted
to the Legislative Assembly on the 23rd February, 1869."
Mr. KERFERD said he underE\tood the
Treasurer to restrict the £500,000 to the
payment of wages, salarie.s, and contingencies; but, as the resolutIOn then stood,
it might be ap.plied to any of the purposes
enumerated in the Estimates.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that last year,
when a similar Bill was introduced,
great inconvenience arose from the restriction referred to having been placed
upon the expenditure of the money so
authorized. The Bm was passed for payment of salaries, wages, and contingencies only, and there were pressing ~nd
necessary items calling for payment WhICh
could not be satisfied under it. He would
assure the committee that, in dealing with
the sum now asked for, no expenditure
would be allowed on any item that would
be likely to lead to any dispute when the
Estimates came under discussion in detail.
The resolu tions were agreed to, and reported to the House and adopted.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£536,485) BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH then brought up
a' Bill to apply out of the consolidated
revenue the sum of £36,485 12s. 5d. to
the service of the year 1868, and the sum
of £500,000 to the service of the year
1869.
The Bill was read a first and second
time, and committed.
Mr. LANGTON inguired why the
clauses contained in a former Supply Bill,
which gave the Treasurer authority to
issue and apply the moneys authorized by
the Bill to be so issued and applied, and
made the sums available to satisfy the
warrants under the hand of the Governor
under the provisions of the law then in
force in respect of any services voted by
the House, had not been inserted in the
present Bill ?
Mr. CASEY replied that the two
clauses referred to by the honorable member were especially required in the instance
mentioned, in consequence of the nature
of the resolutions which were proposed.
Honorable members would recollect that,
when the vote of Supply was taken, at
the close of last session, provision had
not only to be made for .the services of
1868, but also to defray the amounts which
remained due for the services of 1867. The

Supply .

mqney had been voted in the Parliament ot
1867, but the Bill had never become law,
and of course it could not be referred to
in the Supply Bill of 1868 as money voted
by that House. It had not been voted by
the then present Parliament, or in fact by
any :earliament at all; and it would be
remembered that the hon~rable and learned
member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) took
the objection that it could not cover the
services of 186i. It was in consequence
of that that the two clauses referred to
had to be inserted in the Bill of last
session.
Mr. LANGTON· remarked that the
clauses in question had been urged upon
the House on the ground that they were
necessary to give legal authority, and also
that the latter clause was invariably inserted in English Acts of that character.
Those were the grounds upon which the
House had accepted the resolution.
Mr. CASEY said that he would be
happy to introduce the two cla?ses i.f he
could be shown that any necessIty eXIsted
for them. He could not discover any such
necessity and there was no such section
as the la~t of the two referred to in the
Supply Bill which had just been passed in
England.
The Bill was then passed through committee, and subsequently through its remaining stages.
SUPPLY.
The House then went into Committee
of Bupply, when votes on the Supplementary Estimates for the year 1868, to ~he
amount of £34,460 12s. 5d., were consIdered and agr~ed to.
VOLUNTEER FORCE.
On the vote of £8,718 for great coats
supplied, in 1866, to the Volunteer ~orce,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that thIS sum
had been expended in 1866, and the money
had been placed against the loan for.defence
purposes. He did not think that It w~s a
sum which ought to be charged agamst
the loan and he had therefore taken it
out of the loan, in order that it might be
put in the ordinary Appropriation Act,
which he believed was the proper course
to pursue.
THE "NELSON."
On the vote of £303 for repairs of
machinery of H.M.V.S. Nelson,
Mr. KERFERD asked what would be
the cost of maintenance per annum of this
vessel?
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Mr. McCULLOCH replied that it would
be seen by the Estimates of 1869. The
present vote was to meet expenditure incurred last year for keeping the machinery
iJ;l order.
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
On the vote of £5,000 in aid of the
buildIng fund of the Prin~e Alfred
Hospital (amount lapsed in 1867),
Mr. COHEN inquired whether the
honorable the Treasurer asked this
amount to defray the expenses of a convalescent hospital as shadowed forth in the
financial statement? From his own experience he might say that there was no
necessity existing for another hospital of
the same description as the Melbourne
Hospital, and that the only effect of its
being called into existence would be that
it would take away a considerable amount
of the subscriptions now raised for the
support of the old institution. There
were now some thirty or forty beds vacant
in tte Melbourne Hospital, and a hundred
additional beds could, if necessity demanded, 'be made up. The building of
another hospital would tend to injure the
prospects and, resources of the one now
established. He believed that, if a sum,
were voted by Parliament for a convalescent hospital, to be erected somewhere on
the shores of the bay, it would prove a useful and valuable institution; but he thought
that a hospital built as it was proposed to
build the Prince Alfred Hospital-in the
centre of Prahran-would be open to the
same 0 bj ection as had so often been applied to
the Melbourne Hospital, namely, that of
its being in the very heart of the most
densely populated portion of the city. He
hoped that, if a second hospital were built,
it would be for convalescent patients.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the
Government had placed this amount on
the Estimates on precisely the same footing
as it had been placed on the Estimates for
1867. ' He had not considered that he
would have been justified in placing it on
the Estimates in any other shape without
the leave of the House. But he was quite
satisfied that a convalescent hospital in
this colony would be productive of immense benefit to the community, whilst it
was ;ery questionable whether a second
hospital would be so. Therefore it was
that he desired to afford honorable members an opportunity of expressing an
opinion on the subject, and he was very
glad lIbat that opportunity had now been
G
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taken ad"'\fantage of. It had been ascertained that, in some parts of the old
country, institutions of the character referred 'to had been established first on a
small scale, and tliat they had been proved
to work most satisfactorily and with immense advantage to the poorer classes,
who, not being in a fit state of health to
follow any profitable occupation, could find
a suitable refuge there. There was another
suggestion which he would venture to enlarge upon, whilst speaking on this topic,
and which he had thrown out on the
previous evening. He thought that there
should be established a hospital for incurables. At present they were sent to
the BenevolentAsylum; and in his opinion,
whilst there were people aged and infirm
but not otherwise in unsound health protected in that institution, it was not wise
to place amongst them parties suffering
from consumption or other incurable
diseases.
Mr. McLELLAN called the attention
of the Treasurer to the way in which dissatisfaction had arisen in the first instance
with respect ~o the management of the
Melbourne Hospital. A large section of
the community had appeared to feel that
the management of that institution had not
been conducted in a satisfactory manner,
and that, entertaining these views, they
had subscribed a large sum of money
. towards the erection of a new hospital,
in the belief that it could be placed under
a more efficient system of management.
After the citizens of Melbourne had
subscribed the money, and after the promise
of a subsidy from the Government had
been received, it would, in his opinion, be
most unjust to attempt to change the
channel into which the money so subscribed
should go. And even if it were considered desirable to do so, he thought
that the suggestion did not come with
the best taste from gentlemen who
were wholly responsible for the mismanagement of the existing institution.
The honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Cohen) had said that there were a
number of beds vacant in the Melbourne
Hospital. The probability was that there
was likely to be a still larger number
vacant if the hospital remained under
the present management. But, he contended, that it was the fact of there
being that large number of vacant beds
that had stirred up the citizens to raise
the necessary subscription for the erection
of a new hospital. Whilst he did not
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wish to interfere with the management of not want a. second general hospital.
either institution, he desired °to say em- There was already the Melbourne Hosphatically that it would, in his opinion, be pital, which was an institution of sufficient
a very unwise course for the committee to magnitude to meet the wants not only of
pursue, if they should interfere in the the metropolis but of the colony. ° There
smallest degree with the benevolent inten- were some 350 bed~ in the institution,
tions of the subscribers to the fund for and of those beds, he ventured to say,
the new hospital, who had, uptothe present not more than 125 were occupied by
time, striven to carry out their object for people of Melbourne and its suburbs.
the benefit of their afHicted fellow citizens. The majority of the patients were from
He thought the Treasnrer would not be the country districts-men who, on being
justified in imposing any conditions that seized with illness, found their way to the
would have that effect. No one could say large Melbourne institution, under the
for a moment that the Melbourne Hospital impression that there they would be better
had been conducted in a way creditable to treated than anywhere else. If honorable
the community. He believed that many members were disposed to think the
deaths had occurred within its walls which institution badly managed, they could
might have been prevented if a better easily satisfy themselves, because they
system of management had prevailed; and were at liberty to w~lk through the place
that, if tha strict supervision that ought at any time in the aay or night, without
to be exercised over every institution of giving notice to anyone, and see for
that character had been exercised in the themselves how the patients were' cared
Case of the Melbourne Hospital, many lives for. If the honorable member for Ararat
were to do that he would find that his
might have been saved. .
He (Mr.
Mr. COHEN complained of the honor- statements were el'l'oneous.
able member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan) Cohen) considered the idea shadowed
rising in his place, and making allegations forth the previous evening, by the Chief
against the management of a charitable Secretary, in reference to a convalesinstitution without first satisfying himself cent hospital, worthy of attention. ° If a
that those allegations were founded upon hospital of that class could be built it
fact. The origin of this Prince Alfred would be of great service.
Hospital was traceable, n())t to any bad
Captain MAC MAHON concurred with
management at the Melbeurne Hospital, the honorable member for Ararat (Mr.
nor to any want of at.tention on the part McLellan) that, if the Government
of the staff there, bu;t to the opposition of had undertaken to place a sum on the
medical men to ea,e:h other. In the htrgest Estimates in aid of the Prince Alfred
hospitals in th,e world errors would creep Hospital, in the event of a certain amount
oin, and these no human foresight could being collected by puLlic subscription,
avert; but to allege that an institution they were bound in honour to adhere to
was badly managed, and that patients that arrangement. However, the promowere dying instead of being cured, was to ters of that institution would probably
make a statemep.t whichl unless ito could take notice of what had transpired in
be borne out by proof, wa,s of a monstrous the House, and endeavour to carry out
description. He did not wish to say any- the idea of the Chief Secretary, so that
thing calculated to injure the Prince the Prince Alfred Hospital, instead of
Alfred Hospital, or to wound the feelings becoming a rival establishment, could
of its promoters, but °he would remind the work cordially with the old institution.
committee that the more pauper institu- Certainly it was not desirable to have two
tions they established the more paupers rival institutions, each seeking to take
they created. Moreover, he might say, away the subscriptions of the other.
without refl~cting on the benevolent in- Dou btless there had been cases of neglect
tentions of anyone, that the establishment in connexion with the Melbourne Hospital;
of a new hospital so near the city as but he believed that it would compare
Prahran was likely to interfere with the favorably with any institution of the kind
subscriptions to the Melbourne Hospital, in any part of the world, and he was satisfied
which subscriptions were with difficulty that it was one of the best institutions
obtained in sufficient amount to enable the which had ever existed in the colony.
commit.tee of the institution to claim the
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that, on a
grant-in-aid voted by the House. His former occasion, when the honorable memown opinion was that the metropolis did ber for the Avoca (Mr. Davies) brought
0
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under the notice of the House a case of motel's of that institution and the subgross cruelty and mismanagement in con- .scribers to its funds. The pl'ojec~ of a
nexion with the Melbourne Hospital, the new hospital, although traceable to some
honorable member for East Melbourne extent to the differences of opinion existing
(Mr. Cohen) rose in his place and denied among medical men, arose chiefly out of
the statement. Still, on inquiry, the the fact that the old hospital was constatement was found to be strictly correct. side:t:ed too small. That difficulty, however,
At the same time there was lying in the had been removed by the building of
Melbourne Hospital an individual who another wing. The management of the
had sustained an injury to the leg, and old institution, he believed, would bear a
who was allowed to lie there for upwards favorable compari,son with that of any
. of twenty-four hours without the smallest institution in the world. It would be for
medical attention being paid to him. The the subscribers to the new institution to
consequence was that the leg mortified, determine whether it should be a conand that amputation had to take place. valescent hospital or a general hospital.
With these two facts within his own
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.
knowledge, he (Mr. McLellan) felt himself
On an item of £3,400 on account of
justified in Lringing the mismanagement
of the institution before the committee. the Railway departmen't,
Mr. BYRNE called attention to the
He could name a dozen other cases; and
.he thought it high time that a strict in- number ofaccirlents which had taken place
quiry was made into the management of recently on the Melbourne and Hobson's
Bay Railway-accidents which he believed
the Melbourne Hospital.
Mr. McCCLLOCH expressed the hope arose chiefly from parsimonious managethat no further discussion would take ment-and asked the Minister of Railways
place on this subject. The timo for 'con- if he had inquired, or would cause inquiries
sidering the question of the management to be made, as to the .cause of the acof the Melbourne Hospital was when the cidents?
Mr. JONES said sufficient time had
vote in aid of that institution was under
consideration. After t.he approval which not elapsed to allow a report concerning
had been manifested of the idea thrown the last accident on the Hobson's Bay line
out by him the previous evening, in refe- to reach the department. The accident
rence to a convalescent hospital, he should immediately preceding was duly inquired
feel warranted in informing the promoters into, and he believed the answers gi ven on
of the Prince Alfred Hospital that they that occasion were such as to afford some
must not rely upon a continuance of votes guarantee that the public would not im,unless they were prepared to make the mediately be liable to the accident which
institution a convalescent hospital, and to had since occurred. He ,believed there
submit to such other conditions as the were faults connected with the Hobson's
Bay line which would render it necessary
House might think fit to impose.
Mr. CREWS desired to make a remark for the Engineer-in-Chief to call for exin reply to the statement of the honorable planations from the management. He
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Cohen), trusted the result would ,be greater caution
that the Prince Alfred Hospital would be in the working of the line and greater
situated in Prahran-a statement from safety to human life and property.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
which the inference might be drawn that
the site of the hospital would. by-and-by the statement pu blished in the newspapers,
be surrounded with dwellings and a l~rge that some carriages ran off the line and
population. He was happy to say that were upset, was totally incorrect. The
this was not possible, because on one side fact was that an engine and a carriage
was a park, which had been permanently went on a wrong line .and were two or
reserved, while the boundaries at front and three yards out of their way, but there
rear were reserves for public buildings.
was no accident-no upset. He submitted
Mr. HARCOURT thought the circum- . that, under these circumstances, it was
stances which gave rise to the establish- scarcely fair Dto stigmatize a company
ment of the new hospital were somewhat which, for many years, had worked its
misstated; at the same time he considered lines saf~ly and satisfactorily-more so,
that, if the vote before the committee indeed, in proportion to the number of
were diverted from its original purpose, passengers, than any railway. in England,
faith would not be kept with the pro- and, he might add, the Victorian railw.ays.
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Mr. JONES believed that, when the
Hobson's Bay line was in good condition,
the number of accidents was proportionally . small; but the line and the
carriages were now getting out of repair,
and it was necessary that greater care
should be taken for the protection of the
public. He was afraid that the directors
paid more attention to present profits than
to the safety of Her Majesty's liege sub. jects. He was glad to hear that the
accident which recently occurred was of
so slight a character ; but the accident
might have been attended with fatal consequences had another train come by at the
time.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
On a vote of £50 to the executors of
O. W. Little, being a reward to the deceased for the discovery of the B. B. and
Jordan gold-fields,
Mr. LALOR called attention tq the
fact that the same committee which recommended the reward to Little recommended
a reward of £300 to Andrew Love and
the heir of the late George Morton, for
the discovery of the Steiglitz gold-field.
When the matter was before the House
on a former occasion he offered some slight
interposition to the payment of that reward, on the ground that some other persons were entitled to it. He believed
that certain communications had taken
place between those gentlemen and the
Minister of Mines; and he begged to
ask the Minister of Mines if anything
had been done in the matter?
Mr. SULLIVAN said he had received
some communications on the subject, but
nothing had been done, as it was a matter
of doubt who were the real discoverers of
the gold-field in question. The present
.
vote was a lapsed vote.
The committee then proceeded to consider the Estimates for 1869.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
On the vote of £ 1,400 for the salaries
of the President (£1,000) and Chairman of
Committees (£400) of the Legislative
Council,
Mr. EVERARD asked if these salaries
could not 'be provided for out of the £5,000
set apart for the expenses of the Legislative Council by special appropriation?
Mr. McCULLOCH observed. that the
present and former law officers of the
Crown were of opinion that the salaries
referred to could not be paid out of the
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special appropriation; but it was only
right to say that the whole of the £5,000
had never been expended.
Last year
£1,000 of the amount was unexpended,
so that practically the expenses of the
Legislative Council amounted to only
£400 above the special appropriation.
However, as reductions had been made in
the departments generally, he had thought
it right to communicate with the President of the Legislative Council, in order
to ascertain whether the expenditure in
connexion with that House could not be
economized. To that communication he
had not yet received any reply. He had no
power to interfere with the expenditure of
the £5,000, beyond calling attention to the
wishes of the Government and the country
on the subject.
Mr. KING desired an explanation as to
the conduct of the President of the ~egis
lative Council in employing messengers of
that House as his servants.
Mr. lVIcOULLOCHsaid he was not in a
position to give an explanation on the
subject. He believed that at one time the
President .did occasionally employ one
messenger at his house.
lVIr. KING considered the statement
unsatisfactory. At one time imputations
were levelled against members of the
Legislative Assembly for using an excessive number of postage-stamps; but he
believed it was a· fact that the President
used a larger number than any other member. He submitted that, if th~se things
were true, the President's salary ought to
be reduced.
Mr. MACKAY inquired whether the
Chief Secretary had any knowledge of the
mode in which the special appropriation of
£5,000 was expended, or whether be had
any guarantee that there were no more
abuses than those to which attention had
just been called? He observed that while
the annual expenses of the Legislative
Council came to £5,400, those of the
Assembly were no more than about £8,900.
This appeared a disparity which was not
in proportion to the difference in the importance of the two Houses. He considered that, if the expenses of the Assembly did not exceed £8,900, those of
the Council, which sat, as a rule, only
about once a week, ought not to be more
than half that amount; in short, he held
that the special appropriation of £5,000
ought to provide for the salaries both of
the President and the Chairman of Committees.
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Mr. KING llloved that the vote be
postponed for further consideration.
Mr. FRANCIS considered that £5,000
was sufficient to carryon with due dignity
all the administrative functions of the
Upper House of Legislature; and he
should support the postponement of the
vote until information was given as to the
manner in which the £5,000 was expended.
Mr. KERFERD said if the question
were fairly brought before another place,
by the representative of the Government
there, it would soon be ascertained whether
any portion of the £5,000 was misappropriated.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that he
was afraid that the repre£entative of the
Government in another place. had not the
influence in that other place to obtain
exactly all he wanted. He had no objec. tion to withdraw the vote for the present,
if further information were desired, but
"he had no further information to give. He
believed that a motion for the cOQsideration of his letter to the President had been
tabled in the other House for the following
_
Tuesday.
Mr. McLELLAN asked the Chief
Secretary if he had any objection to lay
on the table the legal opinion Which stated
that no portion of the £5,000 could be appropriated to the payment of the salaries
of the President and Chairman of Committees?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Not in the least,
Mr. EVERARD suggested that a Bill
should be brought in to repeal the special
appropriation, so that the whole of the expenditure on the Legislative Council might
be brought immediately under the cognizance of the Assembly.
Mr. McCULLOCH said if such a Bill
were brought in he had great .dou bts
whether it would pass.
The vote was then postponed.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
On the vote of £8,911 17s. 7d. for the
Legislative Assembly (salaries and contingencies ),
Mr. BYRNE asked if any portion of
this amount went towards the expenses of
another place ?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the negative.
Mr. DUFFY inquired whether any
portion of the allowance (£250) set apart
for "witnesses attending select committees" was shared by the select committees
of t~e Legislative Council ?
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Mr. McCULLOCH said the allowance·
was entirely for the Legislative Assembly.
There was no provision for witnesses
attending select committees of the Legislative Council unless it came out of the
special appropl'iation of £5,000.
Mr. KERFERD called attention to the
fact that the Estimates set forth that the
Clerk-Assistant of the Assembly acted
" also as Librarian." He submitted that
this raised a question of privilege. He
believed it was not possible to impose upon
the Clerk or Clerk.Assistant any other
duties than those prescribed by constitutional practice. If the Clerk-Assistant
could be made the Librarian, it was possible to make him anything else.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that,
although the Clerk-Assistant had certain
specified duties to perform as ClerkAssistant, there was nothing to prevent
certain other duties being imposed upon
him. He was satisfied that the ClerkAssistant could very well discharge the
duties of Librarian.
Mr. WHITEMAN considered that the
Clerk-Assistant was being saddled with
duties which he could not perform efficiently, or that his duties had been very
light hitherto. If the duties of Librarian
could be performed for the future in the
manner proposed, it was strange that the
Government did not make the alteration
long ago.
The vote was agreed to.
THE LIBRARY.
On the vote of £2,727 lB. IOd. for the
Parliament Library (salaries and con"
tingencies),
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that the
Government had come to the decision that
the office of Librarian could be dispensed
with, without any inconvenience, as a paid
office, and inquiry convinced them that
the duties could be performed efficiently,
aud without cost to the State, by the
gentleman who filled the office of ClerkAssistant of the Legislative Assembly. A
saving of £800 per year would thus be
effected.
Mr. :BLAIR desired to call attention to
a few facts relating to the Library which
he thought would strongly confirm in the
minds of honorable members the judiciousness of the reduction now referred to.
Last session he was appointed a member
of the Library Committee, and the sumtotal of his duties was to sit as a committeeman for about five minutes, during which
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time all that wai::l asked of him, in connexion with- nothing ~ore serious to reau than
with two or three other members of the t.rashy magazines, or a committee should
Library Committee, was formally to give be appointed to make selections from the
his assent to the payment of certain sums best books bearing on their functions as
of money. N ow it appeared to him that., members of, a representative assembly.
for a very long period, the Library had He affirmed that books which he really
been, not mismanaged, but not managed at did want for practical legislative purposes.
all ; it was not managed with reference to -for example, books upon the philosophy
any responsibility as entailed upon the and science of legislation-books actually
Librarian in connexion with members of bearing upon practical matters connected
- this House or the Government. If the with Government and legislation, and now
Library was worth sustaining, it was attracting the attention of great public
worth sustaining in an efficient con- men both in England and in European
dition.
Its immediate, practical, and countries generally-he -had required
direct value consisted in a continuous time and again, and absolutely he had
supply of new books-not magazines with been unable either to ask for them or to
trashy stories in them for idle and desul- ask why they were not in the Library.
tory reading, but the most valuable works This brought him to the next point.
'that were issued from the press of Europe Having a mass of books like those which
on jurisprudence, on political science, and the Houses of Legislature possessed-and
all other practical suhjects connected with it was a noble library, well put togetherlegislation. And if that were the point on the one thing required to use it to advanwhich the main value of such an estab- tage was a catalogue-an index in which
lishment hinged, the thing that should be ,every single item of the Library would
done in a library managed on the principles be embodied, and which would never fail
of common sense was to appoint a com- an honorable member upon immediate
mittee of supervision, whose duty it would reference~ He admitted that the catabe to select from time to time the very logue already in_ existence was as wellbest works from the best catalogues issued compiled and classified' a catalogue as could
from the English and European press, and possibly be .desired. But this catalogue
to obtain those works for the use of mem- ended with the year 1864; and he repeated
bers generally without any delay. He that -the Library was valuable only in
had been rather surprised to find that no proportion as it afforded a continuous
such committee was in existence, and that supply of new books bearing on the funcno such thing was done. He had made tions of legislators, to which new books
inquiries, both publicly and privately, but honorable members could have immediate
he had been unable to obtain an answer to reference. There was no catalogue in
the question-On whose responsibility existence of books which had come into
were the new books ordered for the the Library during the last six years,
Library? Who chose them? Who se- and the consequence was that, when he
lected them? (An Honorable Member- wanted books, he had to "roam round the
"There is the recommendation-book.") sheh"es in a hungry way," and, lacking
The recommendation-book lay on the table discovery of what he needed, he had to
where the weekly newspapers were placed. treasure up in his memory the books
He had examined it much more frequently actually there. During the few minutes
perhaps than any honorable member whom he sat ou the Library Committee he
he was addressing, and the last entry in suggested that, to make the new books
that book was dated September 4, 1866. added to the Library from time totime easy
The recommendation-book had so fallen out of reference, small hand-catalogues, conof use-it had become so obsolete an insti- taining a list of the books added since the
tution-that honorable members were posi- last general catalogue was issued, should be
tivelyashamed to make an entry in it. It compiled at intervals of three or six months,
had occurred to him from time to time to and printed in a cheap form. The Presiwrite the names of' scores of volumes which dent of the Legislative Council and the
ought to be on the shelves of the Library, Speaker of the Assembly, who were prebut he felt that he would be guilty of an sent as members of-the committee, instantly
intrusion in doing so, and therefore he and heartily approved of the suggestion,
held his hand. He maintained that either but, though six months had elapsed, it had
the Library should be closed altogether, never been carried into effect. Moreover,
and converted into a mere lounging room, it was three or four years since the
Mr. Blair.
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general catalogue was printed-a fact member for Geelong East (Mr. Kernot)
which showed the great necessity for the had made all entry of two books which he
publication of a supplementary catalogue. thought ought to be procured, and they
He had no hesitation in saying that the were obtained. The librarian, however,
libra.rian of the Melbourne Mechanics' was not to blame if honorable members'
Institute, or Mr. Tulk, of ~he Public Li- did not make any suggestion as to the purbrary, would have compiled such an ad- chase of books. . In nearly every instance
ditional catalogue as he suggested within in which honorable members had recorded
a week. There were some other points in their desire for particular books they had
connexion with the management of the Li- been obtained. To delegate the duties of
brary which ought to bein the cognizance of the librarian to a committee, as the honthe House, upon the assumption that itwas orable member for Crowlands had sugworth while to keep the Library in a state gested, would, he believed, be impracticaof efficiency, to guard it, to preserve it as ble. It was difficult to get the members
national property, and to hand it down to of the Library Committee even to meet
posterity, not merely unimpaired, but en- togethel'. No doubt the honorable memriched by large and valli able additi(J[ls. ber was as well qualified as any member
He believed that an entry was not kept of of the House to select books for the
every book taken out of the Library, as Library; but he (Mr. Kerferd) ventured to
ought to be the case, and that there were say that, if the duty were left to a commany valuable works missing fr9m the mittee to perform, it would not be done at
The honorable member had not
Library of which no record was preserved. all.
Such a state of things wonld be a great charged the librarian with having purchased the wrong kind of books, or with
abu~e in connexion with the management
of any library, but. it was unpardonable in having the Library or the printed catalogue
connexion with the management of' the improperly classified. The answer to theobParliament Library. Again, large sums jection that there was no printed catalogue
of money were wasted every year in up to the present date.was very simple. A
hinding trumpery country journals, which complete catalogue was printed in 1864.
were not worth preserving. To sum up The printing of a catalogue was a very
his remarks, it seemed to him that whntwas expensive work, and ought not to be underrequired was the appointment of a per- taken until there were very considerable
manent joint-committee of the two Houses, additions to he made to the last catalogue.
which should be an executive committee, He was informed that, since 1864, some
to supervise the selection of new books, and 7,000 or 8,000 volumes had been added to
to take continuous cognizance of the man- the Library, and these had been entered in
agement of the Library. If such a com- manuscript upon the catalogue, which in
mittee was appointed, and was competent time would be reprinted. (Mr. Blair.to do its work, the management of the " Why was a supplementary catalogue not
Library, instead of suffering by the pro- printed?"). He admitted that it was deposed reduction, would be very materially sirable to have a supplementary catalogue
improved. He believed also that there published in a cheap form, but the honorwould then be no necessity for the intro- able member- ought not to blame the
duction of a new librarian, if Mr. Dopping, librarian in this matter, unless he was
the present assistant-librarian, were en- satisfied that the Library Committee had
trusted with the librarian's duties.
instructed bim to get such a catalogue
Mr. KERFERD said he desired to correct published. He regretted very much that
one or two misstatements made by the the Government had dispensed with the
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr. services of the librarian. He was not
Blair). As to the publication of a sup- ashamed to say that an officer possessing
plementary catalogue, the honorable mem- the information which Mr. Smith possessed
ber was, perhaps, not aware that there had been exceedingly valuable to him, as
was a catalogue classified up to the recep- a member of the House. If he wanted
tion of the last volume added to the informatiQn upon any question on which he
Library, and that this catalogue was open desired to address the House, he had
for the inspection of aU members. The only to go to the librarian, who could at
honorable memb.er was also singularly once refer him to the books which conincorrect as to the date of the last entry tained the desired information, and thereby
in the recommendation-book.
He found save him a great deal of time and trouble.
that, as late as last year, the honorable A more painstaking ~fficer was not to be
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found in the public service. As to the
loss of books from the LiLrary, stock was
taken once a year, and he was informed
that the loss was scarcely appreciable,
considering the large number of' books
which the Library contained. Any member who took a book out of the Library
could have the fact recorded in a book
kept for the purpose, if he desired; but
if honorable members chose to go to the
shel ves themselves and take away books
without having any record of them entered, that was no fault of' the librarian,
or of any of the officers of the Library.
Mr. ASPINALL observed that Mr.
Smith, the librarian, was a gentleman of
whom they might be proud. He possessed
great qualifications for the office. He was
a scholar and a gentleman; he was a
student, and he knew what books it was
desirable to procure, either for political or
for literary purposes. He loved books for
their own sake, and he took charge of the
Library as a man would take charge of a
family of children. He knew the value
of the Library, and he knew how to
classifY it. He had classified it, and had
got it into such order as no person of
inferior capacity could have done. His
misfortune had been that he had fulfilled
his duties too well. He had got the
Library into such order that he had made
the work which his successor would have
to perform little more than mechanical.
It had been suggested that Mr. Smith
desired to go home. If he had gone home
he would have rendered great service to
the colony. He might have been able to
make such arrangements for the supply of
books, and to establish such a system
of interchange with libraries all over the
world, as would have added greatly to the
uti:ity' of the Parliament Library and
to the advantages which honorable" members derived from it. Though honorable
members might suspect· Mr. Smith of
having political proclivities not consonant
with their own, they must admit that, as
a librarian, he occupied the first rank, and
was exceedingly useful to them." He
thought it was a mistake to dispense
with the services of Mr. Smith; but, if
economy required that he should be removed, let it at all events be said that he
took with him the respect and confidence
-even the admiration-of every member
of the House.
Mr. WHITEMAN availed himself of
the opportunity to express his appreciation
of Mr. Smith's services as librarian, and to
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state that, within the last twelve months
Mr. Smith had refused two eligible offers
-one a partnership in a mercantile firm
in the city, and the other the editorship of
a newspaper in California. He had declined these offers because he was so
wedded to his office of librarian and attached to the colony.
Mr. Smith, he
believed, possessed the confidence of the
memhers of the Legislature. He was
"taken from very remunerative employment
to act as librarian, and, of course, naturally
supposed that his office would be a permanent one. He thought that Mr. Smith
had a special claim for compensation.
Mr. LANGTON remarked that there
was one consideration which had been
overlooked by all previous speakers. The
gent,leman who had been summarily dis ..
missed during a recess was an officer
of Parliament.
(" No.") He was an
officer of the Library of Parliament.
He w~s the chief executive officer of
the Library Committee, and, as he
(Mr. Langton) understood, he was under
the direction of the committee. Put-"
ting aside altogether the question of
Mr. Smith's claims on the Governmentputting aside altogether his right to that
courtesy and fail' treatment which any
gentleman, such as the manager of a bank,
or the head of a large firm, would invariably extend to a servant receiving at his
hands a large salary, who had been in his
employment many y€ars, and against whom
he had no complaint whatever-it seemed
to him that Parliament would have been
treated more respectfully if the notice to
Mr. Smith had been delayed until the opening of the session, and the opinion of the
joint committee of both Houses had been
asked as to whether the Parliamentary
Librarian should be dispensed ""ith or not.
Re believed that this was the course
which was invariably pursued in England.
He believed that no parallel case to the
action which the Government had taken
in reference to Mr. Smith could be found
in the annals of the Imperial Parliament.
No Ministry would ever venture to remove
a permanent officer of either House of the
Imperial Parliament without ha.ving afforded the committee under whose chai'ge
the officer was, an opportunity' of expressing an opinion upon the subject. It
would not be pretended that it was absolutely necessary, 'On grounds of economy,
to dispense with Mr. Smith's services in
this summary way. No adequate reason
had been shown for treating Mr. Smith
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with such scant courtesy, or treating
Parliament with such marked disrespect.
Mr. CASEY said he failed to discover
any precedent or practice to show that an
officer of the Library was an officer of
Parliament. Parliament, as he understood,
consisted of King, Lords, and Commons;
or, in this count.ry, of the Governor, the
Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly. He did not understand how
the honorable member for West Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) could make out the Library
to be a portion of Parliament, any more
than the Refreshment-rooms or the stables.
The Library was managed by a jointcommittee of the two Houses, and the
Refreshment-rooms and the -stables were
also managed by a joint-committee of
the two Houses. The honorable member
said that it was disrespectful to the
joint Library Committee to dispense
with the librarian without first asking the
committee's opinion; but he.must be aware
that the moment Parliament wa·s prorogued
all the committees ceased to exist. What
marked disrespect could there be iIi not
asking the opinion of a committee which
was not in existence? The honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Blair), who
ha(l made some remarks as to the management of the Library, had not complained
that any discourtesy was shown to him as
a memher of the Library Committee,
becauf3e the committ.ee's opinion as to dispensing with the librarian's services was
not asked. Everymember who bad spoken
in favour of retaining the librarian sat on
the opposite side of the House. It had
been said that no consideration had been
shown towards Mr. Smith in the manner
in which his services had been dispensed
with. He had, however, receiyed the
same consideration which had been shown
to other officers in the Government service;
and he (Mr. Casey) had yet to learn that
he was entitled to more consideration than
any other officer. If he had been treated
differently from the way a merchant would
treat an employe under similar circumstances, the difference was that he had
been tr~ated more liberally. Besides receiving a handsome retiring allowance,
something in addition was provided for him
on the Estimates. It was not denied that
Mr. Smith was thoroughly acquainted with
books, but. the question for the consideration of honorable members was whether it
was necessary that this officer should be
retained? He had heard no arguments
showing that it was necessary that the
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librarian should be retained. As to the
argument that the financial condition of
the colony did not necessitate the saving
which would be effected by dispensing
with the services of Mr. Smith, precisely
the same argument might be used as to
every particular reduction which had been
made in the service.
Mr. BLAIR, after disclaiming being
actuated by any personal motives in urging
that the Library might be so managed
that the services of the present librarian
could be dispensed with, said he found
that he was mistaken in stating, on the
spur of the moment, that the last entry in
the recommendation-book was dated September, 1866. The year was 1867. (An
Honorable Member - " 1868.") There
was no entry of 1868 in the book.
Mr. KERFERDobserved that some years
ago an action was commenced in which the
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Blair) was the plaintiff, and Mr. Smith,
the present lihrarian of the Parliament
Library, was·defendant. It was just possible that some feeling with regard to that
action might still ling'erin . the honorable
member's mind. The recommendationbook would show that the honorable member was still in error in saying that the
date of the last entry was September,
1867.
Mr. CASEY read the last few entries
in the book. There was one entry dated
September 30, 1868, then came March 10,.
and afterwardS"September 2. (An Honorable Member-" i868 ?") No; "1868"
W8JS not on the page at all.
Mr. WHITEMAN remarked that there
were two entries of "September," and as
"March" came between them, the latter
September must be 1868, the former being
186'7.
.
After some remarks from Mr. VALE,
Mr. KERNOT said that one disadvantage under which the Library suffered
arose from the fact that orders for the
supply of books were placed in the hands
of certain booksellers in Melbourne. He
thought that £1,000 might more advantageously be laid out through the medium
of the Agent-General, and the trade discount would in that case be allowed.
He would call the attention of the Treasurer to this suggestion, in the hope that
the Government would use every effort in
future .to obtain the largest amount of
literature for the smallest expenditure.
Mr. McCULLOCH; remarked that the
suggestion to employ the Agent-General in
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the way indicated was one that would no
doubt be adopteo, and that, in future, books
would be obtained through him instead of
employing booksellers in Melbourne for
the purpose.
Captain MAC MAHON said he thought
that, if the committee inquired fully
into the matter before them, it would
be found that the cause of Mr. Smith's
removal from his position had been the
fact of hi::; having written a letter to the
Government, in which he had applied for
the secretaryship t.o the Agent-General, in
London. Admissions had been made in
that letter to the effect that the Library'
could be conducted for two or three years
without him, and that therefore the Government thought they were justified in
economizing by saving the salary of the
office. He took t.he opportunity of expressing this opinion on the subject,
although, probably, an impression was on
the mind of the Government that Mr.
Smith was politically opposed to them.
He did 110t, however, think it would be
possible to appoin t a gentleman to act as
secretary to Mr. Verdon, in London, who
possessed greater qualifications for advancing the interests of the colony in the way
it was intended those interests should
be advanced by the creation of the
office in question than did Mr. Srnith.
He believed that, whatever that gentleman's political convictions might be, he
possessed those special qualifications which
fitted him for the discharge of such duties
as would be required of the officer holding
the position of secretary, having been
connected with the press, possessing a
facility for writing and a thorough knowledge of the requirements of the colony.
He did not, therefore, believe-leaving
political considerations altogether out of
the question-and he was very distantly
acquainted with Mr. Smith-that the
Government could do better than employ that gentleman to occupy the position
referred to. If that were done, all the
objection that had been raised to the
abolition of the office would be avoided.
Many honorable members had the impression that Mr. Smith had vsed his
position on the press to write politically
against the Government; but he would,
notwithstanding, venture to say that, if
they reflected, they would come to the
conclusion that there was not one man in
the colony better qualified to fill the position of secretary to Mr. Verdon than Mr.
Smith, who possessed in a peculiar degree
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the tact and information necessary .to
enable such an officer to explain to the
people at home all the ad vantages offered
to those wh~ determined upon making
this country their home.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH thought it
was much to be regr~tted that honorable
members on the other side had spoken as
they had on the subject before the committee, because, when he heard apologies
made as to public servants being politicians, and saw certain members advocating
Mr. Smith's cause, the committee might be
sure on which side the political feelings of
the individual in question inclined. He'
was not going to inquire into the political
tendencies of' the servants of the Government, but he would say that those honorable members who had espoused Mr.
Smith~s cause, on the ground he was
referring to, had laid to that gentleman's
charge the very serious offence of being
known to have strong political opinions.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Not known
-suspected.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH saidhe hoped
there was nothing to justify the suspicion
-he hoped it was a most unjust and
unfair suspicion; but, if it were so, he did
not see why honorable members on the
other side should be so very earnest in
excusing so grave an offence.
Mr. ASPINALL.-Which is the offence-to have opinions or to express
them?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he could
not tell how they were to know whether
men held opi-nions unless they expressed
them. He thought the possession of
an opinion and the expression of it were
one and the same thing. He ventured to
say that, if a selection were to be made of
a gentleman who should occupy the position
of secretary to Mr. Verdon, the Government should be left to make that selection
untrammelled by any consideration of the
kind now spoken of. The qualification of
this gentleman for the office seemed, in
the opinion of some honorable members,
to be his political proclivities. That, at
any rate, was really the only qualification
put forward. He was willing -meant
that argument-to smother those pro clivi.ties if he were made secretary to Mr.
Verdon. He (Mr. G. P. Smith) held in
his hand the letter of Mr. Smith to which
allusion had been made, and he found that
gentleman had expressed his willingness
to undertake the duties of the office in
question at £1,000 per annum; and he
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it. He thought that the question of the
stables required very serious consideration.
It was not to be tolerated that the stables
erec"ted for the convenience of Members of
Parliament should be turned, as they had
been, into public livery stables. If such
were allowed to be the case, he considered
that a rental of £50 a year should be received for it, instead of a subsidy being
paid towards its support.
Mr. ASPINALL, as a member of the
Refreshment Committe~, agreed with the
opinion that had been expressed as to
the latter part of the vote, that it was
not proper that the Parliament stables
should be intruded upon by others than
Membel's of Parliament. He did not see
how the sale of refreshments could be restricted by defi"ning what should and what
should not be sold as refreshment within the
walls of the House. Instead, however, of
the Refreshment-rooms being stigmatized
as a public-house, he would say that no
honorable member need be ashamed of inREFRESHMENT ROOMS ..
troducing into them any person from any
On the vote of £870 for the Refresh- pnrt of the world, and the manner in which
the conductors of' the rooms performed
ment-rooms,
Mr. LONGMORE observed that he their duties was, in his opinion, in the
must protest against a public-house being highest degree creditable.
MI'. KING considered that, if the comkept wi thin the walls of that House." He
was aware that, during the long sittings mittee were of opinion that the vote asked
of the Hom,e, honorable members required ,vas too large, notice should be given of its
refreshment, and that perhaps it was intended reduction next year, but that it
necessary; but he did not consider it ne- would be unfair to reduce it now, for the
cessary or right to encourage the sale of" reason th"at a staff of servants had to be
wines and spirits in that House.
Any kept up, and refreshments had to be progentleman requiring them could get them vided day by day, whether they we're conclose at hand, outside. He hoped the Go- sumed or not. He trusted, as one member
vernment would take the matter into their of the Refreshment-rooms Committee, that,
very serious consideration, and that., in the if any honorable member of the House had
meantime, the committee would consent to any cause of complaint, he would bring it
under the notice of the committee, and it
the postponement of the item.
.
Mr. BYRNE stated he could not con- would be remedied.
cur in fhe proposition for a postponement
Mr. REEVES said that, if the strikof the item, but would ask that it be ing out of the vote would have the
struck out, as postponement would only effect" of closing the Refreshment-rooms,
be putting off the evil day. It was, in his he would most decidedly oppose its being
opinion, only a species of payment of struck out. It was a great convenience to
members, and it would be better to estab- those honorable' members residing at a
lish that principle dire-et, than to do it by distance from the House to have a place
a side-wind in the form of railway passes where necessary refreshment could be proand refreshment-rooms.
cured, and he thought the manner in
Mr. CREWS said he could hardly agree which the Refreshment-rooms were conwith the suggestion that the committee ducted met the approval of all who fre·
should dispose of the question before them quented them.
at once, because the joint-committee
After some observations from Mr.
recently appointed had not had the neces- BURTT and Mr. RICHARDSON,
sary opportunity of expressing a,n opinion
Mr. McCULLOCH said he would put
on it. He hoped that they wonld come to it to the committee whether this dissome speedy understanding in reference to cussion should continue.
He did not

proposed to go to England on leave of
absence, renewable from time to time.
He trusted the committee would deal
with the matter properly, as he was
sure there were very few honorable
members who would object to going
to England on the terms proposed by
Mr. Smith.
He would not now go
at any length into the question of the
utility of the Parliament Lihrary, but
would merely. say that there was a very
extensive collection of law books in it
which were utterly worthless; a superior
collection could,he believed, be made if
the book-stalls of Melbourne were ransacked for the purpose; and, as regarded
political literature, he had no hesitation in
saying that the collection of works on
this subject made by the Clerk- of the
Executive Council was infinitely more
complete than that in the Parliament
Library.
The vote was then agreed to.
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think that it would conduce to the credit
of the House, and it would, therefore,
surely be better that it should be allowed
to drop. It seemed to him that there was
quite a desire on the part of people outside
to lower the character of the House, and
to make allegations. against honorable
members for which there was no foundation whatever. He must say that-giving'
every credit to honornble members who
desired otherwise-the Refreshment-rooms
could not be done away with this year;
but that, if the Refreshment-rooms Committee would take the whole subject into
consideration, and bring up its report,
which would no doubt be adopted, it
would be much better than continuing a
fruitless discussion, which was not creditable to the House. No doubt sorile
improvements might be carried out. He
had never seen any great advantage in the
strangers'-room, and probably it would be
better only to have a room exclusively for
the accommodation of members of the
House. And with regard to the stables, he
did not see why there should be stables in
the immediate neighbourhood of the House,
when honorable members could get accommodation outside quite as well. He hoped
the Refreshment-rooms - Committee would
also consider this branch of the question,
and that, if they should find that there was
no necessity existing for it, they would
recommend its being discontinued.
Mr. McLELLAN saidhe thought that the
abolition of the Refreshment-rooms would
be attended with great inconvenience to
honorable members, who would not, in
that case, be able to retire from the heat
of the chamber during a protracted debate,
and obtain the refreshment they required,
without leaving the building for that purpose.
Mr. WHITEMAN contradicted the
statement that the stables were made
public livery stables, and contended that,
as the emoluments accruing to the lessee
were very small, the vote. was insufficient
.
for the purpose.
Mr. McKEAN hoped that the Chief
Secretary would seriously consider the
advisability of closing the strangers'room. If honorable members were to
have the means afforded them of procuring
refreshment, it should be confined to them
strictly.
Mr. JONES said he thought that the
question under discussion should be settled
by the joint Refreshment-rooms Committee. If they were to take the subject

under their care and report upon it, he had.
no doubt that their report would be
adopted by the House. ~twould, he thought,
be a very graceful position for the House
to take, to pa.ss the vote as it stood at
present, and thus afford honorable gentlemen in another place an opportunity to
express an opinion on the subject. ,
Mr. LONGMORE contended that refreshment-rooms were not needed in connexion with the Parliament-house.
The committee divided on the voteAy~
39
Noes
6
Majority for the vote

33

AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Baillie,
" Bates,
" Berry,
" Bourke,
" Casey,
" Cohen,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKenna,
" M:cLellan,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
G. V. Smith,
II' Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Whiteman,
" Wilson,
" Witt,
" Wrixon.
Tellers
Mr. Bowman,
" Jones.

" Crews,

" Davies,
" Duffy,
" Francis,
" Frazer,
" Hanna,
" Higinbotham,
" Kerferd,
" Kernot,
" King,
" Kitto,
., Macgregor,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

NOES.

Mr. Burtt,
" Byrne,
,. Everard,
" Vale,

I
.

Tellers ..
Mr. Longmt>re,
" McKean.

The vote of £5,544 8s. 4d. for the
Chief Secretary's office (salaries and contingencies) was passed without comment.
THE POLICE.
On the vote of £209,699 Os. 10d. for
the police (salaries, wages, and contingencies ),
Mr. BLAIR said the promptings of
duty impelled him to inquire .whether the
expenditure of' this sum of money would
subserve . the public interest, and secure
that amount of public benefit which the
e~penditure of nearly a quarter of a million of money ougbt to secure. Having
given the subject some attention, he was
bound to say that he was not satisfied that
the expenditure of this money, year by
year, upon the police force, did secure
that amount of public benefit - that
amount of direct practical good-whi~~
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the public had a right to look for from
such an expenditure. He did not make
the slightest reflection upon the efficiency
either of the police force or of the officers
in charge of that force, when he put forward that statement. He was perfectly
willing to avow that, so far as he knew,
the force was officercd and disciplined as
well as any police fo.rce of equal numbers
in any English-speaking country throughout the world. He had no charges of any
kind to prefer against the police force or
its officers. He had no charge to make,
either directly or by implication, against
the Government or that particular member of the Government in whose department the police force was placed. No
doubt the police, taken individually and
collectively, were active and efficient. He
could say, from an experience of four
years in Ballarat, that, if mere activity
and efficiency could extinguish crime in
the community, the police force stationed
at Ballarat would effect it in that district.
But it was of Melbourne, and not of Ballarat, that he desired to speak. And what
did he .find in Melbourne? Why, under
the very eyes, and within the surveillance
and ken of the police-within sight of
the Houses of Parliament-there were
planted, and there had taken fast root,
nurseries of crime, haunts of guilt, and
regions where all that was detestable in
vice and crime took refuge and flourished.
He frequently read in the daily newspapers powerfully written articles denouncing the shocking state of things which
was allowed to exist- which was winked at
and tolerated-in Melbourne. The previous
day he read in the Daily Telegraph an
article on a new phase of crime, startling
in its novelty. It appeared that girls of
tender years were decoyed from their
homes, not in ones or twos but in large
numbers, by pagan Chinese, into these
haunts of guilt, under the very eyes of the
police, and that these girls were made the
means and instruments of vices too abominable to be named. If this were so, it was
about time that there ought to be some
more serious speaking about the police
foree, its duties, and its responsibilities,
and that the question should be put by
honorable members to themselves whether
the police force should not be made more
efficien t for the repression of this shocking and widely extended crime. He knew
full well that, connected with the subject
on which he was touching, there was a
whole world of ideas which were repellent
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'to the English mind, and which the English mind, priding itself on what it called
its practicality-its practical turn-steadily
ignored. But he had given to this suhject long and anxious consideration; and
he was prepared to state that it was per:fectly possible, through the means of improved police regulations, so to repress
and keep out of view the social evils of
which he had spoken, as that at least onehalf of the moral injury inflicted upon
general society, by the existence of those
evils in its midst, would be extinguished.
That object he had in view; and he
should feel it a proud and happy day when
he was able to do something in the direction which he had indicated. To show
that he was not speaking blindly and
without reference to some practical object,
he would call the attention of honorable
members to one of the latest numbers of
the Saturday Review. He found in it an
article on " Our police and its difficulties."
The reference was to London, but there
was scarcely a statement in the article
which would not apply with equal force to
Melbourne. Thus he found the writer
saying : "Men accessible to temptation, brought within
the noxious influence of time-expired convicts,
too frequently become their pupils and confederates. And thus it is that the circle of
crime keeps widening and widening beyond the
limits of its original sphere. A neighbourhood
grows up in which a large proportion of the
residents, though not habitually and pIOfessionally criminal, looks with no disapprobation on
criminals, and helps them in their evasion of
justice and their resistance to the police."

Within sight of Parliament-house there
was a large area so exactly suiting
this description that not a single house
could be cited as an exception. House
after house, through street after streetthrough by-laue, alley, and back-slumwas filled, not alone with prostitutes, but
with the accomplices of prostitutesthieves, burglars, seducers of girls, poisoners, murderers, The article from which
he quoted went on to say : "All these things should be borne in mind
when we talk of the duties of the police and the
inadequacy of the present' body to discharge
them. We have large, increasing, and strongly
supported hordes of men who are notoriously
living on the proceeds of crime. But, though
they are known, they are unassailable by the
police except when caught in the actual commission of lawless acts, or when formally charged
with their commission. This is the first and
most serious impediment to the effective discharge
of the constable's functions. This course of daily
routine takes him among, or close to, the haunts
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of burglars, forgers, and garotters, who laugh, in
confident security, at his impotent perambulations. The law of England, as they well know,
unlike the law of every other nation, holds its
protecting shield over men whose subsistence
can only be earned by its infraction, and thus it
cripples the power of its own officers. The
axioms of English criminal law were founded
either on the experience of a very exceptional
epoch, or on some transcendental theories wholly
unintelligible now. They are almost fatal to
the detection of lawless projects. Before the
police can hal! satisfy the expectations of the
public, at any rate in London, it should be
armed with preventive powers similar to those
exercised by the Continental police."
It was a standing observation with foreigners who visited England that, with respect to police regulations, there was no
city in the civilized world more shamefully
And
misgoverned than London itself.
what applied to London in this respect
applied also to Me1bourne. As soon as
daylight. closed in, and gas began to flare
up, certain parts of the city of Melbourne
became a perfect saturnalia of viceflaunting, shocking, and repulsive. Once
and again he had written of scenes in his
passage through the parts of the city he
spoke of, which for vicionsness and criminality would shock pagans, and fOl' brutalityand cruelty would movestones. Once
and again he had felt it his duty, after
witnessing these scenes, to bring" the
obvious defect in the police -regulations
before the head of the Government, and
he had been soundly snubbed for his pains.
And yet probably, as ~e walked down
Bourke-street that night, he would witness a scene similar to that which he
put in print some time ago, and which had
since repeated itself over and over againhe would see a tumult outside au infamous
dancing-house, people in a confused mass
abusing and fighting each other, the air
ringing with obscenities and blasphemies;
and further on he would see the "gentleman in blue" leisurely pursuing his beat,
as if all was peace, quietness, and innocence.
These things ought not to
be. He asked for protection for honest
and decent citizens. He asked for such
protection as would make aU parts of
the city of Melbourne passable for decent
men, women, and children, at all hours of
the day and night. If, now, a leaf were
taken out of the book of the countries of
Continental Europe, and if police regulations were framed t,hat would have the
effect, not of exterminating the social evilbecause it would be impossible to extin·
guish vice and crime-but, at all events,
of enforcing decency, order, and law in
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the public streets by day and night, the
proceeding would be anything but foolisL.
True, your average Englishman, although
he knew it not, made, in the depths of his
mind, this distinction-crime you may
repress, but sin you cannot touch. Now
the whole philosophy of the police regulations in England, and the very basis of
the criminal law in England, were founded
upon t4at distinction; and -if Englishmen
would only consent to carry out that distinction, there would be no gI,'ound, either
in England or Victoria, for remarks like
those which he had just addressed to the
committee. There would be, at all events,
something like decency in the public
thoroughfares by day and night; and if
the social evil could not be exterminated,
at all events the strong hand of power
would be kept upon the criminal even in
his darkest haunts; so that, in spite of
himself~ the criminal would be scared into
the observance of the law, and criminal
establishments, and the expenditure on
crime and criminals, would be reduced by
one-half, while thousands of children
would be saved from early ruin-ruin
that not only blasted the mind, and
wrecked the body before it reached
the age of maturity, 'out that destroyed the
noble and spiritual part of the being as well.
He appealed to the Government, as the
guardians of the lives and honour of the
children of the State, to look to this
matter. Every fibre of his mental and
moral being was stirred the previous night
when the Chief ~ecretal'y made the
avowal iu his own simple language, that
to secure the' welfare of the children of
the State was one of the highest offices
that the State could fulfil, and that no
money spent in accomplishing that object
could be misspent. He pleaded for the children of the country; he urged upon the Government, as the guardians of the public
interest, that the protection of' those
children was" part of their duty. If,
having given this subject some attention,
he was prepared, by the aid of a select
committee of the House, to fully and
fairly investigate the subject in all its
aspects, and to show how the police regu-"
lations could be made more effective, so
that the rampant vice and crime around
could be effectuully kept in check, and
the open and shameless intrusion of indecency in the hroad day could be to some
extent prevented, then he submitted he had
earned his right to the attention of the
House; and when a day or two hence
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he should move, without any further state- the promoters of the Bill which was introment, the simple resolution for a select . duced to remedy it. They did so, he
committee, of which he had given notice, believed., not in the interests of the public,
he should expect that it would be passed but for the purpose of turning the persons
without any division, perhaps without any identified with the measure into ridicule.
question. He only asked that they should He had found this to be the case in other
be in earnest, or at least that some" of aspects of the mattel', Some time ago, he
them shonld be in earnest about the matter. incurred a considerable amount of notoriety
He appealed to those who really had sym- for putting a stop to a certain dance at
pathies capable of being touched by such one of the dancing saloons in the city.
statements as he had made to do some- The exhibition was pronounced obscene;"
thing towards extinguishing, in some it was called a public scandal; and yet,
degree at least", this reproach to our laws, no sooner was it put down, than he was
this opprobrium to civilization, this scandal assailed with abuse for doing it-called
to Christianity.
"a Puritan," and "a pious AttorneyMr. G. PATON SMITH said he con- General." He believed that the very
curred very much in what had fallen fl'om loose and vicious pul:~,lic-house system
the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr. existing in Melbourne was the cause of
Blair), and believed that, to a great degree, much of the public immorality which
he had the sympathy of the House. He prevailed. Only a few weeks ago, in a
felt sure that, when the honorable member very distressing divorce case which was
moved for his commit teet th~ House would heard in the courts, it was shown that the
grant it him. No improved police regu- wife of a respectable professional gentlelations, however, would prevent the evil man had actually become a resident in the
to which the honorable member had re- very hotel that had been spoken of in conferred, because the police could only carry nexion with the case of the girl whose
out the law as it stood, and it was a defect abduction had been referred to. The dein the law which contributed, in a great tails elicited at the trial were of a most"
measure, to produce the state of things revolting character, and yet, upon one
which had been discussed. He believed occasion, when the conduct of that puhlicthat the police might be more active tllan house was in question, the landlord, the
they were at present; but, on the whole, landlady, and half-a-dozen other people,
they did their duty very wpll. He would came forward and swore positively that it
just ask the honorable member what good was the most moral ~use in the city of
could be done by crowding the watch- Melbourne. He was sorry to say that the
house at night with the class of persons police did the same thing. If the vice
to whom he had referred, to tum them and crime of the city were to be reduced
adrift into the streets
the mOl'lling? to, at any rate, a condition of outward deNo mere police regulations, by which per- cency, it ought to be done in the way he
sons would be dragged from the streets to had poiuted out; and he hoped the House
the watch-house, would improve matters; would have an opportunity of dealing
indeed, he thought that crime was very with the question in that way. But while
much promoted by the meeting toget.her of the law stood as it was, it was no use tnlking
crimfnals, and other vicious persons, in about police regulations, because the police
the cells of a watch-house at night. The were powerless to put a stop to the evils
police were powerless for any other pur- complained of.
pose than to carry people off and lock them
Mr. ASPINALL ridiculed the remarks
up. He believed that the real cause of of the honorable member for Crowlands
the evil referred to was the existing (Mr. Blair). and defended the police, who,
Public-house Act. Some honorable mem- he believed, performed their duty effibers laboured ~vith him two years ago, for ciently. He thought the honorable member
the purpose of endeavouring, if possible, had failed to prove that any additional
to remedy the defects of that Act. They police regulations were necessary.
collected a large' amount of what they
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that no
Lelieved to be very valuable evidence, and doubt in Melbourne, as in all large comwent a long way tow[\rds accomplishing munities, there was a considerable amount
the object in view. But what did they of v ice and crime. It was the duty of the
find?' Why, the very newspapers which State to put it down, as far as it possibly
most loudly l~mented the existing state of could, in whatever shape it existed. He,
things were the first to turn round upon however, wished it to be distinctly under-
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stood that there was not more vice and
crime in this colony than in any other
part of the world. He gathered from the
remarks which had been made that the
honorable member for Orowlands thought
that Melbourne was in a very much worse
state than any large town in England.
He had no hesitation in saying that such
was not the case. Though the crime
referred to by the honorable member did
exist, he (Mr. McCulloch) believed he was
right in saying that, at all events, the percentage was not higher here than it was in
England. He thought the honorable member had failed to show how the police could
put down the crime to which he had alluded.
Any regulations framed for the guidance of
the police must be framed in accordance
with the existing law. The Government
could not frame regulations outside the
law; and, if anything was to be done, it
must be done by a change of the law-a
change in the criminal law, if necessary,
and a change in connexion with the
licensing of public-houses. The question
was a very important one, and required
careful consideration. But it was impossible to conceive that the immorality
existing in the city could be dealt with by
any police regulations. Outward crime
could be dealt with, but much of the immorality which existed could not be dealt
with by police regulations. If the honorable member pointed out any direction in
which the police failed to do their duty, he
would see that the neglect was remedied.
He believed that the police were a
most efficient corps, and inferior to no
similar body of men in the world. It was,
however:r the intention of the Government
to introduce a Police Bill during the present session, and honorable members would
then have an opportunity of making any
suggestions for the more effective discharge of the dutIes of the police.
Mr. BLAIR replied to the remarks of
the honorable and learned member for
St. Kilda (Mr. Aspinall). He also, in
answer to the Chief Secretary, expressed
his conviction that, if a select committee
were appointed to inquire into the subject
which he had brought under the notice of
the House, it would result in some practical suggestions, both for the better regu~lation of the police and the amendment of
the present law, which would accomplish
the object he desired.
Mr. LONGMORE spoke in eulogistic
terms of the general character of the Victorian police. The force, he said, had
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been strengthened and impro\1ed during a
series of years, until, instead of being kept
in order by its officers, it had been a
means of keeping its officers in order.
While looking upon the force as a whole
with the greatest respect, he looked upon
some of the heads of the force wit.h anything but respect. Chinese were taken up
by the police for gambling; poor people
were taken. up for gambling, ea.rd-playing,
and other vices; while, if common report
spoke truly-and he believed it did-some
of the highest officers in the police force
indulged in these vices more than any
other persons in the colony. This was a
state of things which ought to be remedied;
and it was one reason why the honorable
member for Crowlands had a right to
complain that the police regulations were
not such as they ought to be. The laws
in existence were not carried out by the
police, for the simple reason that the police,
in endeavouring to put the laws in force,
were not c'ountenanced by their superior
officers nor by magistrates on the bench.
Public-houset! were kept open on Sundays,
in defiance of the law, and the police
were frustrated in every instance in which
they attempted to carry the law and regulations into practice. It was not the police
who were in fault, but those who had
charge of the police. The Oh ief Secretary
ought to take measures to have the law
carried out by the police, and then, perhaps,
fresh regulations would not be be wanted.
The vote was agreed to, and progress
was then reported.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past eleven o'clock. .

LEGJSLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, February 25, 1869.
Incarceration ofa Free Selector-Essendon Railway-Official
(Mining) Agents-Land Grants for Church Purposes-·
~lbourne Hospital - Government AppointmentsAmendment of the Laws relating to County Courts,
Municipal Corporations, Road Districts, and ShiresGovernor's Messages-The New Land Bill-Post Offices
and Telegraph St:.tions-Supply-Prison Discipline.

The SPEAKltR took the chair at half':
past four o'clock p.m.
PETITION •.
A petition was presented by Mr. KERFERD, from the managers of certain gold
mining companies in. the Ovens district,.
praying for a reduction of the rent under
gold min ing leases.
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PURCHASE MONEY OF CROWN
LANDS.
Mr. GRANT laid on the table a return
to an order of the House( dated· September
8, 1868), showing the amount paid to the
Government in, each year, from 1860 to
1867, as instalments towards the purchase
of the fee-simple of Crown lands, the
amounts which have yet to be paid, apd
the date at which such payments will
cease al together.
INCARCERATION OF A FREE
SELECTOR..
Mr. BERRY asked the Minister of
Lands if he was aware that a free selector
llamedDean hall been committed to gaol for
two years because he refused to be a party
to a breach of the provisions of the Land
Act of 1865? The honorable member observed that it was specially provided that,
if a free ·selector became insolvent during
the three years allowed him to complete
the imp~'ovements on his selection, the
land did not pass to the official assignee.
He believed it was matter of llotoriety that
the man to whom he referred took up
over 200 acres of land at Bacchus Marsh;
that he became insolvent; that his ~state
was surrendered to the official assignee;
and that, as the official assignee had no
power over the land selected, the question
came before the Commissioner of Insolvent
Estates, and subsequently before one of
the judges. of the Supreme Court. The
land was not one of the assets of the
estate.. The parties who gave credit to
Dean, or any other free selector, were
aware of the principle embodied in the
Land Act and of the full extent of their
rights. At all events Dean refused to
break the conditions of his lease with the
Minister of Lands, or to evade the distinct conditions imposed by the Legislature in the Act regulating the selection of
Crown lands. In consequence of his
taking that stand, he was committed to
gaol for two years.
Some five or six
months of that time had already expired.
It was understood that the Court had been
memorialized to remit the sentence, and
had refused to do so. He (Mr. Berry)
was of opinion that the integrity of the
laws passed by the Legislature should
be recognised and carried out by the
courts, and therefore he brought forward
the question, as one affecting the dignity
of Parliament, and in order that steps
might be taken to vindicate the legislation
of the country.
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Mr. GRANT.-In answer to the question of the honorable member, I may state
that a person named Dean obtained, in
1865, a subdivision of land at Bacchus
Marsh, and that he expended some £325·
upon the land. Dean became insolvent
in February last; and he was advised,
and, I thin1,{, correctly, that the land did
not pass to the official assignee, because it
was recognised as a principle of the Act of
1865 that land should not pass either
under execution or in the event of insolvency; in fact that it should not pass, hy
the operation of law, except in the case
of death. I believe that the clause of
the Act was made more stringent in this
direction at the instance of the honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr.
Fellows). It appears from the newspaper
reports, and also from the statements contained in a petition which I hold in my
hand, that when Dean applied for his
certificate he was pressed by the official
assignee to assist. him in obtaining a
transfer of this land, and make it an asset
in the estate. I believe that the insolvent was not represented by counselor
attorney, and I am informed that he pointblank refused to render any. assistance
whatever to the official assignee. Had the
insolvent complied with the wish of the
official assignee so far as the land was
concerned, the proceeding would have
been perfectly futile, because the Jaw does
not permit the transfer or assignment of
any land until the expiration of the term
provided by the Act. The Commissioner
of Insolvent Estates, however, took an
opposite view of the law to what I suggest, and sent the insolvent to the ~upreme
Court for punishment. He was accord'ingly brought, in July, before Mr. Justice
Molesworth, who sentenced him to one
year's imprisonment. After the three
years expirec1, the insolvent and his creditors came, I believe, to some arrangement. I helieve they were anxious that
the insolvent should be discharged. A
petition was presented to His Excellency
the Governor, and was referred by the
Minister of Justice for the report of the
learned judge who imposed the sentence.
This report is as follows : " Charles Dean was examined before the Chief
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, and his certificate was refused for several reasons-amongst
others, that having land as a selector, and incurred debts by improving it, he refused to
assist in procuring a conveyan(,!e of it to the
official assignee for the payment of those debts.
The Commissioner also, under section 104 of the
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Insolvent Act, sent tQe case to me for punishment. I sentenced him to a year's imprisonment, and he then, for the first time, expressed
his willingness to give up the selected ~and.
"I have no recollection of the evidence to
support the other imputation which is contained
in the papers in the Insolvent Court.
" I think it right to notice that this is the first
case in which I have heard of an attempt to
procure from the Government a mitigation of a
sentence under the provisions of the Insolvent
Act.
"Dec. 3, 1868."
"ROBT. MOLESWORTH."

After this very strong opinion of the
learned judge, I thought it did not become
me to offer any opinion upon the state of
the law. I regret very much that the
insolvent was not represented by counsel,
in the first place, before the commissioner,
and, in the second place, before the judge,
because, if the judge's attention had been
called to the provision of the Land Act
applicable to the case, I apprehend, with
all due respect to the ruling of His
Honour, he would have considered thnt
the insolvent }Vas perfectly well advised.
in not including the land as an asset, and,
consequently, in refusing to do what he
possibly could not do-namely, obtain my
sanction to the transfer.. However, honorable members will observe that there is
another ground put by the learned judge
for the sentence-namely, that the insolvent refused to render the assistance
required by the l04th section of the
Insolvent Act to the official assignee. 1
would not presume to offer any opinion
about the decision of the Supreme Court,
except again to regret that counsel did not
appear for the insolvent, in order that the
question might have been properly argued.
The question, however, is likely to be
raised in a suit in equity, and will be
determined, probably, in the course of a
few days. I may add that the circumstances are such as will justify me,- in
the meantime, in recommending the Crown
law officers to advise His Excellency to
.
remi t the sen tence.
ESSENDON RAILWAY.
Mr. RIDDELL asked the Minister of
Railways when the Essendon line would
be. open for passenger traffic?
Mr. JONES said he had been informed
by the Engineer-in-Chief that it would
probably be eight months before the line
could be opened; and that, when in a
position to be opened, it would not be
workable at' a profit, unless a portion of
the extension cou ld be opened at the
salUe time, so as to cause a larger amount
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of traffic than could be secured so long as
Essendon remained the terminus. He had
pressed upon the Engineer-in-Chief the
necessity of pushing forward the repair of
the line as rapidly as possible. It was
proposed to lay down a double line as far
as Newmarket, to accommodate the cattle
traffic; and the bridges on the line would
have to be replaced by bridges of a more
substantial character. He was afraid, as
the approach of the winter months was so
near, that the opening of the line for
traffic until the commencement of next
year must not 'Ioe calculated upon.
Mr. RIDDELL expressed his disappointment at the answer. He was satisfied
that, if the Minister of Railways acted
according to his usual business habits, the
workR, including the double line, could be
executed in half the time named. At the
rate of progress mentioned, it would be
twenty years before the Murray could be
reached by a North-eastern line.
Mr. JONES observed that he should do
all he could to push forward the repair of
the line. But matters were under the
control of the Engineer-in-Chief, who
must be held responsible for the proper
carrying out of the works.
OFFICIAL (MINING) AGENTS.
Mr. McLELLAN called the attention
of the Minister of Justice to a neglect on
the part of the Government in not appointing an official agent, within the prescribed time, in the place of the late Mr.
Carver, in the case of the winding up of
the Alabama Gold Mining Company, Ballarat, whereby a small number of gentlemen had been rendered liable for the
whole of the liabilities of the shareholders;
and asked whether, in consequence of such
neglect on the part of the Government, he
would recommend that the 'above gentlemen be held responsible only for their just
share of the debts of the company, and
such only as they would have been legally
liable for had the neglect not occurred?
Mr. CASEY said he had not been able
to learn that the Government were in any
way blameable in this matter. He understood that the late Mr. Carver died in
April, and that, in May, Mr. Barnard was
appointed his successor. Only one month
elapsed between the death of Mr. Carver
and the appointment of Mr, Barnard. He
had placed himself in communication with
Mr. Barnard, in order that he might be in
possession of such facts as would enable
him to answer satisfactorily the queRtioll
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of the honorable member for Ararat. He
had not yet received Mr. Barnard's reply,
but, when he did so, he should be happy to
communicate with the honorable member.
As to recommending the limitation of the
responsibility of certain gentlemen, that
was a matter outside his power altogether.
The responsibility of shareholdel's in mining companies was laid down by law. At
the same time he should be happy to assist
the honorable member for Ararat in obtaining the information which he desired,
and, as far as lay in his power, to mitigate
the results referred to.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that, within
twelve months of Mr. Carver's death-the
time allowed by law for pursuing the
various shareholders-no successor was appointed, and Mr. Barnard was powerless
to take out summonses against the shareholders.
LAND GRANTS FOR CHURCH
PURPOSES.
Mr. BLAIR asked the Minister of
Lands if his attention had been .called to
the fact that the Presbyterian congregation
of Ballarat West held two separate allotments of pu bIlc land, whereas one allotment to each congregation was the rule
usually observed in making grants for
religious purposes?
Mr. GRANT remarked that two allotments of land were granted to the Presbyterians of Ballarat-one in StUl't-street,
granted to the members of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, in 1855; the
other on Soldier's Hill, granted subsequently to the Free Presbyterian Church.
Since then, these two bodies had amalgamated.
MELBOURNE HOSPITAL.
Mr. LONG MORE inquired of the
Chief Secretary if a report could be obtained of the proceedings of the committee
of the Melbourne Hospital, at their last
sitting, when certain charges were made
as to the incompetency of the dispenser?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had no
means of obtaining a report unless the
committee chose to furnish it. He had
no objection to ask the committee to do
this.
COUNTY COURTS LAW.
Mr. CASEY presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated revenue for· the purposes of a Bill to
amend and consolidate the laws relating to
VOL. VII.-I.
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County Courts, and to confer on such
courts a limited jurisdiction in equity, insolvency, probate, and administration.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Wednesday, March 3.
MUNICIPAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
Mr. CASEY presented messages from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending the appropriation of a part of
the consolidated revenue for the purposes
of a Bill to amend and consolidate the
law relating to municipal corporations,
and also for the purposes of a Bill to
amend and consolidate the law relating to
road districts and shires.
The messages were ordered to be taken
into consideration on Wednesday, March 3.
THE NEW LAND BILL.
In reply to Mr. WILSON,
Mr, McCULLOCH said the Land Bill
would he brought in as soon as the Estimates, whi·ch were more pressing, were
disposed of.
POST OFFICES AND TELEGRAPH
STATIONS.
Mr. RUSSELL moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing-the number of postoffices in the colony; the amount of correspondence which has passed through each during
the year 1868; the salaries of the postmasters
and their classification; the places where the
telegraph and post offices are combined; the
receipts at the various telegr:tph offices and
their expenditure; and a list of those places
where it is proposed to shut up the telegraph
offices."
.

The honorable member stated that one
object which he had in view, in asking for
the return, was to correct a misapprehension in the minds of some of the country
postmasters, who believed they were
being partially and unequally dealt with.
Another reason was that it was believed
that telegraph offices which could ill be
spared were about to be dispensed wit~,
and this without making any provision
whatever for supplying the wants of the
districts in which they were situated.
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said the greater
part of the information asked for would be
found in the reports of the Post-office and
Telegraph departments, which would
shortly be published. Any information
not contained in those documents he should
have no objection to lay on the table.
The motion was agreed to.
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SUPPLY.
The resolutiOI~s towards defraying the,
charges of 1869, agreed to the previous
day in Committee of Supply, were taken
into consideration.
On the vote for the Parliament Library,
Mr. WHITEMAN read a copy of a
letter addressed by the librarian (M,r.
James Smith) to the Chief Secretary, on
the 20th August, 1868. The letter stated
that .the Library Committee had expressed
a WIsh that a fresh catalogue should be
compiled and printed, seeing that upwards
of three years had e.1apsed since th,e compilation of the existing catalogue, and that
between 5,000 and 6,000 volumes had
been added to the Library in the interval
and intimated that, before taking any step~
to carry out the wishes of the committee,
~he writer desired the Chief Secretary's
Instructions. To this communication (said
Mr. Whiteman) no answer was received.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that he
could not understand :why the time of' the
!louse sh~uld be taken up with this su bJect, partIcularly after the consideration
which it received in committee the
previous evening. If the object of the
honorable member for Emerald Hill in
reading the letter, was to show that' the
Government had stood in the way of the
printing of the catalogue, the honorable
member had been unsuccessful, because if
any further money than that granted by
the House was needed by a public department, it must be obtained in the regular
way. The Government had no power to
grant money beyond the votes of the
House.
Mr. KERFERD presumed the letter
had been read as .Iit reply to the assertion
~ade. the previous evening, that the
hbrarian had not carried out the suggestion which emanated from the honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr . Blair).
On the vote for the Chief Secretary's
Office,
.
Captain MAC MAHON complained
that this vote was hurried throucrh committee the previous evening, with~ut any
explanation being afforded of the alterations which had been' made in the department.
He submitted that, under the
circumstances of great reductions having
been made in the public service, although
the Government had received the support
of the House in making those reductions,
the House would not be doing its duty in
allowing the Est~~~~es to pass without re- .
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ceiving such explanations from the Government as were absolutely needed. A cbange
had taken place in the Chief Secretary's
office, which certainly raised an important
questIon to the country, namely that
of pensions.
Mr. Moore, the Under
Secretary, had been pensioned off with
£500 a year, and the chief clerk had been
promoted to the vacancy. He believed
the Chief Secretary was not prepared to
say that Mr. Moore was not competent to
perform his duties as well as ever, and yet
the country was to' be sadftled with a pension of £500 pel' annum, merely that some
other gentleman might be promoted.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was his
desire, as it was his duty, to afford honorable members every information in his '.
power with respect to the several items
on the Estimates as they came before the
House. It was arranged that the Estimates
should be considered by divisions, and, if
there was any objection to that course, it
should have been pointed out. He submitted that when information was desired
it should be sought by means of questions:
At the same time, if it struck him that
information relative to any particular vote
should be laid before the Committee of
Supply, he would furnish it of his own
accord. As to the removal of Mr. Moore
he would not say whether that gentlema~
was a less efficient officer than he was
some little time ago, but he could say that
there was now a more efficient man in his
place, as anyone who had come in contact
with the two gentlemen must admit. The
o.ne was ?ged sixty-five, and not in the positIOn to gIve the effective service which the
office required of him; the other was in
the prime of life, and had performed, to a
lar~e extent, the duties of Under-Secretary
dUring the last three or four years. The
alteration was a saving to the country.
Mr. Moore, whose salary was £1,000, had
been pensioned off at £500 a year; Mr.
Odgers, who formerly had £600, would now
receive, as Under-Hecretary, £900 a year;
and the work of the office would be done
without any addition to the present staff.
On the Police vote,
Mr. WHITEMAN called attention to
the desirability of further information
being furnished to the House in connexion with the item of £1,400 for purchase of horses.
c
The resolutions were adopted.
The House then went into Committee of
Supply.
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PRISON DISCIPLINE.
On the vote of £20,276 2s. 6d. for
Penal establishments (salaries and wages),
Mr. McCULLOCR remarked that the
principle change in the constitution of
the Penal department consisted in the
retirement from the service of Colonel
Champ, the Inspector-Genera], who for upwards of ten years had oGcupied tha.t position, and had discharged the duties in connexion with it in a most efficient manner.
Colonel Champ was over sixty years of
age, and, under the provisions of the
Civil Service Act, he had retired from the
service on half-pay. No loss had accrued
to the country fi'om this alteration, because
the Sheriff now discharged the duties of
the office without any additional pay-the
Sheriff, in fact, was not only Sheriff, but
Inspector of Penal Establishments, and in
charge of the gaols as well. Thus a considerable amount of additional labour was
thrown upon that officer without awarding
him any additional pay. The only other
change that had been made in the Penal
department was a reduction in the number
of warders employed. He thought the
House would offer no objection to the
alterations which he had specified.
Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
in the casejust mentioned by the Treasurer
it had been shown that one office had be.en
abolished and the salary attached to it had
been absolutely saved; but it was not so
shown in the case of the late lInder-Secretary, and the House might, he thought,
very reasonably object to giving to persons in the full enjoyment of their powers
these large pensions for doing nothing.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH ........The Civil
Service Act gives the power.
Captain MAC MAHON said that the
Civil Service Act no doubt gave the power
but that it was not mandatory at aU, and
be hoped the' committee would give expression to an opinion that men who were
as active as ever they were should not have
large pensions conferred upon them with
.
nothing to do for them.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
term's of theAct were to the effect that when
an officer reached sixty years of age he
was out of the service.
Captain MAC MARON.-Unless-Mr. McCULLOCH said that there was
no "unless" about it. He quite agreed
with the honorable and gallant member
tha~ the pensions were too high, but,
actmgas the Government, did, under the
12
.
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provisions of the Civil Service Act, they
could not do otherwise than 'they had
done. An alteration would probably take
place very shortly. The Government
found officers in the civil service who had
gone beyond the age of. sixty years, and
had felt justified in accelerating their retirement.
Mr. EVERARD said he agreed with
the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne that the pensions were
absurdly high. He could not conceive a
more stupid enactment than the Civil
Service Act to be passed in a young
country like Victoria, and he felt that if
Ministers would turn their attention to 'an
alteration of it, they would do "the State
some service."
Mr. BLAIR said he desired to avail
himself of the present opportunity of
making some remarks on the subject of
the whole scheme of prison discipline in
this colony. It was a subject which from
the time when, -ten years ago, he ~as a
mem ber .of a previous Assembly, and sat
on the select committee appointed to inquire into the question, until now, had
engaged his· earnest attention. It ought
to be impressed on the minds of the committee that it was a remarkable, a satisfactory, and assuring fact that the criminal
class, properly so called, of the colony, had
been, for the last ten or twelve years, confined within a manageable a.rea of numbers,
and it was a fact which he trusted would
agreeably strike the minds of honorable
members, that that class had received but
very scanty accession to its numerical
strength. He was prepared to say that,
to a very great extent, the same class of
individuals who, ten years ago, occupied the
gaols and penal establishments of Victoria,
were still their occupants, and it was
only rarely that the permanent mass
of criminali ty had become augmented
from the ranks of the more respectable
It would
por.tion of the community.
be perfectly possible to bring the whole
class "within a ring fence," and he
believed that, by carrying out a precautionary system of rigid supervision outside
the gaols and penal establisements, and
dealing with malefactors on the scientific
principles of criminal treatment, the accomplishment of that result would be
easy, and the ultimate extinction of the
ev-il might be hoped for. He might have
produced actual statistics which would
have .supported his view and proved it
inconte~tibly. When, on Tuesday evening,
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he listened to the financial statement
of the Treasurer, he was gratified to
learn that, amongst other satisfactory
announcements made, there was the one
that, year by year, for the last seven
years, the number of criminals had been
gradually diminishing. How? he had
asked himself, and the answer came as
readily as the question-simply by the
process of natural decay; the old felons
were dying' out, and were not recruited.
If this were so, the estimate ought each
year to show, as gradually or rapidly as
the case might be, a decreasing expenditure
on penal establishments. A cause which
he believed to be more potent in its
operation for permanent evil in this communi ty than all the other causes which
conduced to immorality. put together was
that, when criminals were apprehended,
tried, arrainged for sentence, the sentence
solemnly passed by the judge was made
up of words which conveyed even to
the prisoner a doubtful meaning. If a
prisoner were sentenced to five years'
penal ser.vitude, the judge would use language which would convey in express
terms that sentence; but the prisoner
. knew full well that it meant one and ahalf or two years at most. (An honorable
This was the point
mem ber-" No.")
upon which his remarks were converging.
Behind the sentence of the judge there
was an operation between the Government and the judge through which sentences were fl'eq nen tly ar bitrarily shortened,
under the plea of good conduct or
some other equally general plea. He was
unalterably persuaded, on amply sufficient
evidence, and as the result of a thorough
investigation of the matter within the
limits of his ability and opportunity, that
if there were one thing more instrumental
than another to perpetuate crime, it was
that arbitrary interference with the sentence of the judge. That sentence should
be carried out in its integrity, and prisoners should be made to feel that it was
absolutely and rigorously true.
Mr. E. COPE asked whether the allowance of £800 for chaplains was to be divided
amongst the different denominations?
Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, said that
he thought the amount was too large. He
had addressed a letter to the Bishop of
Melbourne, who, he believed, was prepared
to see the desirability of making arrangements by which the clergy of the diocese
should give theil' attention to charitable
institutio~s without. l'eceiving any other
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pay than that for the expenses incurred
by them in so doing. He was glad to say
that the Bishop had since agreed in the views
he had expressed, and he had very little
apprehension as to the heads of other
denominations following the same course.
The vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at six o'clock,
until Tuesday, March 2.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, March 2J 1869.
South Province Election-Free Railway Passes-"Declaration
of QunJiftcation-Retrenchment-CoDsolidated Revenue
(£536,485) Bill-Visit of the Governor-Assent to Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at eigh t
minutes past four o'clock p.m., and read
th~ prayer.
SOUTH PROVINCE ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT said it would be in
the recollection of honorable members
that, on the 24th of September last, a
petition was presented to the House by
Mr. Nathaniel Levi against the return of
the Hon. W. A. C. a'Beckett, and that the
House was prorogued on the 29th of the
same month. He read the following provision from the Act 19 Vict. No. 12,
bearing on the subject:"In case the said Council or Assembly be
prorogued before the expiring of such period of
forty days, then any such petition may be presented to the said Council or Assembly, as the
case may be, within such time after the next
meeting thereof as, together with the time expired before the prorogation, that shall make up
such period of forty days; and every such
petition shall be forth with notified in the Government Gazette."

It would be perceived that there was no
provision made in the event of no petition having been presented before the
prorogation took place, and that where a.
petition bad been presented before the
prorogation, the prorogation cut it short.
. The practice at home, he believed, had
been that a new petition should be presented on the re-assembling of Parliament,
but by a recent Act the petition was not
required to be renewed, although, as originally presented, it was obliged to be taken
into consideration within two days of the
re-assembling of Parliament. That Act
did not, however, apply to this colony.
He mentioned these facts because he had
received an application from the petition~r
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for the return of his recognizances. He
felt that he was in the hands and under the
direction of the Committee of Elections
and Qualifications, and that he was powerless to act in the matter except under
their directions. He thought It desirable
that the committee should meet and
having decided upon the course to be per~
sued, give him authority to hand back, as
they thought propel', either the whole or
part of the money lodged in his hands.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY.-Has the
petition been withdrawn?
The PRESIDENT replied that the
petition had not been withdrawn.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL submitted that the existing state of things
altogether altered the position of the parties,
and that the Elections and Qualifications
Committee could only take coO'nizance of
the petition as referring to a declaration
made since the commencement of the
present session of Parliament, and that
it was not competent for the House to go
back to what was done in a former session.
The PRESIDENT said that the difficulty under which he laboured was, that he
had no knowledge of what the action of
the committee had been durinO' the past
session, whether any costs had :ccrued, or
whether there was any other reason existing for the retention of the recognizances.
He had received no communication from
the committee on the subject.
Mr. MITC HELL remarked that it
might be well to consider whether the
opinion of the law officers of the Crown
could not conveniently be taken on the
9.uesti~n. It appeared to him to be quite
ImpossIble for the present committee to
take action in the matter.
The Hon. J. McCRAE said that he
thought the whole question might, with
great propriety and safety, be left to the
Elections and QualificatIons Committee to
decide, and he moved that it be so referred.
If t~e committee should find it ne~essary
to lDvestigllte the matter further, the
opinion of the Crown law officers could
be taken. It would be for the committee,
however, and not for that House to take
the step.
The PRESIDENT read the following
extract from a work by Mr. John Clerk
which had, been recently placed in hi~
hands, on the law of elections : "Until recently, if a petition had not been
taken into consideration' in the course of the
session in which it was presented, it was necessary to have a renewed petition; and questions
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of difficulty often arose whether the new petition
~as the same in substance as the original one
10 the former session.
This has now been
alt~red. No renewed petition is now necessary.
It IS provided by the, 50th section of 11 and 12
Vict. c. 98, that, if Parliament is prorogued after
any election p~tition has been presented, but
before the apPoIntment of a select committee to
try the petition, the general committee of electi?ns. appointed in the following session shall,
WIthIn t",:o days after their first meeting, in case
th~ suretIes are reported unobjectionable, apPOInt a day and hour for selecting a committee
to try the petition so standing over."

The rule of the British Parliament had
not been adopted in this colony, and therefore the Council was governed by the
Electoral Act passed by this Parliament.'
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT said he COllsidered that, if the petitioner had asked for'
a return of the deposit money, it was tantamount to the withdrawal of the petition.
The PRE SID ENT said that was not
the case. It was probably the intention
of the petitioner to present a new petition.
Mr. \V. A'BECKETT remarked that he
should prefer the question to be decided on
its merits.
Mr. MURPHY seconded the motion for
reference of the whole matter to the Election~ and Qualifications Committee, and the
motIOn was agreed to.
The following members of the Elections and Qualifications Committee were
then sworn:-The Honorables R. Turnbull,
A. Fraser, J. McCrae, W. Highett,
J. Graham, and N. Fitzgerald.
FREE RAILWAY PASSES.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT asked
when the return to an order of t.he House,
made on the JOth of September, 1868,
for certain information regarding the
issue of free railway passes, would be
laid on the table?
The Hon. J. McCRAE said that the
return would be ready in a few days.
DECLARATION OF QUALIFICA.
TION.
The Hon. N. Black delivered to the
Clerk the declaration required by the 7th
clause of the Act 32nd Vict. No. 334.
RETRENCHMENT.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved"That the letter of the Chief Secretary, laid
on the table of the House on the l6th instant
requesting the Council to aid the Government
in the measures being taken for the reduction
of the public expenditure, be now taken into
consideration. "

The motion was agreed to.
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the Legislative Assembly had laid itself
The CLERK h.aving read the letter,
Mr. HIGHETT said that he was open to the charge of creating a fresh
disposed to 'think "that there were some difficulty in the way of passing the Bill.
reductions which might conveniently be He would rather that some honorable
made, and thought it very desirable that member who held stronger views on the
the House should ~i ve its assistance to question than he did had taken up the
the Government in carrying out their objection on the present occasion, for he
measures of retrenchmept. He, however, could not help regaFding it as an inconsis.saw difficulties in the way-for instance, tency on the part of that House to allow
honorable members were no doubt aware the preamble to pass in its present sbape
that at the present tirpe the officers of without comment. He would like to hear
that House were paid under a special the opinions of other honorable members
appropriation, and were thus in a per- on the matter, without committing' himself
fectly independent position, subject to one way or the other.
their good behaviour. The only way th.at
The Hon. J. McCRAE said he had
the question would, in his opinion, be hoped that the question before the House,
satisfactorily dealt wit.h was by the ;tp- after the many discussions that had taken
pointment of a select committee, because, place on it, had been settled once for all.
whatever reductions might be made, the With regard to the distinction between
greatest care should be e~ercised iu seeing the two words "grant" and "vote," he
that no inj ustice was done to any officer did not think that, whichever word was
of the House. Feeling that the subject employed, it would make the slightest
could only properly be dealt wit.h in the difference, so far as the privileges of that
way he had suggested, he would move House were concerned. He would ask
that a select committee be appointed for honorable members, so long as the power
the purpose, to consist of the Honorables of rejecting Money Bills, given by the
the President, J. McCrae, J. O'Shanassy, 56th clause of the Constitution Act,
W. H. F. Mitchell, W. Campbell, J. remained, what difference it could make to
P. Fawkner, H. M. Murphy, A. Fraser, that House whether the word used in the
J. P. Bear, and the mover, with leav.e to preamble was "grant" or "vote"? In
sit during the ~djournments of the House, order to satisfy honorable members who
and with power to call f9r persons and differed from him, he would just state
what was laid down in Mayas to the
papers.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER seconded the rights of the Houses of Parliament on that
motion, which was agreed to.
question. May stated:CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£536,485) BILL.
This Bill was received from the ~egis
lative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon J. McCRAE, was read a first and
second time.
The House then went into committee
on the Bill-the Hon. James Henty in
the chair.
The claus~s of the Bill were agreed to
without amendment.
On the question that the preamble stand
part of the Bill,
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL said. he did
not rise for the purpose of obstructing the
Bill in it& pas.sage through tpe House.
He had ne.ver attached much importance
to the conflicts of opinion existing as to
the difference between the word,s "vote"
and "grant."
He confessed that he felt
at a loss how to act in the matter. The
House was aware that, time a(ter time, the
word "grant" had been objected to, and
now i.t was employed again. He thought

"In modern times, Her Majesty's speech at
the commencement of each session recognises
the peculiar privilege of the Commons to grant
all Supplies; the preamble of every Act of
Supply distinctly confirms it j a.nd the form in
which the royal assent is given is t,tfurther confirmation of their right."
A conference having taken place between
a committee of that House. and a committee of the Legislative Assembly, with
regard to all Money Bills to be passed
for the future, and the conference having
decided that they should be guided in
all matters of form as to· Bills of Supply
by the forms of the Houses of Lords
and Commons, he contended that there
was no difference between the two words
now under consideration. The right of
that House to reject any Money Bill was
in no way infringed by the use of one
word more than by the use of the other.
He saw no advantage that could be· gained
by fighting ov.e1' a mere matter of form,
and did not believe that the House could
alter the preamble.
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The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-We
can throw the Bill out.
Mr. McCRAE said that of course it
was quite competent for the House to
reject the Bill; but he hoped that, after
the many discussions which had taken
place on the subject, both in that House
and in the other branch of the Legislature,
instead of creating any further disputes,
the two Houses would be united respecting
it, and that harmonious and useful legislation would follow.
The Hon. A. FRASER observed that
he was sorry to see opened up again a
question which he had hoped was entirely
forgotten, and that, after the debates in
July and September last,. nothing more
would have been heard of it. The country had had quite enough of a question
which had become quite threadbare; and
now that no new phase of it had been
presented, he trusted that honorable members would allow t.he Bill to pass into law
without fUl'ther delay.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said that,
whilst he too had hoped that the dispute
had ended, he had also hoped that it had
ended without that House being called
upon to surrender its privileges. He had
no personal desire to re-open the question;
but he could not allow it to be said that
it was hoped the House would not defeat
the object of the :Legislature by refusing
to pass the preamble in its present shape.
Although he was sure there was no such
desire, he said that that House must again
and again resist the attack made on its
rights and privileges. Honorable members
had spoken about the usages of the
Parliament of England. He had a distinct recollection of the word "grant"
not being used in Her Majesty's speech,
which, delivered at the close of the last
session of the Imperial Parliament,:
thanked the Commons for the supply
" voted." He maintained that the use of
the word "grant" was absolutely destructive of the privileges of that House; and,
if he stood alone, he would move the
rej ection of the B ill, unless some other
honorable member, enjoying more infl uence than he possessed, would move
that a protest be added to it, which would
have the effect of showing' that the House
declined to surrender the privileges belonging to it.
Mr. McCRAE said he did not desire
unnecessarily to prolong the discussion.
His anxiety was to pass the Bill as
speedily as possible. But som~ honorable
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mem bers would wish the Rouse to believe
that, in passing the preamble in its present
shape, the House would be surrendering
its privileges. He distinctly denied that
by so doing the House would surrender one
iota of its privileges, and in confirmation
of that statement he read the preambles to
Money Bills passed by the Legislatures ot
New South Wales and New Zealand. He
asked whether the privileg'es of those
bodies had been in any degree infringed,
and whether, as a question of fair common
sense, the House in any way surrendered
a single right or privilege by giving its
approval~to the preamble? Did it deprive
the House of its undoubted right of rejecting any Money Bill ?
Mr. FITZGERALD observed that the
honorable member appeared to forget that
the word "grant" absolutely assumed that
the House had no power whatever over it,
although it could not be a grant until the
measure had received the assent of the
Council.
Mr. CAMPB·ELL said that he happened
to be a member of the first conference,
when the substitution of the one word for
the other was made after considerable consultation with the law officers of the
Crown. So that, in that instance, the substitution was specially agreed upon.
Mr. MITCHELL said that, when the
Supply Bill was brought up last time, the
House in its wisdom thought proper to
adopt the following protest against the
preamble : "Notwithstanding its preamble, against which·
this House protests, on the ground that it is not
in accordance with the form of' preamble settled
and agreed upon by and between the committees
of the two Houses met in conference, in April,
1866,on the subject of the differences between the
two Houses with reference to a Bill then before
the Legislative Council, entiti€d 'An Act to
grant to Her Majesty certain duties of Customs,
and for altering certain other duties,' and subsequently confirmed by both Houses, be now read
a second time."

On the 24th of September, in agreeing to
the Appropriation Bill, the House also
thought it right to protect itself by aHaching to it a similar protest.. If t~e House
were to pass the Bill now before them
without su~h a protest, they would abandon
, the ground they had before taken up. He
would ask whether honorable members considered it right t<? abandon that ground?
He thought not; for, by adopting the protest,
they would not place themselves in the
undesirable position of" impeding the passage of the Bill.
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Mr. MURPHY regretted that honorable members should be actuated by. the
bad judgment and bad taste of raising
the question before them at the prt'sent
moment. It was the Jast dying spasm or
gasp of an old quarrel that he had hoped
the country had heard the last of. Did
not honorable members recollect that the
leaders of the party who were now opposing the preamble were brought into power
for the very purpose of' maintaining the
rights and privileges of the House by the
introduction of the very same preamble
that the House were now engaged in the
consideration of? How was that act of
treason to be explained? Nothing would
account for it; and the honorable members who were the loudest in talking of
the rights and privileges of the House
had been the first to ignore them. There
was a protest on the records 0.£ Parliament
unexpunged, and one protest, he contended,
was as good as a thousand. Honorable
members were now trying to do, with a
bad grace, that which they ought to have
done with a good one; for they knew very
well that there was a majority in the House
determined to support the Governmentthey knew the Bill ought ';not to be obstructed; and he, therefore, trusted that,
without any further delay, it would be
passed as it stood, in its entirety and integrity.
The preamble having been agreed to, the
Bill, without amendment, was reported.
Mr. McCRAE moved that the Bill be
read a third time.
Mr. MITCHELL moved the insertion
of the following words, .after the word
"Bill" : •• Notwithsj:anding its preamble, against which
this House protests, on the ground that it is not
in accordance with the form of preamble settled
and agreed upon by and between the committees
of the two Houses met in conference in April,
1866, on the subject of the differences between
the ·two Houses, with reference to a Bill then
before the Legislative Council, intituled ' An Act
to grant to Her Majest.y certain duties of ·Customs, and for altering certain other duties,' and
subsequently confirmed by 'both Houses-"
Mr. FA WKNER seconded the amendment.
The Hoase divided on the .question
that the protest ,be inserted:Contents
11
Not-Contents .' ','
8
Majority in favour of the}
insertion of the protest
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The Bill was then read t\, third time and
passed.
At a quarter past five o'clock, the Usher
announced that His Excellency the Governor was approaching the building.
Shortly afterwards His Excellency and
suite entered the chamber.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned.,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to
the Consolidated Revenue (£536,485) Bill.
The members of the Legislative Assembly withdrew; and His Excellency
then retired from the chamber.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past five o'clock, until Tuesday,
March 9.

LEGISLA1'IVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, March 2, 1869.
Destruction of Sparrows, Hares, &c.-Small Pox-Official
(Mining) Agents-Alexander tJ • .Jones-Supply-Latrobe
Bar, North Gippsland-Cost of Electric Telegraph Stations-Lands Titles Department-Govemor's MessagesAssent to Bill.
.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'.clock p.m •
APPOINTMENT.oF MAGISTRATES.
Mr. CASEY, pursuant to an order of
the House (dated February 17), laid on the
table a return of all the magisti'ates added
to and struck off the roll since the present
Minister of Justice took office. Ii
HARES AND SPARROWS.
Mr. HARBISON asked the AttorneyGeneral whether the law was now in force
for preventing the destruction of sparrows,
hares, &c.; and, if so, whether it was the
intention of the Government to introduce
a measure for its repeal? It was well
known (remarked the honorable member)
that sparrows, hares, and rabbits were very
destructive.
Sparrows were known to
have destroyed, both this year and pre-
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viously, fruit and other garden produce of
various kinds in different parts of the
colony. Hares had also committed sad
ravages, especially on the bark of trees.
There was a general impression that anyone who shot hares or sparrows was liable
to a fine, but he hoped the Attorney~
General would set the matter at rest. No
doubt the honorable and learned gentle··
man would show clearly that the law
respecting the animals and birds in question expired in 1867. He was induced to
ask the question in order that the public
mi~ht receive information on the subject.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH stated that the
honorable member was in error in supposing that the law to which he referred
expired in 1867. It was continued by a
subsequent Act, and it was in force now.
Rabbits, however, were not included within
the provisions of the Act, and he had
some doubts whether sparrows were included, because the clause which imposed
a penalty for shooting certain birds referred
to a schedule as specifying the birds, and
sparrows were not mentioned in the schedule.
He had some doubts whether
sparrows were really the delinquents which
the honorable member supposed, amI was
inclined to believe that any jury would
acquit them on their merits. He had
heard of orchards and vineyards being injured this season in various parts of the
country where there were no sparrows, and
it appeared probable that sparrows were
blamed for the ~epredations of other birds.
As he had already intimated, it was doubtful whether sparrows were protected by
the Fisheries and Game Statute, but,
perhaps, the honorable member had better
test the question by shooting one, and
baving a case stated, if necessary, for the
opinion of the Supreme Court.
SMALL POX.
Mr. McCULLOCH present.ed a report
from theChiefM~dicatOfficer(Dr. McCrea)
relative to small-pox.
On the motion of Mr. ASPINALL,
The CLERK read the report, which was
dated February 25, 1869, and was as
follows : "Since my last :r.eport on the epidemic of
small-pox or chicken· pox in Melbourne and its
vicinity, two other cases have occurred which
are in many respects very remarkable as bearing
on the origin of the disease, and as supporting
the idea expressed in my last report that it was
a disease of varioloid type, arising independently
of the small-pox which was brought. to Melbourne by the mate of the Avonvale.
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" The first of these cases is thus reported by
Dr. Grant, the health officer of the local board
of health of Tarnagulla, a township in the
Loddon district :" , 'W m. Kimpton, a farmer's son, aged eighteen
months, residing at Laanecoorie, has been
ill with gastric fever about three months.
About one week previous to the 4th of February was in a state of great fever, and on the
4th of the same month an eruption made its appearance, which has now all the characteristics of
veritable small-pox. The pocks are shotty to
the feel, depressed in the centre, containing pus,
and having a black spot; also peculiarly offensive at t.imes j the tongue and fauces ulcerated.
The patient was vaecinated about four months
back, and has two well defined marks of vaccination. The eruption appeared first on abdomen,
next face and seat, lastly on back. I find that a
sister of the child, aged twelve years, arrived on
a visit from Mr. William Kimpton, grocer, &c.,
Brunswick street, Fitzroy, the Monday before
New Year's Day, and returned to Melbourne
three weeks since.'
"If this description be correct, this was an
undoubted case of small-pox arising without
any possible source of contagion. The sister
that came from Fitzroy had no disease. There
was no disease at Fitzroy at the time, and she
could not have carried any disease of the kind
with her in any way; yet in this farm-house, a
quarter of a mile from any other habitation,
near a small town 117 miles from Melbourne,
arises a case of disease so similar to small-pox
that the signs of the disease cannot be distinguished from it.
"The next case was that of a gentleman
living in one of the principal streets of Fitzroy.
He was taken ill on the 18th of February with
symptoms of premonitory fever. On the 20th
the eruption came out on the face, head, arms,
and breast. I saw him on the evening of the
22nd, and the next morning he was removed to
the Royal-park Hospital. The eruption has
been gradually increasing since S(ttllrday the
20th, and is now very extensive over the head,
face, trunk, and limbs, many of the vesicles
showing the indications of true but modified
small-pox. There is also a good deal of the
peculiar smell of small·pox about this patient.
"He had been for some time previously in the
habit of going about between Fitzroy and
Swanston-street. He has not been near the
Royal-park nor the west end of Melbourne for
many months. 4.11owing fourteen days for the
incubation stage in this case, the 6th of February was the day on which he took the disease.
At this time there was not a. case of the disease
in either Melbourne or Greensborough, except
one that had beQn removed to the Hoyal-park
Hospital on the 19th of January, and who has
been convalescent for more than a fortnilIht.
"I think the proofs in thes~ cases are quite
clear that the subjects of the disease could not
have contracted it by contagion, and the conclusion seems to me to be irresistible that the
disease has arisen from some atmospheric or
telluric influence, which has been epidemic for
some months, affecting individuals in a very
irregular way, selecting them here and there,
and sometimes becoming endemic, as at Greensborough, in a similar way to that in which scarlatina, which is never absent from this colony,
becomes epidemic and endemic occasionally."

A lexander v. Jones.
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OFFICIAL (MINING) AGENTS.
Mr~ McLELLAN renewed the question
which he asked the Minister of Justice o~
the 25th of February, relative to an alleged
neglect on the part of the Government
in not appointing an official agent, within
the prescribed time, in the place of the
late Mr. Carver.
Mr. CASEY said that, since t.he honor-'
able. member asked his question, he had
receIved a communication from which he
learned that Mr. Carver's death was reported on the 2·1st of May, 1867, and'
that Mr. Barnard, his immediate successor, was appointed official a'gent on
the 15th of July', 1867. Mr. Barnal'd
was asked, by letter, whether he acted as
official agent in respect of the company to
which the honorable member had referred
(the Alabama Gold Mining Company);
whethe~ he was .vequested by anyone to
deal WIth the affairs of the company'
whether, if such a request was made, h~
refused to cor:nPly with it.; and the grounds
f.or refusal, If any. He was anxious to
get a reply as soon as possible, and he
therefore requested Mr. Barnard to reply
by telegraph. On the morning after the
despatch of the letter he received a telegram from Mr. Barnard to the following
effect :-" My reply is altogether in the
negative. I may add, however that I
offered to act in any case, if the ~reditors
would indemnify me~" ~o far as he (Mr.
Casey) could learn, it appeared that the
official agent was not to blame. If this
information was not sufficient for the
honorable member, he would be happy to
procure any further information that could
be obtained.
ALEXANDER v. JONES.
Mr. CASEY moved"That leave be' given to the Clerk of the
Legislative Assembly, the Clerk of the Com-'
mit~ees of the Assembly, and· the ShorthandWrIter to appear and' give evidence, and to
produce any document in their or either of their
possession in a case now pending in the Supreme
Court of Alexander v. Jones."

The mo~ion was agreed to.
SUPPLY.
The resolutioQ passed in Committee of
Supply, on Thursday, February 25, was
considered and adopted.
LATROBE :aAR, GIPPSLAND.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this·
House all papers, documents, and correspon-
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dence relating to the Latrobe bar, North Gippsland, from the year 1866 to the present time."

The honorable member remarked that the
Estimates contained a proposed vote of
£1,000 towards removing the bar at the
Latrobe river, conditional upon an equal
am~unt being contributed by the local
bodIes. From the papers for which he
had moved it would be seen that, in 1860,
a vote of £1,200 for the same purpose
was passed unconditionally, and that a
contract was entered into for the purpose
of clearing the obstruction to the river.
The contract was duly gazetted, but, in
consequence of the contractor having business in another colony, he threw up his
contract., and the work was not carried out.
Under the circumstances, he thought that
the proposed vote of£l,OOO ought to be unconditional, especially as the borough council of Sale had incurred, in connexion with
the work, an expenditure of about £200.
Mr. BYRNE seconded the motion.
Mr. JONES stated that the Minister
of Public Works would be happy to show
all the papers to the honorable member
for ~orth Gippsland (Mr. F. L. Smyth),
and If the honorable member could point
out any of them which he particularly
desired to have laid on the table of the
Rouse, copies of them should be made and
supplied to the House. He hoped, however, that the honorable member would
not press for copies of a very voluminous
correspondence, the preparation of which
would involve a great deal of labour.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH expressed himself
satisfied with the promise made by the
Minister of Railways.
The motion was then withdrawn.
TELEGRAPH STATIONS.
Mr. BOWMAN IIioved~
"That there be laid upon the table of this
Hou,se a return showing-The expenses and
receIpts of each telegraph station, and aJso the
profit or loss attached to each station' a list of
the offices which the Government has' closed or
i~ltends closing, if a guarantee to cover the ioss
(If any) he not givf'n; the number of offices
for which a guarantee has been given, and the
name. of the person or persons by whom it has
been gi ven."

Mr. HARBISON seconded the motion.
MI'. G. V. SMITH remarked t.hat the
annual report of the Superintendent of
Electric Telegraphs would give the honorable member nearly all the information
he asked for, and he (Mr. G. V. Smith)
would be happy to supplj him with the
remainder.
The motion was agreed to.

Scab Act.
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LANDS TITLES OFFICE..
Mr. BYRNE moved"That the report of the board recently
appointed to enquire into the professional branch
of the Lands Titles department, together with
the evidence taken by the board, be laid on the
table of this House."
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The message waS ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday, March 9.

ASSENT TO BILL.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received a letter from the Governor's
private secretary, intimating that His
Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the Exce'llency would attend the cham.ber of
motion.
the Legislative Council this day, at a
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that he "quarter past five o'clock, for the purpose
would be glad to show the honorable of giving his assent to a Bill.
member all the papers, but to comply with
Shortly after a quarter past five, the
the motion would involve an expense of Usher of the Legislative Council brought
£50 or £60.
He therefore asked the a message from the Governor, requesting
honorable member to withdraw the motion. the attendance of honorable members in
Mr. BYRNE intimated that his object the chamber of the Legislative Council.
would be gained if the report of the board
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
and the charges which they were called members present, and attended ,by the
upon to investigate were laid on the table, Clerk, the Clerk-Assistant, and the Serwithout the evidence. He desired to be jeant-at-Arms, proceeded to the chamber
in possession of information on the subject of the Legislative Council.
before the vote for the Lands Titles
Returning in a few minutes, . ,
department was discussed in Committee of
The SPEAKER announced that His
Supply.
Excellency had assented to the' Conso1iMr. G. PAT-ON SMITH stated that dated Revenue (£536,485) Bill.
the charges, as contained in the papers subThe House adjoutned at twenty-eight
mitted to the board, would be unintelli- minutes past five o'clock.
gible without the evidence. He might
mention that it was not his intention to
ask tor a vote for the salary of the Chief
Examiner.
LEGISLATIVE ASSE'M'BLY.
The motion, amended by the su bstituWednesday, March 3, 1869.
tion of "charges referred to the board,"
for "evidence taken by the board," was
agreed to.
Hobson's Bay-Carriage of Members of"Piu-liamen:t- by Ma.i1
Contractors-Angora. Wool-Tra.nsfex' of Land RtatuteMr. BYRNE, after the statement made
Dower Rights-Payment of Members-BunmyoIig Telttby the Attorney-General, withdrew another
graph and PostH:>ffice-A b&ttoirs Laws Amendment Billmotion of which he had given notice, for
Supply-Debate on the Budget-Prison Disciplin~Lun&o
tic Asylums.
a return of the expenses incurred by the
two select committees and the board which
sat to inquire into the working of the
'Fhe SPEAKER took the chair at half.
Real Property department since the year past four o'clock p.m.
1866.
HOBSON'S BAY.
INSOLVENCY LAW.
Mr. WHITEMAN called attention'to
Mr. G. PATON SMITH brought down the report of the commissioners appointed to
a message from the Governor, recom- inquire into the probable silting up of
mending an appropriation from the con- Hobson's Bay, and aske"d whether Governsolidated revenue for the purposes' of a ment intended to· continue their services?
Bill' to amend,: the law relating to insol- He stated that the report showed that,
vency.
between lS6:3 and 1866, there was a deThe· message was ordered to be taken posit of mud in Hobson'S Bay varying, in
into consideration on Tuesday, March 9~
different positions, from one foot to' four
feet in depth; and he submitted that it
SCAB. ACT.
was important to ascertain whether that
Mr. G. PATON SMITH presented a deposit was increasing or' whether' it" was
message from the Governor, recom- attributable only to the floods which took
mending an appropriation from·the revenue place a few years' ago.
for the purposes of a Bill to amend the
Mr. JONES' said the attention of the
Scab Act:
Government had" been called" to the m~tten
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and directions had been issued that silt
should be deposited 011 the banks of the
Yarra, in order to increase the area of dry
land, instead of in the Bay, as had hitherto
been the case to some extent. The examination as to the state of the Bay would
also be continued, and the Government
would take such measures as were in their
power to prevent the Bay being silted up.
MAIL CONTRACTS.
Mr. WHITEMAN called the attention
of the Postmaster-General to the regulations in the mail tenders having reference
to the carriage of Members of Parliament,
and asked for his definition of the conditions imposed upon contractors under such
regulations. The honorable member explained that he desired to know whether
honorable members could be conveyed between Parliament-house and their places
of residence, when they did not reside in
the districts which they represented?
Mr. G. V. SMITH observed that, sometime since, the attention of the Government was directed to the fact that many
Members of Parliament resided in localities other than the places they represented,
and a desire was expressed that facilities
should be gi ven to those honorable members
to be conveyed to Parliament from their
residences. In accordance with this wish,
an addition was made to the specification
of conditions in the auvertisement inviting
tenders for mail contracts last year. Certainly the contractors ought to have understood the condition, because it' was
stated plainly enough that they would be
expected to carry members to and from
their own residences. Of course it was
to be expected that honorable members
would use some little discretion in the
exercise of their privilege; but it was only
fair that, while an honorable member who
lived at Williamstown could travel between
Parliament and his residence without cost,
honorable members who could not take
advantage of the railway should enjoy
corresponding privileges.
ANGORA WOOL.
Mr. WILSON inquired of the Chief
Secretary whether the Acclimatisation
Society had received any communication
from England with reference to the value
of Angora wool?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had received,
from the president of the Acclimatisation
Society, a letter on the subject which he
begged to hand to the honorable member.

Dower Rights.

The letter was as follows : "Acclimatisation Society's Office,
" Swanston-street, ,Melbourne,
"3rd March, 1869.
. "Sir,-I observe in this day's Argus a notice
of motion by Mr. Wilson requiring some information upon the value of Angora wool in the
English market. I do myself the honour of
giving you the following facts respecting this
valuable animal. The Angora has been imported by the Acclimatisation Society from Asia
Minor, and shipped at Smyrna for England,
then transhipped at. London for this colony.
Notwithstanding a long and tedious voyage, one
only was lost on thl! passage. We :find that the
Angora is a hardy animal and admirably suited
for our climate, amiable in its disposition, and
fleece averaging upwards of four pounds, worth
in English market from 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. per lb.
2s. 9d. per lb. has been received for Rome of this
wool sent home from this colony, the difference
in the price being caused by the want of knowledge here in the way' of getting it up for market; but the agent states that our Angora wool
is equal in texture and quality to the Turkish
wool from Asia Minor. A portion of the flock
now at the Royal Park is being sold, and freely
taken up at a rate of £5 5s. per head, for distribution throughout the colony.
"I have, &c.,
"THOMAS BLACK."

TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
DOWER RIGHTS.

Mr. BYRNE called the attention of
the Attorney-General to the fact that
much delay, trouble, and expense were
caused to applicants fOl' titles under the
Tran~fer of Land Statute, owing to
dower rights prima facie outstanding.
To persons who had dealings in land, observed the honorable member, the question
of dower rights was becoming something
bordering upon a nuisance, There were
not five per cent. of the community whose
wives were entitled to dower, and certainly one-half of the number did not exercise the right; and yet a small bit of
land could not change hands without
great trouble and expense, involving perhaps the sending to neighbouring colonies
and other parts of the world, simply on
account of this question of dower. Honorable members generally would concur with
him that this was a matter which ought
to be remedied.
The more easily land
could be transferred, the more transactions
would take place in it; and to this fact
the country were beginning to get alive, as
was evident by the transfers which were
taking place under the new Act, and particularly since the reforms instituted by
the Attorney-General in the Lands Titlesoffice had been carried out. Under these circumstances, he begged to ask the Attorney-
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General whether he would introduce a
measure to alter the law on the sUbject?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said a Bill to
amend the Transfer of Land Statute would
be introduced as soon as the state of
public business would allow, and in that
measure the. question of dower would be
dealt with.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.
Mr. McCULLOCH laid on the table
additional papers in connexion with the
I'eport of the royal commission appointed
to inquire into the practice prevailing
elsewhere as to payment of members.
Mr. DUFFY asked if the Government
were prepared to give effect to the report
of the royal commission? The report
made no recommendation, inasmuch as
the function of the commission was limited
to reporting as to the practice prevailing
in other countries. But, if the Government were prepared to give effect to what
was practically the intention and purpose
of that report, it would be unnecessary
for him to proceed with the motion which
he had felt it his duty, as chairman of the
commission, to place on the paper.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
subject had already received the attention
of the Government. The question of
compensatmg Members of Parliament had
hitherto been an open question with the
Government; nevertheless it was the intention of the Government very shortly to
submit to the House a series of resolutions
founded upon the report of the commission.
Mr. DUFFY said, under these circumstances, he would withdraw the motion of
which he had given notice.
BUNINYONG.
Mr. RUSSELL asked the PostmasterGeneral if he intended to close the postoffice at Buninyong ?
Mr. G. V. SMITH said it was intended to close the telegraph-office at that
place unless the local authorities were
prepared to guarantee the deficiency in the
income. The form of bond had been for~
warded for this purpose, but no reply had
yet been received. Last year the expenditure on the office was £437 7s. 4d., and
the revenue was only £39 15s. 7d., showing a loss of £397 11 s. 9d. . Of course
reductions had been made this year, by
dispensing with the services of a telegraph
messenger and a letter-carrier; but, notwithstanding this, if the telegraph-office
were continued, there would be a loss on
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the establishment this year of about £100.
The number of telegrams received at Bun·
inyong, last year, was 705; and the number transmitted, 608, or only two per day
each way. Several other offices, in a
similar position, would be closed at the
end of the moQih, unless the deficiency
were guaranteed.
Mr. DYTE inquired whether the Postmaster-General intended to close all telegraph-offices which were not self-supporting, or which were not guaranteed from
loss by the ratepayers?
Mr. G. V. SMITH said the intention
of the Government was to close only those
telegraph-offices where the business was so
insignificant as to be limited to two telegrams each way per day. The Government would not think of closing an office
where there were at least a thousand telegrams each way in the course of a year,
and where the postal and telegraph revenue
together would cover the expenditure.
Mr. DYTE said he considered that it
was never intended that telegraph and
post-offices should of necessity be selfsupporting. They were established for
the benefit of the community.
ABA TTOIRS BILL.
Mr. CASEY moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the laws relating to
abattoirs and the slaughtering of cattle.
The honorable member said the Bill had
been prepared by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton, and he
hoped it would be allowed to pass concurrently with the Municipal and Local
Government Bills, which would be before
the House in the course of a few days.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
On the vote of £ 14,326 l3s. 4d. for
Penal department contingencies,
Mr. LANGTON rose and said-Mr.
Smyth, I propose to take advantage of
this the first opportunity which has been
presented to me of offering a few remarks
in regard to the financial statement which
was made by the honorable the Treasurer
last week; and, in order to put myself
clearly in order, I propose to conclude my
remarks with the formal motion that you
report progress. The statement whicl\
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the Treasurer delivered here last week
refers to the accounts of three years,
beginning with the accounts for the,
year 1867, and going over thl:' accounts
for the two years following. The course
which the honorable member took on that
occasion I propose to follfJW on this; and,
if the House will permi t me, I will offer
a few comments on each of the several
etatements which he offered with regard
to those years. The honorable gentleman
told the committee, and correctly, that
when, last year, I submitted to this House
a statement in regard to the finances of
the country, I estimated that a deficiency ;
would accrue on the year 1867 - of
£264,285. He told the committee also
that, a month or two after that, he estimated the deficiency at only £652, and
that the final result-the accounts now
being balanced and audited, and therefore
being beyond all dispute-was that, instead
of a deficiency, there was a balance of
£57,169 to commence the year 1868
with. Nor has the honorable gentleman
left us in any doubt as to the means by
which that balance was brought out, or as
to the method on which the accounts that he '
submitted were prepared. He told us:" The statement which I desire to lay before
this House to-night is prepared just as a
merchant who desired to ascertain what was
his real position would draw up a balance-sheet
for his guidance. I have estimated and ascertained what amounts will probably be received,
and what expenditure will probably be required,
in connexion with the affairs of, the country,
exactly as if it were a matter upon which the
commercial existence of an individual depended."

Now, sir, just let me invite the committee
to consider for a few minutes how a
merchant "who desired to ascertain what
was his real position would draw up a
balance·sheet for his guidance."
We
will assume that, the year has closed,
and that the merchant wishes to know
how he stood on the last day of that
year. To do this he would take into
account all the receipts during the year,
and all his expenditure during the same
period; and I am inclined to think that
any merchant "who desired to ascertain
what was his real position" would also
take some account of the liabilities existing at the close of the year. I think that
any merchant or any public company,
before bringing out a balance-sheet which
they could represent as exhibiting their
"real position," would take an account of
every liability. Else, I apprehend, the
Itatement would be utterly fallacious and
.Mr. Langton.
-
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deceptive. Now I venture to ask the
Treasurer whether all the liabilities on
account of 1867 were provided for when
that balance was brought forward ?

Mr. McCULLOCH.-Yes.
Mr. LANGTON.-Why, the honorable
member himself admitted last year that'
he included in the Estimates for J 868
£51,424, which had been owing so long
as 1866.
Whilst he included in the
accounts of 1867 the - whole of the
credit balance for 1866, he passed over
to 1868 liabilities to the amount of
£51,424, which were then due and owing
on account of 1866. The honorable member also admitted, last year, that a further
sum of £101,000 liabilities due and owing
on the 31st December, 1867, had likewise
been passed over to 1868. Now I venture
to say that anyone' with that intimate
knowledge of accounts which only a person in office can possess, would be able
to discover, in the Estimates for 1868
and 1869, upwards of £200,000 of liabilities which were due and owing
on the 31st December-, 1867. I have
fallen in with a person who had a contract
in 1867, and whose claim on account of
that contract has not yet been paid, and
who states that the last information he
received on the subject was that the final
balance would be included in the Votes
and Estimates for 1869. But, apart
altogether from this individual case, I say
that, on broad grounds, I have convinced
the committee that this £51,424 stands
over from 1866.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-It is indisputable.
This £51,424 which stands over from
1866 was put down in the estimate which
I submitted for the year 1867. I have
not the particular statement of the
Treasurer now before me; but I venture to
say I will produce to the committee the
honorable gentleman's own .speech, in
which, in reply to my question, he admitted that this £51,424 was included in
the Estimates for 1868. I will prove that.
Mr; McCULLOCH.-It is not so.
Mr. LANGTON.-I assure the committee that I will not occupy a quarter of
the time during which I listened patiently,
the other evening, to the address of the
Treasurer; and I trust I shall receive the
same courtesy that I observed on that
occasion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I don't wish to
interrupt the honorable member. I wish
him to have every opportunity of making
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his statement. But when the honorable brought out; and thus, by the system of
member declares that he has convinced the finance which it is our misfortune to have
committee that a certain sum has stood established in this colony, we can never
over from 1866 to 186R, although he has ascertain exactly for ourselves how we
simply made a statement without attempt- stand, because we have to deal with the
ing to prove it, I must be allowed to accounts of one year which are absolutely
settled, and theaccoun ts of two other years
express my dissent from that declaration.
Mr. LANGTON.---I have said, and I say which are still matters of estimate. It
it can be proved, that at least £161,000 of will be impossible for this committee to
liabilities of 1867 were transferred to the exercise the control over the Treasurer
Estimates for 1868; and it is my convic- and the public finances which, I think,
tion, as I said before, that a thorough and the committee ought to exercise, until it
intimate acquaintance with all the docu- puts an end to this system-until it adopts
ments relating to the subject-such an the simple plan which has been in force in
acquaintance as would enable any ,person England so long, and by which, within a
to take the Estimates for 1868 and 1869 to week after the termination of the financial
pieces-would discover that fully £200,000 year, the actual statement of accounts
of the debts of 1867 had been passed over abou·t which there can be no dispute
to other years. I ask, if there were any is laid before the House of Commons,
liabilities outstanding on the 31st Decem- and on that basis, on that statement
ber, 1867, of which no account was taken of accounts, the financial speech of the
when this balance of £57,169 was brought year is made. Having premised that
forward, how can the assertion of the the same method which has been adopted
Treasurer be borne out, that his statement with regard to 1867 eRn be applied much
was prepared as a merchant" who desired more easily to 1868, because the accounts
to ascertflin what was his real position of that year are not closed, I say that, if
would draw up a balance-sheet for his there were as little probability of the year
guidance"? This is a matter which every 1868 closing with a real credit halance as
member of this' committee can ascertain there can be no doubt 1867 closed without
and determine for himself. It is within a credit balance, it would be very much
the power of every honorable member to more easy to make it appear to do so than
go through these Estimates, and to ascer- it was in the other case. Sir, the honortain for himself whether the broad state- able the Treasurer did not say, in the
ment which I make is correct, that course of his speech, so far as I followed
£160,000 of the liabilit.ies of 1867 were him, that I had under-estimated the
transferred to 1868. If it be correct, what revenue for 1868. If the honorable memis the worth of the declaration, that the ber did make that remark, it is a misfinancial statement has been made just as statement. But I will invite honorable
a merchant, who desired to ascertain his members to refer for a few minutes to the
real financial position would' draw up a estimate which I submitted last year, in
balance-sheet, showing all his liabilities order that they may have an opportunity
and all his assets? Sir, I venture to say of judging for themselves whether there
that this is the fundamental fallacy on was an attempt on my part to represent
which this whole structure of figures tests. the revenue for 1868 as smaller than it
The balance of £57,169, brought appar- proved to be, merely for the purpose of inently from 1867, I say is a pure fiction, creasing the deficiency. My estimate of
because it was more than required Customs revenue was £1,286,650. To
to pay existing liabilities. And this is the that estimate the Treasurer added nearly
only year of the three with which the Trea- £22,000. The actual receipts to the 31st
surer dealt, the accounts of which are January last, were £1,260,926, or, in round
finally closed.
Honorable members, if numbers, £26,000 less than my estimate.
they look at the finance account for 1868, I was charged, last year, with having
.will see that the receipts on account of altered the estimate sent in from the
that year are pretty well ascertainable, but Custom-house, for the purpose of lessenthe expenditure is still a subject of in- ing the revenue and increasing the dedefinite manipulation. If it be incon- ficiency. I then stated, and the members
veuient to pay all the debts of the State, of the present Government have since
and to bi'ing out a balance which the .had an opportunity of verifying the stateAudit Commissioners may certify to at ment, that the estimate as it came from
the end of the year, the balan~e w:i~ ~~ the Inspector-General of Customs was
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submitted by me to the House, though I
expressed a doubt whether the amount
which he anticipated from spirits would be
actually received. In that doubt I was
correct. As the Treasurer told us, the
other night, the estimated revenue from
the spirit duty was not realized by
£40,000. But as the Inspector-General
assured me that the estimate was close to
the mark, I accepted it, and submitted it
without the alteration of a single figure.
And yet, within a few, weeks after that
statement, sent to me by the InspectorGeneral, and submitted by me exactly as
I received it to the House, the amount
was increased by the present Treasurer by
£22,000. Now there was no earthly
warrant for this proceeding. There was
no reason to expect an increaee on the
original estimate, which will not be
realized, even with the further sum of
£13,000 which the honorable gentleman
expects, by £13,000. So much for the
Customs. I will now take the Territorial
revenue, exclusive of that obtained by
sales by auction. I make the exception,
because it is easy enough to seHland when
it is found that the revenue is falling off.
It does not require a statesman or financier
to do that. A chandler's shopman can do
it. Well, my estimate of the revenue for
1868 under the head of sales of land by
auction was £120,000.
The present
Treasurer increased the estimate to
£200,000 ; and his necessities were such
that he exceeded his own estimate by
£43,000, so that he disposed, by auction, of
£123,000 worth of land in excess of what
I proposed to dispose of in that manner.
Now I had nothing to do with the amount .
of the estimate which I submitted. The
estimate from the Lands department was
in the Treasury before I took office, and
in that estimate I found put down, for the.
sale of land by auction during 1868, the
same amount that was put down by my
predecessor for the previous year. I accepted this estimate at once, and proposed
it to the House. However, I don't think
this really affects the financial question at
all, because, as I have said, a revenue which
has to be bolstered up by disbursing the
capital of the country is revenue that
cannot be in a very flourishing condition.
Well, sir, putting out of account this one
item of the sale of land by auction, the
remaining· Territorial revenue for 1868
was estimated by me at £605,960. The
receipts to the 31st January last amount.ed
to £605,897 • Now I should think that
Mr. Langton.
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was 8 pretty close estimate. The Treasurer
expects to receive £17,000 more. This
mayor may not be received; but, at all
events, my estimate was not realized up to
the 31 st J an'uary last. Coming to the
department of Public Works, and excluding
from that the item of tolls, which the
Treasurer stated was introduced as a
matter of convenience, I may mention
that my estimate of the revenue for 1868
from that source was £653,000.
The
present Treasurer's estimate was £682,000.
The actual receipts to the 31st January
last were £674,391, which is £21,000 in
excess of my estimate and £8,000
below the estimate of the honorable
gentleman. But it is said that something
more has yet to come in on account of the
railways. The Treasurer has shown that
an extraordinary increase has taken place
in the traffic returns of the Railway
department, simply because a large proportion of the wool-clip of two seasons,
from some of the remoter districts on the
Darling and the Murrumbidgee, was
carried over the railways last year. This
extended traffic could not have been
calculated upon before, and is sufficient to
account for the increase. Certainly the
facts show that there was nothing done on
my part to make it appear that the revenue from Public Works was less than it
was likely to be. I have now dealt with
the three main items of revenue. In some
of the other items there is a discrepancy.
For instance, the revenue from Excise was
estimated by the Treasurer .at £57,900;
it realized £6~,217. My estimate was
£48,500; but the increase is attributable
to several circumstances which were not
calculated upon at the commencement of
the year. "Vith regard to the revenue
from Tonnage, Postage, and Fees the estimates were about the same. The revenue
from Fines was estimated by me at £6,250 ;
by the honorable member at £7,250; and
the amount realized was £4,925. The revenue under the head of "Miscellaneous"
was estimated by me at £48,800, and by
the honorable member at £62,373; the
sum realized was £55,000; and the honorable member, it appears, expects £16,000
more from this source. These facts will,
I think, show honorable members how unreliable was the statement made at the
time that the Estimates had been subjected
to reduction, for the purpose of showing that
there would bea deficiency. To sum up, the
total revenue for 1868 was estimatQd by me
at £2,843,050, and by the honorable mem-
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ber at £2,945,593; while the actual receipts . to the 31st January last were
£2,885,644; but from this, in order to
make a fair comparison, £17,408, the
amount of the toll funo, has to be deducted,
leaving £2,~68,236 as the revenue. The
Treasurer estimates that there is still due
£46,000 on account of 1868; but I would
point out to the committee that, up to the
31st January, one month aft~r the expiration of the year, the difference between
the estimate which I submitted and
the amount actually received was only
£25, 186. Now, sit', turning to the other
side of the account, the expenditure for
1868 was estimated byrne at £3,405,760.
That estimate was arrived at not, of
course, by means of a 1'u 11 knowledge of the
details of the departments which the
Treasurer and his colleagues possessed.
The way in which I arrived at the conclusion that the amount named would be some-'
where about the amount required was this.
The Estimates were already in existence
when we t.ook o~ce. They were sent back
to all the departments with instructions that
every item which could be dispensed with
should be left off; and they were returned
to me after that process had been gone,
through. Now what was the estimated
expenditure which the Government induced the House to sanction for 1867? It
amounted to £3,708,710. Sir, a reduction of £300,000 on an expenditure of
£3,000,000 in one year does appear very
large. For my part, I thought it scarcely
possible to make such a reduction withou~
leaving some parts of the public service
unprovided for, or doing inj ustice to individuals or localities. Nevertheless the
reduction was made. Well, sir, the estimate which thepresent Treasurer submitted
was nearly £100,000Jess than mine. It was
£3,319,024. The actual amount required
was £3,272,000. And I have already
told the committee that, of this sum,
at least £161,000 belongs to 1867.
And, therefore, if we want to know what
is really required for the service of 1868,
we must deduct these liabilities, and also
the balance of £57,000 brought from 1867
to the credit of 1868. This done, we find
the actual amount which, according to the
Treasurer, is required for th~ service of
the year 1868 is £3,111,000. Now I
beg t.he attention of honorable members to
this part of the subject for a few minutes.
As I have said, the expenditure for the
year 1867 sanctioned by this House, in
th~ shape of special appropriations and by
VOL. VII.-K
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means of the Appropriation Bill, amounted
in the whole to £3,708,710. The following year, with the same honorable ~entle
man at the head of the Government, the
House was assured that £3,111,000 would
be sufficient for the service of 1868.
Thus, in one year, there was a reduction
of £597,000 in the public expendit.ure.
Now, sil', in the interests of the taxpayer,
that may be' a most excellent arrangement.
I have no doubt it is. For my part I rejoice at it. I have been of opinion, ever
since I have occupied a seat in this House,
that the public expenditure is excessive,
and ought to be reduced. But what does
it say for the credit of a Government who
have gone on steadily inCl'easing the expenditUl'e of the country, yellr hy year,
since they have been in office, and who
never mnde a proposal to effect such a
sweeping reduction until it was pointed
out that, if they continued the process of
expenditure which they themselves established. the result wou Id be a defi('iency of
£700,000 at the end of 1868 ? I dare say
honorable members are not aware of the
steady increase which has taken place in
the public expenditure since the honorable
gentlemen opposite have held office. I
have here the copy of a document which
I found in the Treasury, showing the total
sums (including special appropriations)
voted by the House for several yeai·s.
'rhe amount was, in 1863, when the Treasurer and his colleagues first came into
office, £3,263,059; in IH64, £3,296,332 ;
in 1865, £3,574,002; in 1866, £3,699,094;
and in 1867, £3,708,710. Now I confess
I did not think the extravagance which
the Government had sanctioned was of
such a character, or that the expenditure
which they. had induced the House to
sanction was so utterly unn~cessary, that
nearly £600,000 cuuld be dispensed with
at once. But -that turned out to be the
fact. No sooner is a statement made by
another Treasurer, and the result of a continuance of this scale of expenditure
pointed out, than the honorable gentleman
opposite steps in and reduces the expenditure, for the very fil'st year, by £597,000.
Whatever obloquy may attach to me for
having ventured to assail the financial
reputation of the honorable gentleman, or
his predecessor in office (Mr. Verdoll)however much some honorable members
may question the wisdo~ or prudence of
the statement which I submitted, showing
that there would be a deficiency, at the
end of 1868, of £700,000-1 think mem-
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bers of this committee, and the public,
have no cause to complain of the result of
that exposure. There was no word before
of reduction in the public. expenditure.
The last statement which was submitted
by a member or" the Government to this
House, on the subject of the public eXIlenditure, was the statement of Mr. Verdon
in 1867. In that year, Mr. Levey proposed a resolution to the effect that the
public expenditure ought to be reduced to
£3,179,944. This was while the Estimates for the year were passing throu'gh
the House. The whole of the estimated
expenditure was not then before the
House. It was known that a large sum
had still to be asked for in the shape of
Supplementary Estimates. On that occac
sion, Mr. Verdon said"There is nothing easier, there is nothing
more taking, than to declare that the expendi.
ture of the country should be reduced by
£200,000. But an honorable member has only
to try in order to find how difficult it is to carry
out such a theory. If the honorable member
for Normanby can show, in Committee of Supply, that these reductions can be effected, let
him do so. I shall be glad to be convinced that
these reductions can be made. But to say
roughly that £200,000 can be struck off the
Estimates by the consolidation of departments,
is to ask the House to commit itself to a course
which there would be infinite difficulty in carrying out. The Government have no interest in
keeping the expenditure at an unnecessarily
high figure. We would be very glad to reduce
it if we could. . But L think ·it scarcely fair of
the honorable member for Normanby to ask tpe
House to reduce the expenditure by £200,000
without showing more clearly than he has done
how this economy can be effected. To accom.
plish such an object there must be reductions in
other directions than the amount of salaries and
thr, number of officers. There must be extensive reductions in public works. I defy the
honorable member to say by what means the reduction can be otherwise effected."

Well, sir,· what does the sa~e Government-we have been told since that it is
the same Government, and, at all events,
it is the McCulloch Government-which
sat and heard this statement do? No
sooner does another Treasurer come forward and show that the finances are not
as they were represented to be than the
Government make a reduction, not ot
£200,000, but, within £3,000, a reduction
. of £600,000.
'
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGTON.-Well, the honorable
gentleman is entitled to take credit for
that if he pleases; but I think it is for
the committee to inquire why the expenditure went on increasing at the rate it did
during previous years-why reductions
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did not take place before. A very large
portion of the money now being borrowed
in the Lonuon market might have been
furnished without borrowing if much less
reductions had taken place in time; and
I really' cannot see that any particular
credit should accrue to a Government who
are themselves responsible for a steady
increase of the expenditure when, after
the state of the :finances has been exposed
by one of thei], opponents, they say, "We
can reduce wholesale; we can reduce to
any amount you please." It seems to me
that, whHe the Government may be entitled to some credit for decreasing the
expenditure now where it can be decreased
without injury to the public service, on
the other hand they must rest under the
imputation of having incurred increased
expenditure without securing for that
increased expenditure any increased facilities or any increased service to the public
whatever. Sir, I think I have said sufficient to show honorable members that
there was every probability of a deficiency
of £700,000 at the end of the present
year unless this reduction had taken place.
Honorable members will also recollect that,
in order to obviate that reduction, I
proposed that we should borrow not only
£55,000 on account of the expenditure
for railways, which Mr. Verdon had himself proposed to borrow, but a larger
sum, and that we should payoff certain.
expenditure which had been made on
account of the Graving-dock and Prestonmain. The proposal that was first made
to the House ·on that point came from
myself; and, further, the Government of
which I was a member only asked for
six months' Supplies, for the express purpose of reducing to the utmost the expenditure for' the latter half of the year
1867, so as to reduce any deficiency
whiOh, if the expenditure had been kept
up at the scale then existing, would
hav'e accrued. Well, what does the present
. Treasurer do?
He borrows £100,000
more than the £55,000 Mr. Verdon proposed to borrow; he reduces the expenditure by £597,000; he sells land to the
extent of £123,000 more than I asked the
authority of the House to sell; and then
he says my figures are "a mistake." I
leave honorable members to draw their own
inferences from these facts. I am quite
content to stand or fall by the final opinion
of the public at large. -l am perfectly
satisfied that every impartiaf person
throughout the community will feel that at
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least lhave not done an injury to the State condition o£ the import trade of the colony.
by having exposed the actual condition of I will read the honorable gentleman's
its finances, the immediate effect of that words : exposure being to secure a reduction in the
" After aU that has been said about the desexpenditure to the extent of over a quarter truction of the shipping trade of the colony,
'of a million of money in the first year. my own belief is that, at the present time, there
There are other topics to which the is more doing, and that the port of Melbourne
is in a more flourishing condition than at any
Treasurer adverted in regard to which I previous period. The value of the imports was,
propose to offer a few remarks. The hon- in 1863, £14,118,727 ; in 1864, £14,974,815; in
orable gentleman congratulated the com- 1865, £J3,257,537; in 1866, £14,771,711; in
mittee upon certain results which he 1867, £11,674,080; and in 1868, £13,320,662."
attributed to the fiscal policy which the . The Treasurer went on to say that, in
Government had induced the House to consequence of the ad valorem duties, the
adopt. Now, sir, I think it exceedingly imports were not over-valued, as they used
. inconvenient, 'on an occasion like the to be. He congratulated the committee
present, to enter into a discussion of that upon the increase in the imports and exfiscal policy. Four years ago-in 1865- ports being maintained, although this inwe made an effort to change our Tariff. fluence had been at work to cause a change
In 1866 the change became law. In in their valuation. I am quite prepared
1867 - only two years ago - a further to admit that, on the goods subject to an
change in the Tariff tooJr place, and the ad valorem duty, probably a decrease in
Tariff as then changed is now iQ existence. the valuation at the Custom-house has
Wisely or unwisely, we made that change. taken place, and fully to' the extent the
'Sir, lam of opinion that changes in the honorable gentleman mentioned, namely,
Tariff are in themselves an evil; that ten per cent. But I cannot understand,
they unsettle trade; that they tend to if the Treasurer felt his ground so sound,
create either gluts or scarcity in the mar- and was so perfectly satisfied with the
ket; and that therefore changes in the beneficial effect of his own measure, how
Tariff should be avoided as much as pos- it was that he failed to tell the House that,
sible. But we have no proposal before us last year, upwards of £1,300,000 worth of
at the presen,t time to make a change in New Zealand gold was included amongst
the Tariff. I think, therefore, that we the imports of this colony. This is a very
ought not to enter upon a consideration of serious item in the £13,320,662 of imports.
this question, because, as it seems to me, The' Treasurer, however, never felt it
it is the special duty of the Committee of necessary, in the conscientious discharge
Supply to deal with' questions wl,tich of his duty, to inform honorable members
will have some practical results. Conse- that, in consequence of the tepeal of the
quently I, for my part, do not intend to gold duty, New Zealand gold coming to
enter into a discussion of that financial the port of Melbourne, which used simply
policy on the present occasion. I think to be transhipped here, is now entered
the committee will agree with me that it is at the Customs like any other import, and
not a question which it is necessary or of course appears on both sides of the
advantageous to discuss at the present account-both as an import and as an
time. For my part, I may say frankly that, export. Deducting this -item, we find that
the change having .been made, I think it the value of the imports last year, instead
would be best that the effect of the change of being £13,320,000 was £12,014,836.
should be tried by experiment; and, more- If the Treasurer wished to institute a fair
over, I do not look upon a period of two comparison between the imports of last
years as a sufficient period in which to year and any former year he certainly
discover all the alterations likely to take would, first of all, have told the committee
place 'in the trade and manufactures of the about the New Zealand gold; but the
country by that change in the Tariff. honorable gentleman did nothing of the
Therefore I decline to enter upon that part kind. lIe congratulated the committee on
of the subject. But there are some of the the increase of imports, but he suppressed
statements which the honorable gentle- the fact about the New Zealand gold. I
man made, when discussing this subject, am not going to put out of sight the
which I cannot, in justice to myself and dec.;:line in the valu~ 9'£ th(;:l imports in con·
the committee, allow to pass without sequence of the ad valorem' duties. I will
comm(;:lnt. The honorable gentleman re· deal with that qu~~tion pl't;lsently. In the
.ferred in the mo~t glQwing terms to the first place, however, I will r~ad a return
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of the imports for the ten years ending
1868:YEAR.

VALUE OF IMPORTS.

1859
1860

£15,622,891
15,093,730

1861

13,532,"52

1862
1863

13.487,787
14,118,727

1864

14,974,815

1865
1866
1867
1868

13,257,537
14,771,711
11,674,080
12,014,836

The value of the imports for 1868 is exclusive of New Zealand gold. Honorable
members will see from these figures that,
with the exception of the year 1867, the
year 1868 was actually the lowest, in
regard to imports, of any "'ithin the last
ten years. In a matter of this kind it is
unfair to pick out. any single year for t.he
purpoRe of comparison; but if we take the
avel'age of the six years prior to the first
proposed change in the Tariff-the six
years ending 1864-we find that it is
£14,471,730. The average of the two years
since the final change in the Tariff took place
is £11,844,458, the actual falling off from
the average of the six years before the first
change took place being no less than
£2,627,272. To ascertain the increase
which ought fairly to be added to 'the imports of 1868, in order to institute a comparion with the years before the ad valorem
system came into force, I have extracted
from a return of the imports and exports
furnished by the Minister of Customs the
value of all goods subject to ad valorem
duties in 1868. The amount is £3,112,983.
The Treasurer states that these goods were
valued at ten per cent. less than they
ought to have been; and if ten per cent.,
or £311,298, be added to the net amount
of the imports-by which I mean all the
imports, less the value of the New Zealand gold-I find that the import.s of
1868 amounted to £12,3~6,134, being
eighteen per cent., or £2,650,000, less than
the imports of 1864, the last year before
the change in the Tariff took place, while
there has been an increase in the population of twelve per cent., the population in
1864 being 005,000, and, at the end of
1868, 680,000. Whether there is anything for congratulation in these facts, I
will leave the committee to judge for itself.
But there is something else to be cousidered. Prior to 1865 the greater part
of the live stock we imported across the
border from New South Wales was not
"entered amongst the imports.. The live.
stock were registered by the police at the
Mr. Langton.
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different stations along the Murray, but a
very small portion appeared among the
imports. I have not got a return of the
numbers of the stock for 1864, but I have
for 1863. I find that the number of cattle
imported in 1863, according to the registrars' returns, was 87,965, but the number
which appeared in the list of imports was
only 9,409, so that, actually, 78,000 head
of cattle came into the colony in 1863
which were not included in the imports.
A siinilar remark is applicable to sheep.
The number of shef.p registered as having
crossed the Murray was ~25, 797, but only
17,665 appeared in the list of imports.
The total number of cattle and sheep
entered amongst the imports in 1863 was
about 27,000, whereas in 1868 the number of cattle which appea'ed in the list
of imports was 50,511, and the number of
sheep 513,103; the total value of the
sheep and cattle being £503,585.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-What was the
case in 1864? .
Mr. LANGTON.-As I have already
stated', I have not got a return of. the
number of sheep and cattle for 1864, but
their value~ as given in the imports, waS
£160,634. The quantity of cattle and
sheep actually imported, however, was
probably about three times the quantity
Before
represented by that £160,000.
making any comparison between the imports as now recorded and the imports of
any year prior to 186.1, it is necessary to
ascertain how many cattle and sheep
imported before that ye'ar were not included among the imports. If we deduct
the increase in the imports in consequence
of the inclusion in the return of all the
cattle and sheep now imported,' a further
change will, of course, be made in the
value of the total imports of the colonya change not at all in favour of the view
which the Treasurer has put forward. If
that be taken into account, I believe that
the net result will just be this, that the
imports have declined, since 1864, twenty
per cent., while the population has increased twelve per cent. I cannot help
making one observation on this vexed
question, because the' honorable gentleman
appeared to receive the approbation, of
some members of the House when he
pointed to an apparently satisfactory
amount of imports, which I have shown
to be unreal. When the figures come to
be looked into, and allowances mad~, ,the
alleged imp'rovem~nt,9f trade in 189~-, as
compared with previous years, r~ally does
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not appear very clear. But, sir, I cannot
understand how the Treasurer can invi te
those who support him on the ground of
his Tariff being protective to rejoice with
him in the fact that the imports have
increased, hecause I remember distinctly
that, all the time the controversy about
the Tariff was going on, we were told that,
if we imposed taxes upon imported goods,
the import of them would decline, that
goods manufactured in the colony would
take their place, and that native industry
would be encouraged. I think I could
produce extracts from the speeches of
nearly every honorable member who holds
protect.ionist opinions in favour· of that
view of the question. It was the common
and popular way of putting the question
both in the House and at public meetinO's
outside. I am therefore utterly at a lo~s
to understand how some honorable members can rejoice, when asked by the Treasurer to do so, that the imports have
increased. If the honorable gentleman
had point.ed out that the Tariff had been so
successful in the object for which it was
established that the revenue from the
goods affected by it had actually fallen off,
because the i~ports of such goods had
declined, then, I think, the inference
might fairly have been drawn that, by the
decline of imports, domestic manufactures
had been stimulated. Not only, however,
does the honorable gentleman congratulate
the House that the amount yielded to the
revenue by the ad valorem duties is much
larger than was expected, but he congratulates it upon the large amount of the
imports, and leaves honol'able members
who have supported the t.heory of seeing
imports decline and domestic manufact ures
stimulated in a position which I, for my
.part, cannot exactly understand, but which,
individually, I should not like to be placed
in. In regard to exports the honorable
gentleman was equally explicit. After
reading the amount of the exports for
different years, he went on to say"This is the state of matters after what is
called 'protection to native industry' has been
in force for two or three years, I believe that,
since the alterations were made in the Tariff,
the people generally have been better employed."

I don't quarrel with any honorable member's belief. It is not my purpose. on the
present occasion, to attempt to rebut that.
I entertain a belief of my own, and I am
quite willing that every other member
should entertain his own belief on this and
other subjects. The Treasurer spoke of the
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exports for 1868 as being larger than the
exports in any year since 1863, and added
this was what had followed what was called
"protection to native industry." I beg
honorable members' attention to a return
of the value of the exports since 1863:YEAR.

VALUE OF EXPORTS.

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

••. £13,566,296
13,898,384
13,150,748
12,889,546
12,724,427
15,593,990

The honorahle gentlemen also felt it
necessary, in regard to the exports, to suppress the fact that, for the first time in the
history of the colony, a large amount
appeared amongst the exports of the year
1868 for New Zealand gold, which was
merely landed in this colony and reexported, instead of being simply transfelTed from one ship to another, as
The value of the New
previously.
Zealand gold included among the exports
of 1868 was £1,213,7~2.
We have to
take that amount off the gross value of the
exports, at the very outset, before we can
institute any comparison between 1868
and former years, because no such item
appears among the exports in any previous
year. Deducting that amount, the value
of the exports in 1868 was £14,380,258.
Now of what does the large increase in
the exports, as compared with the previous
year, consist? The Treasurer, speaking
of the Railway department, told us that a
large portion of the cii p of wool of two
years passed through the colony in 1868,
and, of course, was included among the
exports for that year. The honorable
gentleman is borne out by the figures in a
return from the Customs department which
I hold in my hand. I find that, whereas
in the highest year previous to 1868 the export of wool was only £3,800,000, last year
it was £4,.500,000, and we know that this
increase is directly traceable to the drought
in previous years in the back country on the
Darling, by which the yield of the clip of
that year was left on the banks of the
river, there being no facilities for bringing
it down. The Treasurer, as I have said, congratulates the committee upon the increase
of the exports in 1868, and says it has
followed from protection to native industry.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I did not say that.
Mr. LANGTON.-The honorable gentleman's words were"This is the state of matters after what is
called' protection to native industry' has been
in force for two or three years."
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Mr. McCULLOCH;'-Imports and ex- our manufacturing productions must be
indicated. Such an increase would show
ports.
that we may reasonably hope to establish
~r. LANGTON.-If the remark refers
to both imports and exports, it refers to an export trade in other things besides
each, and I am alluding to one. I should . gold, woo], and tallow. But what is the
like the committee to follow me for two fact? Our exports of" all other comor three min'utes while I show them how modities" have steadily declined from the
the exports have been divided between year 1863 to the present time. The exthree items and "all other commodities." ports of all other commodities than gold,
We know that every year our exports of wool, and tallow have been as follows : ~.
Vll~
gold, wool, and tallow are very large, and it
1863
£4,961,977
will be interesting to discover whether an
1864
4,381,789
increase has taken place in the exports of
1865
3,629,756
1866
3,776,489
. other commodities. The exports of gold,
1867
3,125,510
wool, and tallow during the last six years
3,022,702
1868
have been as follows : It will thus be seen that, in 1868, our
YEAR.
VALUE,
1863
£8,604,319
exports of ·all other commodities than gold,
1864
9,516,595
wool, and tallow were less by £ 1:939,275
1865
9,520,992
than
they were in 1863. Sir, I really
1866
9,1l3,057
cannot see anything in this fact over which
1867
9,598,9J 7
1868 (exclusive of New I.
'any honorable member, whether protecZealand gold)
{ 11,357,556
tionist or free trader, has any cause to
Well, sir, the Treas'urer asks us to believe rejoice. When we put this decrease in
that the increase in the exports and im- the export of "all other commodities"
ports of last year has followed from the side by side with another fact which the
Tariff. He asks us to believe that the Customs returns enable us to ascertain,
export from this colony of £1,213,732 of we find that it is the intercolonial tradeNew Zealand gold is attributable to our trade with the neighbouring colonies"protection to native industry," whereas which has suffered. I have here a return
we know very well that it is the direct of the imports from and the exports to all
result of the repeal of the gold duty. the neighbouring colonies, not up .to 1868,
The honorable gentleman also asks us to for, unfortunately, in the document which
believe that the increase in the exports is the present Minister of Customs has prein part attributable to the increase of wool, sented to the House, he has not included
whereas we know that we can trace it to the table which his predecessor in office
another cause altogether, namely, to the included last year, namely, a table of the
want of water in the Darling in the places to and from which the imports and
previous year. Potent as honorable mem- exports were made. Therefore I have
bers may believe the system of protection only this account up to the end of the
to be, I don't think so poorly of any . year 1867. Our imports from the neighhonorable member as to suppose him bouring colonies, from 1863 to 1867 inclucapable of believing that to be the result si ve, were valued as follows : YEAR.
VALUE OF JMPOll.TII.
of protection to native industry which he
1863
£1,942,679
knows has resulted from the repeal of the
1864
3,472,216
export duty on gold, or that which the
1865
3,291,332
Treasurer has himself· said was the dil'ect
1866
3,568,914
1867
2,686,260
result of natural causes in a neighbouring
colony. If, in regard to the other part of Honorable mem bel'S will observe that, as.
our exports-the exports of all . other far as the imports fwm the neighbouring
commodities than gold, wool, and talIow- colonies are concerned, their trade with us
the honorable gentleman had shown an -what they sell us-has scarcely been
increase, I am inclined to think that he lessened. It has increased since 1863;
would both have shown something which it has fallen £800,000 as compared with
would have been satisfactory to his own 1864, £600,000 as compared with 1865,
supporters, as proving the efficacy of and £9UO,000 as compared with 1866.
protection, and something everyone in But on the other side of the account the
the colony would have rejoiced at, because figures are much less satisfactory. Our
it must be upon the exports other than exports to the neighbouring colonieswool, gold, 01' tallow that any increase in w hat we Bell them-does not show any
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. increase; it is not even stationary. The
exports to the neighbouring colonies have
been as follows : YEAR.

VALUE OF EXPORTS.

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867

£3,799,106
4,213,152
2;941,985
3,222,968
2,641,827

,

The exports to the neighbouring colonies,
during the year 1868, of a.l~ other commodities than gold, wool, and tallow cannot have exceeded, but must have fallen
short of those of 1867. I will tell honorable members why. Because the total
exports of all other commodities in 1868
was only £3,022,702, and it is not reasonable to suppose that a larger proportion
than £2,600,000 went to the other colonies.
Honorable members, therefore, can see
where a change in our trade has taken
place. As I said at the outset, I don't
want, at the present time, to be drawn
into a controversy on the merits of the
Tariff. But when I am directly appealed
to by the Treasurer, and told that I ought
to abandon the views I expressed on a
former occasion, because certain figures
show a certain result; and when I show
that the figures which he has submitted
are fallacious-although he has not made
reductions which he ought to have
made before submitting them for purposes
of fair comparison-I think the honorable
member will admit that I am justified in
defending the views which I formerly
avowed, which I have ever maintained,
and which I hope to have many opportunities of enforcing in this committee.
There is another fact shown by these
figures. Since the year 1864 our imports
from the neighbouring colonies have fallen
off' by £786,056, or 22 per cent., and our
exports-what we sell to our neighbourshave fallen off by £1,571,325, or 37 per
cent. Whether that is to our advantage
or not, I leave every honorable member
who understands the proceedings of business to determine for himself. The Treasurer, also, drew· the attention of the
committee to the shipping returns. He
congratul~ted the committee upon a!l increase in the number of ships, and in the
amount of tonnage, which come into our
ports. The honorable .gentleman inferred
that this increase was attributable to the
financial policy which he had been instrumental in establishing. I confess that
I am ut.terly astonished when I come
to examine the figures in regard to
this subject.
The Treasurer's figures
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show that, during the three years of
1866, 1867, and 1868, 5,992 vessels,
the tonnage of which was 1,896,576
tons, were entered in wards, and 6,330
vessels, of an aggregate tonnage of
1,976,974 tons, were entered outwards.
I wondered, at the outset, seeing that the
shipping entered outwards was very much
larger than the shipping entered inwards,
how this could possibly arise. There are
338 more vessels entered outwards than
inwards. When I came to see how this
was, I found that it could only result from
one of two causes. Either there must
have been 338 vessels in the harbour at
the beginning of the period to which the
figures relate, or there must have been
338 vessels built here during the period
I have
over which the figures range.
not got a return as to the vessels built
in the colony in 1868, but I have as
to the other two years. In 1866 there
were nine vessels built here, of an aggregate tonnage of 462 tons, and in 1867
there were six vessels, the tonnage or
which amounted to 315 tons; making a.
total for the two years of fifteen vessels
and a tonnage of 777 tons. This, therefore, will not explain the discrepancy
between the number and the tonnage of
the vessels entered inwards and outwards
in the three years. I think that other
figures, from which the Treasurer did not
~raw any conclusion, either for or against
his own policy, would have furnished him.
with more reliable data as to shipping.
As honorable members are aware, there is
a shilling per ton duty levied upon all
ships which come into the harbour, which
has to be paid twice a year. The Customhouse officers have to ascertain the tonnage
of the ships in order to levy that duty,
and their returns must be far more reliable
than any other statistics. From a return
of the amount received for tonnage, I find
that, imltead of there being an increase, a
steady decline in the tonnage has taken
place since 186:3. The amounts received
for tonnage have been as follows:0

YEAR.

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

AMOUNT.

£20,259
19,044
17,172
18,675
16,399
17,298

Now, sir, the duty being one shilling per
ton, we can easily find out what the amount
of tonnage is.
Mr. FRANCIS. - The duty is paid
twice a year.

DQhate
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Mr. LANGTON.-Then, I suppose,
the honorable member means that these
Bums will represent twice the amount of
the tonnage?
Mr. FRANCIS.-No. Some .vessels
make six voyages in a year, some a dozen,
and some twenty.
Mr. LANGTON.-That will not affect
the question, because if they have all paid
twice a year all the vessels will be included in these amounts. At one shilling
per ton we can easily estimate the
number of tons, unless the honorable
member can show that the tonnage
duty is collected in such a way that it
is not levied upon all the vessels that
come into and go out of the port.
Although some of the vessels may
make twenty voyages a year, yet if each
vessel pays duty twice in each year, the
annual returns of the amount received for
tonnage will form an' adm irable means of
comparison, in order to ascertain whether
the total tonnage has increased or decreased. The principle is just the same if
the tonnage duty was only paid once a
year. Supposing the duty to be paid once
" a year, the figures I have read would show
the tonnage to be as follows :~
YEAR.

TONS.

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

405,186
380,898
343,447
373,505
327,989
345,960

This return makes the average tonnage of
the two years immediately preceding the
year when the change in the Tariff was
proposed, 398,042 tons, and tbe aven.tge of
the last two years-1867 and J8.Q~-,336,970 tons; a decrease of 61 ,07~ tons as
compared with the average of ~863 and
The figures submitte4 by the
1864.
Treasurer, however, show ~n in.crease of
upwards of 300 in the nl;lmber of ships
entel'ed inwards, and of neady 300 in the
number entered outwards. the hono~'able
gentleman, by his figures, showed that
there had been a steady increase in the
tonnage; the return which I have read
shows that there has been a steady falling
off. I am not prepared absolutely to say
which is the most reliable of these two
returns; b1;lt it appears to me that the one
which is prepared most carefully with a
view to revenue must be the most reliable;
and, inasmuch as it is prepared on the same
method every year,. it must be perfectly
fair for all purposes of comparison with
previous years. There is another thing
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which shows that the Treasurer's figures
as to shipping are not reliable for purposes
of' comparison. I find that until 1866 no
account is taken, in his returns, of the
traffic on the river Murray. In 1866 the
total number of vessels on the Murray,
entered inwards, was 250; entered outwards, 301; total tonnage about 45,000
tons. In 1867-entered inwards, 216;
outwards, 23.5; tonnage, 36,000 tons. In
1868-entered inwards, 251; outwards,
243; tonnage, 43,000 tons. In the three·
years there has been a total of 1,506 vessels
entered inwards and outwards on the Murray, of an aggregate tonnage of 12H,847
tons. Possibly this may explain the discrepancy in the Treasurer's figures. But,
after all, the matter is left pretty much in
this position - that for all purposes of
comparison the tonnage fees must, in the
nature of things, be the most reliable;
and they indicate, not what the honorable gentleman has congratulated himself
upon, and asked the committee to rejoice
with him upon, but a positive decreasea decrease amounting to no less than
61,000 tons in six years. There are one
or two other topics upon which I will
trouble the c:ommittee very shortly. The
balance which the Treasurer has brought
out on the year 1868 is obta.ined without
making any provision for interest on the
claims of the public creditors which were
unsatisfied during the dead ..lock. On this
subject the House tacitly e.xpressed an
opinion last session. The honorable and
leamed member for Brighton expressed a
most decided opinion, in the House, that
whatever was due to the public creditor,
in consequence of the dead-lock, ought to
be paid-that whoever suffel~ed by the
dead.lock ought to be compensated. The
equity and justice of that is apparent to
every honorable member.. I believe that
the honorahle and learned member for
Brighton would not willingly do .any man
an injustice-certainly not ill his private
rellttions. He certainly would not withhold from any man what WaS due to him.
The honorable and learned gentlemaii put
the matter very fairly before the House~
and p,reviously to that he had ~.ctually, as
1\.ttorney.. General, co:r;tfessed j.udgment for
interest on a claim upon which some
question was raised by the Audit Commis·
sioners~ It was a chiim by a Mr. Ham for
compensation for loss of office. Mr. Ham
also sued for interest on the money, and
the then Attorney-General confessed judgment for the amount of the claim and for
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interest thereon. The Audit Commis- of one year are not finally closed until
sioners' questioned the power of the the end of the following year, it is possiAttorney-General to confess judgment for ble for the balance to be manipulated to
interest, and the Attorney-General's reply any extent. Therefore, if the honorable
was, " I would allow judgment for interest gentleman had put £50,000 on the Estifrom the time he was entitled to payment mates for satisfying the claims of the
in ordinary course." I think that ot.her public creditors, for interest, I do not
public creditors ought also to ,be allowed think his balance would have been desintel~est for the, time during which their
troyed-he would still have been able to
,claims were unsatisfied. The Treasurer bring out the same balance. I fe,el i,t my
has told us that the civil servants will be duty. 'however, to protest against what
compensated by not having their salaries appears to be a breach of public faith.
reduced during the present year, but he The revenu,e was actually increased and
also told us that he cannot reduce their swollen by the delay in the public paysalaries. Because the honorable gentle- ments. The Government received interest
man does not do something which he on the money which wns withheld, and
cannot do, therefore the civil servants are they are not even going to pay that money
to content them~elves with that as com- back. That appears to be clenrly akin to
pensation for a loss which they actually repudiation. I think we should take care
sustained. The honorable gentleman, how- that we don't do anything appl'oaching
ever, must himself admit that the fact that repudiation. When the honorable and
the civil servnnts are not to have their learned member for BI'ighton referred,
salaries reduced this year cannot possibly last year, to the subject of compensation,
he a compensation to two classes of per- ' no honorable member had any idea that
sons, who are or who have been connected the claims of the public creditors would
with the public service. One class the be repudiated, or that it was intrnded to
houorable' gentleman admitted were not evade them in any way. It was generally
.over·paid, and, therefore, ought not to be .acknowledged that., as the dead-lock arose
from purely political causes, the cost of it
reduced. He said"I am aware that a feeling has been expressed ought not to be allowed to rest on the
elsewhere, and frequently expressed in this civil servants. It cannot raise the credit
House, that the heads of departments are over- of the colony for us to attempt to evade
paid . . . I assure this committee . . . an obligation which is as clear as any of
tlJat the higher class of civil servants are not
overpaid; because I belie;ye that, when a person the items which we are a::;ked to sanction on
is placed in a position of trust and confidence, the Estimates. While on the subject of the
he ought to be well paid."
ci vil service there is one other observation
In that opinion I heartily concur, but of I would like to make. I must express my
course it takes one class of the civil ser- regret that we have been called upon to
vants out of the category of those who consider the details of the Estimates
are to be compensated by not having their before all the information as to the resalaries reduced; because, if they ure only ductions which have taken place has been
paid at the rate at which they ought to be laid before us. Information bearing on
paid, they are without compensation alto- the subject., which was ordered last session,
gether. Then there is another class- has not yet been furnished, and the
those servants who have been dismissed. honorable member for Kyneton has given
'How are they to be compensated? Thoy notice of a motion for the production of
are not to he compensated at aU. Why ? certain returns which appeal' to be absolutely essential to enable the committee to
Because, says the Treasurer" I cannot see my way to any means being de- do its duty towards the civil servants. I
vised of satisfying the claims that members of think that information ought to be supthe civil service might be disposed to make for plied before we are asked ,to vote any more
com pensation."
money for salaries. We have provided
Did the Trea!'mrer think that his balance for all the immediate necessities for the
at the end of the year wou Id be destroyed first three months of the year, and thereif £50,000 was put on the Estimates as fore no inconvenience can result in the
compensation to the ci viI servants?
pu blic service in consequence of postMr. McCULLOCH.~No.
poning further votes until this informaMr. LANGTON.-vVell, I don't think tion has been furnished. The reductions
it would be, because, as long as the ought not to be, discussed upon some
finances are so managed that the accounts isolated votes, but there should be a
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regular solemn discussion of the subject
in the House, before the Estimates are
passed. The sufferings of some of the
persons who have be'en sudden1y dismissed
from the public service are very great.
There are cases of suffering so severe that
men whom the Treasurer told us he could
not put into a lower scale in the service,
and who have consequently been dispensed
with altogether, have been seeking employment at £2 or £3 a week. Whilst
the Treasurer announced the intention of
the Government not to fulfil its obligation
to pay interest to the civil servants on
their overdue salaries, he at the same time
felt it consistent with that avowal to
express an opinion that many of the civil
servants did not occupy that p.osition,
financially, which they ought to occupy.
It would have been well if the Government had taken care to pay them every
penny of what was their due. First to
refuse them what is clearly their d""ue, and
then to taunt them with their financial
condition, appears to me very much like
adding insult to injury. If the committee
had information before them as to all the
reductions, I believe that there are many
cases of individual hardship which they
would deal with. I do not think that the
circumstances of the colony are such
as to justify or compel us to treat
any public servants in any, other way
than ,a first-class merchant, or any
other person, would treat employes who
had been in his service for a number
of years. The Treasurer and his colleagues are responsible for the increase of
the expenditure year by year, which has
necessitated these reductions, and, they
ought specially to take care that the men
they have put illto the public service are
not treated uufairly.
Mr. Gladstone,
when speaking at Greenwich, on the day
of his recent election for that borough, of
the increase of expenditure which took
place under the Tory govern men t, made a
remark or two peculiarly applicable to our
condition " When you put three millions on to the public
expenditure, you create a number of new
relations, a number of new offices, a number of
new claims, a number of new expectations; and
you can't, gentlemen, and what is more, you
ought not to de'stroy all these in a moment."

Honorable members will observe that Mr.
Gladstone spoke of £3,000,000 which
was added to the pu blic expenditure of
England in 1867, which is nothing like a
proportionate sum to the amount of the
M". Langton.
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additions which have been made to the
expenditure of this colony since the
Tl~easprer and his colleagues took office.
Mr. Gladstone went on to say"The reason why public retrenchment in
this country has been satisfactory to the nation
is this-that no country, no Parliament, in
pursuing the work of retrenchment, ever has
been so studiously observant of the claims of
justice to every individual. And therefore the
work of rc:trenchment must be a well considered
and a gradual work."

Sir, it cannot be said that the retrenchment
here has been gradual. No small injustice
has been done to many individuals by the
sudden reductions which have taken place.
I hope that, before the matter is finally
disposed of, the' House will take the
whole subject into its serious consideration.
I trust, especially, that the honorable
member for Kyneton will be allowed an
early opportunity of submitting his motion,
in order that the extensive information he
asks for may be supplied to the committee
before we are called upon to vote any
more sums for salaries and wages, and
thus fix the establishments for 1869. I
beg to move, Mr. Smyth, that you report
progress.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Smyth, I
really wish _that I had something to
answer in the s.peech which has just been
deli vered by the honorable member for
lvVest Melbourne, for I confess that a
more inane or inconclusive address I
never listened to since I have had the
honour' of a seat in this House. In fact,
sir, the honorable member appears to me,
as I believe he will have appeared
to many other honorable members, to
have got himself into a complete fog
as to the balances which should have
be'~n carried fmm one year to the other.
The honorable member stated, after the
very few remarks that he addressed to this
committee on the finances of the country,
that he had done with the subject. I am
glad, sir, that he has done with the question of the finances of the country. I am
glad for the sake of the honorable
member himself, as I am glad for the sake
of the credit ,of this community, that the
honorable member arrived at that conclusion ; b.ecause, sir, I have no hesitation
in saying that I can show that the honorable member has so conducted himself
in dealing with the question of finance,
that he has not only achieved discredit to
himself, but that he has damaged the
credit and position of this country. I
ask, sir, will any honorable member of
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this House tell me-if he followed the
honorable member for West Melbourne
in his remarks, when he attempted to
unravel, as he put it, the balancesheet of 1867 and 1868-that he can
arrive at any other conclusion than that
which I have stated? The honorable member has more than once in the course of his
observations stated that he could prove to
this House the truth of certain allegations
which he has made; but the honorable
member has never even attempted to prove
them. He is, therefore, not justified
in the position which he occupies, as a
leading member of the Opposition. As
a Ministerial member of this House-for
a few weeks only I admit-during which
he held the position of Treasurer, he is
equally not justified in the course he
adopted.
The honorable member was,
sir, in my opinion, bound to prove that the
figures and statements brought forward by
me were wrong, but he did not do so ;
and I say that it is unworthy of an honorrable member who holds the position which
he now holds to say that so-and-so could
be proved when he does not attempt to
prove it. The honorable member alluded
to a statement that there was £151,000I could not follow him, I confess, and I do
not know whether other honorable members
of this House could----.that was not charged
in 1867 and was carried forward in 1868.
Now, sir, the statement which I had the
honour to submit to this House was, I hoped,
as clear as I could possibly make it, and
there could, in my opinion, be no" possibility of doubt about it. The honorable
member also stated last year, when he
came down to this House, that there
would be a deficiency on the year 1867
of about £247,000. Did he attempt to
justify his figures or his conduct in making
that statement? Did he attempt to satisfy
himself, or this House, or the country, that
he had any good grounds for asserting that there would be any such deficiency ?
I say this, and I say
it deliberately, that the honorable member
has no foundation whatever for the statement he made. Towards the end of last
year I brought forward a financial statement, and submitted to the House the,
figures connected with the variolls amounts
to be expended on account of J867. That
statement explained to this House clearly
the particular votes in connexion with
those' reproductive works in relation to
which money should be borrowed. Does
the honorable member mean to say that
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this deficiency was made up by the employ..
ment of this borrowed money? Why
did not the honorable member make the
statement last year when I submitted my
financial statement in opposition to his?
I should like aq. explanation of that. I
wish I could have had any figures from
him which would have enabled me to follow
him; because. if there be one fact beyond
another of which I am satisfied, it is that
we commenced the year 1868 with a credit
balance of £57,000. It is a fact which
shows itself in the Treasury books, and is
certified to by the Commissioners of Audit.
Why then, sir, does the honorable member
cavil in this way,' and seek to mislead the
House, by attempting to make it believe
that there were certain sums of money not
expended that were to be expended? My
statement was complete, and therefore, so
far as 1867 is concerned, we start clear
and unmistakably. There is no doubt of
the correctness of the balance I brought
forward. Now, sir, as to the year 1868, it
will be remembered by honorable members
that, last year, I estimated a small deficiency, whilst, in place of that anticipated
deficiency, there is a sum of £47,661 to
the credit,
The honorable member's
statement to this House, that a merchant
in making out his balance-sheet, would
prepare an estimate of his liabilities and
assets, is so simple that it is really almost
unworthy of remark-it is an insult to
this House to inform honorable members
that such was the course that ought to be
pursued. But as to the year 1868, I
estimated the amounts due by the State for
all contracts entered into, and for any sum
whatever that the country was indebted
for. Anything that could by any means
form a charge on 1868 has been so
charged in the Estimates that I have submitted to this House. Now, sir, with
regard to the sums that have'been allowed
to lapse. They have been smaller this
year than in any previous year. I think
I have satisfied honorable members that
in connexion with the vote for public
works and roads and bridges there never
was so small an amount of money unexpended as there was during 1868. Therefore, when the honorable member talks
in the way he has done of a merchant's
books, of course I can only say that I
estimate the thing in precisely the same
way as he does. He has not stated that
I have not done so ; but, not in a very
honorable way I think, he has thrown out
a sort of hint that I have Dot dealt fairly
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with the items I have put in my state- such a deficiency to continue from year to
ment. He was not justified in taking year, and the honorable member brought
such a course. If there was any item to the allegation in such a way as to make it
which he could point that I haa left out, absolutely improper for any man to conhe ought to have brought forward his tinue to occupy the position of Treasurer
charge distinctly, and have supported it, of this or any other country so long as
and not have vaguely thrown out hints that deficiency remained unexplained or
which were calculated to leave an impl'es- the Legislature was not told how it was
sion that there was something wrong. proposed to be made up. I think it right
And then, sir. as to the estimates for the to refer t() the honorable member in
revenue side of the account, I ha;e taken his ,relations as a member of the
precisely the same course. I have per- Ministry, and as a member of this
sonally investigated, with care, the Cus- House. We have seen from the statements
toms, Railway, and otper departments of brought down to this House that there
the service. I did not, as did the honor- was 'no foundation in fact for the assertion
able member by his own admission, accept which the honorahle member made as to
the statement that was sent in to him, when the deficit of £700,000. He was, as I
he was Treasurer, by the permanent head think this House will agree, quite unof a dep:u·tment as being correct. No gen- justified in taking the course I complain of;
tleman occupying the position of public but he was still more to blame in having
trust which the honorable member then actually got the statement made and puboccupied, is, in my judgment, justified in 'lished at a time when he knew he could
adopting statements sent to him in that get it sent home to England, and there
loose way. I am satisfied that the amount was no possibility of contradicting it until
of money I have set down will be received, after the ~ischief had been done. If the
and I say this as the result of personal honorable member had possessed, any
scrutiny and observation; and I am further patl'iotic feelings, or any love for, or
satisfied that not only will the sum I have interest in, the welfare and prosperity of
set down in my estimates be realized but the country, he would not have endeathat there will, I believe, be some £20,000 voured to sell the country in the way that
or £30,000 in excess of it. I desired to he attempted to sell it; because there
keep on the right side of the account in need be no hesitation in saying that if the
making my calculations, but I belie\'e people of England had had confidence in
that, whilst acting on that desire, I am in a the honorable member's statements his
position to justify every item that is to be course of action was calculated to damage
expended, as well as the amounts that are the credit and the financial position of this
yet to come in. The honorable member country. Now, sir, I say that that is a
for West Melbourne, in dealing with this part of the conduct of the honorable memquestion, has alluded to the circumstance ber for West Melbourne which should
that he brought down a finance statement ever stand against him, whatever Ministry
last year exhibiting £700,000 as the may be in power, and care should be taken
debit balance at the end of 1868. Now, that no honorable member who would
sir, I think, that if any act ever reflected make such a statement should ever be
unfavorably on a gentleman occupying thrust into the position of Treasurer.
the responsible position of a Minister Now, sir, let us see how the honorable
of the Crown, and especially that of a member makes up the deficiency of which
Minister of Finance, it is that act which I he speaks. He says in the most simple
have described as having been performed manner-not intentionally of course, but,
by the honorable member for West Mel- he gives this explanation of the way in'
bourne. But, sir, having brought down which he produced this deficit of £700,000
that statement" as he did, J contend -that he accepted the estimates that he
that he was bound, considering the posi- found in the various Government offices.
Mr. LANGTON.-I said " after refertion he held, to show how the country was
,to get rid of the difficulty in which he ring them them back to the departments."
alleged it was placed. How did the hon- I hope the honorable Treasurer will quote
orable member propose to meet this alleged me correctly.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will endeavour
deficiency? Honorable members have
heard him make some remarks this even- to quote the honorable member correctly,
ing about repudiation. It would, in my , although I do not think it will be to the
opinion, amount to repudiation to allow honorable member's advantage, for he says
Mr. McOulloch.
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that he adopted these estimates after he tion in coming down to this House as
had sent them back to the departments. Treasurer, and submitting to honorable
Can anyone \magine a man occu pying the members not his own views or the views
position of Treasurer of a country doing of the Government with which he was
as he did, not applying himself personally connected, but the views of the Inspector
to the investigation of the Estimates, but of Customs. If, sir, such is to be the casemerely sending them back to the depart- if such a course of action be permissiblements to ascertain whether they were we had 'better aband.on the existing system
" approved of or not by those who held office of Government altogether, and leave the
under him? If the honorable member had management of affairs to the heads of deenjoyed any experience of Government partments, ond this course would probably
here or elsewhere he would have dis- meet the views of the honorable memcovered that that was not the proper cou!'se ber for Collingwood. Now, sir, I do
to pursue. I have had estimates sent into say that this is a very serious position to
me over and over again, which, on in- be taken up by an honorable member, who
vest,igation, have turned out to be £200,000 has, for however brief a time, held the poor £300,000 iu excess of the amount that sition of a Minister of the Crown-that he
should be employed.
What, I ask,can a is to throw on the table of this House his
Treasurer be wanted for but to see that no financial statements, and whilst defending
waste takes place, and to prevent money them to say" I do not believe in thembeing voted, for any purpose whatever, they are the estimates of the Collector of
that there is no probability of 'paying Customs and other heads of departments;
out of the public funds?
But he1'e it is for you to cut and carve them." I
the honorable member, in the most trust, sir, we shall never again hear of
cool and careless manner, adopts es- such a course being taken. We are here
timates which involve a surplus over as responsible Ministers of the Crown. On
the revenue of £700,000, without any that position we stand. or fall. The statepersonal consideration of them whatever: ments brought forward by us are those of
He merely brings them forward with the the Ministry of the day for which we
determination that they shall be sent to alone are responsible; but if we are to take
England, knowing well, or at any rate he ·the course the honorable member has reought to know, the full effect of them. I ferred to, of adopting the estimates framed
do not know whether the honorable mem- by the heads of departments, instead of
ber is able to appreciate the full value of looking into them ourselves, we might
such a course, and whether he has any very easily have a deficiency of a million
idea of the amount of damage that for or two millions of money. I "think that
years to come may follow fl'om it. But, the honorable member who would so consir, as in framing the Estimates of 1868, duct himself should, in the estimation of
the honorable member adopted the expen- the House, forfeit all hope of again ocditure recommended by the heads of de- cupying the position which he unforpartments, so he adopted a similar course tunately held during a period of some
in regard to the estimates of revenue.
three or four weeks. He tells us that
Mr. LANGTON.-And the result was he did the very same thing in the Lands
right.
department, and that his honorable colMr. McCULLOCH.-As I have said league" found the papers there," and they
before, the further the honorable member were adopted right off the reel without
.
goes the worse he appears. He told us a any inquiry whatever.
little ago that he tooK the estimates of
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
expenditure not because he thought t.hey
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am very sorry
were right, but believing that they were if 1 have misunderstood the honorable
wrong.
member. He stated distinctly that the
Mr. LANGTON.-I said so at the amount set down for 1868 was approved
time.
by the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-And' now, sir,
Mr. LANGTON.-" Considered.."
the honorable member says-he coolly
"Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, sir, surely
tells the House-that the estimates were the"honorable member will not deny that he
pretty nearly right, although he did not said he did not believe in the Estimates
" expect them to be so at t.he time 'he that were submitted. As I stated at
": "b~o~gh,t.~he~" down. "Surely ~he honorable the commencement of my remaks, 1 have
,m,ember ought to feel a sense 0.£ "humili.a- really nothing on which to follow the
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honorable member, because he got into such and what were those Treasury Bills that he
a state of confusion that I could not find desired to issue? He told us here one evenout what he wanted: but if the honorable ing that he would have issued Treasury
member attempts to attack the figures Bills bearing five per cent. interest, and
that I have submitted to this House I shall that he would have got five per cent. for
be able to justify those figures. When, them on one year. to run, and to be sold at
however, the honorable member merely five per cent. premium. Now the combrings forward the assertion that there aI'e mittee will at once perceive the extraorcertain figures to which he takes exception,. dinary position which the honorable
and which he neither specifies nor attempts member assumes-it is this, that the lender
to explain, I confess I cap not follow him. of the money is to pay £5 in advance for the
The honorable member complains of the honour and glory of lending the money to
reductions which the present Government the State. It is in fact worse than nothing.
have made in the public service. Well, And this is from the honorable member
sir, this is the first time that I have under- who comes forward to criticise my figures
stood that there was any objection on the part in this extraordinary way-I would not
of any honorable members of this House say criticise, however, because pe stated
to retrenchment, or a saving in the expen- that he had now done with the financial
diture of the public money. But on the question, and I am sure honorable members
other hand, as showing the inconsistency of this House were delighted when they
of the position taken up by the honor- heard him say so. . The honorable memable member, he went 011 to say ber went on to deal with the fiscal policy
that the retrenchment was brought about of the country, but he very cautiously
entirely by the action of the late Govern- stated that he would not be drawn into
ment during the short time they were in any controversy on the question of, its
office. Does the honorable member really soundness or otherwise. "I hold the same
and honestly believe that such is the case, views I ever held," he said, but he would
or did he read it in the Argus the other rather deal with a few figures taken from
morning, when it went home to England? the Ballarat Star and copied into the
Far gone as the honorable member is I do Argus newspaper. The only question he
not think that he does believe it. Hon- has dealt with is the imports and exports,
orable members of this House know very and he wanted to show this House that I
well that for two or three years past this ought not to have taken the New Zealand
question of retrenchment has been closely gold into consideration. I took the value
pressed on the consideration of the Govern- as I received it from the Customs department, and I admit that the Government, ment, and I stated then, as I state now,
during those two or three years, ought that it was about a million of money in
to have dealt with it. But who was the value; and I can show that even making
cause of this question not having been a concession of that million, there is
£1,000,000 over the
dealt with? Why, sir, I believe no other still an increase
person than the honorable member for imports of the previous year. I stated the
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton )-the cause other evening, that I believed there was
of almost all the turmoil and confusion in an over-estimate formed formerly of the
political circles, during which time it was imports, but that now they are under
impossible to deal with it, and I say that estimated-at any rate, they are D'ot overthe action of the Sladen Administration estimated, and there is a difference of at
in connexion with the question of re- least ten per cent. between the then, and
trenchment had no influence whatever the present value. I have looked at the
in this House, and anything they could matter since that time, and I am convi~ced
do would have had no effect in inducing that the difference is more nearly twenty
the House to take any action in that direc- per cent. than ten per cent. I think I
tion. But the honorable member has have shown good grounds for the statement
blamed the Government for not having I have made. There can be no disputing
moved in the matter long before. Surely the number of ships that have arrived
he will not 'complain of a good act having during this year, and the number of ships
now been done, and a step having been that have cleared out, or the tonnage of
taken in the right direction. The honor- those ships. There can be no over-valuing
able member spoke of borrowing-he or over-estimating such statements as these,
spoke of borrowing to meet this deficiency because here we have the exact number
of £700,000-he spoke of Treasury Bills- of ships coming in and the e;xaCt number
M'r. McOulloch.
'
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going out, with their tonnage. The honor- in any possible way, touch the quesable member said some time ago, that tion of' tonnage? Live stock does not
there was no necessity for going on with cross the border in ships; and I assert
the Graving-dock, and that it was a waste that, taking these retUTIIS as a whole,
. they are indicative of the prosperity not
of money.
only of the port of Melbourne, but that the
Mr: LANGTON-I did not say so.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The honorable general position of this country as a
member said, at any rate, that the trade of whole is in a very high degree prosthe port would be ruined. Did he or did he perous and satisfactory, No ·ono ~aking
not say that? The honorable member a glance at the manufactures going on
does not deny it. If he did not say it, amongst us - the occupations in which
he ought to have said it to be consistent. people are now engaged in all directions,
But he would have been a false prophet in. and the increasing prosperity of the peothat respect. Let us take the tonnage of ple as indicated in the flourishing condithe shipping in 1868. I find that there tion of the tea and sugar duties, which
was a larger amount of tonnage inwards shows more than anything else this inand outwards in 1868 than there has been creasing prosperity-can entertain a doubt
in any year since 1863. The honorable that this country is in a most healthy and
The honorable
member tried-not very fairly, I think, if satisfactory condition.
he will allow me to say so-to confuse these member has alluded to the subject of
statements in the minds of honorable mem- compensation to civil servants. I do not
bers. He . wanted to assume that this know whether the consirleration of this
statement was not correct. What right question ought to be gone into now, or
had he to assume that, when the facts whether, as is my opinion, it should more
furnished are so easily susceptible of proof? properly be dealt with when the question
He tried to mislead honorable members by comes before the committee. But I have
saying-" We have made a calculation no hesitation in saying-whilst· referring
that will prove it to be wrong." Now, to the effect said to have been produced by
sir, there is a certain amount of tonnage the action of the Government in this
coming into this port, and I say that the direction-that this country should not be
amount paid for tonnage during three years burthened now with any expense of the
can be easily and exactly arrived at. The character in question, which can be saved
houorable member knows very well that without detriment to the public inmost of the intercolonial ships come in terests. There were, during the time that
several times in the year, and pay duty twice the payment of the salaries of civil sera year, so that it is impossible to check vants was in abeyance, indications manione year by the other; but here is a fact fested of a- want of prudence on the
which is indisputable - the number of part of those servants that ought not to
ships that actually come in shows a con- have been. There is no repudiation, I
siderable increase in the tonnage of 1868 say, and I say further that there is no
over any previous year. There must there- member of this Government or of this
fore have been a larger quantity of goods House who would for a moment think of
brought in during 1868 than during any doing an act of public repudiation. The
previous year, for these vessels must have word "repudiation" ought not even to be
brought goods when they came in-they mentioned in this House, and I think that
would not come in merely for the honour if the honorable member had been fully
and glory of arriving at this port. And, alive-as he professes to be-to the value
therefore, I say that, although the mere of the credit of this country he would not
estimate of value may be wrong, there have used it. From the first time I
cannot be any possibility of mistake in the entered, the Legislature of this country in
number of ships that come in, or their 1854 I have never seen the slightest apcarrying capacity, or the quantity of goods proach on the part. of any honorable membrought by them. The honorable member ber towards a repudiation of publio
for West Melbourne alluded to the circum- obligations. Any proposal of the kind
stance that for some time no return had wQuld be scorned by this House; and I am
been furnished of the number of live stock . sure that wher~ver a just and proper
-sheep and cattle-brought across the debt is recognised and acknowledged as
Murray, and said that that circumstance such it will at once be paid, but I tl'Ust at
gave a favorable appearance to the pre- the same time that we shall never be
sent import returns. But how can this, driven to pay claims made against us for
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money which is not due, simply under somet.hing like £150,000. And now,
the mere charge of repudiation. I do sh', he lectures_ me; but when he disnot think any honorable member of this covered that large sums were voted
House would act as he ought to act as a for which no provision could be }nade,
representative of the interests of the he was obliged to knock off many of
country if he allowed the word to be the items on the Estimates in order to
used in the sense I have attributed to it meet the deficiency. Sil', I did expect
here. I do not wish to occupy the time of that the statements I have made to the
the committee unnecessarily upon this committee would have been grappled
point, but I think it one of sufficient with; but the Treasurer has not atimportance to have justified me in tempted to answer my remarks as to
offering the remarks that I have made. tonnage and the shipping of the port in
I think I have shown, sir, that there is no 1868 as compared with that of other
foundation whatever for the charges made years. Sir, I presume that if the honorby the honorable member for West Mel- able gentleman could have answered me
bourne. I have shown the committee on these points he would have done so ;
that the balance-sheet was not-as stated but I anI quite content to let my statement
by him-incorrect. I have also shown rest where it is. The honorable gentlethat the imports last year were in man has or he has not suddenly reduced
excess of those of previous years by at the expenditure of this country enor1el:l.!:!t £1,000,000, and that the exports'were mously after my statement of last year.
£2,000,000 in excess; and I say that The Jast reference to the subject made by
these facts, taken in connexion with the the McCulloch Government was made by
unquestionably generally healthy con- Mr. Verdon, when hesaid that the necessary
dition of things as shown in the state of reduction in the expenditure could not be
trade, afford the best possible indication made. But no sooner had this emergency
and guarantee of the permanent prosperity arisen than it was found necessary, in
of this country.
order to save the reputation of the honorMr. LANGTON.-At the outset of able gentleman and his Government, to
my rell1arks, in reference to the amount make a reduction; and, accordingly, a
of liabilities due for 1867, I took exception reduction to the extent of three or four
to the statement made QY the Treasurer. times the amount originally named was
I observe that the honorable gentleman . made. I am content to Jet this matter
has altogether avoided any reference to rest on that one point, and I leave it to be
that point of the question. Turning to decided between me and the public. I
the Appropriation Act of 1868, I find say that before my statement was made
there are items which were in the Esti- it was said that £200,000 could not be
mates of 1867. This is not disputed, taken off the estimated expenditure.
and I have therefore done with it. It
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-No.
will be seen that I was quite right on
Mr. LANG TON.-The honorable memthat point, for either they were in the ber who says "No" can turn to Hansard,
Estimates of 1868 or they were not. The and see whether what I state is the case or
honorable Treasurer has in the course of not. I assert that it was said to be' imhis remarks said that, in preparing my possible to reduce the expenditure of the
estimates for 1868 I should have taken country by £200,000, and that the Gocare that money should not be voted vernment did, in fact, discover a way of
which the revenue was unable to meet; reducing it to' a much larger extent.
but at the same time it must be in
Mr. FRANCIS.-Sir, I regret that I
the recollection of the committee that was not present during the earlier porthe Government of which the hon- tions of the honorable member's speech. I
orable Treasurer was the head did not came into the House when he was addressadopt the course in IS67 which is ing himself to the tonnnge dues, and when
recommended now. The estimated re- he said that there was no inference favorvenue was £3,300,000, whilst votes to ahle to the present position of the colony
the amount of £3,708,000 were taken to be drawn from the remarks of my honagainst it.
The Government of which orable friend the Trea~urer, for the reason
the honorable gentleman was the head that the amount of those dues included the
actually induced this surplus expenQiture, Murray River dues. I interjected the realthough the estimated revenue did not mark-not within the hearing of the honcome up to the amount anticipated by orable member probably-that no tonnage
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dues had been imposed on the river Murray, and th3.t therefore that branch of the.
question could not be considered. The
next question to which the honorable
member addressed himself was that of the
value of the imports. Now, I could. not
help thinking that he made a very large
matter of the fact that in the year 1868
the duty on gold ceased, and that that
commodity had become a matter of ordinary export and import, whereas up to that
time there had been an export duty imposed.
My honorable friend the Treasurer has
adverted to a fact which I can confirm, on
the best possible authority. From my
knowledge and experience of the working
of the Custom· house I do not hesitate to
say that up to 1866 the valuation of
imports was simply absurd and ridiculous, as it was felt to be by all the mercantile community. There was no ad
valorem duty, and it became a matter of
rivalry between certain importing houses
as to whose goods should be valued the
highest. I stated the other day that I
could mention a respectable firm in the
boot and shoe line who at the period very
shortly preceding the introduction of the
Tariff imported a consignment of 47 cases
of boots and shoes, and I think the value
put upon it was £470.
There was
another firm, in the same line of business,
at the same time-and the accounts were
printed in the snme Journal of Commerce,
which is circulated for public information-who imported the same number
of cases, and valued the consignment at
£4,300. Now, as a mercantile man, I can
only say t.hat I think this sho~ed great
discrimination. The representatives of
that firm were sent for, and explanation
asked. They said they were always importing boots and shoes, and the entries had been
passed by a clerk who was unacquainted
with the value of the consignment.
Therefore I say that aU t.hat Cl'owing with
reference to a comparison of years preceding the adoption of the Tariff with years
subsequent to it furnishes no criterion to a
sound judgment, as any friend of the
honorable member for West Melbourne
practically acquainted with the importations of the colony will admit. I think
also that when the honorable member
referred to the fact of the Treasurer having
to swell his imports by the considerable
addition which had taken place in the
wool brought across the Murray-Mr. LANGTON.-I never said that.
I was speaking of exports.
VOL. VII.-L
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Mr. FRANCIS.-I am pleased to hear
it. But befor~ . the honorable member
disingenuously charged a political opponent
with a suppression of the truth, he shou~d
have thought a little more on the subject.
He should have ascertained whether there
was any material altel'ation in the value of
'Wool as compared with the preceding
year. No one knows better than the
honorable member that, up to the 'commencement of the present year, when a
change for the better took place, the
decrease in the value of wool more than
counterbalanced any increase in the
quantity. Therefore I say that while, on
the one hand, the tonnage outwards and
inwards has increased, there is fair ground
for believing that the value has not proportionally increased, from the circumstanco
to which I have made reference. Then
as to what the honorable member has
urged as to the civil servants. I am
satisfied that the House would never have
the slightest disposition to resort to anything which might savour of repudiation,
and that 110 claim would be rejected or acceded to by the House save on the fairest and
fullest principles of justice. The honorable
member has stated that the honorable and
learned member for Brighton had, in his
place in this House, spoken the will of
the House, that the civil servants should
receive interest for the period during
which they were not paid, with accustom~d regularity, their respective salaries.
In reply to this, the Chief Secretary
gave an explanation which, to my mind,
is perfectly satisfactory; for there is no
blinking the question that while, on the
one hand, the civil servants, in 1867 and
1868, sU.ffered by the dead-lock, in the
long run they have benefited by the
hindrances which that dead-lock caused
to legislation. Knowing the state of
feeling in the House and the country at
the time, I may state that, anterior to the
year 1~67, there was a determination that,
time and opportunity offering, there should
be an amendment of the Civil Service Act
and a general revision of salaries. Had it
not been for the dead-lock the question
whether the salaries of the public servants
ought not to have been reduced would
have come up for consideration in 1867 or
J 868. Again, no reference has been made
to the fact that the salary of the civil servants is an annual one, and that in· most
cases their credits are annual, and therefore
the ~onthly payment of salaries is not indispensable.
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Mr. CASEY.-In England the salaries would be interesting for the committee to
are paid quarterly.
know the number and value of the articles
Mr. FRANCIS.-And I think it will made in prison. He was informed that a
be found that, notwithstallding the dead- great number of the articles made at
lock, the payments during 1867 and 1868 Pentridge were well adapted for the Gowere not, on an average, at rarer intervals vernment institutions, and could be prothan the payments to public servants in duced as cheaply as they could be produced
the mother country. At all events, I elsewhere. He thought that the cry
think it scarcely becomes the honorable against the employment of prison labour
member for West Melbourne to refer to was a thing of the past; and he believed
the dead-lock; because, if there is any that people generally were pleased to find
individual primarily responsible for the that the prisoners were doing something
angry ~nd prolonged discussions which towards the cost of their maintenance.
took place in connexion with that subject, He approved of the 'course proposed by
it is the honorable member himself. That, the Chief Secretary of employing prison
at any rate, is a distinction, if it can be labour in connexion with dredging operacalled so, which has long attached to him. tions in the Yarra, and the deposit of silt
I maintain that, unless there is a general on the banks of the river. He considered
recognition that all who had claims against this utilization of prison labour would
the Government, and were not promptly form an important era in the history of
paiJ, should be allowed interest on their the McOulloch Administration. The juclaims, this claim for interest on the part dicious employment of prison labour was
of the civil servants cannot be entertained. not only advantageous to the Rtate, it was
But nobody knows better than the honor- also valuable to the prisoners themselves,
able member how much difficulty, and, as because it enabled them to acquire a knowan abstract principle, how dangerous it ledge which could afford them a means of
would be to establish the claim of the honest living after their term of imprisoncivil servants to priority. If .the public ment expired.
servants, with a fixed rate of income, had
Mr. McCULLOCH thought the sug·
prudently exercised the privileges which gestion just made a fair and proper one.
they had enjoyed for many years, their He had not the information desired in his
credit would not have been so conspicuously possession, but it should be obtained at
deficient as to compel them to go to pawn- the earliest opportunity, and placed at the
The
shops and such other places, in order to disposal of honorable members.
obtain relief from the difficulties in which Government were fully alive to the ima temporary suspension of public payments portance of profitably employing prison
had placed them. I concur in the obser- labour, and instructions had been given
vations made by the Treasurer, the other that when articles like those made up at
night, that those of the pu bHc servants Pentridge were required by any of the
who got into such a position had them- Government institutions, they should be
selves mainly to blame for their misfor- supplied from Pentridge. The Governtunes; and I think that, on the whole, the ment intended to see what could be done
proposition of the Government will not by means of prison labour towards the
only find acceptance with the House and improvement of the Yarra.. They conthe public, but after all will prove the best sidered that the labour of the short-time
solution of 0. very difficult problem. Pro- prisoners could be employed with advanbably, on a future day, I shall take the tage in out-door occupation.
Mr. DYTE asked if the return which
opportunity of referring to the figures
used by the honorable member for West the Chief Secretary proposed to supply
Melbourne; but I do not wish to detain would show the results of prison labour
in the other gaols of the colony besides
the committee further on this occasion.
The motion for reporting progress was Pentridge?
then withdrawn.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the affirmative.
·PRISON DISCIPLINE.
Mr. BUTTERS said he had no doubt
Mr. WATKINS called attention to the the i nfurmation which the Chief Secretary
item of £5,000 for "stores, including proposed to lay on the table would ena-ble
clothing and bedding, and raw materials honorable members to ascertain for themfor manufacture," under the head of Penal selves how prison labour had been utilized
department contingencies. He t~ought it in the colony for a number of years back.
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It was well known that in America and
other countries prison labour was utilized
so as not only to make the prisons selfsupporting, ,but to produce u profit. He
could not see why prison labour in this
colony could not be turned to the same good
account-why it should not be employed
on national works so as to furnish an
equivalent to the cost of maintenance.
He was glad to hear the Chief Secretary
state, the other evening, that it was proposed to send prisoners to open up the
Gippsland lakes. That was a work of
sufficient importance to interest not only
the House, but the colony at large.
Another work which he understood the
Government contemplated executing by
means of prison labour was the utilization
of the only harbour of refuge between
Melbourne and Adelaide. He referred to
Portland. He was strongly of opinion
that prisoners had much better be employed on important public works out-ofdoors than in manufacturing articles at
Pentridge, which was looked upon~as
was the gaol at Melbourne-by many
persons, as a refuge from starvation in the
streets during the winter season. He
knew, from his experience on the Melbourne police bench, that, at;! regularly as
the winter season came, persons committed
offences which caused them to be sent
three months to gaol, where they were
well and comfortably housed and attended
to during the worst portion of the year,
Thus provided for' in the winter, they
spent the summer in travelling over the
country, enjoying themselves at the cost
of squatters and others.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed
that, during the recess, he had the opportunity of visiting some of the gaols in the
Western district, and he was very much
struck with, the extraordinay waste, both
of money and labour, in those establishments.
He had been told that at one of those
gaols, prison labour had been utilized to an
extraordinary extent, but, when he visited
the place, he found the interior as gaudily
decorated as a ball-room. Even the gallows was painted in the most attractive
fashion. In one of these establishments,
he found one mail engaged in manufacturing a cradle. He naturally inquired
the destination of the cradle, and was told
that it was intended as a contribution for
a Church of England bazaar. Singularly
enough, when he returned to Melbourne,
his consent was asked for the holding of a
lottery in connex.ion with this very bazaar.
L
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He found that, in these establishments, the
prisoners were employed chiefly in beautifying their own habitation, in laying on
water, in making gardens and recreation
grounds-in point of fact, iil doing everything possible to make themselves comfortable. N ow he thought it high time
that this sort of expenditure was put an
end to, and that criminals were made to
work for their living, and work for it
under conditions, which would be to them
a punishment. He regarded with a considerable amount of favour, the proposal to
utilize prison labour in the construction of
such works as the Portland breakwater.
He was satisfied, from his recent visit to
POl'tland, that if prisoners were sent there
first to enlarge the gaol, and then to be employed on the breakwater, that work might
be executed with comparatively little
expense. At Ararat, within a stone's
throw of a magnificent lunatic asylum, he
found persons charged with lunacy treated
as prisoners; and when the practice was
changed, it was a matter of complaint, on
the part of the medical officers of the
lunatic asylum, that they were called upon
to go before justices to certify as to the
patients. At Mary borough, he found that
a respectable old man, aged eighty, against
whom there had never been any charge
except that he was old and fl'iendless, had
been systematically committed to gaol by
the magistrates, in order that the l~cal
revenues might be saved the expense of
maintaining him. This man was imbecile;
a gaoler and a prisoner were em ployed in
taking care of him; and, yet in the same
locality, there was a benevolent asylum
supported partially by the State. These
were abuses that ought to be corrected.
He also found, at Ararat, prisoners employed in making a botanical garden.
Now the gaol regulations provided that,
for every eight prisoners, there should
be one keeper; but, in order to make
this public garden, the arrangement had
to be altered, and a keeper provided
for every five prisoners, the extra expens'e
falling upon the Government. He concurred with honorable members who had
spoken, that prisoners should be employed
according to the terms of their sent,ences
"on the roads 01' other pqblic works
of the colony;" and if crime was to be
punished, that was the proper mode of
treatment. He agreed with the honorable
member for Portland, that many persons
committed crime in order that house accom~odation and living might be provided
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for them. This was the case especially
with the Chinese, some of whom were in
the habit, from choice, of making the gaols
their homes during a large portion of the
year.
.
Mr. McLELLAN submitted that, whatever alteration might. be made in the
penal establishments, they must not be
made at the instance of theAttorney-Genera1. If there were any defects in the
penal system, an intelligent commission
ought to be appointed to inquire into those
defects, and on their report action ought
to be taken. He was credibly informed
that the Attorney-General, during his few
hours stay at Ararat, made a visit of five
minutes to Ararat gaol, and that the honorable and learned gentleman, being somewhat in an ill-humour, concluded that the
whole establishment was badly conducted.
But no gentleman, Attorney-General or
anyone else, could report with any degree
of certainty as to the state of such an institution upon so limited an inquiry.
Captain MAC MAHON said he should
not be acting justly towards the Government if he did not take the opportunity of
saying that a proposal WQS made sometime
since by the Chief Secredial'y that a commil:,sion should be appoin.ted to inquire into \
the subject. He was asked at the time
whether he would act on the commission,
but, as the Parliamentary session had commenced, he could not spare the time to do
so.
He was pleased to find that the
Government were really about to employ
prison labour with some advantage to the
public. Heretofore a1:). idea, imported from
the American States, had prevailed i1:).
opposition to the employment of prison
labour. And this wa,s not surprising con ..
sidering the nature of the work on which
prisoners were engR.ged--=-namely the
manufacture of articles almost everyone
of which was used in domestic life. But
there could be no possible objection to the
employment of prison labour on public
works. He believed that originally it was
the intention of the Government that
prison labour should be employed on the
Graving-dock now being constructed at
Williamstown. But ~uch an amount of
pressure was brought to bear from that
particular locality tl~at the Government
were obliged to relinquish their intention. However, he trusted that the
Government would feel, from the tone
adopted by the House, that they would not
be warranted in giving way in a simila.r
manner again; and that they must seek so
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to utilize prison labour as to reduce the
taxes on those who conducted themselves
to the benefit of society at large.
The vote for Penal department contingencies was then agreed to.
The next vote was that of £28,219 15s.
for Gaols (salaries, wages, and contingencies).
In reply to Mr. DYTE,
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was the intention of the Government to do away
with Geelong gaol to a very large extent.
Captain MAC MAHON called attention
to the fact that Mr. Wintle, who had filled
the office of governor of the Melbourne
gaol for a number of years, had been
pensioned on the plea that his age exceeded that referred to in the Civil Service
Act., and some one had been appointed in
his place at a lower salary. Now although
this· arrangement might have a slight
economical appearance, he must again take
the liberty of expressing the opinion that
the Government were introducing a most
dangerous system in pensioning officers
who were perfectly able and willing to
perform their duties. He doubted whether
it was judicious to initiate a system by
which the party in power could take advantage of a particular section in the Civil
Service Act, to set aside certain officers,
in order to fill up the vacancies thus
created with other officers. It was pointed
out recently, by the Attorney-General,
that the Civil Service Act was mandatory
on the point that officers who had reached
the age of sixty should retire from the
service. But the Civil Service Act empowered the Governor in Council to call
upon officers to serve after they reached
the age of sixty, if their services were
likely to be of any advantage to the State;
and it provided that if such officers refused
to serve, they would lose all claim to a
pension. This showed that the intention
of the Act was that all the service which
could be obtained from an officer should
be obtained prior to his being pensioned.
He considered it monstl'OUS that a young
country like this should be giving large
pensions to a number of men who were
quite as efficient as ever they were in
their lives to perform their duties. He
admitted that, although he was a member
of the Government which obtained the
passage of the Civil Service Act, he disagreed with many of the provisions of that
measure, and particularly that which
augmented salaries according to the period
of service, whether the officers deserved
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the increase or not. Provided that the
duties were not such as called for great
physical exertion, a man, if in good health,
was quite as able, after the age of sixty, to
perform the duties of an officer in a
Government department as ever he was
before. Under these circumstances he
considered that the committee should guard
themselves from being understood, by tacit
compliance with the proposals of the
Government, to be favorable to the course
of pensioning for life every officer as soon
as he reached the age of sixty.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that it was
very undesirable that the system of pensions should be continued. But a large
number of reductions had to be made in
the civil service generally, and particularly
among officers of the higher class; and it
was a question with the Goverment as to
whether senior and highly paid officers
should be retained, w hen younger and
more active men could be put in their
places at reduced salaries. The salary
paid to the governor of the Melbourne gaol,
la§t year, was £485. This year the salary
would be £350, and the post was fil1ed by
a most competent officer (Mr. Castieau).
If Mr. Wintle had not been removed, Mr.
Castieau would have been removed, and
he would have claimed the compensation
provided by the Civil Service Act in such
cases. It thus became a question as to
which was best to be done. A similar
case arose in connexion with the head of
the Penal department. Colonel Champ
was an excellent officer; but his services
were not required, inasmuch as the duties
of Inspector of the Penal department could
be as efficiently performed by the Sheriff,
without any additional salary whatever.
The time for dealing with the points which
had been raised was when the amendment
of the Civil Service Act was taken into
consideration.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that, in the
mother country, it was very difficult to
obtain experienced officers to place at the
head of the penal departments. And the
colony had from time to time to senu, at
great expense, to England for officers to
manage some of its public institutions.
Mr. Wintle was certainly an able, intelligent, and healthy man. In the public
streets, he looked like a little Hercules;
and why a man of his experience, who
had managed the Melbourne gaol for such
a number of years, was to be pensioned
off' was a thing beyond comprehension.
If Mr. Wintle had been infirm or unfit for
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his duties, the case would have been
different. There could be no saving by
the proceeding because the gentleman who
took Mr. Wintle's place was to receive
£350 per year, and Mr. Wintle was to
have a pension. Even if it were a loss to
the country to retain Mr. Wintle in office,
the Government were not justified in dispensing with the services of so able and
experienced an officer. Colonel Champ
also was a gentleman of great experience.
enjoying perfect health, and possibly for
the next twenty years would be as able to
discharge the duties of Inspector of the
Penal department as he had been hitherto;
and why his services should be dispensed
with, when it was so difficult to find a
man to put in his place, waR also hard to
comprehend. He (Mr. McLellan) wonld
like to have some explanation on the subject. He thought it unwise on the parr;
of the Government to dispense with the
services of any experienced officer, no
matter what position he might fill, so long
as he might be able and willing to dis,
charge his duties,
Mr. REEVES believed that Mr. Wintle
was as competent to discharge the duties
of governor of Melbourne gaol as he ever
had been since he held the office, and that
he was most desirous to retain his position.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that, if
Mr. Wintle had not retired, the gentleman
now acting as his successor must have
been dismissed; and the Government
thought it desirable that the higher
salaried officer should retire. The case
might be one of hardship, but, if the Government were to stay their hands because
of pleas of that kind, the work of retrenchment would be stopped altogether.
Mr. LONGMORE admitted the necessity for reductions, but que,stioned the
policy of dismissing the higher officers,
and putting other officers in their place,
while at the same time pensions had to be
paid to the officers dismissed. The Chief
Secretary stated, the other night, that he
had pensioned off the Under-Secretary,
Mr. Moore. That gentleman had been in
the service of the State at least ten years,
during which time he had received. a
salary of £1,000 a year, or about £10,000
in all. Now it was just within the bounds
of human probability that Mr. Moore
would live another twenty years; and, if
so, he would receive-in the shape of
pension money, at the rate of £500 a
year-£lO,OOO; so that he would cost the
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country, for every year that he was in the
service of the country, about £1,500. It
was well-known that pensioners and annuitants usually lived very long; and, this
being so, the country might, in the long
run, suffer considerably by the action of
the Government. He thought that the
reductions should commence with the
young men-who could fight their way in
the world, and who were probably inexperienced as to the working of 'the
different departments in which they were
placed-and that those who received the
higher salaries should, be compellE\d to
perform the duties, and be kept in the
service as long as possible. Certainly the
principle of pensioning off officers ,who
were in sound and robust health was not a
good one.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that in
every case of the kind the Government
had saved money. Several hundred pounds
had been saved by pensioning Mr. Moore;
and he had already shown that there
would be a saving by the. retirement of
Mr. W'intle.
Captain MAC MAHON said that he
was not a believer in this kind of economy.
He should like to ask how many branches
of public business had been transferred
from the Chief Secretary's department to
other offices, since these reductions had
been initiated. He believed that the
educational division, the industrial schools
division, and the administration of the
Scab Act had been so transferred. The
saving by the removal of Mr. Moore would
be £200 a year, but what other saving
was there consequent upon the removal of
these three important branches of public
business from the Chief Secretary's department?
He was afraid that if the
question were watched for the next twelve
months it would be found that the cost of
the Chief Secretary's department had increased, although many of· the more impOl'tant diviaions of business had been
transferred. Again what sort of an example would be held out to public officers
if they were to understand - " No
matter how efficient you may be, or
how well thought of by the public, if a
junior can be put in your place, and if
a saving of £50 or £100 a yeal' can thereby be effected, you will be chassed forthwith." How, in any service in the world,
could such a system be productive of good
results? At the same time he had no wish
to prevent the economy which. the Government desired to introduce. On the con-
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trary, during the time Mr. Verdon held
the office of Treasurer, he frequently
pressed upon that gentleman the necessity
for reducing the expenditure on the public service, and intimated that he was
prepared to go any proper lengtJIs in that
direction to help the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that the
honorable and gallant member for West
Melbourne was in some measure to
blame for the fact that civil servants, on
attaining sixty years of age, were entitled
to retire on a pension, because the
Government of which he was a member
introduced the Act which contained a provision to that effect.
Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
the Civil Service Act did not absolutely
entitle a civil servant to a retiring pension
on his attaining sixty years of age.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he would read
the 40th clause of the Civil Service Act : " Any officer who at the time of the passing of
this Act has attained, or within ten years hereafter shall have attained, the age of sixty years,
if or as soon as he shall have been ten years in
the civil service of Victoria, or of the district of
Port Phillip, or of both, and if he has not received
any other compensation or retiring allowance in
respect of such service, shall retire from active
service on an annual allowance of half the
average annual salary received by him during
the two years preceding his superannuation."
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Read on.
Mr. McCULLOCH added that the 41st
section provided that.
"The Governor in Council may nevertheless
require any officer who would otherwise retire
as aforesaid, notwithstanding his age, to continue to perform his duties."
It was clearly the intention of the honorable member and of his Government, in
proposing this measure, that civil servants
should retire from the service on attaining
sixty years of age. (Cnpt. Mac Mahon"I did not approve of it.") At all events
that was the law, and it was introduced
by the Government of which the honorable
gent.Jeman was a member. The only thing
that could be done was to repeal the law.
It was necessary that the whole of' the
Civil Service Act should be reviewed.
During the last eight years enormous sums
had been paid under the Act, in the way
of compensation, independently of pensions. There seemed to be a general
impression that, as soon as a person joined
the civil service, he was provided for for
life. That was a mistaken idea altogether.
He ought to be dealt with precisely as the
servant of any private individual would be
dealt with. If his services were not ra·
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quirec1, they ought to be dispensed with. was able to perform his duty, the GoThe Government found that a great many vernment of the day should call upon
civil servants could be dispensed with, him to do so, and that, in the event of his
but they were obliged to give those not continuing to perform his duty, he
servants compensation, in consequence of should forfeit all claim t,o a pension. The
the terms of the Civil Service Act. As to Treasurer admitted that the gentleman
pensioning a servant who was over sixty whose case was now under considerationyears of age or not pensioning him, it was Mr. Wintle-was, at the present time, as
simply a question of which would be the efficien't as any officer in the Government
greatest saving to the country. The , service. He was in receipt of the comGovernment found that it would be a paratively small salary of £485 per annum,
greater saving to the country to get junior and yet, for the sake of putting in some
men to do the work, and do it more effi- one else at a salary of £125 a year less,
ciently, at a lower salary, and pension the Mr. Wintle was to be pensioned for life.
old ones.
Much as the system in the English civil
Captain MAC MAHON explained the service had been condemned, he did not
circumstances under which the Civil Ser- think that in England there was ever a
vice Act was introduced. A commission, public officer, begging for employment,
consisting of the heads of the various de- pensioned off in order to make room for
partments, was appointed, for the purpose another officer---:-certainly not more effiof effecting economy in the public service, cient, if as efficient-merely to effect
and their report formed the basis of the a paltry saving of about £100.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said it behoved
Civil Service Act. He did not believe in
the measure, one reason of his disapproval honorable members to look at the position
heing that he did not thin k that the civil in which t,he House had placed the
servants were themselves the proper per- Government. When the suggestion was
sons who should frame an Act for their made that reductions should be effected in
own advantage or otherwise. He agreed the civil service, it was echoed from all
with the Treasurer that it was very wrong sides of the House, and honorable members
for a person to su ppose that, when he entered should not now find fault with the"
the public service, he was secure for life, Government for the way in 'which they
no matter what his subsequent conuuct had performed the disagreeable and unmight be. That was never the intention pleasant duty of retrenchment. He should
of the Civil Service Act. The honorable take it for granted that what had been done
gentleman, however, had attempted to had been done for the best, and he should
show that the whole of the necessity for certainly support the Government in the
pensioning officers arose from that Act, course which they had adopted. At the
and that it was not a matter within the same time, he believed that Mr. Wintle
control of the Government. The contrary had been one of the most indefatigable
was distinctly the case. The 41 st section servants under the Crown. It was useless,
of the Civil Service Act, which the Trea- however, to fritter away time in discussing
surer had read, provided that the Gover- one or two individual cases. The reducnor in Council might require any officer tions which had been made could not be
who was over sixty years of age to con- interfered with without seriously distinue to perform his duties; and the 43rd turbing the new arrangements.
Mr. G. V. SMITH remarked that the
'
section saidGovernment, in making reductions, had
"If the Goyernor in Council require any
looked at every means by which they could
officer to resume his duties in his former office
be accomplished, and, at the same time, they
or in any other office for which he is qualified,
and if such officer be in such a state of health had had to bear in mind the terms of the
as to be able to perform such duties, and if he
Civil Service Act, some of the provisions
decline to undertake such duties, or neglect duly of which interposed difficulties in the way
to perform the same, such officer shall forfeit
his right to the superannuation allowance which of ret.renchment. By pensioning off some
had been granted to him; and, if he resume his of the order men in the service, and having
duties, his superannuation allowance shall merge their work performed by younger men,
in his salary."
the Government had been able to effect
Disadvantageous as he believed the Civil considerable saving. In every instance in
Service Act to be in some points, he which they had adopted that course, an
thought it was pretty plain that it was act.ual saving was the result. If, as had
its intention that, so long as an officer been shadowed forth by some" honorable
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members, additional officers were appointed in place of those who had been
dispensed with, the Government would be
open to censure for making such appointments.
Mr. McKENNA thought that an increase of expenditure, and not a saving,
was the result of Mr. Wintle's removal,
because he was entitled to a pension of
about £240 per annum, or half the salary
which he formerly received, while his successor would be paid £350 a year.
Mr. LANGTON contended that, instead
of a saving, there was a loss of at least
£105 per annum by dispensing with the
services of Mr. Wintle. He also objected
to the salary of the present governor of
the Melbourne gaol being no higher than
the salary of one of his subordinates-a
clerk in the fourth class. The governor
of the gaol held a most responsible office.
Amongst other things, be had to superintend executions, and he had the care of a
large number of prisoners. He certainly
ought to be remunerated higher than one
of his own subordinates.
Mr. EVERARD stated that no mem
bel' could object more strongly to pensions
than he did, but the Government having,
at the re1uest of a majority of the House,
undertaken the great responsible work of
making reductions in the civil service, he
was not disposed to cavil ~t any of :the
reductions which had been made. He
hoped that the time .of .the committee
would not be wasted wL~l1.the discussion of
individual cases. Mapy .individuals had'
thought it their duty to bore members of
Parliament, day by day and week by week,
in order to get certain decisions arrived at
by the Government reversed. The'rreasuret's figures showed that the reductions
amongst t,he civil servants .would effect a
saving to the extent of £157,000 this year;
and, such being the case, he tho1;Jght honorable members ought to throw out of consideration any personal feelings towards
any particular iudividual who might consider that he had a griev~nce. The Go,.
vernment ought to be sl,1pported in carrying
out the reductions which they had made,
and he should certainly give them his 1,1,tmost support. He hoped that w.hat they
had done would merely be regarded as the
commencement of reductions. It was very
good for 1869, but he looked forward to
still further reductions in 1870. He believed that the civil service could be conducted at a much less expense than at the
present time. A suggestion made last
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session by the honorable member for the
Wimmera (Mr. MacBain), that the clerks
in the various departments should perform
their duties toge~her in a long room was
worthy of the consideration of the Government.
Mr. BLAIR felt gratified at the tone
and style of the discussion, although it
was perhaps a little protracted. In considering and discussing the Estimates, honorable members were engaged in one of
the highest duties which devolved upon
them as representatives. If they could
succeed in effecting thorough retrenchment
-practical economy-and, at the same
time, increase the efficiency of all the departments, they would do what would be in
the Jast degree creditable to the House.
He desired to make a few observations of
a practical kind on the penal and other
kindred expenditure. The police cost this
year, in round numbers, £210,000; the
Penal department, £34,600; the gaols
£28,200 ; and the lunatic asylums
£63,741-an amount which was really
appalling for so small a community, and
one circumstanced so favorably, on the
whole, as this was. The expenditure for
lunatic asylums was increasing year by
year. The police, Penal department, gaols,
and lunatic asylums cost, in the aggregate,
£340,000 per year-a vast sum for the repression of crime and the care of lunatics
in so small a community. It represented,
at the same rate of interest at which the
Government debentures were sold the other
day, a fixed capital debt of £6,500,000.
He was fully persuaded, from careful study
and investigation of the subject, that, by judicious methods of management, of government, and of administration within the gaols,
by some alterations in .the criminal law,
and by some improvement in the police
-regulations, there could be .effected, year
by year,a gradual but certain reduction in ,
this enormous expenditure. He was glad
to see that there was a reduction of expense effected by the Government this
year, under the head of gaols, of £5,150,
there being a reduction of £4,000 in sala,ries alone. He ,believed that the e~penditure
in all these departments might .be lessened,
without diminishing the efficiency of the
depaI'tmen:ts, but, at the same time, work- ~
ing t.owards that noble result, the gra.dual
extinction of crime, and the mitigation of
the spreading pestilence of insanity. A
comparison of the Estimates of expenditure
under, the three heads to which he had referred with the English Estimates would
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show that the proportion in this colony
. was positively appalling. Every suggestion tending to reduce the expenditure
ought to receive careful consideration.
Improved police regulations and a more
complete system of criminal management
were required. Most of all things the
strong hand of' power should be kept upon
known criminals, whether within the gaols
or at large. The fine gaols, with all their
comforts and even luxuries, were known
·and recognised houses of refuge for members of the criminal class during the winter
months. Criminals in going to the gaols
retired into winter quarters to live luxuriously. This was an abuse which ought to
be put a stop to, and which could be put a
stop to by practical measures. He would
suggest that a select committee 'should be
appointed to inquire into and repol't upon
police management and penal discipline in
other countries.
.
Mr. WILSON pointed out that the
officer in charge of the Ararat gaol was
not classified as a governor, but as a
senior turnkey. He suggested that the
Chief Secretary might, without increasing
his salary, give him the status of governor.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that he had no
objection to do so, and that he would make
a similar alteration in the designation of the
chief officers at the Kilmore and Maryborough gaols.
An alteration was accordingly made in
the terms of the vote, by which the head
officers at the Ararat, Kilmore, and Maryborough gaols were descriLed as "governors," like the head officers of other gaols,
instead of "senior turnkeys."
Mr. BUTTERS, in reply to the honorable member for West Melbourne (Mr.
Langton) observed that, instead of there
being an increased expenditure of £105
per annum, by dispensing with ~he services
of Mr. Wintle, there was a clear saving
of £265 per annum. If' Mr Wintle's
successor in the governorship of the
Melbourne gaol had been pensioned, and
Mr. Wintle retained, the saving would
only have been £05 a year. He had the
highest opinion of .the value of the sel~
vices of Mr. Wintle, who had been an
officer of the Crown for the long period of
thirty-five years, but he thought that the
Government ,were justified in dispensing
with him when .they could show that a
clear saving to the country of over £200 a
year would be effected by that course.
Mr. MACKAY asked upon what principle Mr. Castieau, who was formerly
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governor ot'the Beechworth gaol, had been
selected as Mr. Wintle's successor?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that Mr.
Castieau was appointed because he was
the senior officer.
Mr. MACKAY believed it could be
proved-although the records of the office
might lead to a different conclusion-that
the governor of auother country gaol had
been longer in the service than Mr.
Castieau.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that the
officer to whom the honorable member for
Sandhurst referred was a most efficient
public servant. He was, however, out of
the service for some time. He (Mr.
McCulloch) had carefully inquired into
the matter, and he believed that Mr.
Castieau was the senior officer. That
was the sole ground for his appointment as
governor of the Melbourne gaol.
Mr. BYRNE asked for an explanation
as to an item of £200 for "allowance to
He noticed that a similar
chaplains."
item of £800 formed a portion of the vote
for the Penal department.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the items
for" allowance to chaplains," had been the
subject of a great deal of consideration.
He had come to the conclusion thnt, as a
rule, clergymen ought to give their attention to asylums and charitable institutions
without any remuneration beyond t.he actual
expenses which they incurred in visiting
the establishments.
He had caused a
letter, dated the 11 th of February, 1869,
to be written from the Chief Secretary's
office, to the Hon. T. T. a'Beckett, r~gis
trar of the diocese, to the following effect:" Sir,-With reference to the correspondence
that has taken place between the Lord Bishop
and this office, concerning the salary of the Rev.
Mr. Bean, I am now direct.ed by the Chief .Secretary to state that, under the circumstances,
the Government has decided to pay a.n ,.allowance to Mr, Bean at the rate of £150 per
annum for his attendance at the asylum during
the years 1867 and 1868. The Chief ·Secretary
desires me to say he is very anxious .that no furthermisunderstanding shouldarise upon this subject, and he hopes therefore it will now be clearly
understood that no special salary can in future be
allotted to a clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church for acting as the chaplain to a lunatic asy lum. The Chief SecretarybelieYes that
the Bishop will perceive the necessi~y for this
decision when he is informed that, if all the
denominations were dealt with in the same
manner, and a salary provided for a r~resenta
tive of each in the same proportion .as is now
granted to Mr Bean, it would involve.a \Vote for
the Melbourne asylum alone of £750, being
one-half more than the Legislature 'has considered itself called upon to provide fo.r the
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whole colony. On a former occasion the Chief
Secretary expressed the opinion~that clergymen,
whatever their denomination, ought to visit
charitable institutions without further charge
than the reimbursement of their personal expenses. Mr. McCulloch still entertains the same
opinion, and he feels assured that, if the clergy
of Melbourne and the suburbs were appealed to,
they would cheerfully undertake the duties, if
the Government promised to. compensate them
for actual outlay."
In reply to Mr. BYRNE,
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that the
rule which would be laid down in future
years would be that clergymen must attend
these institutions without receiving any remuneration beyond their actual expenses.
The vote was then agreed to.
LUNATIC ASYLUMS.
On the vote of £63,741 lOs. for hospitals
for the insane (salaries and contingencies),
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that last
year there were 246 officers in this department, and this year the number was 226.
The total cost of the department in 1868
was £66,184, the reduction this year being
£2,443. The number of patients last year
was 1,280, and this year it was estimated
at 1,556; so that there was an increase of
nearly 300 patients, while there was a
decrease of nearly £2,400 in the expenditure. ·He believed that he would be able
to save a considerable amount in this department in the course of the year, or, at
all events, in the course of next year. It
was proposed that new warden, appointed
should in future commence at a salary of
£65 pel' annum, the minimum salary of
the present warders being £85,
Mr. WHITEMAN called attention to
the case of a carter, whose salary had been
reduced from £85 to £60. He thought
that it was a caS0 of peculiar hardship.
Mr. BATES expressed an opinion that
the minimum and maximum salaries of the
warders-£65 lmd £120-were scarcely
high enough, considering the nature of the
duties which the men had to perform and
the long hours they were employed. He
hoped the warders would, at all events,
not be affected by any reductions which
might take place next year.
Mr. HARCOURT approved of the
proposition of the Chief Secretary that
new warders should commence at a salary
of £65 per annum. From his own experience he knew that men could easily be
obtained at that rate; and, from his knowledge of the duties (If the warders, he did
not think that the minimum and maximum
salaries were too low. It must be borne
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in mind that the men, also, received board
and lodging.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that there
was no intention to reduce the salaries
of the warders already employed. He
believed, however, that, as new warders
were wanted, there would be no difficulty
in obtaining men at £65 a year.
Mr. DYTE asked how it was that the
salaries of the resident medical officers at
the Yarra Bend Asylum were £400 a year,
while at the Ararat and Beechworth
Asy lums similar officers only received £200
a year?
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the number
of patients was much larger at the Yarra
Bend Asylum than at Ararat and Beechworth. Moreover, Dr. Paley, the medical
superintendent of the Yarra Bend A.sylum,
was frequently absent from Melbourne,
because the office of Inspector of Lunatic
Asylums, which he also fulfilled, in accordance with the terms of the Lunacy
Statute, required him to visit the other
asylums.
Mr. LONGMORE inquired what the
death-rate in the lunatic asylums was, and
also whether the periodical reports of the
state of the asylums required by the
Lunacy Statute were duly submitted to
the Legislature? It was currently reported that the death-rate amongst the
lunatics in the asylums was greater than
it was some years ago.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the last
report furnished by the Inspector of
Lunatic Asylums would enable the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden to
ascertain what was the death-rate in the
asylums.
Mr. E. COPE thought that one or
two alterations might be advantageously
made in connexion with the asylums. There
were two items among the contingencies
which he desired to bring under the notice
of the Treasurer. The first of them was
"·Fees to official visitors, £750," and the
other was" Allowance to chaplains, £500."
He did notknow who the visitors were, but
he thought that the money paid to them as
salaries could be much better laid out., and
that, at any rate, the allowance to chapa
lains might be dispensed with. He hoped
the Treasurer would reconsider the two
items to which he had referred, ill order to
ascertain whether they could not be struck
off the Estimates without embarrassment
or injury to the public service.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the chaplains to the hospitals for the insane would
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be placed in precisely the same position as
those visiting the gaols. With regard to
the vote for official visitors, it would be
in the recollection of the committee that,
two years ago, he had been asked to increase the amount.
There were three
official visitors at present.
Mr. E. COPE said he would move the
withdrawal of the items from the Estimates,
for the reason that he believed there were
medical men in the city who would give
their services gratuitously for the purpose.
Mr. J. T. SMITH expressed the hope
that the committee would not give its
concurrence to the proposal of the honorable member for the East Bourke Boroughs.
It would be found that the attendance of
, the chaplains who ministered to the unfortunate iumates of these hospitals was productive of' very great advantage. He was
aware that they went amongst them, not
in the pulpit style of ministration, but in
a way which had a cheering effect upon
them. For a length of time they had not
had the proper ministrations that they
ought to have had.
They could not, as
could others not so afflicted, attend public
worship, and he felt sure that the committee would not say that they ought to be
deprived of even the insufficient religious
consolation and instruction that they now
received. With regard to the official visittors, the Treasurer had correctly stated that
there were three of them; they were '
medical men, and they, of course, knew
the value of their time, which they certainly could not be expected, and ought
not to be called upon, to give gratuitously.
If the visits were left to chance, which
would be practically the result of the
amendment being carried, it would be very.
uncertain whether the patients were visited
at all. He had had twelve years' experience, and spoke with some degree
of confidence on, the question, and of the
advantages to the public which l'esultedfrom
the existing system of visiting. He was
prepared to say, as a fact within his own
knowledge, that these gentlemen made it
an invariable rule to go on their visits at
unexpected hours, and t' at, baving free
access to the asylums, tbey did a g;reat
deal of good. It was as good a guaran tee
as could be had that the unfortunate
people were well carred for; and, in his
opinion, it was amply worth the money
which was spent upon it to secure such a
guarantee to the public. He would be
very much grieved to learn that it was the
intent,ion of the committee to deprive the in-
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mates of these asylums of the advantages
of such visits, or that religious instruction
was to be excluded from the institutions.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that no apprehension need be felt by the committee
that the religious care of the inmates
would be neglected. The Bishop of Melbourne had intimated to him that he
was quite willing that the clergy of his
diocese should act gratuitously, and the
.£500 for this service would not, therefore,
necessarily be required. He would call
attention to some information which
was before him in reference to the subject of death-rat~ referred to by the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden.
The information which was on
the table of the H-ouse ~howed that in
1853 the highest death-rate was 16·59,
and that in 1R67 the lowest death-rate
was 4'89, whilst for 1868 it was as low as
6'8. The rates of death in similar institutions in England were 10·49. With
regard to recoveries, he found that in 1868
the rate here was 41'22, whilst in England
the average rate of recoveries only reached
34'95. So that in both instances-the
death-rate and the recoveries' average-the
difference was considerably in favour of
this' country over England.
Mr. MACKAY express,ed his surprise
at learning that the death-rates in England
were so high. He thought, with reference
to the proposition of the honorable member for the East Bourke Boroughs, that, if
the chaplains and the official visitors discharged their duties zealously and watchfully, the money proposed now to be voted
would be well spent. He was sure that
honorable members would not like to see
repeated here scenes, in connexion with
lunatic asylums, which disgraced the bistory of the mother country some years
ago; and he believed that, if chaplains
were called upon to discharge, without
payment, the functions which they 'now
performed as servants .of t.he Government,
very little advantage would result when
the alteration was made. He would like
to see a scheme devised and carried out,
by which special persons-trustworthy,
and enjoying the thorough confidence of
the Government-would pay visits to
these institutions, not as a mere matter of
form, but with an earnest desire and
determination of carrying out the wishes
of the Government. He feared that tbe
official visits were made too much a matter
of ordinary official routine-that the wards
were not scrutinously examined into, as
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they ought to be; but that the visitors went
on state occasions, and talked to the superintendent, instead of looking into and
judging for themselves of the internal
management of the institution. He hoped,
therefore, that the committee would recognise the principle of employing confidential
persons to make personal visits of inspection and inquiry to the unfortunate inmates,
who had no other opportunity of making
their grievances, if they had any, known to
the .world. He believed that the superintendence had been hitherto, in the respect
he had pointed out, inefficient, and he hoped,
for that reas,?n, that the honorable member
would not press his amendment.
Mr. E. COPE said he persisted in his
view that the services of the chaplains
could be very well dispensed with, and
that the duties required of them could be
performed by benevolent gentlemen, who,
he was sure, would volunteer their ser~ices for the purpose.
He would press
his amendment to a division, because he
thought that the item for an allowance to
chaplains was altogether superfluous, and
that that for fees to official visitors might
be devoted to ~any much more useful
purposes.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that thflre
was no objection, on the part of the Government, to the postponement of the two
items under discussion, if the committee
expressed a wish that that course should
be followed; but he desired to say that,
since the amounts had been placed on the
Estimates, he had been in communication
with the heads of the different religiouB
denominations on the subject of the allow-'
ance to chaplains.
Mr. E. COPE said he was glad to adopt
the views of the Treasurer as to the item
for allowance to chaplains, and that he
would confine his amendment to the other
item, "Fees to official visitors, £750."
Mr. COHEN urged the withdrawal of
the proposition of the honorable member
for the East Bourke Boroughs, and expressed the hope that the vote would be
allowed to pass in its entirety. He thought
it only a proper precaution for the Government to take, and a necessary duty for
them to perform, to see that the unfortunate persons whose comfort was invol ved
in the vote now under consideration were
carefully attended to. He thought the
money would be well expended in the way
proposed. He was a strong ad vocate for
saving where saving could be effected
without injury to the working of insti-
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tutions of the kind in question. He knew
of his own knowledge that both the
chaplains and the official visitors did
attend to and perform the duties required
of' them, and he felt that it would be
unreasonable and unj ust to expect them
to do so without their being paid for it.
He did not consider that £250 a year was
adequate remuneration for such services as
were rendered by the official visitors.
Mr. WATKINS said he thought it
would be very desirable that the official
visitors should report to the Chief Secretary at stated periods the condition of the
inmates of the institutions, and that their
reports should from time to time be laid
upon the table of the House.
Mr. HARCOURT remarked that it
was, in his judgment, very advisable that
official visitors should be appointed by the
Government. Such was the custom in
England; where the duties of the visitors
were not similar to those which had been
described here. They had to see every
individual patient one by one, and, having
seen them, to enter in a book· their observations on each case, a copy of which was
fonyarded to the Minister. If this system
were followed here, the Chief Secretary
would be informed at once of the condition of affairs generally and the state of
the patients individually.
Mr. J. T. SMITH remarked that, if
the official visitors and chaplains zealously
performed the duties which, from his
experience, he thought ought to be required
of them, they were ill paid at the rate
at which it was proposed to remunerate
them by the vote now before the committee. He was, from long attention
to the subject, aware of the great im. portance which the patients attached to
personal intercourse with and kindly
sympathy from the visiting officials. He
trusted that the honorable member for the
East Bourke Boroughs would withdraw
his amendment.
Mr. DYTE stated that, if a division
were called for, he would certainly support
the amendment.
Mr. LONGMORE called the attention of the Chief Secretary to the fact
tha. two years ago, he had asked him
whether he would do away with pl'iv!1te
lunatic asylums altogether, and that he had
heen answered that, immediately public
asylums were established, the private
institutions would be done away with.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, as soon as
there was adequate accommodation pro-
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vided in the public building.:!, the patients
would . be removed to them from the
private asylums.
Mr. HARCOURT observed that there
were no Government patients in the private
asylums-all who were there were ladies
or gentlemen.
Mr. HANNA said there ouO'ht to be a
regulation made to compel th: visitors to
pay a: visit of inspection every day or
two, In order that those ·officers might
b~ ~rought under some recognised j urisdICtIOn.
He could not see why the committee should be asked to vote £750 for
fees to visitors without knowing how
often they performed the duties for which
they were paid.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that there W'BS
an official record in the Chief Secretary's
office. He believed that the official visitors
attended to their duties very diligently.
The Government could not ask a medical
man of any standing, such as would be
required for the purpose, to attend daily
at the asylums for £250 a year.
Captain MAC MAHON announced his
intention of voting for the passage of the
two ite~s now under discussion. Probably
the Treasurer would see, from the tone of
the debate that had taken place, that there
was a strong feeling on the part of honorable members that the services of the
officers in question should be utilized to a
greater extent than they were at present.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the suggestion of the honorable and gallant member would receive his attention.
The committee divided on the question
that the items, "Fees to official visiton:,
£750, and allowance to chaplains, £500,"
be struck outAyes
9
Noes
17
Majority against
amendment

8

AYES.

Mr. Bates,

" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" T. Cope,
" Dyte,

Mr. Everard,
" Lobb.
Tellers.
Mr.E. Cope,
" Longmore.
NOES.

Mr. Blair,
't Casey,
" Cohen,
" Francis,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. McCulloch,
" McKenna,

Mr. G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Sullivan,
" Walsh,

" Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Hanna,
" Whiteman.
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The vote was then agreed to, after which
progress was reported.
The House adjourned at nineteen
minutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 4, 1869.
The Melbo1U'lle Hospi.tal-Evasions of the Land Act-Supply
-Beechworth Gaol-Municipal Corporations and Loca.l
Government-County Courts Law-Public Libra.ryMuseum of Art-National Museum-Audit Office-Law
Department-Statistics-Scab Prevention-County Court
Judges.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
MELBOURNE HOSPITAL.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Chief
Secretary whether he was prepared to gi ve
the House any information with respect to
a question put by bim on a previous evening, concerning the proceedings of the
drug committee of the Melbourne Hospital?
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, although
he had nothing to do with the matter in
its present shape, he had had some conversation with the treasurer of the
Hospital-the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Cohen)-on the subject,
and that be had consented to turlllsh the
papers connected with it.
Mr. COHEN stated that the Chief
Secretary had put himself in communication with him on the subject, and that he
had thought it better at once to furnish the
information sought. Whilst the committee
acknowledged with gratitude that they received a large amount of money from the
State, they felt that they were at all times
amenable to such inquiries as the present.
He could not help saying, however, that
when papers are asked for, honorable members doing so should assign some reason for
their being wanted. Referring to what the
drug committee had done, he said they had
dismissed one dispenser, and accepted the
resignation of another, a gentleman named
Longmore. It was not in his (Mr. Cohen's)
opinion fair. for any honorable member to
ask the House to use its influence with
Ministers in getting papers from the guardians of a public institution, unless they
were required on public grounds. If out
of order, he would move the adjournment of the House, in order that he might
have an opportunity of making' a few
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remarks on the question.
Honorable
members, he contended, had no right to
make the House a sort of parish ve~try
for the redressal of private wrongs. ,The
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
had the good or bad fortune to have a
nephew in the institution, who ,had been
allowed to resign his appointment; but surely
it was not for that reason that honorable
members should be called upon to interfere?
The papers that he proposed to lay before
the House would show how the committee of
the Hospital had dealt with the matter, and
that they had acted in the only way they
could act. So long as he retained the position of treasurer to the institution, and a
member of the committee-a position which
he had had the honour to hold for years-the
Melbourne Hospital should be open for the
inspection of visitors at all hours, and
every facility afforded to honorable members of the House, and to the Government, for, scrutinizing the proceeding and
But
management of the institution.
when the papers were examined and the
matter looked into, he had no hesitation in
saying that it would be found that there
was no' justification on the part of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
for having called for the return of the
papers in the way he had adopted, when
he might have got them privately if he
had asked for them. He would now place
the papers on the table.
The SPEAKER reminded the honorable member that it was not competent for
a private member to do ~o.
Mr. COHEN said that he would hand
the papers to the Chief Secretary, who
would probably place them before the
House.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH handed the papers
to the Speaker, and they were ordered
to lie on the table.
EVASIONS OF THE LAND ACT.
Mr. EVERARD asked 'the Minister
of Lands if he was aware that 430 acres
of land, selected under the 42nd clause,
in the parish of Bungeeltap, was sold
by auction on Tuesday, 23rd February,
and if he was aware that the said land
was selected by dummies for one individual, and unimproved; and whether he
had been informed that the auctioneer
stated at the time of sale that valuations
for improvements were to be fixed after
the sale by the Government? The facts
of the case, so far as he could gather them,
were that six persons, namely, Messrs.
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C. R. Harkness, William Hine, sen., T. Tub.
man, William Hine" jun., James Sim, and
E. Jones, had selected these 430 acres of
land under the 42nd clause, and that. very
little, if any, improvements had since been
made on any of the allotments, and that
the six individuals iu question had, in fact,
been employed by other parties to secure
the land, as mere "dummies." He further
found that the land was advertised for
sale by auction, and that the sale took
place on the 23rd of February. The
proclamation at the time of sale distinctly
stated that improvements would be valued
by the Government hereafter; so that
other parties than those who were cognizant of this circumstance were prevented
from bi~ding. It appeared very extraordinary that the lots were put up in this
way, and that the whole of them were
purchased by one person, Mr. Thomas
Brown. It might, of course, be said that
his (Mr. Everard's) informant had had
something to do with the selection, and he
was willing to admit that it was so. Such
falling out amongst families was not to be
regretted if it led to bringing to light
transactions like the present. When people broke the law it was as well that a
little light should be let into their proceedings. He presumed the Minister of Lands
would be in a position to inform the House
of all the circumstances of the case?
Mr. GRANT said that, by an honorable
member of that House, his attention was
on the second day after the sale, called
to the matter, which had been referred
to by the Melbourne correspondent of
the Bendigo Advertiser. He at once
called upon the land officer (Mr. Morrah)
to state the circumstances under which the
land was sold by auction, and that officer
had reported to him as follows : " Memorandum.
"The six allotments referred to in Mr.
Everard's notice of question were granted under
section 42, Amending Land Act, on the recommendation of a comruission which sat at Steiglitz
on 12th April, 1867 . Mr. Skene, acting surveyor-general, and Mr. Clow, P.M., formed the
commission.
" There is no evidence, and no reason to suppose, that the selectors were agents for one individual. Had such been the case the applications
would, in all probability, have been opposed
before the commission.
"On January 7, 1869, one of the members for
the district applied (by letter to the President
of the Board of Land and W orks) 'on behalf of
some of his constituents,' for the sale of the
allotments by auction, at an upset pric..e of £ I
per acre; and furnished a statement to the effect
that they had never been occupied, and that the
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only improvement was a boundary-fence, valued
at about £30, on one of the blocks.
" On reference to'the reports in this office it
was found that the statement was correct, Mr.
Crown Lanas Bailiff Duncan having inspected a
portion of the land on November 30th, 1868,
and reported-' No residence; no improvements;
rocky cliffs; not at all adapted for cultivation,'
and Mr. Crown Lands" Bailiff Silvester, who in.:.
spected the whole of the land on November 2nd,
1868, having reported that no improvements,
with the exception of the fence before referred to,
existed, and that no residence had taken place.
" As the land was thus shown to be valueless
for agricultural occupation, and as no attempt
had been made to carry out the conditions of the
licences, it was thought that no objection existed
to its sale by auction, and it was accordingly
gazetted to be sold at Melbourne on Tuesday,
23rd February.
" Previously to the sale taking place a condition was, as a matter of precaution, inserted in
the book to be signed by the purchaser, reserving
to the Crown the right to resume possession of
the land at any time on refund of the purchasemoney with interest. This condition was read
by the auctioneer (Mr. Gemmell) before the
sale was proceeded with.
"The auctioneer did not state at the time of
sale that valuations for improvements were to
be fixed after the sale by the Government.
His letter to that effect is appended.
"AMr. G. A. Brown, brother to the purchaser,
made a remark to the effect that he was prepared to bid if the allotment!! were sold according to Gazette notice; but I understood that his
objection referred to the special condition announced by the auctioneer.
"The allotments were offered in due order,
and knocked down to Mr. Thomas Brown, of
Yallock Vale, two of them realizing, after competition, 24s. and 32s. per acre. The other four
were sold at the upset price of £1 per acre, the
average being about £1 2s. 7d. per acre, which
must be considered as a very satisfactory price
for land of very inferior quality.
" A recent report, dated 2nd inst., from Crown
Lands Bailiff Silvester, confirms the views taken
by the department. He states the land to be
unoccupied, unimproved (with the exception of
the boundary fence before referred to), and totally unfitted for cultivation; that three of the
blocks have no access to water, nor any means
of conserving it on account of their precipitous
position, 'rising from the valley to an altitude
of 250 feet ;' that another 'consists of strong
clayey crabholes,' usually under water during the
winter months,' and that neighbouring land of
better quality was sold some years ago at £1
per acre.
" An attempt at cultivation was recently made
on an allotment adjoining a portion of the land
now in question. The result was eight bushels
of wheat to the acre, and the same proportion
where oats were sown, the total 'yield for fifteen
'
acres being 120 bushels.
"ARTHUR MORRAH,

"March 2, 1869."

" Land Officer."

He might say that there was no' foundation whatever for the statement that the
auctioneer made at the time of sale, that
valuations for improvements ~were to be
fixed by the Government after the sale.
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Mr. Gemmell was the auctioneer, and the
letter of that gentleman on that point was
as follows:" Melbourne, 49 Collins street west, .
"February 26, 1869,
"Sir,-Yours of this date, containing notice
of question by Mr. Everard, and stating that at
the sale of land at Bungeeltap, on Tuesday,
23rd February, 'the auctioneer stated at the
time of sale that valuations for improvements
have to be fixed after the sale by the Government,' I, as the auctioneer on that occasion,
have the honour to inform you that no such
statement was ever made by me.
" I have the honour to be, &c.,
"HUGH

M. C.

GEMMELL."

He trusted the information he had' given
the honorable member would be satisfactory to him.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. FRANCIS, from the Bank of New South Wales,
the Bank of Victoria, and the National
Bank of Australasia, praying for leave to
introduce a Bill for the extension of the
powers of those corporations.
RETURNING OFFICERS.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a return
to an order of the House (dated Feb. 16)
of the expenses incurred by the several
returning officers at each election to the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly from July, 1864, to the present time.
GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a part
return to an order of the House (dated
August 25, 1868), for a return of' all
appointments and promotions to salaried
officers, and to paid permanent or casual
employment in the public departments
made by the Government, from the 1st
January, 1865, to the present time.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions adopted the previous
day, in Committee of Supply, were taken
into consideration.
Mr. KERFERD inquired whether it
was the intention of the Government to
appoint an officer to perform the duties of
governor of the Beechworth gaol. He
understood that since the end of the year
there had been no one acting in that
capacity, yet he observed that there was
an item on the Estimates providing for
the salary of such an officer.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the officer
in question was by that time in Beechworth, and in performance of his duties.
The resolutions were then agreed to.
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
The House having resolved itself into
committee for the consideration of the
Governor's message on this subject,
Mr. CASEY moved"That an appropriation of the consolidated
revenue be made for the purposes of a Bill to
amend and consolidate the law relating to municipal corporations j and that a Bill be brought
in to carry out the above resolution."
He wished to inform honorable members
that this motion was a necessity preliminarY$to the introduction of the three Bills,
viz., the one now under notice, the Count.y
Courts Bill, and the Local Government
Bill, inasmuch as they severally proposed
to appropriate money from the consolidated
revenue. According to the existing law
the shire councils received aid, but borough
councils received nothing, and it was
proposed to place them in similar positions
in this respect-that they should receive
the same amount per mile in reference to
the construction of their main roads.
Mr. KERFERD inquired whether the
Bill which he proposed to introduce in
relation to municipal institutions, was
based upon the provisions of that which
some two or three years ago had been prepared and submitted to the House under
the auspices of a select committ.ee appointed lor the purpose, and who had
invited information on the subject from
the different municipalities throughout the
country? He desired to know whether
that Bill would be available, and whether
the labours of that committee would be
taken advantage of as forming the basis of
the new Bill? If the Minister of Justice
answered his question in the affirmative,
he would like that the original Bill, as
passed by the committee to which he
had referred, should be produced side by
side with the one now proposed, and that
by the underlining of words, or in some
other distinctive manner, it should be
shown to what extent its provisions had
been used in drafting the more recent
measure.
Mr. CASEY replied that he might inform the honorable member that the Bill
he (Mr. Casey) proposed to introduce was
substantially t.he same as the Bill that had
been presented to him on his entrance upon
office. It appeared that three Bills had
been prepared by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, and' that they had
received the assent of the municipal conferences, and had passed through some of
their stages in Parliament. Those Bills,
0

Corpora.tions.

as altered and amended, formed the basis
of that which it was now proposed to
introduce into the House. There had
been some few further al terations in them
made by himself, the nature of which it
was his intention to point out to h~norable
members when the 'Bill came again before
the House.
Mr. LALOR asked the Minister of Justice whether it was the intention of the
Government to increase the amount of
grants to municipal councils? He knew
that in his own district some of them
wished to memorialize the Minister on the
subject.
Mr. CASEY said that no such thing was
contemplated by the Bill. The honorable
member must be aware that the assent of
the Treasurer must first be secured to
such a proposition as that of an increase
of the grants in aid.
Mr. REEVES asked whether, in the new
Bill, it was proposed to give to suburban
councils the privilege of licensing the
various public conveyances plying through
and within their respective boroughs?
Mr. CASEY replied that he did not feel
certain whether such a provision was in
the Bill or not, although he felt nearly
sure that, it was, inasmuch as the measure
had been drafted on the basis of the Melbourne by-laws and regulations.
Mr. DYTE said he wished to point out
that a measure of the kind now under
consideration had been already introduced
into the House, by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton, but that it
was not passed into law. He desired to
know whether the amendments then
agreed to had been carried ou t in the
Bill which it was now proposed to bring
in; or whether there were substantial
differences between them, and alterations
that would require further consideration
at the hands of the committee.
Mr. CASEY said he could not speak
positively on the point; but t.hat, as some
period of time would elapse before he proposed to ask the consideration of the House
to the subject, honorable members would
have an opportunity of comparing the
measures.
Mr. CREWS inquired whether it was
the intention of the Minister of Justice to
distribute copies of the Bill to the various
local bodies? He thought that by pursuing that course much of the difficulty
foreshadowed now would be overcome.
Mr. CASEY replied that copies of the
Bill had already been forwarded to all the
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local bodies. Since that had been done,
however, some few but not important
alterations had been made in it. When
the measure was brought down, honorable
members would ha.ve the opportunity of
taking copies of it and forwarding them.
The motion was then agreed to and reported.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
The House having resol ved it:5elf into
CommitteA for the consideration of the
Governor's message on this subject,
Mr. CASEY moved"That an appropriation of the consolidated
revenue be made for the purposes of a Bill to
amend and consolidate the law relating to road
districts and shires; and that a Bill be brought
in for the above purpose."

The motion was agreed to and reported.
. COUNTY COURTS LA W.
The House having resolved itself into
. Committee for the consideration of the
Governor's message on this subject.
Mr. CASEY moved"That an appropriation be made from the
consolid!tted revenue for the purposes of a Bill to
amend and consolidate •the laws relating to
county courts; and that a Bill be brought in
to carry out the above resolution."

The motion was agreed to and reported.
SUPPLY.
The House then went into Committee
of Supply.
The vote of £7,855 for the }>ublic
Library was agreed to.
MUSEUM OF ART.
On the vote of £1,600 for the Museun;t
of Art,
Mr. BURTT called attention to the
item £400, "Drawing-master, with fees."
He found that there were several students
who had been accustomed to attend at the
Museum of A.rt., prior to the opening of
the building to the public, for the purpose
of copying the works there; but that, as this
practice had been found to work inconveniently, for the reason that there was
no officer on the spot whose duty it was
to protect the works, it had been put
a sto; I to, and finally the place had been
closed to the students during the early
hours. He hoped that the appointment
of a drawing-master, who would superintend the gallery, and act as a safeguard
for the protection of the public propeJ'ty,
would lead to the building being a~ain
opened during the early hours of the day,
for the convenience of the students who
VOL. VII.-M
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used to attend and copy the works. The
officer in question should act not only as
mast.er, but should be there, for the reasons
he "had stated, Juring the time the students were in at.temla,nce. With reference
to the item of £1,000 for the purchase of
pictures, he thought tha.t no copyright of
any original picture which might be purchased shoul<.l be allowed to be sold in
Engla.nd.
Mr. ~lcCULLOCH said that he entirely
agl'eed with the views expressed by the
honorable member for North Melbourne
(Mr. Burt.t), which would be carried out
by the G.overnment.
Mr. DUFFY observed that he was
anxious to . learn what was the nature of
the control which it was proposed the
trustees should exercise over the vote of
£1,000 for the purchase of new pictures .
It would be remembered that when the
first sum was voted for this put'pose a commission had been appointed to consider the
subject, but he (Mr. Duffy) went to Europe
before that commission reported. He be. lieved that no permanent body had been
appointed. The question as to the desh'ability of expending the vote on original
pictures or on copies was one which had
been much debated by people of cultivated
tastes in this countl·Y. He felt that, inasmuch as a large proporLion of the people of
Australia would never see the originals,
they should ha.ve the very best copies
that could be obtained of the great masterpieces of art. He believed that this opinion
was shal'ed by several members of the
commission afterwards appointed by the
Chief Secretary, although Sir Redmond
Harry entertained a different view. If it
were determined to expend the £1,000 on
original ,yorks purely, it was obvious that
they could only expect to obtain with it a
very inferior class of pictures; whereas if
it were devoted to the purchase of cO}Jies,
the result would be the nearest approach to
a noble art gallery that could be expected.
He hoped the Chief Secretary would see
the necessity of adopting this COUl'se, for
from the time the commission was appointed, until now, only one copy, as far as
he knew, and that a very inferior one, had
been procured. He also hoped that the
necessity would be acknowledged of placing the gallel'y of art under some recognised control. It was well kuown that
there were copies of celebrated pictUl'es to
-be had, so excellently execute<.1 that
it was difficult to tell which was the original and which the copy; and he re-
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membered having been told by Mr. Herbert
that, on one occasion, a, copy of one of his
own pictures had been shown him, and that
he had been obliged to confess, on comparison, that he could riot tell which was
painted by himself and which was the copy.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he regretted
not being in a position to give the honorable member the information he desired,
but he had been under the impression that'
the commission was still in existence.
.Before the vote was reported, however, he
would look into the matter, and inform the
honorable member exactly how it stood.
Mr. RICHARDSON 'commented upon
the very unsatisfactory condition in which
the last purchased picture had been .received here.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, no douht,
with a little more care the picture would
have been brought out in good order, and
he would see that proper precautions
against injury were taken for the future.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £2,098 6s. 8d. for the
Shorthand Writer's department,
Mr. E. COPE moved that the item of
£ 100 for a messenger be expunged from'
the vote.
After discussion,
The committee dividedAyes
17
Noes
~o
Majority against the
amendment

13

AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Blair,
" Byrne,
" E. Cope,
" Crews,
" Everard,
" Harbison,
" Kernot,
" Lobb,
" Macpherson,

Mr. McKean,
" Plummer,
" Richardson,
" Watkins,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Longmore.
NOES.

Mr. Casey,
" Davies,
" Duffy,
" Farrell,
,. Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Higinbotham,
" Kerferd,
" King,
" Kitto,
" Lalor,
" Langton,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. MacMahon,

Mr. Mason,
" McCulloch,
'" McKenna,
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale,
" Walsh.
Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,
" McLellan.

National Museum.

. The vote was then agreed to, as was also
a vote of £ I ,550 for Hansa1,d.
N,ATIONAL MUSEUM.
On the vote of ,£2,205 for salaries and
contingencies in connexion with the
National Museum,
Mr. McCULLOCH called attention to
the fact that provision for the salary of
director and palreontologist was made for
only two months of the current year. It
was the intention of the Government to
remove the models of machinery to the
Exhibition-building, but this would not be
done until the new Town Hall was erected, because, at the present time, there was
no building in the city, except the Exhibition-building, suitable for large public
gatherings. The models would be exhibited
in connexion with the proposed Technological Museum, which would be connected
with tij,e Public Library under an enlarged
trust.
Mr. KERNOT referred to the items of
£275 for a model maker, and £250 for a
mechanical draftsman, and expressed the
opinion that one of these officers might be
dispensed with. He 'should like a return
of the models made and the work done.
He would remind the committee that the
money about to be voted would be expended on land over which the State had
little control.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there would
be no obje~tion to making the return; but,
if honorable members themselves would
pay a visit to the museum, they would be
satisfied that it was of importance that the
institution should be kept up, and that it
would be a pity to do anything that would
tend to destroy it.
Mr. DUFFY observed that he was glad
to hear that the Government proposed to
bring the museum to a more central position in Melbourne. He concurred with
the Chief Secretary that it was an object
of national importance to maintain the institution in its present condition. Being of
that opinion, he ventured to doubt whether
it would be wise' economy to remove the
director of the museum, who was also the
palreontologist. He had recently visited
some of the best museums in the world,
and he ventured to say that, considering
the short period the museum had been in
existence, there was no country which
ought to be prouder of its museum than
Victoria. The natural history collection
would be a l:!plendid collection in any
country. To make that collection re-
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quired not merely the capacity and knowledge of a natural philosopher, but a
passion for that sort of knowledge. The
gentleman who had charge of the collection (Professor McCoy) had undoubtedly
proved himself fit for the office of director;
and having the collection, and desiring,
as the Chief Secretary had said, to maintain and increase it, to take away the man
who had formed and controlled the
whole thing, ~erely to save £300 a
year, was not a wise economy. If t.he
country did not think the expenditure
wise, which he should be extremely sorry to
find, let the institution be given up; but,
if the institution were to be continued,
there ,must be somebody to direct it. It
was not, however, to model makers and
draftsmen that such an institution could be
left. There must be some directing mind.
With the Chief Secretary he would urge
upon honorable members to visit the museum. If they did ,so, they would come
away with the impression that the institution was one whi~h ought to be preserved and increased. He did not pretend
to understand models of machinery;' but
he believed the collection of models applied
to the obtaining of gold in other countries
was one that was very valuable in a practical sense. But in every direction the
museum was creditable. And if it were
continued it must be directed by the man
who had created it, or some other manif such another man could be obtained-of
the same capacity and information. No
doubt Professor McCoy was paid as a professor; but all the other university
professors used their leisure for their own
bEmefit; at all events, not one of them
empioyed his leisure with greater advan~
tage to the country than did Professor,
McCoy.
,
Mr. BL AIR thought that as Professor
McCoy had been t,he originator and guiding spirit of the museum since its inception, and had done his duty as director
most diligently, in addition to the ordinary
duties of a professor, if he was to be continued in office, and was expected to be as
efficient as he had hitherto been, it would
be hardly fair to abolish the salary of director altogether. At the same time he
had a keen appreciation of the fact that
this gentleman received £300 a year, in
addition to the £1,000 a yea.r, and the
other emoluments which he enjoyed as a
p~'ofessor.
Yet some sum-':"'say £100 or
so~if OIilt as'~ recognition of his" ser-'
vices, '$hould bepla:~ed 'on 'the Ei~tiniiit'es:
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The departments of public utility, such as
the Public Library, the National Museum,
and the Museum of Art, were institutions
which had grown up spontaneously, and,
it might be said, rather irregularly. They
had come into existence to meet wants in
the public mind felt at one time or another.
And the consequence of this irregular and
spontaneous origin was that they were not
properly managed or supervised by the
central government. For example, it was
not open to the Chief Secretary to say
what exactly was the amount of expenditure
necessary to continue the Public Library
in a ,state of efficiency. So with the
National Museum. The whole of these institutions were at present in a transition
state. The Chief Secretary had intimated
that the Government intended to appoint a
large trust, which should have under its
direction aud supervision all the departThey could then be
ments in one.
centrally managed and supervised, and
then and then only could they be economically managed ana supervised. By
consolidating the system, and bringing
all the departments of science and
public utility into one manageable focus,
the expenditure could be so allotted under
each head as that the double object of
'strict economy and thorough supervision
could be secured.
Mr. LANGTON objected to the
National Museum being left to the charge
of a volunteer. The collection of quadrupeds, birds, and other animals required
perhaps more care, in order to preserve it
from decay, than any other collection
possessed by the country; and unless
there was in charge some man who
understood the duties of his office, and
took an interest in it, and who would
see that the specimens were carefully
at.tended to and that decay was prevented,
one of the most valuable collections in the
southern hemisphere would be altogether
destroyed.
Therefore he thought it
would be, wise on the part of the Chief
Secretary either to withdraw the vote for
the present, or to make some arrangement
wherehy the services of Professor McCoy
or some other gentlemen would be
secured.
Mr. E. COPE said he was not
surprised at the remarks of the honorable
member for West'Melbourne (Mr. Langton), because they were ,consistent
with that system of economy' which the
horiorable ineiuber had ,always advocated.
The honorable member had the unblushing
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assurunce to declare, the previous evening,
that he had been the means of compelling
the Government to reduce the public
expenditul-e; and yet the first attempt
made by the committee, after that declaration, to furthel' reduce the expenditure received the opposition of the honorable memb€'r for West Melbourne. He
(Mr. Cope) considered that the course
taken by the Government, of commencing
their reductions with the higher salaries,
was a step in the right direction; and
that great credit (>ught to be given to the
Treasnrer for t.he way in which he had
grappled wit.h the dilficulty,
Mr, KERFERD said the difficult.y·
which he had in giving his assent to the
vote was that it was proposed to expend
a large sum of money in paying the
salaries of a number of officers, who
would not be under the control or direction of anybody. He would rather t.hat
the vote sh'ouM be struck out than· that
the money should be expended without
He did not desire
proper supervision.
to see the amount increased, but he would
suggest that a reduction of ten or twelve
per cent. shuuld be made in some of the
items, to give Professor McCoy a nomin~l
salary of £ 100 01' £ 120., in order that he
might be responsible for the expenditure
of the rest of the m0J1ey. It would
simply be a waste of -money to agree
to the vote if there was no officer responsible for its expendiu1;l'e.
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that he
could not comply with the suggestion
of the honorable member for the Ovens.
It was the intention of the Government
that the Public Library, the National
Museum, and the proposed Technological
and Industrial M:use:um should be consolidated and placed under the management
of one trust, to consist of the. present
trustees of the Public Library, with the
addition of some other gentlemen. If
this commission recommended that it was
necessary that a sum should he placed on
the Estimates for Professor McCoy, the
Government would be glad to consider
the matter.
He admitted the great
services which Professor McCoy had
rendered in connexion with the National
Museum, and he believed that that gentleman would continue to give the institution the benefit of his services.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that the
Treasurer's statement had not answered
his objection. He did not see how any
enlarged trust could give instructions to
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the model maker, the mechanical draftsman, or the taxidermist. Some gentleman
with special knowledge, like Professor McCoy, was requil'ed, in order to
direct the sk ilIed labour of these officers.
Mr. DUFFY asked if the Chief
Secretary intended to imply that if the
proposed commission, or enlarged trllst,
recommended that. the director and palreontologist should be retained at his former
salary, the Government wouIU consent
to that J'el~ommendat.ion ?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the
Government would, of course, be to a
g' eat extent guided hy the recommendations of the commission.
Mr. McLELLAN mentioned that a
lal'ge quantity of perishable goods of
various descriptions, forming a portion of
the late Intercolonial Exhibition, llad not
been removed from the Exhibitionbuilding. He sug-gested that they should
be disposed of, and the proceeds given to
some of the benevolent institutions of
the city.
Mr. McCULLOCH promised to bring
t.he matter Undel" the notice of the
trustees.
Mr. DAVIES suggested the publication
of an illustrated descriptive catalogue of
the contents of the National Museum. He
believed that such a work would be very
useful to the visitors, and that its sale
would defray the cost of production.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that provision
was made for the pu lJli.cation of a catalogue
of the museum.
The vote was then agreed to.
AUDIT OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.
"On the vote of £7,090 6s. Sd. for t.he
Audit-office (salaries, wages, and contingencies),
Mr. WALSH remarl,ed that., while
retrenchment had been the order of the
day, thel'e was an increase of £ 150 in the
salaries of the clerks of this department,
and' an increase from £110 to £140 in the
salary of one of t.he messengers. The
first sum was probably to be accounted for
by the usual increments, but this explanation, of course, would not apply to the
salary of the messenger, who was not a
classified officer. The honorable member
aslsed for information as to the cause of
the increase?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the honorable
member was correct in supposing that the
additional sum for clerks' salaries was
attributable to increments. There was
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no increase in the total sum for messen- Last year he sent a clerk fl'om the Treasury
gers, but a reduction, the amount last to audit the accounts of the charitable inyear being £220, while this year it was stitutions, and honorable members might
£192.
rely that the Government would be perMr. McKEAN pointed out that one fectly satisfied of the correctness of the
messenger was paid £52 per annum, and accounts, bpfore they paid over any of the
another £140. He maintainr.d tiJat £140 money voted for charitable institutions.
wns too high a salal'Y (or a messenger.
Mr. MACPHERSON expressed some
Mr, McCULLOCH explained that the surprise that the Audit Commissioners
messenger who reteived £140 a year was should requiJ'e a staff of nineteen clerks,
Pennefather, formerly a sergeant of police, and that, in addition, thel'e should be an
who received serious injuries while in/ the item of £050 for clerical aRsistance. He
discharge of Ids duties, which rendered suggested that the Chief Secretary should
him unfit to remain-a member of the force. inquire into the matter, with a view to
Pellnefather had been a most valuable /ascertain if the staff could not be repolice-officer; and he was sure that the duced.
House would be glad that he received the
Mr. McCULLOCH repeated that be
appointment of messenger with a salary fel t satisfied that the clerks were all reabout equi"alent to that of a sergeant of quired, and offered to take the honorable
police. There was, however, a small re- member for Dundas over the Audit-office,
duction in t.he srdal-Y, the previous messen- to enable him to see the amount of work
ger having been paid £ 150 a year.
which was performed. Every account and
MI'. McKEAN expressed himself satis- every payment connected with the public
fied with this explanation.
•
service came under tho inspection and
Mr. BYHNE observed that the vote for supervision of the Audit department.
the Audit department last year was £6,980
MI'. McKEAN inquired if the Andit
13s. 4d" 01" rather less than the amount Commissioners oid not examine the accounts
asked for t.his yenr. He desired to know themselves?
whethel' some reduction could not be made
Mr. McCULLOCH said that they did,
in the st.uff?
but. an immense amount of cledcal work
MI'. McCULLOCH replied t.hat he was required to be done for them. He was
satisfied that the department could not be qUlt.e sure that the _work could not be
efficient.ly carried on with a reduction of performed with a smaller st.uff.
The
the staff. The accounts connected with A udit Commissioners were not always in
all the various Government departments Melbourne. There was one constantly
had to be examined at the Audit-office, tTltvelling, visit.ing the Government offices
and it was necessary that this work should in all the different districts of the colony.
be thorough ly done. The business of the It was most important to secure a thorough
country which furnished work for the and efficient check upon all the public
Audit-office was increasing year by year, accounts, and he trusted the House would
and the Railway department alone would never pass a resolution which would preadd considerably to it in the future. He vent the Audit Commissioners having a
did not believe that there was a harder staff sufficient to perform their duties
worked class of civil servants than the properly. The Audit Commissioners had
Audit Commissioners and their subordi- always acted independently of any Government. If any document was submitted to
nates.
Mr. KERFERD asked whether it was them which they thought was not right,
the intention of the Government to bring they had no hesitation in refusing to
the accounts of the various charitable sanction it. One of the greatest securities
institutions supported hy the State within for the proper expenditure of the public
the purview of the Audit Commissioners? money would be destroyed, if the departMr. McCULLOCH stated that he fully ment was not properly maintained.
agreed with the suggestion of the honorable
In reply to Mr. MACPHERSON,
member, t.hat the Government should havA
MI'. McCULLOCH intimated that the
some control or check over the accounts £650 for clerical assistance was required,
of the charitable institutions. He did no~ because, at certain periods of the year,
know whether the work could be done by extra work had to be done in the office,
the present staff of the Audit department., which necessitated the employment of tembut he would endeavour to calTY out the porary clerks.
wishes of the committee in the matter.
The vote was then agreed to.
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Law Department.

secution of criminals, and at the same
time to vote £500 for their defence.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH stated that
a large number of actions, arising out of
the Railway, Public Works, and other
departments, were brought against the
Crown in the course of a year, and the .
costs were defrayed out· of the item of
£1,200. He waR sorry to say that he was
afraid the vote would not be sufficient
The item for travelling
this year.
expenses included the travelling expenses
of all the Crown prosecutors attending
at the general sessions, who were travelling nearly all the year round. He hoped
that the £500 for the defence of aborigirials
and of persons charged with capital
crimes would not all be required this year.
It was the practice, undel' regulations
sanctioned by the Governor, to allow a
person charged with a capital crime, and
who had not the means Qf paying for his
defence, a sum of fourteen guineas for
legal assistance.
Captain MAC MAHON· doubted the
expediency of stating on the Estimates,
and thus publicly announcing' the fact to
the criminal class of the community, that
a sum was provided by the Government
for the defence of persons charged with
capital offences. He knew it was the
custom of the judges in England to assign
counsel to a person on trial for his life,
who had not provided for his own defence,
and the Crown subsequently took care
that the counsel so employed was remunerated for his labour; Lut he never heard
of a system in England by which it was
publicly stated that a person charged with
LAW EXPENSES.
a capital offence would be prosecuted by
A vote of £2,100 for the salaries of the the Crown on the one hand, and defended
associates of the judges of the Supreme by the Crown on the other.
Mr. McKEAN said that he saw no
Court (£1,200) and for contingencies was
objection to the practice adopted in this
agreed to.
On the vote of £11,580 for the "law colony in reference to the defe.nce, at the
officers of the Crown" . (salaries, wages, expense of the Crown, of persons charged
with capital offences who had not the
and contingencies),
Captain MAC MAHON directed atten- means of providing for their own defence.
tion to an ~tem of £1,200 for'''costs and Instead of the court assigning the prisoner
other expenses connected with or arisinO' counsel, as was the custom in England,
out of actions, suits, and othp,r legal pro~ the prisoner was permitted to choose his
ceed ings," and to one of £150 for" travelling own solicitor and his own barrister, seven
expenses, including Crown prosecutors'." guineas being allowed for each gentleman.
He asked if there was any necessity for Of course, before the privilege was consuch large sums for these purposes, and ceded in any case, proper precautions
also for an item of £500 "for defence of were taken to prevent the Crown being
persons charged with capital crimes, and imposed uppn, and to satisfy the Sheriff
aboriginals charged with indictable of- that the prisoner was really without
fences ?" It seemed somewhat anomalous ·means. There was little risk of the
to vote large sums of money for the pro- criminal class being aware that there was

MISCELLANEOUS GRANTS.
The following votes were also agreed
to :-Purchase of books for mechanics'
institutes or public libraries in country districts, £3,000;· for aiding the building
funds of free libraries in the up-country
districts (no grant to exceed £500),£1,000;
for cases, specimens illustrative of arts and
manufactures, &c., for the Technological
and Industrial Museum, and for expenses
incurred during 1868. in connexion with
the museum;£1,052 lOs.; expenses of the
board of examiners under the Civil Service
Act, including an allowance of £50 to the
secretary, £200; commissions of inquiry,
£600; rewards for the apprehension of
offenders, £250.
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the
Technological and. Industrial Museum
would not be at the University, but in the
Exhibition- building, in La11robe-street.
It would be placed under the managerpent
of the enlarged trust which, as he had
previously informed the committee, it was
the intention of the Government to appoint.
In answer to Mr. E. COPE,
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
examiners under the Civil Service Act did
an immense amount of work without any
remunp,ration. The £150 (in addition to
the £50 for the secretary of the board)
was expended in advertising, in the print:"
ing of examination papers, and in their
circulation amongst the persons applying
to be examined. The number of persons
who applied to be examined was increasing
very largely every year.
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such a vote on the Estimates. Indeed the
information that there was a fund available
for the purpose ha.d generally to be communicated by the gaoler, npon a prisoner
complaining of want of means to provide
for his defence.
Mr. WALSH drew attention to the increase in the number of clerks employed
in the department.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that the
incre'ase was only apparent, and that a
reference to the va.rious items would show
it to be so. There had been merely an
alteration in the way the vote was taken.
Last year there was a large sum for
clerical assistance. There was no increase
in the gross amount. There were continual clerical chlLllges going on between
the department of the Crown Law Officers
and the Crown Solicitor's office. The
honorable member would find that, calculating the clerical staff of all the branches
of the department, the number of cler~s
and the amount of salaries asked were about
.
the same this year as last year.
Mr. MACPHERSON called attention
to the classification of the clerks, and inquired what was the position of the clerk
against whom the item £200 was placed,
and why it wa.s so much in excess of the
preceding item, £80?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH replied that
the officer in question was a supernumerary. It must surely, he said, be
within the knowledge of honorable members that there must necessarily be employed as supernumeraries, in various
departments, clerks who were in receipt
of larger salaries than classified clerks in
the lower scales. The officer referred to
was an experienced man.
Mr. McKEAN said that there was a
matter which he desired to bring prominently under the attention of the AttorneyGeneral. It was the, necessity which
appeared to him to exist for the appointment of a clerk, whose duty it should be
to keep ari. official copy of the Statutes,
and that the authorities should be required
to communicate with that officer, and
point. out and explain any ambiguous passages which might occur in Acts of Parliament. He believed that, in the case of
district road boards, for example, the
services of such an officer would be found
invaluable, as tending to bring such discrepancies under the notice of the Jaw
officers of the Crown. He would refer,
by way of illustration, to the Publicans'
Act, the Scab Act, and the Municipal Act.
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He had spoken to the Minister of Justice
on the subject that evening, and concluded
that the matter would receive his attention.
,He, however, felt it his duty to bring it
before the committee, in order that it
might receive official consideration, as he
looked upon his suggestion as one of very
great importance to the Statute law of the
colony, whilst its adoption would entail
very little expense.
'
Mr. G.PATON SMITH observed that
when any communications were made by
the public with regard to legislation, the
papers were carefully kept and promptly
considered.
Mr. McKEAN called special attention
to the 65th section of the Justice of the
Peace Act, and remarked that the Attorney-General had appeared to misapprehend
the object of his suggestion. Under that
section a summons served on a managing
clerk, at the place of business of his principal, was not deemed sufficient service,
whilst a summons served at the vacant
house of a person who had gone to
He thought this
New Zealand was.
was not a proper state of the law, and
it was in order to rectify or remove such
inconsistencies that he had offeren his
suggestion.
Mr. MACPHERSON called attention
to the item of £1,200 for professional assistance and fees to prosecuting barristers,
and for drawing and revising by-laws of
mining boards. He thought that the professional assistance of the Crown prosecutors should be at all times at the service of
the Government. He was not prepared to
say whether the salary was suffi~ient or
the reverse; but at whatever salary they
were paid he thought it very desira.ble that
they should be obliged to render their
services whenever they were called upon
to do so.' And again, if, as appeared by
the wording of this item, they .were paid
by fees, why was it necessary that there
should be any such permanent salared officers as prosecuting barristers?
His
object in calling attention to this matter
was principally that it might be borne in
mind that there was a rule in force which
prevented civil servants from increasing
their emoluments by any priva.te practice
whatever, and he regarded the principle
involved in the passing of the item referred
to, as an infringement of that rule. If the
rule were relaxed in this case, he thought
it ought to be in others.
Mr. CREWS said it seemed to him that
it was encouraging ~xtravagance to pass
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that portion of the item which related to
the drawing and revising of by-laws for
mining boards. Eve,'y mining board had
a different code of by-laws, and it had
been proved that the existence of this
pract,ice was not only expensive as to the
framing of· the laws, but was also a large
item of expenditure in the printing-office.
He thought that it would bemuch hetter that
the item-~o far as it related to the mining
boards-should be altogether expunged
from the Estimates; because encouragement was gifen by its retention to the
carrying out of any valueless crotchet in
the way of alteration, for which the
country would have to pay. He hoped the
Attorney-General wo'uld consent to a reduction of the vote to an extent which
would discourage such extravagance.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he rose to
call the attention of the Attorney-General
to the item of £350 for law books and
reports. He believed that a considerable
portion of this sum went in payment for
the reporting of cases in the Supreme Court.
These reports-very important no doubtwere not so expeditiously published as
might reasonably be expected. He believed that there had been not.hing which
had contributed so much to the settlement
and ascertainment of the law as the publication of the reports in question, sanctioned at they were by the judges themselves, and binding on those functionaries;
and therefore it was of the last importance
that they should be published day by day.
He was aware that the Government had
no control over tht;, reports, but, inasmuch
as they were large subscribers to them, a
representation of the kind he suggested
would, no doubt, coming from t.hem, be
He hoped the Attorneyvery weighty.
General would see that in future the reports were publiehed with reasonable I:'xpedition. In New South Wales they were
published within two or three weeks of
the decisions having been arrived at,
whilst in this colony they were not published within six mouths. In fact, once
for an entire year they remained unissued,
and he (Mr. Higinbotham) began to doubt
whether it was intended to publish them
at nIl. Subscribers had, at any rate, a
right to know when, if ever, they would
be forthcoming.
Mr. G- PATON SMITH said he was
glad his attention had been called to this
subject, for there could be no doubt there
had been remissness on the part of the
publishers of the law reports. But he
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had the satisfaction of assuring the honorable and learned member that not only had
the editors of the work in question, undertaken to keep up the reports, but to
pu blish the missing numbers in the course
of a very short time. With regard to the
vote for the drawing and revising of the
mining by-laws, those honorable members
who had addl'essed themselves to the subject were probably not aware that the
law officers certify to the by-laws that
they are according to law. He could
assure honorable members that it entailed
upon him personally a great deal of trouble,
and he would be very glad if the mining
boards would not only amongst themselves
compile and adopt a code of laws common
to them all, but would print them also, for
the printing of them in separate form for
each board was a .very costly item. With
regal'd to the revising barristers, he would
say, in reply to the suggestion of the honorable member who advocated the principle
of these officers being at all times at the
service of the Govel'nment, that it would
require half a dozen extra banisters if
that suggestion were to be acted upon, and
if they were to be at the service of the
cf1untry for every emergency that arose.
There were not only retained barristers
on the crimina.l Ride, but on the equity
side also. He thought the honorable member would modify his views when he
considered his (Mr. Smith's) assurance
that the adoption of his suggestion would
not meet the exigencies of the deparlment.
Counsel, for instance, might be instructed
to appear to-morrow to support a warrant
in the case of a man chrtrged with murder.
(Mr. Macpherson-" Serid for the Crown
prosecutor.") He might be engaged in
the criminal or other sessions. A large
staff of Crown prosecutors could not
possibly be kept up, for those who attended
the Courts of General Sessions had quite
enough.to do there.
Mr. LALOR, on the item with regard
to the fees to barristers for revising the
mining by-laws, expressed his conviction
from experience that the time had arrived
not only for the abolition of the fees but
of the mining' boards also. They had been
a most fruitful source of expense to the
country, and hehoped the MinisterofJ ustice
would bring in a Bill to abolish them.
The vote was agreed to.
CROWN SOLICITOR.
On the item of £5,250 for the Crown
Solicitor's department,
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Mr. EVERARD remarked that the footing from almost any other case, and
Crown Solici tor was sometimes engaged in involved a degree of attention which was
cnset! other than actions against the Crown, incompatible with the due pe..rormance of
whilst in Crown cases other solicitors were the multiplied duties of the Crown Soliciemployed. The Crown Solicitor was not, tor's offices. It was, therefore, that its
he thought, so overburthened with work management had been entrusted to a
as to prevent his attending to such suits. pri vate firm. The appointment of special
There might, for all he knew, be two or solicitors to conduct the case now under
three private firms engaged in causes that consideration, was suggested by the fact
were pending-on waterworks questions, that the Crown Solicitor's office was found
for instance. If the Crown Solicitor was in the former case not indeed unfit 01' unable,
unable to do all the work required of him, but unqualified from pressure of business;
and it was necessary to put it into the and therefore it was that it was thought
hands of private firms, it ought to be so advisable when a similar case arose, instated. He would, however, refrain from volving similar questions, to appoint
making any motion on the subject until he private solicitors whose attention, less dihad heard the views of the Attorney- vided by the claims of other business,
General respecting it.
could be given to this important suit. ExMr. G. PATON SMITH said that the perience had fully wananted the wisdom
only case that had been conducted outside of the appoin tmen t; and he was constrained
the Crown law offices was that which had to say that befo"e he (Mr. Higinbotham)
been entrusted to a private firm (Messrs. retired from office attempts of the most
Malleson and England) in connexion with extraordinary kind had been made to inthe rail way contract. It had been- duce the Government to alter the appointalthough the honorable member was pro- ment, and t.hol:1e attempts had been made
bably not aware of it-in the hands of a by persons deeply interested in the success
private solicitor for some years, and, as it of the plaintiffs in the suit. The costs, he
had proved, with very much advantage to believed, would not Le largely greater than
the Crown, who were completely satisfied would have been necessarily incurred in the
with the result. The gentlemen in ques- Crown Solicitor's office; if the case had been
tion had conducted the case with very conducted there-in fact he believed there
gn'at success, and so far from their would be no costs beyond the ordinary
having been so instructed proving an act costs between att.orney and client, and that
of extravagance it had been quite the the Crown would not be expected to pay
reverse. any costs that were chargeable to the
Mr. MACPHERSON said that the opposite side. But that could not be deAttorney-General appeared to lose sight termined until the conclusion of the case.
Mr. McKEAN said that, in the course
of the very important fact that however
satisfied the Government and the country of his professional experience, he had
might be with the result of tht' professional transacted a good deal of businel'ls with the
services rendered by the private firm Crown law offices, and he thought there
alluded to, the same sources of information wel'e few departments of the Government
were opE'n to the Crown ~olicitor in at in which so much work was done-in fact
least an equal degree that were open to he was astonished, and he must say that
them, and the selection certainly did to the Crown Solicitor's office got through
some extent, in his estimation, imply an more work t.han probably any other deunfitness or incapacity on the part of' the partment of the service. It would have
Crown Solicitor. It was capable of con- been impossible, in his opinion, for the
veying the idea that that officer was not, Crown Solicitor to have carried on the
in some respect or other, thoroughly com- suit which had been referred to, and
petent to conduct the case.
therefore he thought that the course purMr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that sued by the Government was a very
he thought the honorable member mis- desirable and advantageous one.
He
apprehended the grounds- upon which the knew the members of the firm referred to,
Attorney-General had acted. It was not and they were gentlemen of more average
because any doubt of the cnpacity or ability than could be found in any other
willingness of the Crown Solicitor had office. It was quite impossible for the
been entertained in regard to the par- Crown Solicitor to give his entire attenticular case in question, but because a case - tion to many of the cases which cam~ under
of that magnitude stood on l a different his notice, such as those iil CODllexion
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with waterworks, prosecutions, criminal
cases, and business arising out of the
various other branches of the service. He
did not think that even two or three
professional gentlemen could do it. He
thought the Government should appoint
a solicitor to conduct the prosecutions
in the City Court, and the various su burban courts, as well as one for the Mining,
Lands, Railway, and Public Works departments, and that they should have the
sole control of the business connected
with those coui·ts and departments.
The vote was agreed to ; as were also
the following votes for salaries and
contingencies: - Prothonotary's office,
£8,180; Commissioner of Lunacy, £840;
Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates,
£2,692.
MASTER IN EQUITY.
On the vote of £2,203 16s. for the
Master~in-Equity's office,
Mr. McKEAN said he thought that the
work performed by the seven clerks,' besides the chief clerk, in this office could
be performed by four.
Mr. G PATON SMITH said that he
had applied to the Master-in-Equity in
order to ascertain whether any reduction
could be made in the department. The
office, he found, was not only self-supporting, but yielded a profit to the State.
Under such circumstances it would, he
thought, be very undesirable to reduce the
number of clerks, more especially when
the Master-in-Equity had said that the
duty could not be performed by a smaller
staff. He did not think that £2,203 was
a large amount for the requirements of the
office. As to the, other branch of the
question, he would mention that the Commissioner of Lunacy was practically a
collector of revenue, whose duty it was to
ascertain where money belonging to patients
could be found. Last year a sum of £6,000
had been collected in that way, and if the
revenue from this source was to be collected
at all, other persons must be paid to do it
unless the present system w,ere continued.
The vote was agreed to.
STATISTICS.
On the vote of £ 13,591 13s. 4d. for the
Regist.r~r-General's department.
'Mr. BLAIR said that whilst on this
'Vote he thought it would be a favorable
opportunity' t,o point out how, in his
opinion, large retrenchments could be
made ill t.he expenses of the RegistrarGeneral's departmen-t, and more especially
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in the item of printing. He was aware
that during the parliamentary recess a
commission had sat and inquired into the
general management of the Government
Printing-office. ~e was 110t aware to
what exact lengths that commission had
carried its inquiries; but had he been
summoned to give evidence before it, he
thought he could have proved incontestibly
that two-thirds of the statistical work
issued from the Registrar-General's department was entirely superfluous and
done'in pure waste-work that served no
useful present or pl'ospective purpose of
reference on any conceivable subject. Th~
Registrar-General's returns comprised a
vast mass of the most expensively printed
matter that could be produced, which
could be dispensed with without the
smallest injury to the public service either
in the present or the future. He would
ask any man who pretended to understand
anything of the subject, whether any
aggregate of numerical changes that could
take place within the short space of twelve
months, in so limited and manageable a
population-about three-quarters of a
million-would be of any value; whilst
the Customs sheet showing the number
of departures from and arrivals at the port,
and an examination of the registry of births
and deaths, would supply in a few minutes
the sum total of numerical difference in
population during that period. It was, in
his opinion, a most monstrous waste of
time, of paper, of good printer's type, and
of money. Taking the Customs returns
for example, it was not only desirable, but
it was necessary, in the highest degree,
that there should be a careful account kept
from week to week, from month to month,
and from year t~ year, of t.he trade of the
colony internally and externally; but if
one were to take up a series of the Customs statistics issued by the RegistrarGeneral, one -would find not only what
was sought foJ', but an enormous mass of
useless details, carried' out into the most
preposterously minute particulars.
He
thought the committee would agree with
him, that no conceivable useful purpose
could be subserved by them. It was only
to throw upon the Government Printingoffice a large needless expenditure. Had
he been a member of the Printing-office
commission, he would have summoned the
Regi~trar·General before it, and have put
to him a series of pointed questions; he
would have had produced the whole of the
returns i~sued from his office during the
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past twelve months, and would have investigated and taken evidence upon the
exact commercial, political, and aoministrative value of the work. Although he
acknowledged the Registrar-General to
possess as finely balanced a statistician's
mind as any gentleman out of England,
he would venture to say that he would not
have answered satisfactorily the questions that he would have put to him.
The reason for the state of things was
that the Registrar-General had always had.
carte blanche in his department-that he
had never been supervised by any head of
a department who haa the slightest con~
ception or knowledge of the nature of
his work, except in the most vague and
general way. Thus an elaborate establishment had been kept up, perfectly regardless
of the cost. For ten years he (Mr. Blair)
was engaged calculating at a desk, in
connexion with the ordnance survey of
Great Britain and Ireland. Therefore he
thought he might claim to know as much
about statistics and calculations, and the
manipulation of figures generally, as any
other man in the colony; and he undertook to say that, with· a single clerk at
£300 a year, he would produce, from the
materials which were furnished to the
Registrar-Gelleral, an infinitely more satisfactory, more useful,. and more manageable
statement of the variable. conditions of
the statistics of this colony, for as many
hundreds a year as the committee were
now asked to vote thousands.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH thought from
the position which he had occupied as
chairman of the board of inquiry into
the management of the Govert;tment Printing-office, that he might be able to afford
the committee some information on this
subject. Although the statistics of the
colony were very cumbrous, and necessarily so, the fault was not attributable
to the Registrar-General. He had before
bim the statistics of finance for 1867;
and, so far. from being very voltiminous, they occupied only six pages. The
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Blair) probably was not aware that two
sets of statistics were issued by the Customs department itself. They were perfectly us.eless, and they were issued at a
large expense; and from them was compiled what was really of practical value,
and that was found in Mr. Archer's book~
The same thing prevailed in the Police
department. In that department men
were engaged in compiling statistics of
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no conceivable value. Tables, which were
never used, were turned upside down and
inside out; in point of fact it took persons
a long time to understand them. From
this matter Mr. Archer took a few of the
tables which suited his purpose, and introduced them into the blue .. book. The same
kind of thing prevailed likewise in the·
Treasurer's department. There a finance
account of an elaborate and expensive character, requiring paper of capacious size,
was published. In short, there .had been
through all the departments a duplicate
system of compiling and printing statistics;
and it was not until the printing board sat
that this state of things was discovered.
Now Mr. Archer had undertaken to reduce
his own statistics, this year, by one-third.
The other statistics would be materially
reduced if the recommendations .of the
printing board were carried out. For
his own part he should like ·the statistics
published in as cheap and simple a form·
as possible. He should be glad to have
the assistance of the honorable member
for Crowlands in endeavouring to Simplify
. the statistics, so that they might be pub ...
lished within a reasonable time of the
close of their compilation.
Mr. WALSH called attention to. the
item of £J,400 for collecting'and compiling agricultural statistics. He had been
informed that the statistics hitherto collected under this .head had proved unreliable, and therefore useless.
He had
been told, moreover, that the amount
named did not represent all t.he expenditure
ill that direction. The cost of printing
must also be taken into account. He
considered that, if the· agricultural statistics were to be com piled in the same
way for the future, it would be better to
strike out the item altogether. He had
been informed that it was a common
thing for collectors to go to a public-house,
and merely from the information which they
there received to make up their returns,
which were then forwarded to the Registrar-General, who accepted them as reliable. Of course the Registrar-General
was not to be held accoun.table for these
returns. The fault lay with the system;
and the sooner the system was abolished
the better.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed
that the mode hitherto pursued in the
collection of agricultural statistics would
not be adopted this year. The Crownlands bailiffs throurh the country had
peen made responsible for the proptlr
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col1ectioD. of these statistics.
Of course,
in a district like Melbourne, where the
bailiff was also a park-keeper, this plan
could not be carried out.
He was
informed that the collector for SOllt.h
Bourke had been told by persons on whom
he had called that they had not been
visited by a collector of statistics for
three years. He believed that a similar
story would be heard from ~ other
parts of the country. He did not know
whet.her the plan now adopted would be
very much cheaper, but he believed it
would be more salisfactory, for the reason
that the Crown bailiffs would be limited
to theh" own districts. If a bailiff wanted
assistance in the work,it would be supplied him; but he would not be allowed
to go beyond his own district.
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that it
would be more simple to have the agricul~
turnl statistics compiled through the
instrumentalit.y of the ro~d boal'ds and
the other local bodies. He believed this
to be the best way to make the statistics
sufficiently reliable as a guide to people in
their calculations with regard to future
yields of agricultural produce.
There
was scarcely a case of anyone who raised
farm produce who did not pay rates;
and what diificulty would thel'e be in
requiring every pel"son engnged in agricultural pursuits, when he paid his rates, to
make a statement, on a printed form,
which could be handed to him, a.s to the
crops which he grew? This arrangement
would not cost the couptry a single sixpence; and yet it would be t.he means of
securing a complete and reliable collection
of agricultural statistics fOl" the year.
He threw out this suggestion because he
had doubts of the value of the system'
recently adopted.
The other day he had
a conversation with a Crown-lands bailiff,
and he was satisfied, from the answers
which that officer received from the
farmers, and the negligence wth which t.he
farmers treated the question, of the utter
impossibility of the data being reliable.
Mr. McCULLOCH believed that the
only way in which reliable statistics .could
be gathered was through the local bodies.
Unfort.unately, at present, the Goyernment
had no power to compel the local bodies
to aid them in the matter. Some time
since he appealed to the several shire
councils and road boards, and those bodies,
instead of showing a desire to aid the
Government, proposed to charge for the
work twice the amount which had
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previously been paid. The collection of
the agricultural statistics under that
arrangement would have cost something
like £3,500.
N ow, however, that a
Bill to amend the Municipal and Local
Government Acts was comillg under the
consideration of the House, and seeing
that these bodies were lal'gely endowed
by the Stat'::l, advantage might be taken of
the opportunity of providing that this
work of collecting- agricultural statistics
should be cast upon the local bodies.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that the
provision, instead of casting Jhe responsibility on the local bodies, should make it
imperative on ihe ratepayers to furnish
returns on the subject.
Mr. RUSSELL expressed the fear that
such a provision would not work satisfactorily.
Mr. BURTT submitted that, under the
arrangement proposed by the honorable and
gnllant member for West Melbourne, two
classes of farmers would not be required
to furnish returns of their crops. The
'one class consisted of the lessees of subdivisions, t.lle rates for which were paid by
the origillal freeholders, who probably
lived in Melbourne; the other consisted
of those who lived outside the limits of
road districts and shires.
The vote for. the Registrar-Generars department was then ngreed to; as was also a
vote of £ 13,540 for the Sheriff's department.
SCAB PREVENTION.
Ou the vote of £3,728 14s. 5d. for scab
inspectors,
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that the
vote was only for six months, because the
Government intended, before the expiration of that time, to bring in a Bill to
amend the Scab Act.
MI'. BURTT expressed the opinion that
the cost of curing diseased animals should
fall upon the owners, and not upou the
country at large.
Mr. McKEAN suggested that .the promised Bill should provide for the division
of the country into districts, each district
having a board, partly electi ve and partly
appointed by the Government, to see that
it was kept clear of scab. The only way
to keep the country clear of scab was bY'
setting one squatter t.o watch another. A
squatt.er who had his sheep clean would
not allow his neighbour to have scabby
sheep. Another pl'ovision which he advocated was the establishment of depots for
travelling stock, where travelling stock
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could be dipped, if necessary. If some district of Gippsland had been created. But
such plan as that indicated were adopted, the Mining Statute required that, in and for
scab could be eradicated within three every mining district of the colony, there
months, and the country would be clear of should be a County Court judge. Since
the disease in twelve months. He con- the erection of Gippsland into a separate
sidered that the granting of licences, for a milling district, the Government had been
certain time, to per:;ons who had scabby obliged to a.ppoint, at some conlliderable
sheep, was a grpat failure.
inconvenience, auother judge fr~m another
Cuptain MAC.MAHON, referring to the distl'ict to perform the duties of judge for
st!ttement of the honorable member for Gippsland; but, owing to the increasing
North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt), a~ked importllnce of. that district., and the consewhether the fines and fees received under . quent increase of bu:;iness, it was necesthe Act were not equal to if they did not sary that a judge shonld be appointed for
exceed the amount of the vote? With re- that particular district.. Recently he had
. gnl'd to the suggestion for the establishment been obliged to accede to the request of
of local board!:', he lVould ~irnply observe t.he people of Bairnsdale, and esta.bli~h a
that it might suit a board to keep a district county court and court of mines there;
scabby, in order that flocks corning into and only the other day he had been comthat district might have to submit to the pelled t.o send a gentleman to act as County
Court judge, judge of the Court of Mines,
odium of being diseased sheep.
Mr. McCULLOCH said a much larger and chairman of General Sessions in
amount tban was necessary to pay the in- Gippsland. But he did not think it right
spectors was formerly received under the that the important functions of judge should
Scab Act, but this had not been the case be discharged by a deputy, who was only
during the last few years. (Captain occasionally appointed for this purpose.
MacMahon-" Why so ?") Because the He considered it absolutely necessary that
Act, to a large extent, had failed.
the important functions of judge should be
Mr.MACPH ERSON questioned whether performed by a gentleman who was prothe falling off in the revenue from scab perly appointed and whom the country
was caused by the failure of the Act; for, woula look upon as responsible for the due
although the fines might be reduced, there (Lnd proper exercil:>e of those functions.
was a stated licence-fee of 3d. per head for With that view the necessary provision
all the scabby sheep in the colony. If the had been made on t he Estimates.
inspectors did their duty-and he was not
Captain MAC ~!AHO~ asked whether
aware of' any persons in possession of it was the opinio!1 of the Government that
scabby sheep who did not pay the licence it was utterly impossible so to re-arrange
money-the revenue from this source was the County Court districts as that the
inore than sufficient to pay the salaries of duties might be performed without the
the inspectors.
appointment of an additional Judge. He
warned the committee that if, by the
The vote was agreed to.
adoption of the vote, they gave their
COUNTY COURT JUDGES.
sanction to the appointment of an adOn the vote of £28,855 for County ditional County Court judge, they would
Courts, Courts of Mines, and Courts of be taking the first step towards making
General Sessions (salaries and contin- the matter a permanent charge on the
gencies),
colony, and removing it from the purview
Mr. KERFERD called attention to the of the House. (" No.")· The Minister
fact that the Estimates provided for an of Justice had that day taken the first
additional County Court judge (making step towards bringing in a Bill to pension
nine in all), and asked for an explanation of the County Court judges, so. that in the
the circumstance.
event of a judgeship being abolished the
Mr. CASEY said the Government pro- holder would be entitled either to a pension
posed to appoint another County Court or soma other compensation. Therefore
judge in order to supply a want which had he considered he was justified in saying
exil:>ted for some years. Power was given that what tIle committee were now. asked
to the Govel'1lor in Council, on an address to assent to would become a permanent
from both Houses of Parliament, to add charge on the revenue. He presumed the
one 91' more mining district.s to the existing gentleman who would be appointed to the
number of mining districts in the colony. ne\v juugeship was a political friend of the
Acting under that authority the mining Government. To that he saw no objection.
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The Government of the day had, undoubtedly, the right to make all such appointments. But he thought that, while a
great amount of hardship was being dealt
out to a large 'number of old Government
servants, the committee should thoroughly
understand, not only that the Minister of
Justice: but that the Government, were
satisfied that it was absolutely essential
that another officer, at a salary of £1,500
with a pension, should be added to the
charges of the country.
Mr. CASEY said he could not understand the distinction which the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
sought to make between the Minister of
Justice and the Government. He should
not have proposed a vote of this description, had not the Government been one
with him in the matter. The honorable
and gallant member had alluded to a Bill
which had not yet been circulated; but it
was exceedingly inconvenient to discuss
the principles of a measure which had not
been placed in the hands of honorable
members. (Captain Mac Mahon-" Then
postpone the vote.") If there was any
relation between the Bill, of which the
honorable and gallant member knew nothing, and the vote, he should not object;
but there was no more relation between
the two than there was between Tenterdensteeple and the Goo,dwin-sal1ds. (Captain
Mac Mahon-" Then it is not proposed to
pension anyone referred ,to in the vote ?")
Certainly not. The Government pimply
asked the committee to vote salaries for
nine instead of eight County Court judges.
These judges, particularly the judges stationed at Ararat and BeechwOl~th, had to
work exceedingly bard, and the judge for
Gippsland would have no sinecure. Whoever was appointed to that district would
have continuous and difficult travelling.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
the explanation which the Minister of
Justice gave in the first instance was so
meagre and hesitating, as to create the
impression that there was a doubt upon
his mind as to whether such an appointment as that proposed was absolutely
necessary. He thought that, whatever
confidence might be placed in the Government, at it period when a large number of
Government officers were being reduced;
and considerable hardship was inflicted
upon many old public servants, it was the
bounden duty of honorable members to
inquire whether it' was absolutely necessary that a new appointment of £1,500-a
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year should be created. He had been
taken to task for 'referring to a Rill of
which, it was said, he knew nothing; but
this statement came oddly from the Minister of Justice, who had that very day
taken the steps necessary to the introduction of that Bill. He merely wished to impress on the committee that along with
these appointments was a pension system
which involved a permanent position; that
in voting the salary of. an additional judge,
the committee were doing something more
than voting an expenditure for the year; in
short, that honorable members mustmake up
their minds to a permanent expenditure.
Mr. MACPHERSON considered that
the making of this new appointment
occurred at a rather unfortunate juncture.
It was currently reported that the gentleman who would receive the appointment,
was a gentleman who resigned his seat in
Parliament a few months ago with the
view of obtaining, as it was said at t\1e
time, a County Court judgeship. At that
time it was denied that it was the intention
of the Government to create another
County Court judgeship, or to bestow the
appointment on the gentleman named.
Under these circumstances it was the duty
of the Minister of Justice to make clear
to the committee that there was, at the
present time, a necessity for the appointment which did not exist in 1867 or ] 868.'
He asserted this, although he believed that
the gentleman to whom rumour had given
the appointment was thoroug~ly well
qualified for the office. He could not say
whether there was an increase of litigation,
but he did not believe that, for a considerable time, there had been any increase of
population in the district in which the n&w
judge would have to perform his duty.
The Minister of Justice stated that the
County Court judges were very hard
worked; and yet the Government proposed
to increase the duties of the judges by
extending the jurisdiction of' the courts.
If that were the case, perhaps it would be
wise to postpone the vote until the com';'
mittee really knew the number of judges
required, and had the opportunity of con~
sidering whether it would not be more
advisable to leave the judges and their
duties as at present-to increase neither
the one nor the other. The Minister of
Justice seemed very solicitous about the
treatment of the County Court jud-ges,
and yet, only a short time' before, the
honorable and ~earned gelitJeman seIi~ them
all to the right" - abChi~altet'i'ng' th~it
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districts just as he chose, and giving them
short notice to proceed h.·om one district
to another. He (Mr. Macpherson) knew
tha.t the duties of some of the judges
were considerable, and he had good reason
to believe that the duties of others were
not very oppressive-that they had a considerable amount of time to spare; and
this being so he did not see-unless the
travelling was too great-why the districts should not be· so re-arranged as that
, the business could be transacted wit,hout
the appointment of a new judge.
Mr. G.PATON SMITH thought the
honorable and learned member for Dumlas
had, to some extent, answered himself.
If the honorable member was prepared to
say that the jurisdiction of the county
courts should not be extended, he set his
opinion against the opinion of the law
reformers in the mother country, The
jurisdiction of the County Court judges in.
England had been materially increased;
and surely the colony might profitably
follow the example set in the mother
country. It was proposed to 'give the
County Court judges additional jurisdiction-to give them insolvency and ecclesiastical jurisdiction-and, if eight judges
were required for the present work, it was
not too much to say that another judge
would be required when the jurisdiction
was extended: The honorable member
for Dundas had left the question of travelling alone. The honorable member was
wise to do so, having regard to his own
knowledge of the distance travelled by
some of the County Court judges. The
late Judge Brewer had to travel between
Geelong and Portland, and uad to do
Gippsland as well; and he killed himself.
It was too much· for any individual to do.
An extra judge had practically been appointed for Gippsland for some time past,
A gentleman had been commissioned to go
to Gippsland for the present sittings; and
Mr. Atkins was for some time acting-judge
for that district. He believed that, with
the extended jurisdiction, there would be
fully one-fourth more work for the judges
than they had at present.
Mr. McKEAN expressed his satisfaction at finding the Government taking
steps to intt:oduce a measure, the principles
of which were contained in the Bill introduced bi the Chairman of Committees two
years ago. He believed that, by extending
the jurisdiction of the county courts, great
benefit 'would be conferred on the community. He was also pleased to find that
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provision had be'en made for another judge.
He had not the slightest doubt that the
increase of business under the 'extended
jurisdiction would be such as to call for a
second judge in Melbourne. Under those
circumstances it would be necessary for
the old County Court districts to be
revised. He did not see why the jurisdicLion of county courts here should not
be similar to the jurisdiction of county
courts in England. He believed the judges
here were equal in ability to most of
the County Court judges in England.
He also believed that the gentleman to
whom rumour assigned the new judgeship would do every justice to the appointment.
Mr. McLELLAN proposed that the
vote should be postponed until the County
Courts Bill had been laid before the House.
He did this because, if the gentleman to
whom rumour assigned the new judgeship
were appointed, it would be a clear evasion
of the Officials in Parliament Act, and
would open the door for all kinds of corruption and jobbery. What difference
was it whether the gentleman was appointed the very day he resigned his seat
in the Assembly, or six months afterwards? In his opinion it would have
been better to have struck the Act from
the Statute-book, and allowed the gentleman to obtain the appointment at once.
He was astonished at such a proceeding
emanating from the other side of the
House, seeing that it was the most democratic portion of the Assembly that insisted upon the enactment of the measure
to which he had referred, in order to protect the interests of the people. U nfortunately, through political vicissitudes, any
gentleman, lawyer or no lawyer, might
now be pitchforked into the high offices of
Attorney-General and Minister of Justice.
Those offices, it would appear now, required no knowledge of law-no qualification whatever, further than that the
holders should pass a certain examination.
But he submitted that it was for the interests of the country that they should be
held by gentlemen of great legal knowledge and efficiency. Large sums of the
people's money were frequently at stake
through disputes with reference to the
legal aspects of a question. He might
mention the cases of the Geelong and
Ballarat railway, Cornish and Bruce's
contract, and the Rew Lunatic Asylum.
Something like a million of money was at
stake in connexion with those cases, and
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he submitted that, when these things
happened, the Government should be
able to command the advice of firstclass lawyers and men of experience.
He would not dwell upon the subject any
longer. He merely wished t.o protect the
purity of the bench, by preventing, if
possible, a gentleman who was not fit to
become a judge being elevated to that
position.
Mr. DUFFY said that he had not t.he
slightest hesitation in mentioning that the
gentleman to whom the honorable member
for Ararat had alluded, but not nameu,
was the late honorable member for Cast-Iemaine (Mr. Bindon). He believed that
Mr. Bindon was eminently fitted to fill the
position of a County Court judge. The
honorable memher fOl' Ararat had applied
himself to a question which was purely a
poliLical one, and therefore could not be
dealt with upon that occasion. As to the
class of gentlemen who filled the position
of law officers of the Crown, he had not a
word to say. The law officers were present to defend themselves. He objected,
however, to the honorable member for
Ararat assailing a gentleman who was not
present" and who, when he was a member of
the House, neyer employed his posit.ion to
assail anybody who was out of the House.
The honorHble member was in error in claiming thnt provision of the Officials in ParliamentAct, which prohibited any person from
holding an office of profit under the Crown,
while he was a member of Parliament, or
within six months after his ceasing to be
a mem bel' of Parliament, as a democratic
provision. It was introduced in the Upper
House at the instigation of Mr. Fellows,
the leader of the Conservative party, for a
temporary and political purpose, and to
throw suspicion on democratic institutions.
He (Mr. Duffy) voted against it. He
doubted whether it was a wise provision,
or one which ought to be continued.
Whatever might be its value, it existed
nowhere but in the colony of Victoria. In
England there was no impediment to' the
appointment of a 'Member of Parliament to
any office in the State, or to any execu tive
office, or to any judicial office, the moment
be ceased to be a member, or while he was
a member. As long, however, as it was
the law in this colony it ought not to be
violated. If Mr. Bindon were appointed
a County Court judge within six months
of his ceasing to be a Mem bel' of Parliment, that would be a gross and unpardonable violation of the law; but if he were
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appointed after six months had elapsed,
there was no violation of the law whatever. The reason gi ven for the pl"Ovision
was that it was to prevent a Gove1'l1ment
who wel'e in power merely temporarily
taking udvantnge of their position to 1'.eward persons who had supported them 111
Parliament, by putting them into perHlanent offices under the Crown. As
regarded the late. honorable member for
Castlemjline, that gent1~man had pJ'eviously
held the position of a. County Court judge,
and filled it with credit to himself and
with advantage to the country. He had
known MI'. Bindon for twenty years in
various positions in life, and the honol'8ble
gentleman had not discredited any of them.
Violent and unreasonable as were many
things he had seen connected with public
life in this country, he had liever witnessed
anything which had struck him with so
much aSlonishm~nt as the savage person"alities with which in some qUal'ters Mr.
Bindon had been assailed. As to the
necessity of an additional County Court
judge, he could not spenk of his own
knowledge; but he had no hesitation in
saying, after twenty years' know ledge of
the gen tIeman's personal character and
professional posit.ion, that the late honorable member for Castlemaine was perfectly
fitted to fill the office.
Mr. MACPHERSON remarked that
the item for allowHnces to witnesses
(£5,500) appeared an extravagant sum. He
believed that witnesses wholle evidence was
valueless were frequently summoned from
a great distance. He also thought that
there was no necessity for holding inquests in many cases in which inquests
were now held.
Mr. CASEY anticipated that the whole
sum put down for allowances to witnesses
. would be required, as the same amount
was expended last year. He was framing
regulations to endeavour, if possible, to
curtail the expense of inquests.
Mr. EVERARD suggested that the
vote for the additional County Court j ndge
sl10uld be postponed, until honorable members had an opport.unity of debating a
measure which the Government intepded
to introduce, and which would provide for
pensions to County Court judges.
Mr. CASEY pointed out that, by passing the vote, the committee would not
sanction anything beyond nine months'
salary for the new judge.
The amendment was then negatived,
and the vote was agreed to.
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Mr. KERFERD suggested that progress should be reported, to afford an
opportunity to the honorable member for
Kyneton to submit a motion, of which he
had given notice, for the production of a
return showing the particulars of all retrenchments made in the public service.
Mr. McCULLOCH st.ated that a portion
of the information desired' had already
been supplied, in compliance with a resolution of the House, adopted on the motion
of the honorable member for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton). A great deal of
time and expense would be involved in
giving all the details asked for by the honorable member for Kyneton, but he would
promise to supply, by the next sitting, as
much of the information as could be
furnished by that time. He objected,
however, to any postponement of the
consideration of the Estimates.
A vote of £27,473 7s. 9d. for police
magistrates and wardens was agreed to.
On the next vote-£21,251 13s.4d.for salaries of clerks of courts and interpreters,
Mr. LANGTON moved that progress be
reported. He thought it undesirable that
any further votes for salal'ies and wages
should be passed, until the committee was
in possession of the information asked for
by the honorable member for Kyneton.
After some discussion, progress was
reported.
REPRESENTATION OF SOUTH
GIPPSLAND.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
issued a writ for the election of a member
for the electoral district of South Gippsland, in the placeof Mr. Thomas McCombie,
resigned.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday,
March 9.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, March 9, 1869.
South ?rovince Election - The Library - Chairman of
Committees.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentysix minutes past four o'clock p.m., and
read th~ prayer.
SOUTH PROVINCE ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT laid before the
House a petition from Nathaniel Levi
VOL. VlI.-N
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against the return, as a member for the
South Province, of William Arthur
Callander a.'Beckett, praying, on the
ground that he was not entitled to be
elected, that his election might be
declared void; and that the writ might
be amended by striking out the name of
the said William Arthur Callander
a'Beckett, and inserting the llame of
the said petitioner in its stead.
The
President further stated that the sum of
£ lOO hat} been lodged to his (the
President's) credit by the petitioner.
The Elections and Qualifications Committee was, after conference, appointed
by the President to meet at ten o'clock
on the following Th ursday; and, on the
motion of the Hon. W. HIGHETT,
Mr. Levi's petition was referred to the
committee, and. leave was given the
committee to sit during any adjournments
of the House.
The Rion. R.. R. Anderson w~s sworn
as a· member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee.
THE LIBRARY.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY moved"That the members of the Council who are
members of the joint committee to mannge the
Library have power to sit during any adjournment of the House."

The motion was agl'eed to.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
The Hon. R. TURNBULL moved that
the Hon, 'N .. H. F. Mitchell be elected
Chairman of Committe~s of the Council.
The Hon. A, FRASER seconded the
mot.ion.
The Hon. H. M·. 'MURPHY said he
could not but think that the motion was
inoPPOl-tune, seeing that there was a committee of the House appointed to take
generally into its consideration, and to
report upon the ex,penditure connected
with the Legislative Council,. and also ill
relation to the request which. had been
conveyed to the President by' the Chief'
Secretary, that care might be taken to
ascertain whether it was not possible to
bring about a reduction in the existing
expenditul'e. Seeing that the Chairman
of Committees was a paid officp.r of the
Chamber, he desired to sugge.4 to honol'able members whether it would not be in
accordance with good taste to postpone the
consideration of the appointment until the
report of the committee now sitting had
been brQught up. A paper had been
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Telegraph Extension.

The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL, in
circulated amongst honorable members,
from which it would 'have been observed thanking the House for the honour which
that, in many similarly constituted legis- had been conferred upon him, assured honlative chambers in other countries, the orable members of his appreciation of the
member oupon whom the position of Chair- high compliment conveyed in the appointman of Committees was conferred was not ment, and expressed the hope that he
paid more than the other members, the would be found to discharge the duties
belief being that the social status which ,devolving on him in such a way as to
he derived from that position was a suffi- reflect credit on the House and himself.
cient recompense for the labour which it
The House adjourned at nineteen
involved. Bearing in mind, therefore, that minutes to five o'clock, until Tuesday,
this was 9. young colony, in which the March 16.
custodians of the public money should
avail themselves of every opportunity of
resisting an expenditure of it which it.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
was possible to save, he submitted that it
Tuesday, March 9, 1869.
was injudicious to proceed in the direction
of a permanent appointment of £400 a
Extension-Quarantine Regulations-Immigration
year for the performance of such offices Telegraph
-Spring Creek-Compensation to Discharged Officialsas the Chairman of Committees of that
Mining on Private Property-State Aid to ReligionMunicipal Corporations Bill-Local Government BillHouse would be called upon to fulfil. He
County Courts Law Amendment Bill-Ministers' Salaries
was far from saying that such a salary
-Supply--Government Interpreters-Coroners-Govemwas extravagant, although it might be
ment Advertising-·Receivers and PaYmasters-Defence
interesting to honorable members to comof the Colony-The Volunteer Force-The Nelson and the
Cerberus-The Military.
pute the rate of pay which, at such a
salary, the officer in:question would receive
per hour or per minute. He regarded. the
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfoffice as one which should be purely past four o'clock p.m.
honorary, and on that ground he pressed
REPRESENTATION OF WEST
upon the House his suggestion that the
BALLARAT.
consideration of the question should be
postponed until after the report of the
The SPEAKER announced that he
committee on the general question of had that day received a letter from Mr.
retrenchment had been brought up.
C. E. Jones, resigning his seat as one of
, The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT said he the members for Ballarat West.
thought the honorable member (Mr. MurTELEGRAPH EXTENSION.
phy) had misconceived the position of
affairs, and the fUIiction of the comMr. DYTE asked the Postmastermittee. The committee that had been General if he intended to extend the teleappointed was not supposed to consider graph to the BalIan and Egerton district?
retrenchments of the character now under The honorable member stated that the
consideration. There was a sum of money population of the district had increased conallotted under the Constitution Act which siderably within the last twelve months, and
the House could deal with independently that the nearest telegraph station to it was
of any action of the other branch of the Buninyong, which was seven miles distant.
Legislature, and all that the House was
Mr. G. V. SMITH stated that this was
in vited to do by the Chief Secretary's the first he had he'ard of the district in
letter was to consider whether the existing question standing in need of telegraphic .
expenses could not be lessened. What- communication. If any proposition were
ever sum of money was attached to the submitted by the district, he should be
Chairmanship of- Committees, and other happy to consider it; but, of course, he
kindred offices, was voted by the Assembly, should need some information as to the
and came up, as the honorable member requirements of the locality before he
must be aware, in the Appropriation Bill, could give any answer on the subject.
which the Council had nothing to do with
QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.
but either to acceOpt or reject. All, therefore, that had been said on the subject
Mr. MASON inquired whether the
might, he thought, have been more appro- Chief Secretary would cause inquiry to be
made, by board or otherwise, as to the
priately said in another place than here.
The motion was then' agreed to.
working of the quarantine regulations, hav-
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ing reference particularly to the present system of boarding vessels' at the Heads
by the Health-officer; the eligibility
of the J;!resent site for the purposes of
quarantine; and the desirability of a medical gentleman, responsible to the Government, remaining at the station during the
detention of persons in quarantine? The
honorable member observed that recent.ly
vessels, after being cleared at Port Phillip
Heads and arriving in Hobson's Bay, had
to be sent back to quarantine. Whether
this proceeding was the fault of the existing system he was not aware, but he
thought it important that the Government
should see that disease was not, ,through
carelessness, imported into the colony.
Wit.h regard to the latter portion of his
question, he had been informed' ~hat the
quarantine station was totally unfit for the
purpose for which it was created. When
the Tornado was in quarantine he visited
the station, and found tbat a large amount
of dissatisfaction existed in consequence of
the want of a resident medical officer responsible to the Government.
The
Health-officer at Queenscliff visited the
station as often as he possibly could; but,
in consequence of the extensive duties
devolving upon him, he could not give the
attention which was required.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he should
have no objection to institute inquiries in
the direction indicated by the honorable
member for Williamstown, if any good
was likely to result from them. The
Health-officer was stationed at Port Phi1lip
Heads for the purpose of boarding all
vessels which came into the harbour, and
ascertaining, as far as he possibly could,
that there was no disease on board; but
if a ship passed that ought not to pass, the
only course open was, as soon as she
reached Hobson's Bay, to order her back.
As to the eligibility of the. site of ~he
quarantine station, that subJect was lUquired into, some years ago,: by a board of
medical gentlemen. He believed there
was no doubt as to the suitability of the
site; certainly it was very much better than
a site near Melbourne; the buildings were
convenient; and the other accommodation
which the place afforded was good. With
reO'ard to the last point embraced in the
qu~stion, a medical officer was not stationed
permanently at the sanatorium, as was the
case formerly, but, whenever a vessel was
ordered into quarantine, a medical officer
was sent down to the station, and there
he remained until the vessel was released.
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IMMIGRATION.
Mr. MASON asked the Minister of
Customs whether he would draw the attention of the Agent-General for the
colouy .to the complaints which had repeatedly been made as to the insufficient
and defective ventilation on board passenger ships selected and fitted out by the
Emigration Commissioners in England?
The honorable member said it was wellknown that the sickness on board the
Tornado was entirely owillg to the inefficient ventilation on board that vessel.
Mr. VALE observed that the doctor in
charge of the immigrant ship Tornado
waited upon him previous to leaving the
colony; and, in the course of the interview,
he gathe~ed that the doctor took charge of
the ship with a full knowledge of its defects
in the matter of ventilation. It had also
corne to his knowleJge that the Tornado
had several times arrived in this port with
disease on board. The Tornado had a
sunk poop, the effect of which was the
want of sufficient ventilation; and the
doctor himself admitted that the chief cause
of the disease was the difficulty of obtaining sufficient ventilation in the "'tween
decks." He (Mr. Vale) refused to pass
Dr. Barry'S account until he furnished a
statement in reference to the fitting out of
the ship. It had generally been thought
that the Emigration Commissioners at
home took sufficient precautions as to the
ventilation of the ships sent out by them.
However, this did not appear to be the
case. Another fault chargeable against
the' EmifJ"ration Commissioners was that
they did ~ot appear to have paid sufficient
attention to the representations of the
doctors whom they employed to take
'charge of passengers. The following was
the doctor's report : "Sir - I have the honour to state that I don't

approv~ of the fittings of the main hatchway

adopted in the Tornado, which were unec;tual to
the exigencies of bad weather. The fittmgs of
the single men's compartment I consider very
bad. I deem a poop ship best suited for the
conveyance of Government immigrants. The
ventilation of the married compartment was, I
considered defective. This I endeavoured to
improve by placing a coveri.ng i~ the bulkb~ad.
The male hospital was very Ill-smted. HOSPItalS
below I consider very objectionable. The waterclosets on either side of the female hospital were
also objectionable. The Tornado is not well
constructed for immigrants. The main deck
was cut off by a sunk,c poop, stoppi'ng the venti·lation.
"I have &c.,
"JAMES M. BARRY, Surg. Sup."
~Melbourne, February 5, 1869."
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By the February mail a copy of this report
was forwarded to the Emigration Commissioners, and also to the Agent-General,
together with a full statement of the evil
results attending the hiring of ships in
which ventilation was not duly attended to,
as illustrated in the passages of the
Tornado.
SPRING CREEK.
Mr. MACGREGOR asked the Minister
of Lands whether the Government intended to sell lands on the township of
Spring Creek, where a large popnlation
had already settled?
Mr. GRANT said a surveyor had been
despatched to the locality with instructions to make the necessary surveys
preparatory to a sale of allotments.

Local Government Bill.

municipal institutions, and moved that it
be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The resolution on the subject of the
law relating to road districts and shires,
passe(l in committee on Thursday, March 4,
was considered and adopted.
Mr. CASEY brought up a Bill to amend
and consolidate the law relating to road
districts and shires, and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.

COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
DISCHARGED OFFICIALS.
The resolution relating to the amenqMr. MASON asked the Chief Secretary ment of the county ,court law, passed in
whether the Government intended to give committee on Thursday, March 4, was
compensation to those employes in the considered and adopted.
public service. who had lately been disMr. CASEY then brought up a Bill to
pensed with, but who did not come within amend and consoliilate the laws relating to
the provisions of the Civil Service Act?
county courts, and to confer on the said
Mr. McCULLOCH said provision had courts a limited jurisdiction in equity,
been made on the Estimates for this pur- , insol vency, probate, and administration;
pose, but of course it applied only to' and moved that the measure be read a first
persons who had been upwards of a year time.
.
in the public service.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY.
SUPPLY.
Mr. DYTE inquired of the Minister of
The
resolutions
passed in Committee of
Mines whether he proposed, during the
present session, to introduce a Bill to Supply, on Thursday, March 4, were considered and adopted.
legalize mining on private property?
On the order of the day for the House
Mr. SULLIVAN said it was his intention, during the session" to introduce a resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. REEVES movedmeasure dealing with the subject of min"That, in the opinion of this House, the sum
ing generally.
appropriated for the payment of salaries to responsible Ministers of the Crown should be
STATE AID TO RELI(}ION.
reduced from £14,000 to £10,000; and the House
Mr. KERNOT asked the Chief Secretary desires that the Chief Secretary will initiate a
_ if the Government intended to submit any Bill to amend the Constitution Statute in this
measure for the immediate or gradual particular."
repeal of the 53rd section of the Constitu- In submitting this motion (said Mr.
Reeves) I must protest against the asser'"
tion Act?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the affir- tion made by the Chief Secretary the
other evening, that I desired the whole
mative.
£14,000 now appropriated for Ministers'
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS LAW salaries to be set aside. "I never desired, I
AMENDMENT BILL.
never contemplated, any such thing. But
The resolution in reference to muni- as retrenchment is deemed necessary, as
cipal corp<?rations, passed in committee on retrenchment is desired by this House and
Thursday, March 4, was considered and the country-which view I fullyendorseI do consider that the saving should be
adopted.
Mr. CASEY then brought up a Bill to effected in the higher rather than in the
amend and consolidate the laws relating to lower grades of the service. Sir, I have
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no desire whatever to lessen the responsibility which Ministers of the Crown undertake, nor do I concei ve, for one mome~t,
that they ought not to be well remunerated; but I did think that a spirit of
patriotism--a feeling of gratitude towards
the country which has done so much for
the present occupants of the Treasury
benches-would have induced them to
come forward with a proposition to reduce
their own salaries previous to entering
upon any scheme of retrenchment. This
proposition of niine is no chimera-it is no
new idea. We have precedent for it in a
In 1B60, the people of
sister colony.
South Australia called for retrenchment in
their public expenditure. A new Ministry
came into office, und the Treasurer (Mr.
Reynolds), in his budget speech, stated
that the Ministry were determined to have
retrenchment in the public service; but
they would not thillk of undertaking it
unless it applied to them and their own
salaries. In the course of his remarks,
Mr. Reynolds said"At present they were engaged in going
through varjous Government departments, for
the purpose of seeing what retrenchment could
be effected. It was proposed to place upon the
Estimates the salaries of the various boards,
such as the Railway officers, Trinity board and
Marine board, the Waterworks, Central Board of
Main Roads, &c. The House would thus be
afforded an opportunity of dealing with the
salaries of the various officers attached to those
boards. The Government also proposed to introduce a Bill to amend the Cjvil List, for it
would hardly do for the Government to speak of
retrenchment without speaking of themselves.
It was proposed to place responsible Ministers
of the Crown upon one uniform rate, and to
reduce the rate of salary hitherto enjoyed by
responsible Ministers."
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beyond that, the Government were not prepared at
present to state what course they would pursue,
as no action of theirs could bind their successors,
if the Bill were not assented to 1>y Her Majesty."

On the motion for the second reading of
the Bill, Mr. Reynolds observed"This was a measure of that nature which,
in pursuance of the provisions of the Constitution Act, would need to be supported by an absolute majority of the members of both Houses
of the Legislature. Had he thought such a
course necessary, he would have requested a call
of the House; but this he thought needless, as
no doubt, even with the attendance of honorable
members then present, an absolute majority of
thirty-six members would be found in support
of the measure. The Bill was very simple in its
nature. It had for its object the reduction of
Ministerial salaries, and also the equalization of
the salaries of responsible Ministers. He could
see no reason, and had heard no reason, why
there should be such an inequality in the salaries
of the Ministers as at present prevailed. He
could not see why the Chief Secretary should
have £1,300 a year, while the Commissioner of
Crown Lands had £800 a year."

It so happened that the Bill 4id not pass.
The third reading of the measure in the
House of Assembly was not carried by an
absolute majority. There were but thirty.
one members present, of whom twenty-five
voted for the Bill, and six against it.
The number necessary to form an absolute
majority was thirty-five. On a later occasion, Mr. Reynolds referred to this fact
in the following terms : -

"The House would have seen that the law
officers of the Crown (whose opinion they were,
doubtless, bound to respect) were adverse to the
opinion that the Bill in question did not require
an absolute majority of the members of both
Houses. The Government had done all they
could to get an absolute majority, though in this
they had failed. They had formerly said that
so soon as this Bill had received the Governor's
assent, Ministers would draw their salaries acA few days subsequently, Mr. Glyde asked cording to the reduQed rate; that is, they would
the Treasurer if the Ministry intended to draw £800 a year each from the time of the
draw their salaries at the uniform reduced passing of the Bill in this colony, without
rate of £800 per annum, from the date of waiting for the Queen's assent. They were
now, however, in a different position. The Bill
their appointment; or whether they would had
not become law, and could not become law.
wait until their proposed Bill for reducing There were two or three courses open to the
Government,
though each was attended with
the civil list had received the assent of
Her Majesty. In reply, Mr. Reynolds difficulty. The Government, therefore, proposed
this :-They would act in accordance with the
saidlaw; they would draw their salaries according
" He was not aware that the statement of him- to the terms stated in the Civil List, but would
self or the Chief Secretary had been ambiguous. refund all in excess of £800 a year each. The
The Government had stated it was their intention Bill was not withdrawn in the Legislative
to introduce a Bill to place the salaries of the re- Council, but it would be on Tuesday next,
sponsible Ministers of the Crown upon a from which day Ministers would draw their
uniform rate. The honorable member for Yatala salaries ,at the uniform rate of £800 a year; and
had stated £800 a year, and he (the Treasurer) the House would, on some future day, find the
did not know whether that was the sum which' amount credited to the revenue under the head
he hlld previously stated, but that was the sum , Miscellaneous.' "
which the Government were prepared to propose
N ow it must be known to all the honorable
in the Bill. The defini te answer was that the
Government were prepared to equalize the salaries members of this House that it is not absoof the responsible Ministers of the Crown, but lutely necessary that gentlemen, while
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holding office as Ministers, should decline
to attend to their own private business or
profession. I believe that the only two
Ministers who ever so declined were Mr.
Higinbotham and Mr. Bindon. Both those
gentlemen, I believe, refused practice
while they were Ministers of the Crown.
It may be said that the House has no
power to carry this proposition into effect.
With that I concur to a certain extent.
No doubt the Assembly alone cannot alter
the Constitution Statute; but I believe
that, if the Parliament choose to make the
alteration, they have the power to do so;
and I have no doubt that the Bill making
the alteration would have the sanctiou of
Her Majesty. Sir, I do trust that Ministers
will not oppose this amendment. Their not
doing so will, to my mind, be a graceful and
practical recognition of the principle
of retrenchment which they themselves
have taken in hand.
Mr. EVERARD seconded the amendment.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Reeves) has stated that I imputed to him,
the other evening, a desire to set aside in
its entirety the £14,000' appropriated as
the allowance for Ministers. The honorable member is mistaken; I never made
any such statement.
Mr. REEVES.-The honorable member will pardon me while I explain. The
honorable member was replying, the other
evening, to the honorable member for
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton), and was
twitting him for having, when in office,
received statements from the heads of
departments, and acted upon them without
any further consideration-a proceeding
which, if adopted (said the Chief Secretary), would enable the honorable member
for Collingwood to carry out his views in
reference to Ministers' salaries.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The" honorable
member is right in his present interpretation of my remarks. My argument was
that, if the action of the honorable member for West Melbourne were carried to
an extreme, there would be no necessitv
to spend any portion of the £14,000.
With regard to the amendment now before the House, I must offer it my
opposition. The honorable· member for
Collingwood has stated that It would be a
graceful act for Ministers to assent to the
reduction which he coutemplates. Probably, if they were in office permanently,
they would have little difficulty in per-
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forming this graceful act, but they have
successors to consider. However, I do
not see what economy would be secured
by reducing the allowance to Ministers of
the Crown in this colony; and I consider
it all important that the character and
status of the ministerial offices should be
maintained. I believe that Ministers of
the Crown in this colony, if they fairly
carry out their duties and properly fulfil
their responsibilities, are not at all overpaid. I have had the honour of holding
office, perhaps, for a longer period th'an
any gentleman in this House; and I don't
think the fact has proved any great gain
to me in a pecuniary point of view. At
all events I say that a Minister ought not
to be a loser by the position which he
holds. And yet the acceptance of the
position of a law officer of the Crown is a
virtual abandonment, on the part of the
holder, during the period that the appointment is retained, of all private practice whatever. I am satisfied that neither
the House nor the country is disposed to
advocate reductions of the kind contemplated by the honorable member for Collingwood. Surely we are not to adopt the
course recommended by the honorable
member simply" because it has been
adopted by South Australia; and yet that
seems to be the chief' argument in favour
of the proposition. I trust that while it
is the desire of the House and the country
that retrenchment in the public service
should be carried as far as possible,
consistent with the maintenance of the
efficiency of the various departments, neither the House nor the country will consent to a reduction of the allowances
granted under the Constitution Act to the
Ministers of the Crown.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I think the
honorable member who has submitted the
amendment can scarcely expect that so
important an alteration of the Constitution
Act can be made on a proposition brought
forward in this manner. And yet I consider that ,the time has arrived when an
arrangement more or less of the nature to
which the honorable member refers may
be carried into effect, ~nd I am inclined
to think it may be done in connexion
with the proposal, which appears to be
approved of by tLe Government, for the
payment of members of the Legislature.
If payment of members should be carried
without any alteration being made in the
salaries of Ministers, I feel certain the
country will begin to think that our legist~ir
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lative system is too expensive. I make
these remarks now, in order that it may
not be supposed that, while I coincide in
the vast reductions which are being made
in the public service, most of which affect
the poorer class of officers, I consider
such large salaries should be paid to
Ministers. I do not believe that it is absolutely necessary. In fact I believe that
the Ministerial offices would be filled quite
as well as they are at present if some reduction were made in the allowances.
Mr. WILSON.-I trust that the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves)
will withdraw his proposition. I agree
with the honorable member that some
reduction, say to the extent of £2,000 or
so, might be made in the special appropriation under which the salaries of Ministers
- are now paid. I do not advocate the reduction of individual salaries, but I consider that we might do with a smaller
num bel' of Ministers than we have at
present, wit.hout lessening the efficiency of
the Government. .
_
Mr. WATKINS.-I agree with the
honorable . and gallant member for West
Melbourne, that it would be better to defer
the consideration of this matter until the
expected proposition for the payment of
members is before us. I also concur with
the Chief Secretary, that members of the
bar cannot be expected to relinquish their
practice in order to become law officers of
the Crown, unless the salaries attached to
those offices are remunerative. At the
. same time I consider that, if reductions
are to be made in the Government departments, Ministers ought not to escape.
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, I confess
I do not understand the connexion which
my honorable and gallant friend, the member for West Melbourne, appears to see
between payment of members and the reduction of Ministers' salaries. We are
about to recognise the principle that members of this House ought not to be expected to perform their duties without
some compensation; but how it should
follow from that that we should reduce the
salaries of those who have to perform the
much more laborious task of administering
the affairs of the country, I am at a loss to
conceive. Of course, if the country finds
it necessary to consider the permanent expenditure, the salaries of Ministers will
have, with other items, to come under
review. But the sum expended 'on the
Executive Government, as compared with
other public expenditure of a similar
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character, is smull. We pay four gentlemen who fill the position of judges as
much as the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves) would pay ten gentlemen who are to admi"nister the affairs of
the country. We pay one gentleman for
filling the highest office in the country, in
point of honour-as the representative of
the Sovereign-but not a very laborious
office, a higher sum than the honorable
member proposes to pay ten gentlemen for
administering the affairs of their respective
departments. I could understand the
honorable member taking the whole of the
public expenditure and dealing with it,
but I doubt the propriety of seizing one
particular branch of that expenditure, and
disposing of it as he desires to do" The
case of lawyers has been referred to; and
no -doubt it is true that it is hard to ask a
lawyer in good practice to accept one of
the law offices, and, at the same time, give
up his practice. But there is, I think, an
anomaly in connexion with some other
Government offices, as well as the law
offices. The Treasurer, who administers
our finances, receives a salary smaller than
the manager of a bank in .Melbourne. I
don't think that fact creditable to Victoria.
At all events I think it would be a discredit to the colony to come to the conclusion that a gentleman able to fulfil those
functions ought to be paid less than the
manager of a bank. No doubt it may be
open to the Parliament to reduce the number of Ministers. The honorable and
learned mem bel' for St. KHda (Mr. Fellows) has a project for redistributing the
Executive offices. He would keep the
number at the highest that the law admits,
or one more than is provided by the
Officials in Parliament Act. He would
have ten Ministers. Now I think any
change of that nature wholly undesirable.
I consider that to increase the number of
Ministers, and thus to lower the salary of
each, would be to lower the status of the
offices. If there is to be a redistribution of
. offices, 1 should prefer to see the Imperial
plan followed, and to have Cabinet Ministers and Ministers not in the Cabinet
-say, to have five Ministers, heads of
~epartments, receiving £2,000 a year each,
the other Ministers to be j uuiors with
smaller salaries. For example, I think
one lawyer might undertake the entire
Law department. That would be a change
for the better, because, in the formation
of a Government, it is often a matter
of emba!rassment to find two persons
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competent and willing to undertake the two
Jaw offices. l\loreover, I think that in a
Miuistry of eight-originally the number
was seven-to hn.ve two lawyers is necessarily to have too large a proportion than
there should be of one professional class in
so small a body. Therefore, I say this is
a question which it may be propel' to
consider-which may be referred properly
to a select committee for consideration and
report. The proposit.ion of the honorable
member for Collingwood is objectionable,
not only as renouncing in an abrupt way
what lies with absolute majorities of both
Houses of Parliament to determine; but
also because I think that ~he change
desired would not be a salut.ary one unless
accompanied by a similar reduction in
other departments of the State. Any
reduction in the expenditure on the
Executive Government-in the number of
officers-would simply diminish the credit
and position of the offices. And yet the
gentlemen who hold the Executive offices
have, between January and December,
more of the public property of the country
passing under their hauds than Parliamen t
itself. For exam pIe, mope property passes
under the control of the Lands and PuLlic
Works departments than Parliament disposes of by votes on the Estimates; and
therefore, as a matter of common sense
and justice, we should not allow the
salaries of offices, the duties of which are
of such a serious character, to be inadequately low.
.
Mr. BURTT.-I think the chief objection to the proposition is that "it seeks
to deal with only oue item in the special
appropriations under the Constitution Act,
whereas, if any alteration whatever is
made, it should apply to all.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I regret that
the honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Reeves) has brought forward this
matter, as I believe-notwithstanding the
remarks of the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie-that it would be
more properly dealt with when the
question of payment of members is under
consideration. By this proposition I am
called upon to vote for or against economy.
Indubitably I am for economy, but I wish
to know how much the expenditure in
connexion with this House is to be before
saying yea or nay in connexion with thepresent matter.
\Vith regard to the
Ministry, I consider that their present
salaries ar~ fair and just. I don't think
that, because the manager of a bank may
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receive £3,000 a year, the Treasurer of
the colony should receive the same. It
must al ways be remembered that there is
a certain amount of honour attaching to
the p05ition of a Minister, which renders
cornpal'ison with remuneration paid to
officers of' private establishments out of
place; and I think this honour should be
a sufficient inducement for the best men
in the House to aspire to office. At the
snme time I should like to keep the
sa.laries of Ministers at a reasonable
figure. Hi therto, the office of Minister
has been the only reward which private
members, after a service of a reasonable
number of years, could attain. But if
pa.yment of members is to come into force,
I think Ministers' salaries might reason·
ably be reduced to £1,000 a year; and in
the event of payment of members becoming law, I don't see why provision for the
reduction of Ministers' salaries should not
be' embodied ill the same measure.
Mr. MACKAY.-Sir, I think there
is one view of this question 'which has
not struck the honorable member who
has just addressed the House.
It is
this-that the position of a Minister of
the Crown is a temporary one. In estimating the value of the services of Ministers
of the Crown, we should remember that
they do not occupy their position f~r a
lengthened period, but that they are
liable to be turned out of office whenever
the will of the House may determine
to eject them. Therefore I do not see that
any parallel case can be drawn between the
sal~ry paid to a Minister of the Crown
and the remuneration received by any private individual. But I will ask honorable
members whether it has not been a
constant complaint that Members of
Parliament are not sufficiently highclass-that our institutions are likely
to become deteriorated by inferior men
entering Parliament? If we reduce the
salaries of Ministers of the Crown, we
certainly do away with all inducement for
properly qualified men to come into
Parliament. If the argument in favour
of reducing Ministers' salaries be worth
anything, it will stand good for doing
away with their \ salaries altogether;
because if Ministers can perform their
depart~ental duties for less salary than
they now receive they can perform them
for nothing. We have been told that the
example of South Australia is in favour
of paying about half the amount which
we at present pay; put what is the
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comparison between the revenues of the
two countries? In large, populous, and
wealthy communities public servants are
paid in proportion; and in small states'
the salaries must be on a smaller footing.
I cannot see that the subject of payment
of members has any cOIl!lexion with the
question now before the House. I agree
with the honorable and learned member
for Dalhousie that the two questions are
quite apart from each other. If, w.hen the
question of pa,yment of members comes
before the House, honorable members determine that payment fOl' their services is a fit
and proper thing, it can then be decided
whether gentlemen occupying the position
of Ministel's of the Crown should receive
or should forego the ordinary payment for
members during their term of office. As
to the amount of salary paid to Ministers,
we are told that the law officers of the
Crown give up very lucrative business to
discharge the duties of their office, and
I apprehend that Melbourne merchants
and othet' gentlemen who may be called
upon to fill the office of Ministers give up
quite as much. I do not believe that
lawyers are the only class of people who
are in the receipt of a salary equal to
that of a Cabinet Minister. Even travellers for commerCial houses sometimes
.receive nearly as much remnneration as
Ministers of the Crown; and I have
been informed of a poundkeeper who
said that he would not give up his situation
for that of a Cabinet Minister. I can
hardly treat the motion of the honorable
member for Collingwood as a genuine
one. It is o~tensibly submitted in order
to give expression to a desire for retrenchment, but the manner in which it has
been brought forward, and the tone of
the discussion, does not impress me with
the idea that there is any earnest desire
that it should be carried.
Mr. BERRY.-I rise, sir, to oppose the
motion of the honorable member for Collingwood. I don't know that it is neces.8ary to use any arguments in opposition to
it, inasmuch as I believe it was supported
by very weak and feeble arguments in the
first instance, and that, on its merits, it
has been fairly answered by honorable
members who have already addressed the
House on the subject. Two ideas, however, have struck me while listening to
the debate. It appears to me that the
present is a particularly unfort1;lnate and
ill-chosen time to bring forward a motion
of the kind~ and to submit it in the way
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in which this motion was brought forward
by the honorable member for Collin~wood.
I take it ~hat, since I have known anything about the Government of this
country, we have never had an Executive
Government who have attended more
persistently to the duties of their office,
and carried out what this House expects
from a Government more continuously and
persiste.ritly, than the present Ministry
have done.
When a motion of this kind
is bronght forward in the light of a punishment, as it were, for the Ministry having
carried out the work which the honorable
member for Collingwo~d and other members of the House have been urging upon
successive Governments for years, I
think that, if that alone stood in the way
of its adoption, it would be sufficient to
carry the majority of the House against
the motion. But t.here is another thing in
connexion with this matt.er to which I
should like to allude. We have had for
years to contend against outside criticism
on the state and position of members of
this House. There has been an almost
persistent and continuous attempt in every
form and shape to lower, as far as possible,
the status and position of honorable
members and of Ministers of the Crown.
The only thing to show to the public eye
the standing which they possess is the one
solitary amount reserved by the Constitution Act for the payment of salaries of
Ministers. I think it ill becomes those
honorable members wh'o have been for
years contending that the members of this
House are not compensated for their services-not only not remunerated, but not
saved from the loss which follows from
all public duties-to take the opportunity
of lowering the character of the House, by
attempting to lower the only payments
that are made to any members of the
House. The prize of becoming a Minister
of the CrOWD is the only prize of a
pecuniary character that is open to
It appears
members of this House.
to me that honorable members should,
at all events, view this question f,'om a
higher stand"point than the mere question
of retrenchment. Surely retrenchment of
the public expenditure can be considered
on its merits, and the way in which the
country should deal with members of the
House, whether Ministers or otherwise,
can be considered on its merits also. The
two questions are entirely apart, and
should never be mixed up together. I
therefore think the time ill-chosen for
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bringing forward the motion now before
the chair; and I consider that the arguments by which it is supported are weak,
inasmuch as it can be shown that the
salary of Ministers of the Crown is less
than the remuneration received in corresponding offices of a commercial and other
character, either in the city of Melbourne
or in other colonies. Under this view of
the matter, I consider the question weak
upon its merits, ill-chosen, and brought
forward with exceeding bad taste, considering the quarter of the House from which it
emanates.
Mr. EVERARD. - I had not the
slightest intention of addressing the
House on this subject nor e:hould I have
done so but for the remarks of the honorable member for Geelong West (Mr.
Berry). That honorable member commenced by saying that the arguments
brought fqrward by my honorable colleague
(Mr. Reeves) were of a very weak character. I am sure thaf the honorable member's own arguments cannot be defended
as being particularly strong. He told us
that, as the only payment made to members
. of the House was the salary gi ven to
Ministers of the Crown, therefore we
ought to support the very high amount of
salary at present given to those honorable
gentlemen. The honorable member spoke
on this subject as if he were already a
Minister of the Crown. 'Though I should
very much like to see him a Minister, that
is no reason why there should be a sum of
£14,000 a year for Ministers of the Crown
among the special appropriations. As to
the motion being ill-timed, why no time
could be better for bringing it forward
than the present, when we are considering
reductions in the civil service, and endeavouring to ascertain whether a lotofthe
special appropriations cannot be reduced.
The Chief Secretary has already told us that
be intends to bring in a Bill to abolish pne
special appropriation-the £50,000 in aid
of religious denominations-and he has
requested the Legislative Council to review the special appropriation of £5,000
for the expenses of that House. I think
there are also other "ftpecial appropriations
which might very properly and justly be
dealt with, and amongst them the £14,000
a year for Ministers of the Crown. Honorable members ,say that £2,000 per
annum for the Chief Secretary is not more
than he ought to receive, co~sidering the
value of a merchant's time; but it must be
borne in mind that, with the exception 'of
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the late Attorney-General, no gentleman
who ever occupied the position of a
Minister of the Crown in this colony gave
. up his private business for the purpose of
devoting himself exclusively. to the discharge of his public duties. Instead of
the present being an inappropriate time
for bringing forward the motion, no time
could be more appropriate; and I think
that the Chief Secretary would have
shown a large amount of appreciation of
the views of the country if, when making
reductions in the civil service, he had
manifested a desire to relieve. the country
of the burthen of some portion of the
sum at present paid to Ministers of the
Crown. If'the question comes to a division, I shall be delighted to vote for the
proposition of ·my honorable colleague.
The amendment was negatived without
a division.
The House then went into Committee of
Supply.
CHINESE INTERPRETERS.
_ On the vote of £21,%11 13s. 4d. for
clerks of courts and interpreters (salaries,
wages, and contingencies),
Mr. LANGTON urged that no further
votes for salaries, wages, and contingencies
should be considered until the return for
particulars as to the retrenchments in the
public service, for the production of whick
the honorable member for Kyneton had
given notice of motion, was laid on the
table. In the meantime the votes for
public works could be disposed of.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he desired
honorable members to go through the
Estimates in the regular order. The
information required by the honorable
member for Kyneton could not be furnished
in less than a fortnight or three weeks,
and he did not see that any advantage
would arise by postponing the votes for
').1he Government
salaries and wages.
would be glad to give honorable members
any information they desired on any particular vote as it was submitted for their
consideration.
Mr. EVERARD directed attention to
an item of £850 for" Chinese interpreters
and scribes on the gold-fields." He believed that the Chinese interpreters on toe
gold-fields were thoroughly useless, and
that, in nine cases out of ten, they did not
correctly interpret the evidence which
they professed to interpret. It would be
better to have European instead of Chinese
interpreters.
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Mr. CASEY remarked that, for . the
first time, there was an item for a "chief
interpreter." The Rev. W. Young would
act in that capacity, and it was his
(Mr. Casey's) intention to employ, as far
as possible, European instead of Chinese
interpreters. There were now a number of
young men receiving instruction in the
Chinese language under Mr. Young, and,
as vacancies occurred among the Chinese
interpreters, there would be no difficulty
in supplying their places by Europeans.
Mr. BLAIR expressed the opinion that
no person could be found either in this
colony or in China better fitted than Mr.
Young for the position of chief interpreter
amongst the Chinese. He believed that the
appointment of Mr. Young to this position
would be followed by an immediate improvement in the whole management and
disci pline of the Chinese in this colonyby a large and visible improvement in the
morals and hapits of those people-and that
the defects and vices inherent to them, and
which made them obnoxious to Europeans,
would in a vel~y short time disappear.
. Mr. DYTE asked whether Mr. Young's
duties would be confined to Ballarat?
Mr. CASEY stated that Ballarat was
Mr. Young's head quarters, and if his duties
required him to visit any other part of
the country his place would be supplied,
during his absence, by some other interpreter in whom he had confidence. Mr.
Young's salary was now £250 a year,
having been increased from about £120
since his appointment as chief interpreter.
The ,ote was th~n agreed to.
CURATOR OF INTESTATE
ESTATES.
On the vote of £900 for the salary and
expenses of the Curator of Intestate
Estates,
Mr. W ATKINS asked what sum of
money was received from the estates which
were taken charge of by the Curator of
Intestate Estates, and whether the amount
was sufficIent to pay the expenses of the
office?
Mr. CASEY replied that the Intestate
Estates Act provided that five per cent. of
all funds administered· by the Curator of
Intestate Estates should be paid into the
consolidated revenue. The amount realized
by that charge was not sufficient to pay
the expenses of the office.
In reply to Mr. MACGREGOR,
Mr. CASEY stated that, in addition to
his salary (£600 a year), the Curator of
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Intestate Estates received 2~ .per cent.
commission on all the money. which he collected. The average amount of this commission was £355 per annum. Of course
the five per cent., which went into the
consolidated revenue, was not sufficient to
pay the curator's salary and the other
expenses of the office, which together
amounted to £900.
Mr. KERFERD suggested that the
sums which had passed through the hands
of the Curator of Intestate Estates and
were unclaimed, amounting to £12,000 or
£14,000, should be invested at interest.
If this were done the office would probably,
in time, become self-supporting.
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that the
money was invested in Government de~
bentures.
Captain MAC MAHON recommended
that the Curator of Intestate Estates
should be remunerated solely by salary, instead of partly by salary and partly by
commission.
Mr. CASEY said he concurred with the
principle laid down by the honorable and
gallant member, but the
per cent. commission was' secured to the Curator of
Intestate Estates by law.
Captain MAC MAHON submitted that
a regulation might be framed requiring
the officer to pay the 2~ per cent. commission into the consolidated revenue.
Mr. MACKAY argued that, if the curator's commission was taken away, one of the
strongest inducements for him to do his
duty efficiently would be removed.
Mr. 'tV ATKINS thought that such an
important officer as the Curator of Intestate Estates ought to be well paid, but
that his remuneration should be by salary
and not by fees.
The vote was agreed to.

2t

CORONERS.
On the vote of £8,750 for the remuneration of coroners and expenses of coroners'
inquests,
Mr. DYTE referred to the item for the
remuneration of coroners (£4,000), and
expressed some surprise that it was only
£250 less than last year, as he understood
that the Ministry had proposed to abolish
the office of coroner in- certain drstricts.
He believed that in many cases post
mortem examinations made by the direction of coronel;s were unnecessary, and
that, in country districts, coroners might
be dispensed with altogether, anq. inquests
held by police magistrates or even by
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honorary magistrates. _He desired to know ever, whet4er the neglect to hold inquests
how it was that, notwithstanding many in cases in which they ought to be held
police magistmtes had been gazetted would not be a greater calamity than
coroners, the item for coroners had holding a few unnecessary inquests? In
only been reduced £250?
a spar!5ely populated country like
Mr. BURROWES observed thatt.hough, Victoria it was necess:;try that there
in some districts, police magistrates might should be very strict inquiry into the
bave time to act as coroners, in -addition to cause of death, and, therefore, th~ugh
performing theirol'dinary functions, in other the present system of remunerating
districts. such as Sandhurst for inlStance, coroners might cost a little more than
it would be impossible for them to do so.
honorable members desired, it would be
Mr. ASPINALL believed that pu~1ic unwise to change it for a system which
inconvenience would result if police magis- would take away a strong inducement for
trates were required to act as coroners as corollers to do their duty. He did not
well as to perform their m"agisterial duties. think a fee of two guineas was too much to
Mr. MACKAY asked if it was the in- allow a coroner for each inquest he held.
tention of the Government to. continue the On the whole, he believed it would be best
system of paying coro"ners by a fee of to continue the present system.
two guineas for each inquest? Charges
Mr. BERRY remarked that there was a
had been made against coroners that they general impression abroad that, police
held inquests unnecessarily, and also . magist.rates having been gazetted coroners,
The coroners were not wanted, because police
adjourned them unnecessarily.
present system of remunerating coroners magistrates could hold inquests. If this
was no doubt open to great abuse, and impression were correct, what was the
there was reason for believing that it had necessity for the vote for coroners?
been abused.
Mr~ RICHARDSON hoped the Minister
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he must of Justice would favour the committee
confess that at one time he shared very with some information on the subject.
much in the opinion that police magis,.
Mr. CASEY said it was not intended to
trates might also act as' coroners; but dispense with the office of coroner, because
wh'en persons came to deal practically it could not be dispensed with according to
with matters their previous notions some- the existing law. All that could be done
times underwent a change. His impres- was to appoint police magistrates coroners.
sion now was that, even if it were possible It was not intended that police magistrates
for police magistrates to discharge the should act as coroners where such a course
duties of coroners in large towns, such as would entail public inconvenience; but it
Sandhurst and Ballarat, where they always was intended that all police magistrates
officiated in one place, it would be impos- should be coroners, just as all police
sible in districts in which a police magis- magistrates were wardens. The advantage
trate had a large area to travel over, of this would be that a police magistrate
becauRe inquests must be held at once, could be instructed to hold an inquest in
and when a police magistrate was required districts where it was not absolutely necesto hold an inquest he might be performing sary to have a special coroner, or under
magisterial duties in a remote part of , some unusu'al circumstances. For instance,
his district. As to inquests being held some difficulty had lately arisen as to the
by honorary magistrates, he did not holding of inquests in the case of a
think it desirable that that course murder and suicide at Spring Creek (for
should be adopted. The duty of taking which district no coroner was appointed),
depositions which would satisfactorily dis- and he had met the difficulty by appointclose the causeof death wasaveryimportant ing the nearest police magistrate coroner,
one, and, without intending any disrespect and instructing him to hold the inquests.
to the honorary magistrates, he believed The e~periment of employing police
that, as a rule, they did not possess the magistI'ates as coroners was one that must
necessary qualifications and experience to be tried with great care and caution. It
discharge that duty in the way in which was only after adopting the principle in
it ought t.o be performed. It had been one particular district that he had felt
suggested that coroners should be. paid by 'j ustified in extending it, and its operation
salary, instead of by fees, in order to pre- would require to be carefully watohed.
vent the holding of unnecessary inquests.
Mr. THOMAS drew attention to the
He would ask honorable _members, how- circumstance that there was at present no
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morgue at Sandridge, where, in his opinion,
one was absolutely necessary. Sandridge
was a town of 5,000 inhabitants, and,
owing to its proximity to' the bay and
the river, the bodies of dl'Owned persons
were often cast ashore, and there was no
public place to take them to.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the Government could not afford to have a morgue
at every town which contained 5,000
inhabitants. For the same reasons that
had been urged by the honorable member
with respect to Sandridge, one might be
asked for at St. Kilda and other similarly
situated suburbs.
He would bear the
matter in mind generally, and if it could
be shown, after inquiry, that the establishment of a morgue at Sandridge was
necessa.ry, he would recommend it to the
Commissioner of Public Works.
The vote was agreed to.
, GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING.,
On the vote of £7,000 for advertising,
Mr. EVERARD observed that 'he
thought some detailed information should
be given to the House as to the way in
which this money was expended. It
appeared that all the advertisements given
by the Government to the newspapers
were filtered through the Minister of
Justice, who hau the distributiun of them.
He thought it only right that the committee should have the opportunity of
ascertaining how far the honorable member's generosity extended, and tO'what extent the various papers wel'esubsidized. He
did not say that the Minister of Justice
had given advertisements to people he
ought not to give them to, but he thought
it only proper that the H9use should be
furnished with a list of the newspapers
which had been' so favoured. The honorable member was himself interested in a
newspaper.
Mr. CASEY denied that he was intEm~sted in any newspaper in the colony,
and said he would be glad to know from
what source the honorable member derived
'his information?
Mr. EVERARD said that the Minister
of Justice had himself said so.
Mr. CASEY inquired how long ago?
MI'. EVERARD replied that it was
only a few months since.
Mr. CASEY repeated his assurance
that he was not interested in any newspaper in the colony. With reference to
the observations that had been made as to
0
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the distribution of .the advertisements, he
would say that they were not distributed
by him, but were in the first instance sent
to the Government Printer, who selected
the newspapr.rs in which they should be
inserted on the basis of' their circulation.
If the honorable member desired to know
the names of the newspapers in which the
Government advertisements were inserted,
there would be no objection to a list of
them being furnished.
Mr. DYTE remarked that no item like
that under considerat~on appeared in the
Estimates for 1868, and asked why the
Government had placed it in the Minister
of Justice's department? It appeared the
more strange, as that honorable gentleman
had stated that the advertisements did not
come direct from him. In his opinion every
department of the service should be separately chargeu with its advertising expenses, under the head of contingencies.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the
reason that the vote had been transferred
to the Minister of Justice was that the department of the Government Printer had
been transferred to the same officer. He
(Mr. McCulloch) had quite enough to do
wit.hout attending to the Government
printing establishment.
lVft-. KERFERD said that, in the district which he represented, he had heard
remarks made as to the manner in which
advertisements were distributed amongst
the local newspapers. He was delighted
to hear the Minister of Justice state
that the distribution was left to the
Goyernment Printer, who pursued the
course of giving them according to the
relative value, in point of circulation, of the
various journals. He could understand
the propriety of such a system; but he
was bound to say to the committee that he
had been informed that, in the Ovens district, the very worst paper, with a very
small circulation, received five times the
amount of Government advertisements
that the other local papers received. He
had represented the matter to the
Minister of Lands, and was informed that
it was entirely in the hands of the Minister
of Justice, to whom he was referred.
Mr. CASEY said that the matter was
so far within his· control that he could·
order the discontinuance of the insertion of
advertisements. Recently a number of
applications had been made to him for advertisements, especially by new papers,
who, the moment they had issued their
first sheet, came to the Government with
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an application for what was, to all intents represent (Geelong). That officer was
and purposes, in the ~ature of a proposi- one of' the oldest servants in the colony,
tion for subsidy. There was no doubt that and was now placed on the retired list,
after his instructions had been issued to although he (Mr. Richardson) was inthe Government Printer, if they were formed that he was prepared to take office
issued at all, to discontinue advertisements at a reduced salary rather than leave the
in newspapers, that officer would act Government service. He admitted that
accordingly in their distribution thereafter. he had not received this information direct
Mr. LANGTON said that, when he was from the officer in question.
in office, the Government Printer subMr. McCULLOCH said that, in making
mitted to him a list of the papers and a their inquiries whilst the work of replan upon which he acted in the distribu- trenchment was in ,progress, the Governtion of advertisements. He did not alter ment had found that the Collector of
or in any way interfere with the practice Customs at Geelong could do the work of
at that time followed. He would like to the officer referred to, and that it was for
know whether that practice remained in that reason the reduction had been made.
existence?
After some further remark s, the vote
Mr. CASEY replied that he thought the was agreed to.
statement of the honorable mem ber for West
VOLUNTEER FORCE.
MelbourneCMr. Langton) would not bewell
On the vote of £18,436 78. 6d. for
borne out; because the Government Prin tel'
had informed him (Mr. Casey) that the the volunteer force,
honorable member had not been three days
Mr. McCULLOCH said that this year
in office before he directed advertisements the Government asked for £18,436 7s. 6d.,
to be sent to the Evening Star. There whereas last year a vote was taken for
had been a time at which the Evening £34,000, showing, therefore, a reduction
Star was the most virulent opponent of of over £16,000.
the party to which he (Mr. Casey) was
Mr. BURROWES remarked that before
That was at the time a reduction was :made of the kind now
now attached.
that the honorable member (Mr. Langton) proposed by the vote before the committee,"
was in power, and ~he paper in question the various parties interested should be
then received the largest share of the informed what it was proposed to do.
Governmen t ad vertisemen ts.
There had been a large sum of money exMr. EVERARD remarked that he was pended in the erection of orderly-rooms,
informed that there were letters from the and in other similar directions, which' in
Government Printer, in which he had said all probability would not have been so exthat the Minister of Justice was alone re- pended if the proposed reduction could
sponsible for distributing the advertise- have been foreseen. He thought that any
ments. He hoped the Minister of Justice personal hardship of the kind he had
wou1d consent to givethe committee a list ~f pointed out should be avoided.
the various newspapers who received them;
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the vol unfor it appeared to him, so far as he could t~ers were paid by an annual vote, and in
ascertain, that, with the exception of two or accordance with the volunteer regulations.
three of them, whose proprietors were The vote could only be taken to apply to
above anything of the kind, every news- the particular year for the service of which
paper in the country had had advertise- . it was passed, and if the volunteers had
ments for the asking.
chosen to embarrass theI1l.selves with liaMr. LANGTON said, in explanation, bilities on the faith of the House in subthat when Mr. Ferres submitted to Mr. sequent years voting a similar sum of
Sladen and himself the list of newspapers money to that which had been previously
amongst which the advertisements were voted, he really could not understand how
distributed, they agreed that there was no they could defend such a position. They
knew perfectly well that they were only
necessity for interference with it.
The vote was then agreed to.
justified in regarding, as certain, the payOn the vote of £24,018 9~. 10d. for the ment of the sum voted for the current
Treasurer's department,
year, and he could not see how they could
Mr. RICHARDSON said that he place themselves in the position of expectwished to direct the· attention of the ing him or any other Treasurer to give as
committee to the case of the sub-treasurer it were a sort of guarantee that, because
of the town which he had the honour to estimates for this branch of the service
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had been passed one year, they would of
necessity be passed in the following year.
Mr. BURROWES said he was given
to understand that the practice had heretofore been to pay in one year the money
earned in the previous year. If that were
so the volunteers had not received what
was due to them on account of 1868.
Mr. BAYLES observed that, during the
year, the volunteers in several districts had
entered into certain contracts, and at the
end of the year had found themselves
mulcted of an amount of money which they
believed, and which he thought they ha'd
good reason to believe, was due to them.
He would take, by way of illustration, the
Warrnambool corps, although he believed
that the same remarks applied to many, if
not to all the corps throughout the colony.
If the volunteers had earned the money
due to them on the 31st December last,
they certainly ought to be paid it, and the
reduction should be made on the vote proposed to be taken for 1869.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the number of effecti ves in 1868 was to form the
basis of the payment in 1869; but that
the money appropriated to the service
of 1869 was not to be expended for the
previous year. The volunteers ought to
have admitted that they had been expending money on the faith ~f expectations.
As nearly as possible, each year the mpney
had been paid over from the time the
volunteer regulations came into operation.
Mr. BURROWES observed that he was
informed the previous day, on very good
authority, that the amount due for 1868
had not then been paid.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the honorable member had been misinformed in that
respect.
Mr. EVERARD called attention to the
foHowing items which were included in
the vote :-Commandant, £900, and two
stafI-officers-one at £450 and one at
£400. He thought that those items were
excessive in amount.
Mr . MACKAY said he wished to ask
the Treasurer whether it was not desirable to allow the addition or lOs. to the
£2 proposed to be allowed for effectives ?
It had, he t.hought, been shown that
such an addition would amply satisfy
all the demands made, and he believed
that, in the general spirit of retrenchment that was now manifested, it was
worth while to consider whether carrying it to too great an extreme would
not materially impair the efficiency of the
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service. He thought that, considering the
. representations that had been made oD: the
subject from all parts of the country, the
lOs. extra would satisfy the volunteers; and
it would be a very graceful concession on
the part of the Treasurer to consent to it ..
Mr. HANNA asked what the volunteers
had done for the enormous sum of money
which had been expended on them? The
certificates alone amounted to a large sum.
Mr. DYTE said he thought the country
was paying a very high price for perhaps
a very pretty, but he might certainly say a
very useless toy. He thought that there
might, without the smallest difficulty, be
established in and about Melbourne, at a.
much smaller expense, a body of men who
would do the work at least equally well.
He did not know that the retention of the
volunteer force added very materially to
the defences of the colony. If the Government of the day deserved credit in any
respect, in connexion with the work of
retrenchment they were carrying out, it
WM, in his opinion, in their proposition to
reduce the expenditure on the volunteer
force.
Mr. WALSH mentioned that, from his
own experience, the proposed reductions
would work injustice.. Members of the
force had devot~d a great deal of time, and
sometimes of money too, in promoting the
efficiency ·of the service, without fee or
reward, and he thought it in bad taste
that honorable members should attack
them in the way they had done.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was sorry
that there should be any dissatisfaction
expressed by the committee as to the way
in which he had dealt with the vote under
consideration. He was prepared to admit
that the country owed something to the
volunteer force, and he believed that if they
were called into service they would do their
duty. But surely there' was no desire on
the part of honorable members to spend,
on this or any other item of the Estimates,
more money than was necessary. The
simple question was, what was required
to meet the necessary expenditure of the
department? In answer to the remarks
of the honorable member for Sandhurst
(Mr. Mackay), . he wished to know
whether that honorable member had
looked into the question himself, or
whether he had spoken merely from what
he had heard? He found that the
sum required for clothing was £3 per
head, and that one suit of uniform
would last three years. O'fficers, upon
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whose statements he could rely, had in- contended that, if' the Treasurer made a
formed him tbat some of those who were debtor and creditor account of the transmost attentive to their drill could make action, it would he found that they were
the uniform last them even four years. entitled to receive more money than he
Now he would like to be informed what could possibly give them uuder the reguthe other pound asked was required for? lations. If the volunteers were of DO
He had answered a deputation 'of volunteer value .the whole force should be at once
officers who waited upon him the otber disbanded, but whilst they were mainday, that if they could show him that tained the committee should not refuse to
more than £2 was really required, he pay the cost of them.
would allow it; but they could not do so.
Mr. McCULLOCH referred honorable
He had gone into the matter as carefully members to the vote of last year, and said
as he could, and he believed £2 per man . that the sums to which the volunteers
was quite sufficient. He had the authority were entitled had been paid over to them.
of some officers for saying that it was It was absolutely necessary, in order to
amply so, considering that the,Government find out to whom the money should be
paid all the other expenses in the way of paid, that the regulations should be foldrill instructors and so forth. He would lowed, which based the payment according
not willingly take a step which would to the number of " effectives" on service in
impair the efficiency of the force, but he the ·previous year. 'fo ask the committee
was certaiuly unprepared to recommend to vote money on the ground that the
the expenditure of any sum of money that volunteers had been misled, was to ask to
was not absolutely required to maintain have done that which ought not to be
it.
permitted.
Mr. LANGTON said he believed that
Mr. WHITEMAN expressed the hope
every honorable member would agree that that the commanding officers, who tp his
no more money ought to be expended than certain knowledge had expended money
was absolutely necessary for the main- on the strength of the regulations, would
tenance of the efficiency of the force. be reimbursed.
Mr. BURROWES complained that the
But another question was involved, namely,
whether or no, under the regulations which allowance of £3 per head for the cavalry
had been in force, the volunteers had been was inadequate, seeing that each man
led to believe that the sum voted one year had to find his own horse, and that his
was for the payment of services rendered accoutrements cost from £12 to £16. He
in another, and whether, therefore, acting might mention that the Sandhurst cavalry
under that impression, they had in- corps had paid their own drill instructor
volved themselves in expenses which, £3 per week for several years, and that
under other circumstances, they would they' had built an orderly-room at a cost
.
.
have avoided. The vote last year was of £600.
Mr. CREWS. said he was disposed to
distributed according to the regulations
of March, 1864. The payments were give the Government every support in
understood to be made according to the reductions which they had made. He
the number of "effectives" who had thought they had made it bold stroke in
performed the required services during connexion with the Volunteer department.
the preceding year.
The 34th regu- But it appeared that they had overlooked
lation provided that at the commence- the commandant of the force. That
ment of each year the commanding officer was still to receive £900 a year,
officers would be' debited with the cost while the salaries of the two staff officers
of drill instruction, and be credited with would be limited to £450 and £400
the force, in the respectively. He (Mr. Crews) considered
each effective member
prescribed sums. By that regulation there that £600 would be ample salary for the
The efficiency of the
could be no doubt that the volunteers had commandant.
been induced to spend money, under the volunteers depended more upon the drill
impression that they would receive it back sergeants than upon the staff. A great
in the following year. It had been the deal had been said as to the effective
custom, under the regulations, for the .training of men to arms in the case of
commanding officers to pay money out warfare; but, he repeated, this efficiency
of their own pockets. If this were so, depended upon the drill sergeants. W iththe least the committee could do would be out the drill sergeants the volunteers
to see that they were reimbursed; and he would make a very sorry appearance. It
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was important that there should be a
sufficient number of drill sergeants and
drill instructors, and that they should be
He believed
sufficiently remunerated.
that the disciplining of the various corps,
other than that done by the drill sergeants,
was done gratuitously. This being so,
he did not see the necessity for paying
£900 to a commandant. He begged to
move thRt that item be reduced by £300.
Mr. KERNOT called attention to the
item of £400 "in aid of maintaining a
This band, he said, was
military band."
a Melbourne band, and he did not see why
a Melbourne band should have a State
subsidy, while the bands at Ballarat,
Castlemaine, and other provincial towns
were maintained by local subscriptions. He submitted that the amount
should be divided among the variolls
volunteer bands in the colony.
He
thought the defences which the colony
already possessed adequate· to its requirements, and he hoped that, next yen 1',
the Government would go in for further
retrenchment in this direction.
Mr. DUFFY said there was one point
upon which he thought it desirable the
committee should have information in reference to this vote. In the course of his
financial statement, the Treasurer made a
really alarming disclosure as to the extent
to which the country was becoming liable
for land certificates to volunteers. He
(Mr. Duffy) was one of the members of
the House who voted for the granting of
these certificates to volunteers, but the·
conditions on which the certificates ought
to have been granted had been entirely
set aside, and he desired to know t he reason why. When the provision for the
granting of certificates was assented to by
Parliament, the idea was to plant over the
country trained and disciplined citizens
who, having a location granted to them by
the State, would be found at all times
ready to protect the interests of the
country in case of necesFity, just, as the
enrolled pensioners sent to New, Zealand
and Canada, and at one time to Tasmania,
had grants of land given to them on the
condition that they would render a sort
of military service. The clause, as he understood it, was framed to secure that end
because it distinctly provided that the £50
which each certificate represent.ed should
be available as lJayment towards the purchase money or.rent of land purchased or
leased by the person to whom the certificate was granted. That limited the certi.YOLo YII.-O
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ficate specially to the volunteer himself;
and he should like to know how the
specific language of an Act of Parliament
had been got rid of. He unuel'stood the
Treasurer to say that a leg-al opinion had
Leen given on the point. If this were so,
he thought the House might reasonably
call for that opinion, and see the gl'ounds
upon which it rested.
Mr. GRANT observed that the clause
of the Land Act relating to the volunteers'
cel,tificates was as follows : "All officers, non-commissioned officers, and
members of the volunteer force of Victoria, not
being on the paid staff of, or serving for pay in,
the said force shall be entitled, subject to such
regulations and conditions as may from time to
time be approved of by the Governor in Council,
and laid before both Houses of Parliament, to
recei ve from the Board of Land and Works a
certificate which shall be treated as equivalent to the sum of £50 towards the purchase
money or rent of any Crown land thereafter
purchased or leased by the person who shall
have received such certificate, his executors or
administrators."

'Vhen the clause was first introduced into
the Bill, it contained the word "assigns,"
but this was struck out at the instance of
the honorable and learned mem bpr for
Brighton, in order that the certificates
should not be assignable. The certificates
were to be taken as representing £50
towards the purchase money or rent of
Crown land. No conditions were attached as
to residence or cultivation. That appeared
to have been lost sight of when the clause
was adopted. Regulations having been
framed by the volunteer authorities, the
Board of Land and Works, as the time of
service reqllired by the Act expired, issued
certificates setting forth exactly the provisions of the clause-namely, that each
certificate was equivalent to the sum of
£50 towards the purchase money or rent
of land. To be careful ahout the matter,
he appended to each certificate a note setting fOl,th that it was not assignable or
,transferable. Thereupcn he was lIlet with
questions as to the right of the Board of
Land and Works to append such a condition ; and the only effect of the note, as
the event showed, was that the volllnteers,
instead of getting £50 for t.heir certificates,
obtained only £30 or £40. The prices
ranged from £30 to £45. Men had simply
to go to auct.ion with authorit.y from volunteel's to purchase on their beha-If, find
the certificates were available. He appealed to the law officers of the Crown to
ascertain if this proceeding could be
prevented, and he was told that it could not.
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It appeared that the mere omission from
the clause of the word" assigns," which
was originally placed before the words
"executors or administrators," could not
prevent the assignment of the certificates;
and the only effect of his insisting upon
the position which he at first took would
have been to play into the hands of land
speculators, who had dealt largely in these
certificates and made a very handsome
profit out of them.
Mr. DUFFY said he had not the
slightest doubt ihat the Minister of Lands
intended that the certificates should not be
transferable, and that he was overruled
afterwards by some legal opinion. Still
he wanted to know how it happened, inasmuch as these certificates were declared
by law capable of being used only for.,
the purpose of paying the 'purchase
money or reut of the volunteers to
whom they were issued, that a number
could accumulate in the hands of one man?
One man could not be a number of volunteers. The language of the clause seemed
as specific as language could make it.
" Here," it said in effect, "is £50 for the
payment of thA rent or purchase money of
land rented or purchased by the person to
whom this is issued, and to no other person
whatever." That was the object of the
Legislature in granting the certificatesto enable vol.unteers to settle upon the land
in their own proper person.
Mr. GRANT remarked that any lawyer in the House or out of it would say
that the certificates were assignable, and
that any man could hold any number of
them.
Mr. COHEN observed that it was never
intended by the Legislature that these
certificates should be an assignable or purchasable commodity. They were intended
as a reward for volunteers aft.er serving a
certain time, and to be used in the manner
explained by the honorable and learned
-member for Dalhousie. However, as the
Board of Land and W orks,'on the ad vice of
the law officers of the Crown, had thought
fit to make them an assignable commodity,
he had nothing more to say on that snbject.
He considered the Government deserved
a great deal of credit for the reductions
which they had made in connexion with
the Volunteer department. He was of
opinion that the sum placed on the Estimates (£18,436) was sufficient for all the
purposes connected with the maintenance
of the force. He was a member of the
first corps of volunteers established in the
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country-the only corps that ever went
into active service. They kept the powder
dry while the regulars were in New
Zealand; and yet they never received any
aid from the Government. He should be
sorry to see the volunteer force abolished;
at the same time he considered the amount
placed on the Estimates quite enough.
Mr. LONGMORE said that, when the
volunteers' certificate clause of the Land
Act was under discussion, a general desire
was expressed that the certificates should
not be transferable.
Subsequently an
effort was made in the House to rendel"
the certificates transferable; but the proceeding was I;!toutly opposed by the Minister of Lands, who stated that he would
take every measure he possibly could to
prevent the certificates being transferred,
and to prevent their use should they be
transferred. And yet, strange to say,
shortly afterwards, of his o.wn will and
deed, the Minister of Lands made the certificates transferable, contrary to the spirit
and letter of the Act; he allowed them to
be sold and to pass into the hands of
capitalists. Neither the country nor the
volunteers had deri ved the benefit from the
clause which they would have obtained had
the certificates been made non-transferable.
The cause of making the certificates transferable had not been explained. He believed it was done on the eve of a general
election, but whether for the purpose of
influencing that election he was not prepared to say. He simply denounced the
proceeding as entirely unconstitutional.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
he should not be doing his duty either to
the Minister of Landa or to the committee, if
he did not state that he believed he ought
to bear the discredit, if discredit it were,
of the mode in which the Land-office had
dealt with these certificates. He drew the
volunteers' certificate clause of the Land
Act, and 4e remembered that he drew
it in a hurry one evening, during t11e
adjournment of the House for refreshment. Although a member of a volunteer
company, he never supported this mode
of rewarding volunteers. It appeared
to him, when this method of rewarding the volunteers was first proposed,
that it was virtually converting a force
which professed to be a volunteer force,
and which ought to remain so, into
a paid force without the appearance of
being a paid force; that it was a
thoroughly disingenuous and not a credita~le method of rewarding services that
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appeared and professed to be voluntary.
He never supported the clause, although,
as it was decided that this reward should
be given to the volunteers, he prepared the
clause. At the time it was prepared he
certainly. was under the impression that
the omission of the word " assigns"
would have the effect of preventing the
assignment of the certificates. A very
little consideration, however, had since
satisfied him that that would not be the
case.
There could be no doubt whatever
that a right of this kind given to a person
and his executors . or administrators,
although it might not be transferable at
law, was always transferable at equity;
and that the transferree could use the
name of the transferrer for the purpose
of enforcing his rights under the agreement. Therefore, when asked his opinion
by the Minister of Lands, he stated that
he, thought the Board of Land and Works
had no power to prevent the transfer.
This was the short and simple history of
the matter. And he might tell the
honorable member for Ri pon and Hampden
that, although the Land-office did announce
its change of intention on the eve of a
particular election, he was not aware of
the intentions of the department until after
the announcement was made. It was
done without his knowledge, approval,
or consent, asked or giyen.
Mr. MACKAY expressed the opinion
that if the volunteers desired only a small
addition to the amount on the Estimates,
and could show that it was necessary, .the
committee ought to grant it.
Mr. LONGMORE submitted that the
colonel-commandant was not wanted; or,
at all events, that he did nothing for the
country which justified the committee in
voting him more than half £900.
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that,
owing to the reduction in the staff, additional responsibilitt had been thrown
upon the commandant; and that, therefore,
it would be unwise to reduce the salary
of that officer.
Mr. WHITEMAN complained that t~e
storekeeper of the Local Military Store
department, who last year received £200
per annum, had been reduced by being
made a drill instructor at St. KHda at
£130 per annum.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he believed
the office of storekeeper had been abolished; but he. would make inquiries,
with a view to ascertain whether' any
inj ustic~ had been done.
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Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
volunteer regulations published in the
Government Gazette of September, 1863,
from which it was clear, he said, that the
amount voted in 1864 was distdbuted for
ser.vices rendered in 1863. It was stated
very distinctly that on and after the 1st J anuary, 1864, those regulations should come
into force; and yet nine months' previous
service were required tg claim the privileg'es
conferred by the regulations. So that it
would be seen that in no one year was a
vote available unless pretty well' a year's
services had previously been rendered.
And thus, year after year, the same plan
was followed until the last day of 1868,
when it was announced that the amount
which officers commanding corps might
expect to receive, on account of 1868,
would be reduced one-half. Now, would
it be fair to the charitable institutions if,
having been encouraged to expect £2 for
every £1 collected, and having based their
expenditure on that expectation, the
Government promulgated, on the last day
of the. year, fresh regulations depriving
them of one-half of the subsidy which
they expected from the State?
Mr. McCULLOCH contended that the
proceeding would be fair, because the
charitable institutions had no right to expend money not voted by the House; at the
same time, he admitted that the vote for any
one year was framed according to the number of effectives during the previous year.
Mr. LANGTON urged that the proper
course would be to vote the allowance on
the old basis, and give the volunteers
twelve months' notice. As he understood,
the regulations had virtually a retrospective
effect; and if the publication of them had
been held back one day, there would have
been no compla.int on the part of the
volunteers, because they would have had
twelve months to suit their expenditure to
their diminished income. He did not
think the Chief Secretary ought to leave
the committee under the impression that
some one else than the Government was responsible for the increased expenditure on
the volunteers.
When the honorable
member took office, the expenditure was
£21,000, and it had been increased under .
his Administration. Certainly the volunteers ought not to be subjected to inconvenience, simply for a steady increase in
the expenditure, for which the Chief Secretary was alone responsible.
Mr. LONGMORE considered that the
system of retrenchment adopted in the
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Volunteer department was not fair. Those
who were high in office were left in the
enjoyment of their salaries; while those
who had to do the work and bear the burthen had their salaries and wages reduced.
For example, the staff cost, in 1868,
£2,725; and this year it would cost
£2,525. In 1868 a large sum was voted
for" maintenance, training, and incidental
expenditure," but in 1869 that item seemed
~ have disappeared altogether.
He held
this to be retrenchment carried out in the
interests of the wealthy as against the
poorer classes.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had nothing
to add to the explanation which he had
already afforded. The Govf'rnment were
prepared to give the volunteers their
uniforms, and to meet the necessary expenditure; and this he had already shown
could be done at the rate of £2 per head
per annum.
Recently a deputation of
volunteer oflicers waited upon him to
request that the amouilt should be increased. He asked for the data upon
which their request was founded, but they
could not furnish it, and asked for ten days
to consider the matter.
After some further discussion,
The committee divided on Mr. Crews'
amendment for reducing the commandant's
.
salary by £300 : Ayes
2]
Noes
25
Majority against the}
amendment

4

AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Berry,
" E. Cope,
" Crews,
" Dyte,

Mr. McCaw,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" Watkins,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,
" Longmore.

" Everard,

"
"
."
"
"

Hanna,
Harbison,
Kerierd,
Kernot,
Lobb,
I'J

Mr. Bourke,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" Duffy,
" Harcourt,
" Lalor,
" Langton,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Mason,
" McCulloch,

NOES.

Mr. McDonnell,
" Miller,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,

" Stutt,

" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale.
Tellers.
Mr. Grant,
" Whiteman.

The" Victoria."

Mr. LONGMORE proposed that the
colonel-coQlmandant's salary should be
reduced from £900 to £750.
The committee divided.Ayes
24
24
Noes
AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Berry,
" E. Cope,
" Crews,
" Duffy,
" Everard,
" Farrell,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Kerferd,
" J{ernot,
" Lobb,
" Longmore,

Mr. Macgregor,
" McCaw,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Plummerl
" Reel'es,
" Richardson,
" Watkins,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr:Cohen,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr. Bourke,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" Harcourt,
" Lalor,
" Langton,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. MacMahon,
Mr. Mason,
" McCulloch,
" McDonnell,

Mr. Miller,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale.
Tellers.
Mr. Grant,
" Whiteman.

The CHAIRMAN said that, according
to the usual rule, he gave his casting vote
with the ayes.
The amendment was accordingly carried.
The vote, less £150 (deducted from the
item for the commandant's salary), was
then agreed to, as was also a vote of
£58f) 28. 2d. for the p3.y, for the first two.
months of the year, of discharged officers
and men from the Volunteer and Military
Store departments, drill instructors, &c.
THE" VICTORIA."
On the vote of £1,296 lOs. lId. for
H.M.C:S. Victor,ia (salaries, wages, and
contingencies ),
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that
the amount on the Estimates was
£1,796 lOs" lld., but £500 of this sum
would not be";' required, because Captain
Norman, the commander of the ship, had
gone' to England, to bring out the
Cerberus, and consequently only two
months' salary for that officer, instead of
twelve months', would be chargeable
against this vote.
'
Mr. DU~~FY inquired if the Victoria
would he further employed in connexion
, with the survey of the coast ?,
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Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the negative. He added that the steamer Pharos
had been substitut.ed in the place of the
Victoria for survey purposes.
Mr. DUFFY said he had heard the
Chief Secretary, and also the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Francis), express an opinion on a former occasion that
the Victoria might be dispensed with
altogether and sold. If there was no
practical use for the vessel it would be an
advantage to sell it.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he
really did not think the Victoria was of
any use to the colony. In communications between the Imperial Government
and Mr. Verdon some reference was made
as to the disposal of the ship, but he (Mr.
McCulloch) did not intend to take any
action in the way of selling it until he obtained further information on the subject.
Mr. KERFERD suggested that, as the
Victoria was to lie idle, it was not necessary that there should be such a large expenditure in connexion with the ship as
£1,296.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was necessary to maintain a sufficient staff to keep
the ship in proper order.
After some remarks from Mr. HANNA
and Mr. EVERARD,
The vote was agreed to.
THE "NELSON."
On the vote of £11,898 Is. 6d. for
H.M.C.S. Nelson (salaries, wage~; and
contingencies ),
Mr. KERFERD asked what number of
boys were being trained on board this ship?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that there
were 350, and he hoped that the number
would be increased.
Mr. McLELLAN said he believed the
Nelson was buried in mud, and perfectly
useless for purposes of defence. Under
full sail and full steam shp, could not move
through the wa,ter at a greater speed than
seven or seven and a half knots per hour.
He did not know how the Government
proposed to expend such n large sum of
money as £11,898 for the purpose of
keeping up this useless hulk. He did not
object to the vessel being kept for the
purpose of training boys for a seafaring
life-it would be very useful for that purpose-but there was no necessit.y for m~in
taining such a large number of officers as
were provided for on the Estimates. The
expenditure could be reduced one-half by
striking' out th.e first division of the
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estimate, which provided for a .large staff
of officers, on the supposition that the ship
was to be ready for "defence purposes."
No one who had seen Her Majesty's war
ships would compare this useless hulk to
one of them. A small boat, comparatively
speaking, would cut her in two while she
was answering her helm. She could not
be of any use for the pnrpose of defending
the bay. .The Nelson was one of the
things upon which thp, colony had wasted
a large sum of money. He believed that
scarcely a single penny had been expended
in connexion with the defences that had
not been wilfully and wantonly wasted.
He admitted t.hat there were 1\ few useful
guns in' the colony, but they were nothing
in comparison with the hundreds of thousands of pounds which had been wasted
on defensive works. He moved that the
item be reduced by £5,192 16s. 6d., being
the whole of the estimated expenditure to
keep the vessel ready for" defence purposes." .
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, whether
rightly or wrongly, the Nels.on was accepted fi'om the Imperial Government, on
condition that she was always to be kept
ready for sea, at the expense of the colony.
Having obtained the ship on these conditions, it was impossible t.o strike off the
whole of the crew without the consent of
the Imperial Government. He agt'eed
with the honorable member for Ararat,
that a very large sum of money had been
spent in connexion with the defences of
the colony, and, as far as he could make
out, it was to a great extent wasted.
Mr. EVERARD suggested that some
reduction might be made in the vote, without striking off the whole of the crew.
The amount asked for was certainly a very
large sum for the maintenance of what the
Treasurer admitted to be a "white elephant." Getting the -Nelson was one of
the things which the Agent-General had
far better have left undone.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
amount proposed for the Nelson was considerably less than was voted last year.
He did not see how it could be further
reduced.
Mr. HARCOURT Qbserved that he
would support the vote, as the House last
year sanctioned the maintenance' of the
Nelson. He, however, regarded it as a
very expensive toy.
Mr. KERFERD pointed out that, as the
Treasurer evidently thought the Nelson
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was only useful as a training ship, the
committee was asked to sanction an expenditure equivalent to about £30 per
head per annum for each boy on board the
vessel. This was a most extravagant
sum. He hoped the vote would be postponed, to enable the Trea~urer to endeavour to reduce the amount. The salary
of Captain ~ayne, the commander of the
ship, was fixed at £650, whil~ Captain
N orman, of the Victoria, an old and experienced officer, only received £600.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, deducting the cost of the Nelson for defensive
purposes, the cost of the maintenance of
the boys on board the vessel was only £16
per head per annum. He did not say that
the Nelson was worthless for the purpose
of defence, but he was of opinion that it
ought not to be maintained for that object
after the Cerberus arrived here.
.
Captain MAC MAHON considered that
it would be a gross act of repudiation to
summarily refuse to maintain the Nelson
in a state of efficiency. The agreement
with the Imperial Government was that the
Nelson and the Cerberus should be kept in
first-rate order, fully manned, and ready,
in the event of war breaking out, to be
placed under the cbargeof the naval officer
in command of the Australian station.
He did not think that the agreement was
one satisfactory to the colony, and he suggested that some communication should
be addressed to the Imperial.Government
on the subject.
Mr. McCULLOCH concurred with the
honorable and gallant member, and stated
that he intended to make a representation
to the Imperial Government on the subject.
If the colony was to derive any advantage
from maintaining the Cerberus in aconstant
state of efficiency, it ought not to be liable
to be taken out of the control of the colony
in the event of war occurring. Last year,
however, all sides of the House heartily
approved of the arrangement which was
entered into by Mr. Verdon, and, until the
matter was represented to the Home
Government, the arrangement ought not
to be departed from.
Mr. HANNA said that, since the agreement with the Home Government, naval
ordnance had undergone such changes that
it would be useless to send the .Nelson to
sea for war purposes.
Mr. G. V: SMITH submitted that
honorable members' should not suddenly
break an engagement into which they had
entered, simply because they had grown

The "Nelson."

suddenly wise. Some three years ago,
when honorable members were not quitf;3
so wise in these matters as they were now,
it was the opinion of the House, and of
eminent engineers by whose advice they
were partly guided, that a block-ship
wou ld be most useful in Hobson's Bay, and
it was for a block-sh,ip that the Nelson
was obtained. He admitted that, as a seagoing vessel, the Nelson was not likely to
be of any use, but, on the other hand, she
was mo::;t valuable as a training sJIip for
boys. There were at present about 350
boys being trained on board the Nelson,
and repeated applications were made to
send boys there rather than to an industrial
school. Moreover, even for defensive purposes, he believed that the Nelson would
be able to give a very good account of any
small fry, such as privateers carrying two
or three guns, from which description of
vessels there was most reason to apprehend
an attack in case of war.
Mr. CO:~IEN urged that the committee
could not adopt the amendment proposed
by the honorable member for Ararat without being guilty of an act of repudiation
towards the Imperial Government.
Mr. EVERARD hoped that for the
future the Agent-General would not enter
into any such expensive contracts.
Mr. McCULLOCH reminded the honorable member for Collingwood that the
House approved of the arrangement made
by the Agent-General in reference to the
Nelson, but that a change had since come
over the feelings of honorable members.
The Agent-General, however, would not
enter into contracts 1101' make any arrangements except by the authority of the
Government.
Mr. LONGMORE expressed an opinion
that, without impairing the efficiency of
the vessel to any exte!lt, the expenditure
might be curtailed about £3,000.
Mr. McCULLOCH asked what the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
knew about the management of a ship like
the Nelson? There were expensive guns
on board the vessel which ought not to be
damaged in any way; and he was assured
t.hat the proposed expenditure was absolutely necessary to keep the vessel in a
proper state of efficiency, according to the
agt"eement with the Imperial Government.
Mr. McLELLAN did not wish to interfere with any contract with the Imperial
Government, but he considered that the
present was a fitting time to bring under
the notice of honorable members the
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wasteful expenditure in connexion with
the defences of the colony. He believed
that all matters in connexion with the defences had been placed in the hands of
incompetent men, and that there had been
a wanton and wilful expenditure of public
money. He was informed that the gentleman in charge of the Nelson recently
went home a clerk, and came back a
captain, without" having been connected
with the navy.
Mr. BLAIR regarded the training for a
seafaring life of 350 boys, like those on
board the Nelson, as an object of such
high and practical importance in a community like this, that if the Tl'easurer
assured him that the whole of the £11,898
was required for that purpose alone, he
would be inclined to vote the amount, believing that its expenditure would "be
judiciol1S.
.
Mr. MACBAIN, in reply to an observation by the honorable member for Ararat
(Mr. Mc~ellan), stated that Captain Payne,
the commander of the Nelson, was a lieutenant in the royal navy when he went
home, and was raised by the imperial
authorities to the position of captain. He
(Mr. MacRain) hoped the vote would b3
agreed to, on the assurance that the Government would take the necessary steps to
keep down the expenditure, both in connexion with the Nelson and the Cerberus.
Mr. McDONNELL said it would be
most unbecoming for the colony to break
the contr"act into which it had" entered
with the Imperial Government, in reference to the Nelson.
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that representations would be made to the
Imperial Government, that the colony.did
not wish to be bound by the arrangement
which had been made; that it desired to
be relieved from the responsibility of
keeping the Nelson ready for defEmsive
purposes, and for the future to maintain it
solely as a training ship. It would also
be represented that the condition requiring the Cerberus to be at the disposal of
" the commodore of the Australian station
should be removed, and that the vessel
should be !Lt the disposal of the colony at
all times, both in peace and in war.
Mr. LANGTON stated that the agreement which Mr. Verdon entered into with
the Imperial Government was dated the
15th November, 1866, but Mr. Verdon
did not make any statement to the House
" on the subject until the following Feb-
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1'uary. The arrangement was, therefore,
entered into before the House was ever
consulted on the subject. One condition
of the agreement was"If either of these 'Yessels shall cease to be
maintained and used for the purposes for which
it is given, the property in it will revert to Her
Majesty's Government.'~"

If the colony wished to get rid of either
of the vessels, it could do so by ceasing to
maintain them for purposes of defence.
Mr. McCULLOCH repeated that the
House approved" of the action of Mr.
Verdon, and was bound by the arrangement, which it ought not to do anything
to repudiate. If the House wished to get
rid of either one ship or the other, let the
House ask the Imperia.l Government to
take the vessel off its hands.
Mr. G. V. SMITH mentioned that, at
the time that the subject was" under the
consideration of the House, Mr. Verdon
desired honorable members, if they objected to the terms of the agreement, to
express their feeling at once, in order that
a communication might be sent to England, to prevent the vessels coming out, if
necessary.
Mr. HANNA said he thought the offices
of assistant paymaster and clerk could be
very well dispensed with.
Mr. REEVES remarked that, in ,his
opinion, if this vote were not passed, the
committee would be liable to a charge of
repudiation. He would support it.
The amendment was negatived, and the
vote was then agreed to.
On the vote of £900 for the department
of Stores and Transport (for six months),
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that a
commission had been appointed to report
upon the working of the Stores and Transport department, and that he had received
from them a report which would, in its
results, be very valuable to the Government. It was intended to abolish the
department altogether in the course of a.
few months, but in the meantime it was
necessary to take the vote now under consideration, in order to meet the expenses
that would be going on during the time
that must elapse before the recommendations of the commission could be carried
out. The report would be laid on the
table of the House in a few days.
The vote was agreed to.
MILITARY VOTE.
On the vote of £17,500 for military
troops in garrison,
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Mr. LONGMORE asked the Treasurer when they were most required, whether
whether it would be mude a part of the the colony liked it or not?
MI'. McCULLOCH replied that there
correspondence with· the Home Government, to say that the troops were no longer could be no doubt of the correctness of the
required here? It was, in his opinion, views expressed by the honorable and gala great wa.ste of money to maintain them, lant member. It was no doubt a very
and he hoped the Government. would not hard case that this country should be
think it necessary to ask for such a vote asked to pay for the maintenance of troops
another year.
during times of peace, and that, in the
Mr. McCULLOCH said he thought the event of war, the troops should be liable
honorable member ought not to inquire to be removed and the country left without
whether it was the intention of the military protection. He thought that, on
Ministry to ask the Home Government questions of the kind under considerathis question, until the subject had been tion, the House ought to express a
thoroughly discussed by the House.
decided opinion as to the character of the
Mr. REEVES inquired whether the vote which should be taken.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that, with
£17,500 was asked for independently of the
amoull t of the cost to which the country was reference to the artillery, it had been reput for the mnintenance of soldiers in gaol. ported to him that that force was composed
MI'. McCULLOCH replied that he had in the first instance of raw recruits who,
taken the necessary steps for a reduction when they had become properly drilled, were
in the expenditure on aecount of the soldiers taken away, and the same process gone
who were in gaol.
through again, Without, however, offerCaptain MAC MAHON asked whether ing any further ohservations on that
the attention of the Tre~st.1rer had been branch of the question, he would ask the
directed to the po~sibility or advantage of Treasurer to postpone the vote~ in order
having a local artillery fo'I'('e established, to that the House might have a fuller opporman the different fOI'tifica.tions which had tunit.y of expressing an opinion as to the
been erected in the vicinity of Melbourne? advisability of communicating with the
For som~ years there had heen maintained Home Government with reference to the
a Royal Artillery force at very considerable troops being altogether withdrawn. He
expense, and the opinion of the House had did hot think they were required at all,
, been expressed that a ioeal artillery corps for he believed that in the 'volunteer force
should be maintained here. The country there could be found men quite as efficient
was not likely to be attacked, but if it as any in Her Mnjesty's service, and who
were attacked, a useful and efficient body could be paid by a portion of the money
of men might, he thought, be easily raised now proposed to be voted for the Imperial
to protect it.
.
tl'OOpS.
Mr. FRANCIS said that he differed
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the subject had been under his consideration, but from the views expressed by the honorahle
that he had not had the opportunity of member for Ripon and Hnmpden as to the
carrying his inquiries out to the full ex- postponement of the vote, because he
tent. It was a qut}st,ion whethel' the thought that such a course would not only
country was in a condition to dispense be not deferential, but it would show a
altogether with Imperial military assista.nce, certain amount of discourtesy and abruptor whether it could raise for itself an ness inconsistent with the position occupied
efficient forc.e for its defence; in short, it by the colony in the mother country. It
was doubtful w~ether the latter course ought at the same time to be understood
would not be mOl'e expensive to the colony. that, in matters of its own defence, the
count.ry should not be allowed to remain
Howev~r, he was quite satisfied that the
arti lIery was the class of military best in the anomalous position which it at
suited to the requirements of the countl·Y. present occupied. He would feel it inThe Govemment proposed to give ful~er cumbent upon him, when the vote was
brQllght forward next year, to raise obconsidemtion to the question geneJ'ally~
Captain MAC MAHO~ asked whether jectioq. to its Qeing carried, unless in the
it was not the case that in time of war the
meantime an art'angement were c,?n:te to
militltl'y would be liable to be recalled? with the ln1perl:~.l a~thorities satisfactory
If so, was it not a posit.ive farce that the,. to the colony.
Mr. McDONNELL desired to record
force should be paid by this country when
they could be withdrawn at any moment his protest against a practice which hllod
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become too common in the House, of
attacking the character of bodies of men
upon mere rumour and hearsay evidence.
With regard to the observation of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
that the artillerymen were nothing more
than raw recruits, he could say of his own
personal knowledge that some of the
members of that force who were at
Woolwich in 1859, were until a very
recent date in this colony.
Mr. MACGREGOR said he thought
the vote ought to be postponed for future
consideration, in order that an opportunity
might be afforded to honorable members
of expressing more fully their views on the
subject.
.
Mr. BERRY observed that the committee appeared to be unanimous in their
expression of opinion, that eit.her the vote
should be postponed, or that, if passed, it
should be passed upon the clear understanding that it was the last time that it
should appear on the Estimates of the
House. It must be obvious that the rule
of the Imperial Government in relation to
the defences of this country would nevel'
be broken, and that t.he arrangement on
their part that the troops should remain
here simply during the convenience of the
empire was final. He"endorsed the views
expressed by honorable members on all
sides of the House, that the large expenditure which the country was called upon
to defray was absolutely useless.
Mr. DYTE read from Hansard the
following remarks offered by the honorable
member for the Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith)
during a debate which took place on the
"
subject in 1867:"If the colony did its duty in this matter, it
should give a plain intimation to the Home
Government that it was willing to accept what
the people of England had urged that it should
accept-namely, self-defence as well as selfgovernment. He held that Victoria was unworthy the position it occupied as a colony, if it
did not do something in this direction, while
other colonies less able to defend themselves
were ~oing their part. He submitted that the
colony should b~ cop tent 'fith the IJ,ssistance
which the mother country gave it in the way of
naval defence I and that if it could not furnish
its OWIl l.anil forces, it had no right to responsible go¥efijment~"

He wished to know whether the Treasurer was prepared to ~arry out that
su~geation ?
"
Mr. McCULLOCH said he gathered
from the observations which had fallen
from honorable members that it was the
desire of the committee that the, Home
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Government should be distinctly informed,
by the outgoing mail, that unless they
were prepared to enter into an arrangement by which the military would be kept
here at all times-as well in times of peace
as of war-the payment of Imperial troops
would be discontinued at the end of the
year.
Mr. LONGMORE said that he merely
asked for a postponement, in order that the
House might instruct the Government to
open the COITP,spondence in the Vfay promised by the Treasurer.
Mr. MACBAIN expressed the opinion
that before the committee arrived at any
conclusion on the subject it should be
brought before the House, and more fully
discussed.
Captain MAC MAHON said that he
did not agree in the opiuion of the honorable member for the "Wimmera, that the
consideration of the question should be
postponed. It was one which had been
much discussed for some years past; and
he did not think that a better opportunity
could present itself for the final disposal of
it than now, when it was proposed to vote
He believed it to be the
the money.
desire of t.he committee that the Chief
Secretary should communicate with the
home authorities, and ascertain from them
whether they were prepared to leave here
a sufficient military force in time of war
as well as in time of peace, and whether
that force would be of a description to
answer the purposes required of it. If the
Imperial authorities declined to give such
an assurance, he was confident that there
would be no difficulty in raising in this
colony quite as effective a local artillery
corps as any that could be raised in
England. It was no use talking about
responsible govemment if the people of
the colony could not take the first step in
this direction, and say, " We" are able to
defend ourselves" as well as to govern ourselves."
The vote was' then agreed to, as were
also the following :-:t;2,500 for transport; "
£ 10,000 for unforeseen expenditure;
£1,000 for expenses of prosecutions under
the revenue laws; £300 for the expenses
of pounds; £500 grant tothe Jewish community; £130 to pay to the shire of
Berwick certain licence fees paid into the
Treasury on account of the year 1868 ;
and £14,500 compensation to officers whose
services have been dispensed with, and for
whom no compensation for loss of ofJice
is provided by the Civil Service Act.

